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Preface

The RACCCS 2021 is a major multidisciplinary conference organized to provide
a forum for researchers, educators, engineers, and government officials involved
in the general areas of communication, computational sciences, and technology to
disseminate their latest research results and exchange views on the future research
directions of these fields, to exchange computer science and integrate its practice
and application of the academic ideas, to improve the academic depth of computer
science and its application, and to provide an international communication platform
for educational technology and scientific research for the universities and engineering
field experts and professionals.

Nowadays, globalization of academic and applied research is growingwith speedy
pace. Computer, communication, and computational sciences are the heating areas
with lot of thrust. Keeping this ideology in preference, the fourth version of the
International Conference on Recent Advancement in Computer, Communication,
and Computational Sciences (RACCCS 2021) has been organized at Aryabhatta
College of Engineering and Research Center, Ajmer, India, during August 20–
21, 2021.

Ajmer is situated in the heart of India, just over 130 km southwest of Jaipur, a
burgeoning town on the shore of the Ana Sagar Lake, flanked by barren hills. Ajmer
has historical strategic importance and was sacked by Mohammed Gauri on one of
his periodic forays from Afghanistan. Later, it became a favorite residence of the
mighty Mughals. The city was handed over to the British in 1818, becoming one
of the few places in Rajasthan controlled directly by the British rather than being
part of a princely state. The British chose Ajmer as the site for Mayo College, a
prestigious school opened in 1875 exclusively for the Indian Princes, but today open
to all those who can afford the fees. Ajmer is a perfect place that can be symbolized
for demonstration of Indian culture, ethics, and display of perfect blend of wide
plethora of diverse religion, community, culture, linguistics, etc., all coexisting and
flourishing in peace and harmony. This city is known for the famous Dargah Sharif,
Pushkar Lake, Brahma Temple, and many more evidences of history.

This is the fifth time Aryabhatta College of Engineering and Research Center,
Ajmer, India, is organizing international conference based on the theme of computer,
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vi Preface

communication, and computational sciences, with a foreseen objective of enhancing
the research activities at a large scale. Technical program committee and advisory
board ofRACCCS include eminent academicians, researchers, and practitioners from
abroad as well as from all over the nation.

RACCCS 2021 received around 230+ submissions from 488 authors of five
different countries such as Vietnam, Malaysia, China, Bangladesh, and Oman. Each
submission has been gone through the plagiarism check. On the basis of plagiarism
report, each submission was rigorously reviewed by atleast two reviewers with an
average of 2.90 per reviewer. Even some submissions have more than two reviews.
On the basis of these reviews, 58 high-quality papers were selected for publication
in this proceedings volume, with an acceptance rate of 25.2%.

We are thankful to the speakers, delegates, and the authors for their participation
and their interest in RACCCS as a platform to share their ideas and innovations. We
are also thankful to Prof. Dr. Janusz Kacprzyk, Series Editor, LNNS, Springer, and
Mr. Aninda Bose, Senior Editor, Springer Nature, for providing continuous guidance
and support. Also, we extend our heartfelt gratitude to the reviewers and technical
program committee members for showing their concern and efforts in the review
process. We are indeed thankful to everyone directly or indirectly associated with
the conference organizing team leading it toward the success.

Although utmost care has been taken in compilation and editing, however, a few
errors may still occur. We request the participants to bear with such errors and lapses
(if any). We wish you all the best.

Editors
Ajmer, India Yu-Chen Hu

Shailesh Tiwari
Munesh C. Trivedi

K. K. Mishra
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A Review of Physical Unclonable
Functions (PUFs) and Its Applications
in IoT Environment

Aruna Yadav, Sanjeev Kumar, and Jagendra Singh

Abstract This paper describes various studies about physical unclonable functions,
and it inspires use of physical unclonable functions over conventional security mech-
anisms and compares them in many aspects. It categorizes physical unclonable
functions as strong physical unclonable functions and weak physical unclonable
functions. For any communication in a network, authentication scheme for nodes,
server, router, and network gateway is presented and procedure of communication
is explained and presented through architecture. This paper explained problems
faced by smart devices due to attacks on security. Finally, this paper reviews various
emerging concepts of physical unclonable functions and its advancement.

Keywords Physical unclonable functions · Cryptographic hardware · Hash
function · Authentication · FPGA (field programmable gate arrays) · Randomness

1 Introduction

Physical unclonable functions provide improved security in terms of low-cost authen-
tication and in key creation applications. Physical unclonable functions are used for
secret key storage without secured EEPROMS. Physical unclonable functions can
do this because they do not store secret in digital memory rather; they find out some
undisclosed features from physical characteristics of integrated circuit like manufac-
turing differences of gate delay as a physical characteristic. There are many reasons
physical unclonable functions are better than standard secure digital storage. Physical
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unclonable functions use cryptographic hardware which are nominal in price. Phys-
ical unclonable function consumes less power and easy to fabricate. Generally, inva-
sive attacks are possible only if attacker able to change physical characteristic, that is
main reason to secure physical unclonable functions continuous active anti-tamper
mechanism is not needed. Physical unclonable functions derive secrets manufac-
turing variability of Integrated circuits. No two integrated circuits can be same even
there must be some slight difference two integrated circuits even if manufacturing
and masking process is same. There are many applications that integrate physical
unclonable functions into integrated circuits. Physical unclonable functions can be
categorized as: strong physical unclonable functions and weak physical unclonable
functions. For authentication purpose, strong physical unclonable functions are used.
In storage purpose, weak physical unclonable function works efficiently. Focus of
physical unclonable function is to decide c in f (c), where x is parameter in which
function is dependent and that parameter lies on manufacturing variability. Basic
difference between strong and weak physical unclonable functions lies on domain
of f (c). For strong physical unclonable functions, domain is large, while for weak
physical unclonable functions, domain is small.

Consider c as challenge for function; then response given by function is r, r = f (c);
physical unclonable functions ensures unpredictability: An adversary cannot predict
its response until it recognizes intrinsic properties; robustness: Response of physical
unclonable functions is steady over time; uncolorability: An adversary cannot mimic
the behavior of weak physical unclonable functions on another device. Since weak
physical unclonable functions have less numbers of challenge response pairs, these
pairs stored secretly. Mostly weak physical unclonable functions are used for secret
key derivation. Physical unclonable functions provide secured storage that is why
physical unclonable function response is never exposed. So, response can be used as
secret key to encrypt or decrypt data. While in strong physical unclonable functions
authenticated directly without using cryptographic hardware, responses are stable to
environment, attackers cannot expect response. Weak physical unclonable functions
also able to provide authentication with the use of HMAC. Models of weak physical
unclonable functions a.

Both weak and strong physical unclonable functions rely on analog physical
properties of the fabricated circuit. Example of strong physical unclonable function
architectures: Optical physical unclonable function: It was first implementation of a
strong physical unclonable function.

Another example of strong physical unclonable function is Arbiter physical
unclonable function: There are some limitations due to macroscopic approach of
optical physical unclonable function. Silicon implementations were used for strong
physical unclonable function, manufacturing variability works as challenge, and that
is input for unclonable randomness. In case of Arbiter physical unclonable func-
tion, manufacturing variability in the gate delay of each multiplexer produces an
edge at the latch and that latch behaves like Arbiter [1]. There are large numbers of
concepts for physical unclonable function that are emerging. It is also shown that rate
of new physical unclonable function is increasing. It is also observed that concept
behind it is randomness. There are several physical unclonable function concepts
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for electronic application, so are many options of physical unclonable function, by
comparing merits and demerits best suitable option, can be chosen. Choice depends
on application.

Examples ofweak physical unclonable function are static RAMand ring oscillator
physical unclonable function.

In low-cost authentication physical unclonable functions: A strong physical
unclonable function can be replacement for securedmemory and cryptographic hard-
ware on an embedded system. Strong physical unclonable functions do not demand
for anti-tamper circuit structure, any cryptographic hardware, or any additional
thing. Strong physical unclonable functions demand less power, area. Conceptu-
ally a planned, steady broad evaluation is mandatory to regulate the optimal physical
unclonable functions concept and explicit modification for any given purpose should
outstanding for all.

2 Literature Survey

Recently, number of concepts related to physical unclonable functions increased,
and concepts utilize explicit source of randomness, concerning distinctive material
and skills in field of physical unclonable functions and using new materials and
technologies in the field of physical unclonable function [2].

Hammouri et al. [3] presented tamper proof lightweight challenge response
authentication scheme that varies according to noisy-level physical unclonable func-
tions. Compared to earlier projected structure, this scheme does not require cryp-
tographic hash function which is more expensive for ultra-low power applications.
The security against passive attacks is claimed considering that no polynomial time
algorithm presents for enquiring threshold of almost half cases.

Reza et al. [4] described application scenario where all previous physical unclon-
able function-based authentication schemes failed and then used converse physical
unclonable function-based authentication scheme.

Wang et al. [5] proposed strong physical unclonable functions that are secured
against machine learning attacks on conventional and quantum computers. Lattice
physical unclonable functions built through weak physical unclonable functions.
Lattice physical unclonable functions are lightweight, digital uses concept of pseudo-
randomnumber generator.Delvaux [6] explained physical unclonable functionwhich
is a circuit whose input–output conduct is dependent on manufacturing random
variations and investigated significance of 21 physical unclonable function-based
protocols. Work out proficient predictive model of Arbiter physical unclonable
functions.

Calhoun [7] enlightened physical unclonable function-based e-cash protocol and
analyzed arithmetical features of the produced authentication bit strings and specified
that physical unclonable function cash is robust, scalable and can be implemented in
commercially hardware.
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Mukhopadhyay et al. [8] illustrated Internet of Things (IoT) which is network
of large number of exclusive distinguishable intercommunicating smart devices.
Lightweight authentication protocol for these smart devices should be protected
against physical attacks. Explored design tasks, operating principles and defense
approaches.

Kong and Koushanfar [9] illustrated strong physical unclonable function which
is a circuit structure that abstracts large number of unique chip signs and described
information for process variation (process variation produces inherent randomness
in silicon structure and disturbs threshold voltage consequential power consumption
and delay around silicon chip), circuit aging technique (circuit aging is process in
which efficiency of circuit is degraded by its usage) and delay model.

Yin and Qu [10] explained silicon-based physical unclonable function that oper-
ates the differences through silicon manufacturing process to abstract information
that is exclusive for each chip.Many research shows that physical unclonable function
can be used in security of applications.

Bin chen [11] described problem of secret key generation over noisy and biased
physical unclonable function to resolve this problem. Polar code-based syndrome
structure is applied to break the concept of polarization to cooperation of secret
key’s randomness and decodability so it will be able to minimize the effect of bias
on secret key theft.

Guo et al. [12] explained that physical unclonable function provides challenge–
response sets for authentication of devices, but many conventional strong physical
unclonable function designs represented by the Arbiter physical unclonable function
are hard to implement on FPGA and then suggested new lightweight strong physical
unclonable function that can enthusiastically reconstruct while maintaining high
entropy and large CRP space.

Rostami [13] illustrated and analyzed two lightweight and secured protocols based
on substring matching of physical unclonable function response strings to accom-
plish authentication and session key exchange; simultaneously, this protocol ensures
robustness against noise in the physical unclonable function response string.

Chatterjee et al. [14] developed a secure physical unclonable function-based
authentication mechanism and identity without certificate identity protocol. Asym-
metric behavior of protocol resolved problems are due to challenge–response pair-
based physical unclonable function authentication scheme; it is advantageous over
security susceptibility of low hardware.

Kumar et al. [15] explored that ensuring data security in smart devices from
external attacks is a tedious job. Generally, traditional cryptographic techniques
preserved keys in nonvolatile memory that is susceptible to physical attacks. Phys-
ical unclonable functions have capability to save smart devices from physical attacks
as keys are not stored in nonvolatile memory and tough to regenerate. In new
generation of electronic devices, usage of semiconductor material, for example,
carbon nanotubes or 2D materials are preferred reason, is better electrical, optical,
mechanical, and thermal properties.
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Gu et al. [16] proposed TCR physical unclonable function design dependent
on tristate inverter matrix. This design has feature of ultra-lightweight and re-
configurable as compared to RO physical unclonable function design. MOS simula-
tion and FPGA implementation showed and verified the better, consistent, and unique
behavior of TCR physical unclonable functions.

Venkata et al. [17] illustrated issues regarding Internet of Medical Things.
Adding extra security features to existing electronic devices must not enhance power
consumption and diminish battery life. Proposed design of physical unclonable func-
tion was advantageous for authentication techniques that is power optimized hybrid
oscillator Arbiter physical unclonable function. This physical unclonable function
design was verified through 32 nm FinFET and Dpoingless junctionless FETs.

Das et al. [18] discussed new physically secure lightweight anonymous user
authentication protocol for Internet of Things applying physical unclonable function;
this work is carried out through the tough analysis of RORmodel and verified formal
security through AVISPA tool and informal security. Real-world implementation of
this scheme is analyzed using NS3 simulation tool.

Byun [19] presented novel authentication technique for two parties containing two
authentication factors (1. Own physical unclonable function embedded device and 2.
long-termsecret.)willing to authenticate eachother throughmutually decided session
key over a distributed network. A novel concept DEVICE ORACLE is discovered
and presented distinct physical unclonable function embeddedAKEensuring verified
security.

Barbareschi et al. [20] extended existing protocol PHEMAP which ensures
mutual hardware authentication based on physical unclonable function for one-to-
many scenario to CE-dependent Internet of Things scenario, mainly emphasized on
complete mutual authentication scheme dependent on PHEMAP whose significance
to achieve requirements and restrictions of three-tier Internet of Things (Table 1).

3 Classification of Physical Unclonable Functions

3.1 Classification Dependent on Used Physical Employment

Physical unclonable functions used till now can be roughly categorized into four
major groups based on the technology role in physical engagement: optical phys-
ical unclonable function, silicon physical unclonable function, coating physical
unclonable function, and acoustic physical unclonable function (PUF).

Optical physical unclonable function (OPUF):
It first proposed physical unclonable function, though initially projected as the phys-
ical characterization of a particular one-way function used for cryptography. Principal
constituent of the optical physical unclonable function shows clear token using arbi-
trarily fixed smattering elements. After radiation through the laser, a multifaceted
image using sunny and shadowy adverts ascends, known as “speckle pattern”. A
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Table 1 Physical unclonable functions’ evolution

Advancement in physical unclonable functions

Integrated Circuit identification using device mismatch in year 2000

Physical One-way function in year 2001

Physical Random Function in year 2002

Arbiter physical unclonable function and Feed Forward Arbiter in 2004

Coating physical unclonable function in 2006

Latch physical unclonable function, XOR-Arbiter physical unclonable function, Ring Oscillator
physical unclonable function and Static RAM physical unclonable function. in 2007

Butterfly physical unclonable function, D Flip-Flop physical unclonable function, Tristate
Buffer physical unclonable function, Lightweight Secure physical unclonable functions in 2008

Power Grid physical unclonable function in 2009

Glitch physical unclonable function, SHIC (Super High Information Content) physical
unclonable functions in 2010

Mecca physical unclonable function, Bistable Ring physical unclonable function, Ultra-low
Power Current-Based physical unclonable function, Current Starved Inverter Chain physical
unclonable function and Logically Reconfigurable physical unclonable function in 2011

Converse Physical function in 2012

Light weight authentication protocol 2014

Robustness against noise in the physical unclonable function 2015

TCR physical unclonable function in 2017

optimized hybrid oscillator arbiter physical unclonable function in 2018

Distinct physical unclonable function embedded AKE in 2019

Gabor filter fits in this scenario as a worthy feature extractor specially for these
types of configurations; then filter production is the rejoinder of such type of optical
physical unclonable function, though the physical factors of the laser (location,
wavelength, and orientation) set up the challenge. Composite environment of the
communication of laser light through sprinkling particles, the reactions are extremely
arbitrary and exclusive. The great requirement of the response arranged the precise
microscopic physical particulars of the optical token reasons two similarly formed
tokens to display different reactions to the identical challenge, then escapes a specific
token and they can be duplicated through great accuracy.

Silicon physical unclonable function:
It exploits strong CMOS manufacturing discrepancies that is the outcome provided
inescapable inadequacies in recent integrated circuit manufacturing methods. Manu-
facturing discrepancy of factors like dopant absorptions and line breadths are obvious
like differences in terms of timing performance among cases of the identical inte-
grated circuits. Such time differences dignified for an appropriate circuit system, if
required then encoded. Preferably, a silicon physical unclonable function should not
involve a nonconformity from the normal CMOS treating steps and implementable
with the help of EDA design flows. It is noticed that such type of physical unclonable
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functions is inclined toward temperature deviations that finally reward schemes to
work the system appropriately.

Coating physical unclonable function:
It is a physical unclonable function inwhich a defensive coating for integrated circuits
is the basis of unpredictability. The dense coating substance is fixed in di-electric
elements, which have arbitrary specifications regarding location, shape, and dimen-
sion. Underneath the coating layer, an arrangement of sensors for metal wires is
applied to scope the capacitance for coating. Calculated values are arbitrary just cause
of the arbitrariness is there in the coating, generates the responses to their challenges,
all are specific to the voltage of a definite amplitude and frequency, practical to a
section of the sensor array. As there are implicit randomness, di-electric constituents
and these values are tough to generate two values as all sensors generate similar
values. Although there are some disadvantages to use coating physical unclonable
function is that it allows restricted number of challenge–response pairs. While the
advantage of coating physical unclonable function is less price of their fabrication,
an advantage of coating physical unclonable function is that adaptable to identifying
some physical changes.

Acoustic physical unclonable function:
This physical unclonable function is constructed based on properties belongs to
acoustical wave propagation. Any oscillating voltage of electrical signal is converted
into mechanical vibration through a transducer. These vibrations transmitted as a
sound wave in a specific solid medium and disseminates on the arbitrarily distributed
inconsistencies of the solid medium. The reflections of these sound waves are digni-
fied by another transducerwhich changes these vibrations again in the formof electric
signal. It shows that the reflections of each token are exclusive.

3.2 Classification Based on Response Collection Mechanism

Intrinsic physical unclonable function-
Intrinsic physical unclonable function is embedded inside the hardware system, it
preserves without any modification done to produce randomness, and obviously any
opponent cannot read it exactly due to this feature that a reader will not disturb
its output value. The measurement settings are inbuilt in the physical unclonable
function and is integrated on chip. Such type of physical unclonable functions (like
Silicon physical unclonable functions) are comparatively easy to build and control
because these PUFs usually do not required any preprocessing and post-processing,
although some error correction for noise is required, but these PUFs are prone to
security susceptibilities.

Controlled-physical unclonable function-
Controlled-physical unclonable function relates to an algorithm in a very special
way and that algorithm controls these types of PUFs. Any changes in the algorithm
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are reflected in the controlled-physical unclonable function. This algorithm discour-
ages the reader to directly challenge the physical unclonable function and limits the
information about responses that is seen by the outside world. A controlled phys-
ical unclonable function makes enumerating physical unclonable function responses
harder and stops man-in-the-middle attacks. In addition, some physical unclonable
functions require external or extra logic to explicitly introduce randomness (such as
the optical and coating physical unclonable function) can also be considered under
this category.

4 Authentication Scheme

We discuss a scheme that defines working of authentication protocol. A network
corresponding several nodes (named as node1, node2, node3, noden) acts as sources
and receiver of information. Network consists of some server nodes (named as SN1,
SN2,…SNi) put upon to manage the communication of each node in its range and
forward the data to a router (named as router1, router2…, routerj). The router there-
fore forwarded the information to the cloud through and through the network gateway.
The data nodes have limited computational resources, while the server nodes and
advanced nodes are comparatively resourceful. It is pretended that the server nodes
and the data nodes are dispersed in the way that each data node is always inside the
read range of one server node. Every data node, server node and router need to be
authenticated so mount a physical unclonable function instance on them. Written
account that in the given architecture, there is no definite key storage available for
the nodes. We depicted our protocol for data nodes and server nodes. The protocol
grows through the following steps:

Firstly, enrollment phase is performed, formerly each data node is assigned to a
particular server node. Through this, a CRP database created for the physical unclon-
able functions contained in each node in the server node corresponding to the data
node. In next phase if two nodes want to communicate under same server, their
server node authenticates those nodes, then generation of their public/private key
pairs occurred, and then share secure key pair. In last phase, secure communication
executed, the two nodes send and receive the message securely over the network
using the keys, without any intervention of the server. If a node1 wants to commu-
nicate to node2, then server1 needs to authenticate both of these nodes before key
generation and communication between these two nodes. Similarly, if server1 wants
to communicate with server2, then router1 needs to authenticate both these servers
before key generation and communication. In the same way if a router1 wants to
communicate with router2, then network gateway needs to authenticate these two
routers, before key generation and communication between these two routers. If a
node wants to move from one server to another server, then all things will come
through by server2 now onward as mentioned in Fig. 1.

In enrollment phase, server sends random challenge to the mobile data node; then
node employs challenge c to its physical unclonable function and produces response
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Fig. 1 Communication architecture of different types of nodes

Fig. 2 Enrollment phase

r and send back to its server, then server update its database by (c, r) pair as shown in
Fig. 2. These types of many challenge response pairs are stored in database according
to the memory of server. This database is secured.

Second phase Authentication Phase: with the help of challenges c1, c2 for node1
and c3, c4 for node 2 and corresponding responses r1, r2 for node1 and r3, r4
for node2 applied hash function on them calculated �1 and �2 for any particular
timestamp.

Q1 = Hash function (puf1(c1) ||puf1(c2) ||ts)
Q2 = Hash function (c1 ⊕ c2)

Private key = t.Q1

Public key = t.Q2

Similarly, we will calculate for node2.
Last phase communication phase: In this phase, node1 sends message to node2.

This communication is secured against CPA, CCA, repudiation attack [21].
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5 Security of Physical Unclonable Function

New technologies do not bring only new facilities but also bring some weakness
and unpredicted problems. We will discuss diverse physical unclonable function
particularized attack.

These are some of the attacks:
Fault attacks on physical unclonable functions and fuzzy extractors:
Fault attacks initiate a suspected performance in that device when using over

intense situation or compel it to function in amanner to enclose fault into it, provoking
towork at immoderate temperature that will significantly change physical unclonable
function random noise conduct on the far side of error correction potentiality of the
circuit [18, 20, 22].

Side channel attacks on physical unclonable functions: Side channel attacks are
hardware-dependent attack those wants to analyze hardware and interpret crypto-
graphic key. As data processed in hardware are interrelated to each other, after anal-
ysis of hardware behavior attackers can go through analysis of data also. Attackers
discover characteristics of section for example power consumption while analyzing
secret information to be extracted [23].

3. Modeling attacks on delay-based physical unclonable functions: Goal of these
types of attack is to figure outmathematics approximation for definite set of challenge
response pair.

So that afterward approximation can help in forecasting of responses for unknown
challenges with comparatively higher accuracy. Delay-supported physical unclon-
able function for example arbiter physical unclonable function and its variance is
sensitized to these types of modeling attacks imputable to linear delay circuits [8].

6 Secured Physical Unclonable Functions Dependency

Physical unclonable functions have two important security parameters: unpre-
dictability and unclonable property. Unclonable property is very much required
characteristic that is not attained using traditional cryptographic methods. It can
be divided into two forms again: mathematically unclonable and physically unclon-
able. A physical unclonable function is physically unclonable if the manufacturer
cannot create a physical duplicate of the physical unclonable function with alike
challenge–response pair. It is termed as existential unclonable. Generally, all silicon-
based physical unclonable functions hold this property. Physical unclonable function
is mathematically unclonable.

Also it is not probable to generate a mathematical approximation which exhibits
the original Physical unclonable function conduct nearby previous one. There is no
known silicon physical unclonable function that is mathematically unclonable. This
mathematical unpredictability states that opponent cannot forecast same challenge
response pair from already existing set of challenge–response pairs. Typically, fn (the
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random function) is dignified through these security experiments which consist of an
important knowledge aswell as a challenge phase. In the learning phase, the opponent
examines the behavior of the random function fn for particular input challenges ×
1, × 2, …, xn (it can be specified by opponent). Finally, in the challenge stage, the
opponent provides values in the set of (x, fn (x)) for some x × 1, × 2, …, xn surely.
Normally, unpredictability is evaluated through of entropy or can specified as average
min-entropy of physical unclonable function distribution [24].

7 Current Trend for Authentication Protocol

7.1 Ultra-Lightweight Authentication Protocol

Rather than to design an authentication protocol by using ultra-lightweight weight
operations, it can be difficult when employs it from scrape. It is better to design
ultra-lightweight authentication protocol using traditional challenge–response pair
authentication protocol using cryptographic primitive for ultra-lightweight construc-
tion [13]. Ultra-lightweight primitives were not applicable to DES (data encryption
standard it is a symmetric key algorithm), AES (advanced encryption standard is also
known as Rijndael algorithm), and IDEA (International Data Encryption Algorithm
is also known as improved Proposed Encryption Standard), though ultra-lightweight
primitives are applicable to low-cost primitives designed for this purpose [25, 26].

7.2 Human-Dependent Authentication Protocol

This human-dependent authentication protocol needs lightweight evaluation depen-
dent on learning parity with noise. Although human-dependent authentication
protocol has many specific features, this protocol requires additional protective envi-
ronment, when any third-party adversary involved in between message communi-
cation and tries to modify the message [17]. Then there were lot of works done
to avoid man-in-middle attack in human-dependent authentication protocol with
different versions like random-human-dependent authentication protocol, trusted-
human-dependent authentication protocol, bilinear-human-dependent authentication
protocol, and tree-human-dependent authentication protocol [10, 22].

8 Conclusion

We studied various research papers related to physical unclonable functions and their
differentmodels; illustrated their variations based on applications, devices,materials,
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and attacks; and covered comparative analysis of physical unclonable functions with
traditional techniques in many aspects.

We undergo through metrics of physical unclonable functions for any application
and discussed authentication scheme of data nodes if they want to communicate
each other considering all the conditions whether data nodes are under the same
server, router, network gateway, or in different constraints. Current study on phys-
ical unclonable functions primarily concentrated on apprehension of the capabili-
ties and limitations of physical unclonable function by detailed study of possible
attacks on physical unclonable functions. This paper covers applications of physical
unclonable functions in IoT environment as well as current trends of authentication
protocol in scope of ultra-lightweight authentication protocol and human-dependent
authentication protocol.
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Role of Transfer Learning in Glioma
Grading

Ranjana Joshi, Munesh C. Trivedi, Vishal Goyal, and Deepak Kumar Singh

Abstract Treatment planning ofGlioma case is highly dependent on precise grading
of Glioma. As per World Health Organization guidelines, tumor grading should be
decidedwith the help of histopathology reports, i.e., biopsy report. Biopsy reportmay
contain sampling errors which may result in incorrect grading. The biopsy report is
also subject to inter- and intra-observer variability. To overcome the limitations of
biopsy procedure involved in Glioma, grading process motivated the clinicians and
scientists to look formachine learning, deep leaning and transfer learning approaches
in Glioma grading process. As these advanced concepts were applied on MR images
to carry out Glioma grading task, it not only make the procedure fast but also helps
in precise grading. These approaches in contrast to biopsy can be performed repeat-
edly. This paper presents an overview of potential of transfer learning approaches in
Glioma grading process.

Keywords Brain tumor · Biopsy ·Magnetic resonance imaging · Transfer
learning · Spectroscopy

1 Introduction

Brain is considered to be one of the complex organs of the body. The blood brain
barrier protects the brain cells which on the other hand makes the brain chemistry
invisible. Brain tumor occurs when there is formation of abnormal cells. These
abnormal cells may push healthy areas of brain affecting normal functioning of
the brain [1]. Till now, there are 120 types of known brain tumor described in liter-
ature. There are two types of brain tumor: primary and secondary brain tumor [2].
The type of tumor is called primary brain tumor when tumor starts within brain.
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In simple words, source of tumor cells lies within the brain itself. When source of
brain tumor cells is from other parts of the body other than brain, such abnormal
formation of cell mass results in secondary brain tumor. Secondary brain tumor is
also called metastasis tumor. The severity of brain tumors can be judged in two ways:
benign and malignant. Benign brain tumors are considered to be non-cancerous, and
malignant brain tumors are considered to be cancerous. Benign tumors are generally
less harmful in comparison to malignant tumor. Benign tumor has less growth and
has less chances to infiltrate while malignant tumor grow quickly and may spread to
other parts of the brain [3]. Studies are conducting nowadays to account for cancer
causes. Definite reasons of cancer causes are unknown till today [4–16].

General practice of tumor treatment involves: detection, treatment followed by
rehabilitization [3, 17–19]. For detecting brain tumor, clinicianmay ask for neurolog-
ical test. Neurological test includes checking balance, vision, etc. Clinician may ask
for imaging test also. Imaging includesmagnetic resonance imaging (MR), computed
tomography (CT) and positron emission tomography (PET). MR is preferred choice
because of its advantage over other imaging modalities (Fig. 1).

MR provides better soft tissue contrast, and it uses non-ionizing radiations. MR
can produce more detailed images of brain [17]. Advanced MR sequences such as
functional MRI, perfusion MRI, diffusion MRI and spectroscopy may help clinician
to understand the tumor characteristics in much better way. Team of clinician and
scientist after tumor assessment with the help ofMRImay conduct surgery in order to
remove whole tumor if possible [12–14]. Resection of tumor depends on its location
in the brain. If tumor lies in the interior part of the brain and it is difficult to carry out
the surgery, then clinician may plan for the stereotactic biopsies to collect the tumor
cells. The cells are collected from resected tissues and send for further analysis in
pathology laboratory. In the pathology laboratory, these cells are analyzed for tumor

Fig. 1 Representative image
of Glioblastoma Multiforme
(high grade glioma) [20]
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grade and its type. Once tumor type and grade are decided, the clinician may plan
the further treatment which includes chemotherapy, radiotherapy or combination
of these [12–16]. Majority of adult population around the globe suffers from the
Gliomas [1–5, 9, 17–25]. World Health Organization classifies Gliomas into four
grades, i.e., Grade I, Grade II, Grade III and Grade IV. Grade I and Grade II Gliomas
are considered to be low grade Gliomas (LGG), and Grade III and Grade IV are
considered to be high gradeGliomas (HGG). HGGs are considered to bemalignant in
nature. Grade I and Grade II Gliomas have considerable prognoses [2] in comparison
to Grade IV. Different Grades have different treatment strategy. Grade I tumors are
mostly cured by surgery [17]. Different grades have different survival rates [17]. It is
important to diagnose the Gliomas grade accurately to plan the treatment accurately.
Biopsy reports are considered to be gold standard in Gliomas grading. Increasing
number of Gliomas cases and sampling errors involved in preparing biopsies report
motivated the clinician and scientist to look for alternatives available to diagnose
the Gliomas grade. Clinicians and scientists are also looking for machine learning
and deep learning concepts in order to grade the Gliomas accurately using less time
(Fig. 2).

Transfer learning is an emerging concept in which a pretrainedmodel is fine tuned
to carry out the grading task. Advantage of using transfer learning over machine
learning is that it does not require handcrafted features. Also, pretrained model
learning can be utilized to carry out the new task. In simple words, pretrained model
does not require training from scratch. In medical field, data is scare, and use of
transfer learning is worth. In transfer learning, internal layers of pretrained network
are used to extract the features, and final layer is for carrying out the desired task.
The final layer in pretrained model is commonly known as adaptation layer.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the most
commonly used transfer learning model in Glioma grading. Section 3 describes the

SOURCE LABELS 

SOURCE 
MODEL 

SOURCE DATA 

TARGET LABELS 

TARGET 
MODEL 

TARGET DATA 

TRANSFER LEARNING

Fig. 2 Transfer learning approach [20]
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available literature which has used the transfer learning concept in Glioma grading
process. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Popular Transfer Leraning Models

AlexNet has about 60 million parameters. The AlexNet consists of five layers for
performing convolution, three layers for performing max-pooling operation, two
layers for performing normalization and one is output layer (softmax layer). The input
size to AlexNet network is 224 × 224 × 3. GoogLeNet is another popular transfer
learning approach used in Glioma grading process. GoogLeNet contains 27 layers.
The GoogLeNet architecture uses 1 × 1 convolutions. Using 1 × 1 convolutions
decreases the number of parameters. The input size to GoogLeNet network is 224×
224. It is also known as inception V 1. visual geometry group (VGG) 16 architecture
contains 16 layers. These 16 layers contain convolution and pooling layers. The last
layer, i.e., output layer, is fully connected layer. The VGG network is much deeper
network in comparison to AlexNet. VGG 16 has total 138 million parameters. VGG
was conceptualized by its creators in order to reduce the parameters. These are several
variants of VGG network such as VGG 16 and VGG 19. ResNet solves the problem
of vanishing gradient which allows the network to go deeper. The most commonly
used variants are ResNet 50 and ResNet 101.

3 Related Work

This section discusses about the literature which uses transfer learning concept in
Glioma grading process. Table 1 represents the summary.

In study [2], AlexNet were fine tuned over Grade II, Grade III and Grade IV to
classifyGliomas intoGrade II, Grade III andGrade IV. The study includes 30 cases in
Grade II patients, 43 cases in Grade III and 57 cases in Grade IV. Data augmentation
was also done with the help of auto augmentation approach. The reported accuracy
was equal to 97.9% in classifying Gliomas into Grade II, Grade III and Grade IV. In
study [22], both AlexNet and GoogLeNet were fine tuned over 113 Gliomas cases.
They also have performed fivefold cross-validation test.With the help ofGoogLeNet,
the author achieved the accuracy equal to 97.9%. The author also compared the
performance of Glioma grading using the both the pretrained network, i.e., AlexNet
and GoogLeNet. In study [22], author reported that GoogLeNet performs better than
AlexNet. In study [1], authors used transfer learning concept to classify brain tumors
into benign andmalignant. They tunedResNet 101, ResNet 50, AlexNet, GoogLeNet
andSqueezeNet.As per their reported results, AlexNet performs better in comparison
to other pretrained model. In study [1], author reported that GoogLeNet takes more
training time as compared to all other pretrained networks.
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Table 1 Summary of studies based on transfer learning model

References Considered cases in each
class

Pretrained model Evaluation metrics (%)

[2] Grade II = 30
Grade III = 43
Grade IV = 57

AlexNet Accuracy = 97.9

[22] Grade II = 25
Grade III = 27
Grade IV = 61

GoogleNet/AlexNet Accuracy = 97.9

[1] Benign images = 224
Malignant images = 696

AlexNet Accuracy = 99.04

[17] Grade II = 50
Grade III = 58

Vgg 18 Accuracy = 89

[3] Glioma images = 1426
Meningioma images =
708
Pituitary images = 930

AlexNet, GoogLeNet,
VGG 16, VGG 19,
ResNet18, ResNet 101,
ResNet-Inception-V2,
SENet

Accuracy (AlexNet) =
98.71

[18] Malignant images = 155
Benign images = 98

VGG 16, ResNet 50,
Inception-V3

Accuracy (VGG 16) = 96
Accuracy (ResNet) = 89
Accuracy (Inception) =
75

[19] Meningioma = 1426
Glioma = 708
Pituitary tumors = 930

Inception-V3,
DensNet 201

Accuracy (Inception-V3)
= 99.34
Accuracy (DensNet201)
= 99.51

[23] BraTS 2019 VGG-19 Accuracy (Training
Accuracy) = 99.82
Accuracy (Validation
Accuracy) = 96.32
Accuracy (Testing
Accuracy) = 99.30

[24] LGG = 76
HGG = 259

AlexNet Area Under Receiver
Operating Characteristic
= 82.89

[25] Grade II = 249
Grade III = 264
Grade IV = 607

ResNet 18 Accuracy = 73

[4] GBM = 109
Metastases = 57

DNN Accuracy = 95.5

In study [17], author used the concept of VGG18 pretrained neural network to
classify the Gliomas into Grade II and Grade III. The study was conducted over 110
patients. The study includes 50 cases of Grade II patients and 58 cases of Grade III
patients. The reported accuracy of developed classifier with the help of pretrained
VGG 18 was equal to 89%. Author used cross-validation approach to validate their
model. In study [3], authors used nine pretrained networks, i.e.,AlexNet,GoogLeNet,
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VGG 16, VGG 19, ResNet18, ResNet 101, ResNet-Inception-V2 and SENet. The
last three layers of pretrained model were modified from 1000 outputs to three output
labels, i.e., Gliomas, meningioma and pituitary. Authors reported that AlexNet and
VGG 18 have achieved the same accuracy equal to the 98.55. Although these both
pretrained classifier achieved the same accuracy, VGG 18 takes more time in training
as compared to AlexNet. In study [18], authors developed a classifier which classifies
the input into two classes, i.e., benign and malignant. The classifier was trained
using 253 images. To increase the size of data set, data augmentation approaches
such as flipping and rotation were used. The reported accuracy using these three fine
tuned models, i.e., VGG-16, ResNet-50 and Inception-V3 models was 96%, 89%
and 75%, respectively. In study [19], the author developed classifier which classifies
the cases into three classes, i.e., Gliomas, meningioma and pituitary tumors. Two
pretrained classifiers, Inception-v3 and DensNet 201, were fine tuned to carry out
the classification task. The testing accuracy recorded with the help of Inception-v3
and DensNet was equal to 99.34% and 99.51%, respectively.

In study [23], authors used VGG 19 pretrained model to classify the cases into
three categories, i.e. normal, LGGs and HGGs. BraTS 2019 data set w used for
developing classifier. In study [24], authors used AlexNet to carry out the Glioma
grading task, i.e., LGG versus HGG. The author kept the parameter settings same
but the number of epoch has been incremented and was equal to 80. In study [25],
authors used the concept of residual networks to carry out the distinguishing HGG
from rest of the grades. The authors also developed the classifier which distinguishes
the Grade III Glioma fromGrade II Glioma. The use of residual network block solves
the problem of vanishing gradient. ResNet 18 architecture was used to develop the
classifier. ResNet 18 as its name implies is 18-layer deep architecture. In study [25],
authormentioned that the developed classifier performs poor in case of distinguishing
Grade III Glioma from Grade II Glioma.

4 Conclusion and Future Research Direction

Increasing cases of brain tumors in last five years are motivating factor for clinician
and scientist to look for machine learning and deep learning approaches in Glioma
grading process. The use of machine learning and deep learning approaches on MR
images in Glioma grading not only makes the procedure fast but also overcomes
the limitations of biopsy procedure. As biopsy is invasive in nature and may contain
sampling errors, it is evident from the literature that around 30% cases of Glioma
were diagnosed incorrect. Incorrect grading may affect the survival of the patients.
Precise tumor grading helps clinician to plan the treatment accordingly. Several
studies reported in literature show the potential of machine learning approaches in
Glioma grading. Support vector machine and random forest were the most used
approaches in Glioma grading. The development of machine learning model to carry
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outGlioma grading task depends on the handcrafted featureswhich can be considered
as limitation of proposedmachine learning approaches. Thedeep learning approaches
were also proposed to carry out Glioma classification task but availability of limited
dataset leaves the scope of validation of proposed concepts. The transfer learning
concept can be thought as an alternative approach which overcomes the limitation
of both approaches, i.e., machine learning and deep learning approaches. This paper
highlights the role of transfer learning in classification of Gliomas, a kind of brain
tumor.
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Current Approaches for Brain Tumor
Segmentation

Ranjana Joshi, Munesh C. Trivedi, Vishal Goyal, and Deepak Kumar Singh

Abstract Abnormal formation of cell mass within the brain results in brain tumor.
This abnormal formation may affect the normal functioning of the brain, hence
affecting the survival rate. Treatment planning and follow-up depend on how accu-
rately the grade and type of tumor are detected. Gold standard for detecting tumor
grade and type is biopsy report. Biopsy is invasive in nature, and biopsy report
may contain sampling errors. Defining tumor boundary over MRI is required to
define clinical target volume (CTV). Manually locating tumor boundary is diffi-
cult and may contain subjectivity errors. These limitations motivated researcher to
look for computer-based methods for diagnosing brain tumor type, its grades and
defining CTV. The presented paper highlights the current trends in tumor segmen-
tation approaches in order to define gross tumor volume (GTV) or CTV. It was
established in literature with the help of table discussed in related work section that
convolution-based approachesweremore efficient in tumor segmentation and, hence,
defining CTV or GTV.

Keywords Brain tumor · Clinical target volume · Tumor segmentation · Biopsy ·
Convolution neural network

1 Introduction

Brain tumor is considered to be life-threating disease. Abnormal formation of cells
within the brain may result in formation of brain tumor. This abnormal formation
may push the normal tissues inside the brain, hence affecting the normal functioning
of the brain. Brain tumors can form in two ways.

(a) Primary brain tumor: when tumor cells start within the brain itself.
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(b) Secondary brain tumor: when tumor cells that form cell mass belong to other
organs of the body. This type of tumor is also called metastasis.

Some tumors cells are considered to be cancerous and are known as malignant
cells [1–20]. If tumor contains malignant cells, it will result in bad prognosis and
less survival rate. Some tumor cells are non-cancerous and fall in category of benign
tumor. Benign tumor has better survival rate in comparison to malignant tumor [1–
5]. Clinical treatment management depends on the size, types and grades of brain
tumor diagnosed. Magnetic resonance imaging is preferred choice for clinicians over
computer tomography and positron emission technology. Size of brain tumors helps
in defining clinical tumor volume which is needed for radiation therapy. Manu-
ally defining tumor size is difficult due to heterogeneous shape. Manual practice
may contain subjectivity errors. Biopsy is considered to be gold standard for diag-
nosing brain tumor [1–10]. It was well established in literature that biopsy reports
may contain sampling errors [1–21]. These sampling errors may result in incorrect
grading, hence affecting survival rate of a patient (Fig. 1).

Limitations involved in tumor segmentation and grading process motivated clin-
ical researchers to look for an alternative approaches for segmentation and diagnosing
tumor type using imaging technique.

The objective of this presented paper is to give an overviewof brain tumor segmen-
tation approaches and challenges involved. The rest of paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the related work done in domain of brain tumor segmentation.
Section 3 concludes the paper and highlights the challenges involved in brain tumor
segmentation.

Fig. 1 MRI FLAIR image
showing brain tumor
(hyperintense region)
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2 Related Work

This section discusses the current methods developed in the area of brain tumor
segmentation. In study [1], authors proposed tumor segmentation based on the
method of thresholding andwatershed algorithm. Thresholding approachwas used to
segment the tumor, and watershed algorithm was used to segment the brain. In study
[2], author used the late fusion convolution neural network (CNN) to segment the
brain tumor. In late fusion CNN approach, independent CNNwas used for everyMRI
sequence. In study [3], authors proposed the concept of tumor segmentation based
on the automatic tumor thresholding and automatic tumor localization concept. In
study [4], authors proposed the tumor components segmentation approachwhichwas
based on the 3DUNet deep learning model. For carrying out their study, BraTS 2019
dataset was used. In study [5], authors proposed the tumor segmentation approach
which was based on the watershed algorithm and CNN. Watershed approach was
used to carry out the tumor segmentation task, and CNN approach was used to carry
out the tumor classification task. In the study [6, 11], authors used the CNN approach
to carry out the tumor segmentation task. In study [7], authors presented a survey
based on deep learning approaches. In study [8], authors usedwatershed algorithm for
segmenting the tumor. In study [9, 10], for carrying out segmentation task, K-means
algorithm was used followed by tumor classification.

In study [12], author used histogram-based approach for segmenting tumor. In
study [13], authors used CNN concept to carry out the segmentation task. For
improving the segmentation simultaneously reducing parameters, 1 × 1 layer was
added to base network. Fuzzy C-means approach was used to carry out segmentation
task in study [14]. In study [15, 17], authors presented a survey based on the concept of
CNN. They concluded that CNN-based approach yields better results in comparison
with other proposed approaches. In study [16], authors proposed the segmentation
concept based on the concept of histogram and region growing approaches. In study
[18], authors used the concept of UNet using HardELiSH activation for carrying out
segmentation task. Authors used other activation functions such as ReLU, ELiSH and
Swish for carrying out segmentation task, but HardELiSH results were found to be
better. In study [19], authors used the concept of hybridized multilevel thresholding
(Table 1).

3 Conclusion and Challenges

The objective of this carried out work was to present a summary of the latest methods
developed in the area of brain tumor segmentation. This paper was divided into
three major sections: introduction, related work followed by conclusion and chal-
lenges. Introduction part gives a glimpse of brain tumor and mentioned the limita-
tions of existing practices. It tries to establish the motivation of clinicians involved
for carrying out the segmentation task. The related work section discusses the recent
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Table 1 Summary of implemented machine learning classifiers reported in literature along with
their reported accuracy

References Sample considered Methods Evaluation

[1] Tumor images = 14 Thresholding, watershed
method

Error = 10%

[2] LGG = 75
HGG = 210

Late fusion CNN Dice = 87.21%

[3] Tumor images = 320 Automatic tumor
thresholding, automatic
tumor localization

Sensitivity = 91%
Specificity = 99%

[4] BraTS 2019 dataset 3D UNet Dice (whole tumor) =
89.1%

[5] BraTS database Watershed, CNN Dice = 93.5%

[6] BraTS 2017 database CNN Dice = 89%

[8] Tumor images = 36 Semantic segmentation
(watershed approach)

NA

[9] Internet available tumor
images

K-means NA

[10] HGG = 20 images K-means Dice = 81%

[11] NA CNN Dice = 77%

[12] NA Histogram-based
approach

Dice = 80.56%

[13] BraTS 2015 dataset CNN Dice = 90%

[14] Cancer imaging archive K-means, fuzzy C-means Relative tumor area
(FCM) = 93%

[15] NA Histogram-based, region
growing technique

NA

[18] BraTS 2015 UNet/HardELiSH
activation

Dice = 87.4%

[19] NA Hybridized multilevel
thresholding

NA

* NA—not available (not mentioned in their presented paper)

alternative approaches that were developed in order to carry out segmentation task.
Machine learning and deep learning approaches-based methods show promising
results and were base of many proposed methods in literature. Transfer learning-
based approaches were also getting developed and can be well found in literature.
Although lots ofmachine learning, deep learning, transfer learning and othermethods
were developed but due to heterogeneity involved in tumor cells and lack of avail-
ability for standard protocols in imaging acquisitions across vendors around the
globe makes the segmentation task a difficult problem and proposed segmentation
approaches difficult to compare respectively. This further opens the door for more
research in area of brain tumor segmentation.
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Intelligent Traffic and Transport
Management Systems: Categorization,
Problems and Future Objectives

Mohit Misra, Prashant Mani, and Shailesh Tiwari

Abstract In recent years, large number of vehicles are running on the roads, but
available traffic infrastructure is not able to beat it. Therefore, nowadays, traffic
congestion ismajor concern, and it gives rise to happenmore accidents. This problem
creates adverse effects on society, including economic development, traffic accidents,
rise in greenhouse productions, time loss and health issues. In this situation, it requires
a modern and robust traffic management system to reduce traffic congestion and its
adverse effects. There is a need of traffic management systems which consist of a
set of modern applications which consist of application and management tools to
expand the efficiency overall traffic. Also, such system should provide the safety to
the transportation systems. This systemworks by gathering information from various
types of sources, and then it analyzes the collected such information and identifies the
problems that could degrade the traffic efficiency and then runs services to manage
them. By considering all these aspects, this paper presents a classification system to
analyze challenges and develop a future outlooks to generate a traffic management
system.

Keywords Intelligent traffic and transport management system (ITTMS) · Road
surface recognition · Condition monitoring ·Machine learning algorithms

1 Introduction

In a developing infrastructure, roads are a piece of core unit in it, and it supports
people and logistics movements, formation in the foundation of social and economic
development and interconnecting cities, ports, projects and airports. There are various
issues arising in this procedure, i.e., maintenance, development of roads, congestion
and traffic and increasing population. For this, we propose a new system of roads
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Fig. 1 Basic components
used in ITS

which is a combination of information, communication and control techniques to
integrate drivers, vehicles and roads properly. This system is called as intelligent
transport system (ITS) which only aims to traffic-related issues along with many
other ones (Fig. 1).

For which, we have set its applications focus on three issues of problems: Society,
the road administrator and drivers. At societal level, it helps in decreasing accidents,
environmental effects and reducing traffic. Similarly, at the level of road adminis-
trator, management of roads and traffic can be handled by identifying the hazardous
locations and frequently congested areas using probe information collected by vehi-
cles. And at last in case of drivers, we can get advantage in economic front such as
reduced tolls, route detection and payments of tolls and parking. ITS provides just
not only a convenient road traffic application along with the provision of the usage of
variety of information and communication technologies that results to the generation
of new employment and business opportunities along with economic development.

1.1 Problems Faced in Traffic Management System

Basic Problems Faced in Traditional Traffic management System:
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Urbanization: Increase in population living in metropolitan and nearby cities for
having better earning opportunities.

Increasing transportation demands: Alongwith increasing population, demands for
better and cheap transportation also increase, due to which there is an increase of
motor vehicles on roads.

Increasing pollution: Along with increasing vehicles, emission of pollutant gases
like CO2 and other gases occur as the usage of fuels increases in sufficient amount.

Increasing traffic issues: Road safety and congestion.

1.2 Categorization of Intelligent Traffic and Transport
Management System

Categorization of ITTMS is done on basis of infrastructure-based and infrastructure-
less approaches. All the research work done in this field so far is basically catego-
rized in infrastructure-based and infrastructure-less approaches. Parameters focused
for dividing various approaches are design, goals, identification strategy, re-routing
strategy and network challenges (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 ITTMS classification
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2 Comparison of Various Infrastructure-Based
and Infrastructure-less ITTMS Approaches on Design
and Goal Strategy

See Tables 1 and 2.

3 Proposed Methodology

The challenge is to build a low-cost information platform for monitoring traffic
flows and to bring that information from different parts of a city together so that
it can be analyzed to enable better traffic management routines for mega-cities in
low income countries. Present traffic flow monitoring techniques used in developed
countries such as SCOOT cannot cope with the volume of traffic, which would
go quickly wear out the SCOOT loops. In addition, newer systems such as ETSI-
G5 technology for connected vehicles are very expensive. These systems work by
having On Board Units (OBUs) and Roadside Units (RSUs), which are placed along
the road infrastructure. Currently, an OBU and an RSU each cost over $1000 USD.
So the solution being proposed is to use Bluetooth Low Power (BLE) devices. These
devices communicate using Bluetooth technology and have a common coverage
range of 70–100 m.

Sincemobile phones also haveBluetooth interfaces, a lot of apps have beenwritten
to take data from the BLE device and use the mobile phone to communicate with a
central server or navigational entity. Though what we are proposing does not remove
such capability, the system we want to build is not be dependent on users having
mobile phones. Instead, the BLE device will beacon every few seconds, and those
beacons with their UUIDs will be picked up be WiFi/BLE gateways. The gateway
devices cost £54 each, and this project will buy 50 of such gateways. These gateways
will then use right wireless routers wireless routers, which will be connected to
the University of Ghana’s communications network. This is an Ethernet network
running at 1 Gbps. The data will be routed to a central server where it will be stored
and processed and used to display traffic flows in real time.

The WiFi/BLE gateways will be placed on two very busy roads that border the
University of Ghana. The first is calledNational Highway—4 orN4, which runs from
north to south along the east side of the campus. In fact, it forms a direct boundary
with the campus for 3.5 km. The second road is called the Haatso-Atomic road and
runs from east to west on the north side of the campus and forms a natural campus
boundary for 1.5 km. So in this proposal, we would like to monitor traffic from
both roads making this a total of 5 km of road infrastructure that will be monitored.
The data gathered will be analyzed to show the traffic flow along these roads. The
results will be displayed using a virtual network computing (VNC) server; hence,
the results will be available to all commuters in real time. Information will also be
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communicated using mobile phones as well as road signage such as overhead road
gantries.

Proposed methodology has been organized into:

(a) Research Design: The study is both exploratory and descriptive in nature.
Exploratory research design has identified the related variables of the study
and defined the research problem. The conceptual framework incorporating the
relevant variables is also proposed through exploratory research. Thereafter,
descriptive research design has been used to empirically test the proposed
conceptual frameworkof the study and subjecting thedata to statistical analysis.

(b) Objectives of the Study:
• Proper monitoring of traffic flow on roads using a low-cost solution will help

in providing information and raising warning messages on timely basis to all
the road users.

• Identifying the pits, cracks on the roads, crocodile-shape roads, distraction
caused due to any unwanted objects and unwanted breakers in order to prevent
damage in the vehicles and road accidents. Main objective is to minimize the
casualties/fatalities that happen on the road.

• Objective is to provide the safety on Indian Roads by associating the risk
associated with roads and to specify the ranking of roads on the basis of quality
of roads.

• By analyzing and retrieving the data from the vehicles regarding obstruction
on the road in turn will be provided to the government in order to remove that
obstruction. Objective is to provide congestion free and cost-effective driving
experience to all road users.

(c) Sampling Design:

The sample for the study the city of Noida has been selected.We plan to collect
the data regarding the roads condition and traffic conditions of the road near
the Amity campus. To study will be performed on the road conditions using the
sample size of 500 vehicles with BLE devices for communication and sensors
like accelerometers embedded with them.

(d) Data Collection Instruments:

The basic data collection instruments are the sensor that is embedded on the
vehicle.

1. Accelerometer
2. Gyro meter
3. Cameras
4. GPS
5. Smart phones with WiFi connectivity
6. Bluetooth
7. APP on smart phone for emergency messages.
(e) Data Collection Method:

The study is based on surveymethod of collecting initial information during the
research process. Primary data is collected by researcher himself using survey
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Fig. 3 Proposed model

method. It is a reliable way to collect the data because researcher knows where
it came from and how it was collected and analyzed.

(f) Statistical Techniques:

The various data cleaning and analysis operations will be performed based on
the data collected form the sensors and perform the analysis using statically
operations used in the machine learning algorithm. The summarized tentative
plan for the same has been described in the figure below.

(g) Variables of the Study:

Demographic variables such as gender, age, education, occupation, driving
experience, driving training and type of vehicles are independent variables of
the study, and factors such as risk perception and perception of driving tasks
have been treated as exogenous variable and road safety attitude comprising
five factors of traffic rules, personal responsibility, road safety and distraction
on roads are treated as endogenous variable in the study (Fig. 3).

4 Challenges in ITTMS

In this section, various challenges faced in ITTMS are:

• Homogenous and heterogeneous data collection and integration of data.
• Managing large amount of data received from sensor is a tedious task.
• Monitoring and surveillance of traffic condition.
• Functionality similar to Google Maps for providing alternate route guidance.
• SCOOT technology can only be used where the traffic flow is very less such as

Yamuna Express Way or Agra-Luck now Expressway.
• In addition to SCOOT, new technology was developed that is ETSI-G5 which is

very expensive as it uses On Board Units and Road Side Units which are placed
along with the road infrastructure.
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• Neither SCOOT nor ETSI-G5 talks about the safety of roads. Only monitoring
or surveillance of vehicles is done using these technologies. This seems to be
providing a costly incomplete solution in terms of all types of traffic flow.

• Quality of the roads and accidents due to animals is not being considered in the
literature as the factor for road accidents or damages in the vehicles.

• Study of traffic congestion at traffic lights was not discussed in the literature.

5 Conclusion and Future Scope

This paper basically focuses on the various challenges faced in the trafficmanagement
system. An improvement in ITTMS is expected from the researchers and industrial-
ists by identifying the various challenges and research gaps. Various researchers have
already proposed different research schemes in order to strengthen the traffic flow
and congestion of traffic. Basic analysis of all the researchers who have done their
research in the field of TMS is done, and some gaps are identified as future work for
other researchers. Propermonitoring of traffic flow on roads using a low-cost solution
will help in providing information and raising warning messages on timely basis to
all the road users. Identifying the pits, cracks on the roads, crocodile shaped-roads,
distraction caused due to any unwanted objects and unwanted breakers in order to
prevent damage in the vehicles and road accidents. Main objective is to minimize
the casualties/fatalities that happen on the road. Objective is to provide the safety on
Indian Roads by associating the risk associated with roads and to specify the ranking
of roads on the basis of quality of roads. By analyzing and retrieving the data from
the vehicles regarding obstruction on the road in turn will be provided to the govern-
ment in order to remove that obstruction. Objective is to provide congestion free and
cost-effective driving experience to all road users.
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An IoT-based Surveillance Method

Vaibhav Tyagi, Rupali Singh, Ashish Tripathi, Vasu Agarwal,
and K. K. Mishra

Abstract Crimes have long been a nerve-racking ordeal to pursue a remedy, not
just for the government but also for the whole community. It is undeniably true that
there is a dramatic increase in crime rate among many nations. This rise stems from
many factors. There appears to be some evidence that administrative lock-ups do not
minimize crime rates. The atmosphere plays a significant role in shaping a criminal.
There are so many slums where criminals live today. It is recorded that a child whose
parent is guilty is more likely to be involved in social tragedies as a result of living
among gamblers, drug dealers, or even murderers, to name only a few. It would
seem, besides the family, that schools would take responsibility for sharpening an
individual. Numerous juvenile criminals are supposed to be a bully when they are
students. The inattention from teachers and parents, particularly during the student’s
adolescence, makes the struggling students more vulnerable to hardened criminals.
To summarize, the increase in crime rate could be attributed to a number of factors
including the low extreme penalties and vice enclosures. To reduce the number of
crime rates in India and provide evidence to the police, we came up with a solution
for which we created an Internet of Things (IoT)-based surveillance app. As the use
of mobile applications is increasing at a rapid rate in India, we have designed this
application so as to reduce the crime rate and provide safety measures and awareness
among the society of people who are thinking of committing a crime.
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1 Introduction

Today, with the rapid population growth and progress of urban centers and villages,
the crime chart is also on the rise as shown in Fig. 1. This tremendous increase in
crime is a matter of great concern and alarm to all of us. The frequent and repetitive
thefts, robberies, murders, rapes, substance trafficking, smuggling, and so on have
rendered ordinary people unrest. They feel very insecure and unprotected in the
presence of anti- social and negative elements. The scammers have been trained or
even have contacts and ties around the country and across the world [1]. The need
for the hour is to sensitize the nation’s citizens to the problem and seek their help
in reducing the increasing crime [2]. The worrying pattern of female crime persists
from the pattern seen in the past. A decrement in rape cases has been observed
in 2017 as compared to 2016. The number of female crimes which were reported
including various crimes such as rape, suicide, murder, acid attack, etc. was 3.5 lakhs
[3]. The line chart below in Fig. 1 depicts the increment of crime against female in
India in the recent years. A lot of work has been undertaken to lower the crime rate,
but nothing has been successful to date. Crime analyzes of the historical past are
expected to expose the nuances of the crime dataset. This mechanism would help the
law enforcement agencies in arresting criminals and coordinating the approaches for
crime prevention [5]. The capability to foresee potential crime on the basis of past,
time, and position will serve either from strategic or from operational backgrounds
as a powerful source of intelligence for them. Nonetheless, it is a difficult challenge
to forecast potential crime correctly for a higher outcome due to the growing rates of
crime in the modern days. Therefore, some methods to reduce the number of crime
rates are important.

Mobile media has been a central tool in inspiring individuals to tackle a variety
of societal problems in the past decade. Computers have been an extravagant and

Fig. 1 Crime against female
in India [4]
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unreachable for a majority of citizens in many low-income nations, but cell phone
technologies and smartphones in particular allowusers to access and connect to statis-
tics and resources like finance, businessmarket analytics [6]. Other emergencymoni-
toring applications rely on helping crime survivors, such as encouraging a female to
alert the police and others anytime she thinks she is in a position where assistance is
required. This study has been done to reduce the crime rate by building an IoT-based
security and surveillance android application.Considering the current situation, some
features such as a safest path are given for the women to travel safely from one place
to another place. We have discussed it in the future sections. The paper is organized
into six sections. Section 2 comprises the background research about increasing
crime rates in India. Categories of crimes are discussed in Sect. 3. Different crime-
prediction methods are discussed in Sect. 4. While the Sect. 5 contains the proposed
work. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sect. 6.

2 Background

The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) released data for 2017 on a much
delayed case. Although it was without some critical categories of data, the data
included were clearly laid out more than in the 2016 crime report. About three
dozen new categories and subcategories of crimes have been added under different
headings by the NCRB. At least four areas where major data diversification can be
seen are crimes against women and children, violence against Dalits (lowly caste),
corruption cases, and the time taken by police and courts to resolve cases. The NCRB
implemented categories of cybercrimes against women and children for the first time
[7]. According to the report, a total of 9,89,070 cases of human-body felony were
registered, which were responsible for 32.2% of total IPC crimes in 2017, of which
approximately 4 lakhs 95 thousand cases of hurt contributed for maximum cases, i.e.,
50.0% followedby negligence cases causing death (1,42,793),molestation onwomen
(86,000) representing 14.2% and 8.6% [8]. In terms of percentage, during 2017,
kidnapping and abduction (41%) along with cases under Children’s Protection from
Sexual CrimesAct of 2012 (25.3%)were registered as themajor crimes under ’Crime
Against Children’ which also included child abuse [9]. In 2018, India appeared
marginally safer compared to 2017, with the crime rate (incident per lakh population)
for IPC crimes decreasing to 236.7 from 237.7 in 2017, the lowest crime rate ever in
the country. The crime rate has been gradually rising since 2005, with the exception
of 2016 and 2009 when it decreased [10]. According to the 2018 edition of the
National CrimeRecords Bureau’s (NCRB’Crime)’s in India’ statistics, crime in India
increased by 1.3% in 2018 compared to 2017, with more than 50 lakh identifiable
offenses detected. According to the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB), which
is part of the Ministry of Home Affairs, a total of 5072 lakh crimes were recorded
in 2018, with 3130 lakhs falling under the Indian Penal Code (IPC) and 1940 lakhs
falling under Special Local Laws (SLL). The overall number of incidents recorded
in 2017 grew by 1.3%, while the crime rate per lakh population decreased from
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388.5 in 2017 to 383.4 in 2018, according to the study [11]. In 2018, the cumulative
of kidnapping and abduction cases was found out to be 104 lakhs across the nation,
reflecting an increase of 10%over 95,892 similar cases in 2017 [12]. As observed, the
prominent reason for largest number of murders is disputes (9622) which is followed
by personal quarrel and revenge (3874) and benefit (2994). An increase in accidental
deaths has also been seen from 3,96,584 in 2017 to 4,11,824 in 2018—a spike of
31.1% from 30.3% in 2017. In its disclaimer section, the NCRB study ’Crime in
India-2018’ said that clarifications were pending from few states, namely Sikkim,
Kolkata, Arunachal Pradesh, West Bengal, and Meghalaya on the results. The data
from these states and the town can, therefore, be considered as provisional [13].

3 Categories of Crimes

3.1 Crime by Location

Location has a huge effect on the Indian crime. In 2012, Uttar Pradesh registered
Indian states with the highest identifiable crime rate of 455.8, while Nagaland posted
the lowest level (47.7) [14, 15]. National Crime Statistics Bureau had estimated the
level as the number of incidents per 100,000 populations.

3.2 Crime Against Women

In India, violence against women refers to physical or sexual abuse of Indian women,
which is generally perpetrated by a man. Domestic harassment, sexual assault, and
murder are all prevalent types of violence against women in India. To be considered
abuse against women, the offense must be done exclusively because the victim is
female [16].

3.3 Organized Crime

In India, organized crime refers to elements of organized crime which originate in
India and are also active in various parts around the globe. The mob also participates
in illegal ventures originating in India as well as abroad [17, 18]. The Indian mob
also applies to certain wealthy families with illegal aspects [19].
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3.4 Cybercrime

Cybercrime, often known as computer-oriented crime, is a type of crime that involves
the use of a computer and a network. The computer might have been either the
perpetrator or the victim of a crime. Cybercrime may jeopardize an individual’s or
a country’s safety and financial well-being. If sensitive information is intercepted or
released, legally or otherwise, there are many questions regarding cybercrime [20].
Cybercrime growth rates had dropped in 2015 and 2016 before a dramatic spike
was reported in 2017. Cybercrime increased by 69% in 2014 compared to 2013. In
2015, there was a rise of 20.5% in cybercrime in India with 11,592 cybercrimes as
compared to 2014. In 2016, cybercrime rate continued to decline by 6.3% as 12,317
crimes were reported [21].

4 Related Work

Below are few applications that have been developed for the surveillance-related
issue earlier.

4.1 Safetipin

Safetipin is one of the best choices when it comes to women’s security apps. The
app is developed with the idea of personal protection in mind. It includes all the
necessary features such as GPS monitoring, directions to safe places, emergency
contact numbers. The application also pins the protected areas together with their
safety ratings to go when some problem occurs. This also helps users to detect
dangerous areas and support others. Apart from English, Safetipin is available in
Hindi, Bahasa, and Spanish [22, 23]. The application is free for all and uses crowd-
sourcing for data collection. We have the Safety Audit at the core of the app which
is a method for assessing a specific area based on the criteria of physical and social
infrastructure [24].

4.2 Eyewatch SOS for Women

The safety app Eyewatch SOS captures the surrounding’s video as well as audio of
the user and delivers it to the registered contacts along with a warning message. The
app has some appreciable features such as position accuracy, confirmation features
for protection, and ability to operate without GPRS. The user can notify their near
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ones by pressing the I am Safe button on reaching the destination securely. This is
on Google Play Store and iTunes

4.3 bSafe

The bSafe is a fully featured-in-one safety application for women that provides
functionality varieties. The bSafe alarm feature of the app delivers accurate video and
audio of the surrounding alongwith the accurate location to the pre-selected contacts.
The ‘timer-alarm’ feature enables to set an auto-alarm to keep your guardian updated
about your whereabouts. To avoid any awkward situation, you can fake a call using
the fake calling feature of the app. The user can be digitally monitored using the
GPS tracking until reaching the location safely through the ‘follow me ‘feature. The
app is available on the iTunes and Google Play Store. The business is working with
warning centers, mobile carriers, and smartphone manufacturers in the USA, Asia,
Europe, and Latin America, as well as non- profit corporations and organizations in
the USA with an emphasis on surveillance and protection [25].

4.4 VithU App

For emergency situations, the VithU app is a step launched by Channel [V] [26].
Nobody has the time to call an emergency number when they are at risk. Using
this app, a possible sufferer can avoid the time-consuming dialing process and can
send an instant message by pressing the power button twice. Every two minutes, the
contacts that have been chosen are notified with a warning message. The warning
message contains the updated location which is auto-updated every time the warning
is sent.

4.5 Nirbhaya: Be Fearless App

For emergency situations, another women safety app named the Nirbhaya app can
be used to deliver a warning through a call or message with a single touch to your
pre-chosen contacts. It delivers your exact positionwhen triggered.With every 300m
you pass, the location is updated. Various different features such as ‘shake to alert’
and geo-fence are also included in the app. The power button can be used to send a
warning signal instantly. It may also be used to convey conditions such as accident,
aside fromattemptedmolestation bymeans of predefined textmessages. The userwill
be asked to request personal information about residential address and emergency
contact numbers [27].
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4.6 My Police Department

The uniqueness of the MyPD app which is available on iOS and Android for free is
in its simplicity. An app that links you to over 200 U.S. wide police stations. This app
is filled with forty different apps which fight against crime. These apps have features
such as access to ’wanted’ databases, missing child records, a record of molesters
[28]. MyPD is currently in its fourth version. It is sleek and responsive [29].

5 Proposed Method

In a developing nation like India, the rising levels of crime play an important role
in hindering the nation’s development as a country [30]. Progress in the conduct of
crime also has a greater effect on international investment as well as the country’s
reputation in the global community. Therefore, there is a strong need to track and
evaluate, as well as control, the crimes that are happening across the country. Keeping
in mind the need to reduce crime in India, we developed an IoT-based app that can
play an important role in helping the government take better action to preserve law
and order in the nation and also use its valuable resources effectively. To reduce the
number of crimes and to provide evidence to police for investigation, this app is
created which has features such as SOS button, safest path, instant calling buttons,
awareness section, missing or wanted section, smart offline tools. The SOS button
is a single tap button which can be accessed in an emergency situation. The safest
path will provide you with the safest possible route for you in case of any emergency
situation to go for one place to another. The instant calling buttons can be used to
connect to the nearest essential services during emergency such as police, ambulance.
Another feature of the app ismissing or wanted sectionwhich displays all themissing
or wanted people in your area. All these sections have been discussed in detail below.

5.1 SOS Button/Emergency Button

Fig 2 shows the SOS button. The features of SOS button are as follows.

• SOS button can be accessed by smart watch, power button, voice assistant, IoT-
based jewelry you are wearing, the rupture of the cloth by using IoT technology.

• SOS button is clicked to send an alert message of your live location to the nearest
police vans and police station.

• When the button is pressed, live audio and video recording also starts which is
saved in your phone as well as onto the cloud.

• This feature will not allow to delete the evidence (audio and video recording)
which definitely leaves the potential criminal with no option other than not
committing the crime.
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Fig. 2 Screenshot of SOS
button of the proposed app

• When the SOS button is clicked, the app is taking full control over the phone,
and the phone cannot be accessed anymore by anyone including the person who
clicked it though it can be accessed if you stop the live video.

5.2 Safest Path

‘Map provides you with the shortest path, we provide you with the safest path.’ For
anyone in need at any time, our app is capable of providing the safest path to move
around freely. Based on several parameters like crime rate of the area, light, openness,
visibility, people, security, public transport, feeling, which determine which path is
more specifically safer. Fig 3 shows the safest route provided by the app.
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Fig. 3 Screenshot of the safest route provided by our app

5.3 Instant Calling Buttons

Instant call buttons are provided to approach for police, fire brigade, ambulance,
bomb squads as soon as possible. When an instant calling button is clicked, it sends
information to the nearest office as shown in Fig 4.

5.4 Missing or Wanted Section

MongoDB will be holding the data for all the missing or wanted people throughout,
and then region-wise data will be displayed to the people. Such that if someone lives
in Delhi, that person will be shown the missing or wanted people of that region only.
Thus, missing or wanted sections will be changed according to region to region.
Using this, common people will be involved to reduce the crime rate in India and to
help to solve the crimes faster. Geo-server will be used for generating, sharing, and
managing data. Fig 5 depicts the workflow of missing or wanted section.
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Fig. 4 Screenshot of instant call section of the app

Fig. 5 Workflow of missing or wanted section

5.5 Offline Smart Tools

Some useful offline smart tools available in the proposed app are that can be
emergency situations as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 List of useful tools
available in our app

5.6 Benefits of the Proposed App

None of the applications which are discussed in the related work section are able
to help in solving crime as effectively as our application. Benefits of the proposed
application are as follows:

• One stop solution for the public to inform the police in real time.
• Can work even without Internet effectively in many use cases—geolocation has

the ability to track your location without needing an Internet connection
• This is a very cost-effective application—we are using Apache Gateway,

MongoDB, Android platform, languages used JAVA, for SMS gateway: OZEKI
NG (.NET framework) all of which make the app cost efficient.

• It is integrated with some unique features such as safest path, missing/wanted
section, SOS button.

6 Conclusion

Crime is a socio-economic problemwhich affects quality of life and economic devel-
opment based on the nature of culture and environment. Previous crime forecast
analysis has shown that variables such as schooling, poverty, jobs, and environment
influence crime rate. Different studies have discussed crime prevention concerns,
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but none have proven particularly successful. So, in this research paper, we have
proposed an IoT-based surveillance android application. The proposed system will
help the police solve crimes faster, and police will be able to use the common people
as an asset to solve crimes. This is a one stop solution to inform police about the crime
in real time. The whole system is low cost and multi-functional. Sometimes, because
of the SOS button, the potential criminal might not even commit crime which results
in reduction of the crime rate. Police will also get evidence to solve the case at a
faster rate using our application.
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Abstract To obtain an optimal solution for an optimization problem, the most
important and, hence, the crucial step is to make the right choice of the optimiza-
tion algorithm from a diverse range of algorithms available. Cloud computing is
a methodology that dynamically as well as simultaneously provides services and
allocates resources to remotely residing users through Internet-based tools using the
pay-for-use model. The unlimited storage, ease of use, backup and amp, recovery,
and security are some of the features of a cloud computing environment which
make its high demand even higher. This demand is the reason that calls for better
cloud optimization which minimizes the processing cost using scheduling policies
and algorithms. The objective here is to minimize the total cloudlet processing cost
using an optimal scheduling algorithm on virtual machines. In this paper, the opti-
mization heuristics named particle swarm optimization, its variants, and random
scheduling are compared. The comparison of the results shows that different variants
of the PSO heuristic perform better in comparison with random scheduling. Among
different variants of PSO used for task scheduling purposes, PSO using constriction
factor and PSO variant using both linear decreasing inertia weight (LDIW) and amp;
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1 Introduction

Cloud computing is the delivery of computing services, which are accessed from
the Internet, using web-based tools and applications. It enables the remote access of
services, and it uses a pay-for-use model for utilizing their service. It is a computing
methodology, which involves dynamic, instantaneous allocation of resources when-
ever they are needed. Someof the benefits of cloud computing over traditional hosting
are that it provides unlimited storage, backup, and recovery, security, scalability,
speed, energy-efficiency, and ease of access. Due to the aforementioned advantages,
its demand is on a rapid rise. This increase in demands of cloud computing calls
for better cloud optimization. Thus, it is highly important to study better scheduling
policies in the cloud. Several evolutionary algorithms have been employed for this
purpose, and we implemented different variations of PSO heuristic and observed
their performance using CloudSim. The problem at hand is to minimize the total
cost of processing cloudlets by optimal scheduling on given virtual machines. Our
hypothesis is that we can obtain better cost using particle swarm optimization to
schedule our tasks as compared to the random scheduling algorithm.

Particle swarm optimization is an optimization heuristic that is inspired by the
studyof aflockof birds. Thebirds search for their food in aflockwhere the directionof
every bird depends on its best position and the best position of all birds in the swarm.
It is a widely popular heuristic used in solving various optimization problems. Relay
protection coordination in distribution networks and economic dispatch of generators
in the grid are defined as two power system-related optimization problems that can
be solved using PSO. PSO is used in the railway domain mainly for network layout
planning, scheduling of trains, and active controls. PSO variants such as genetic
PSO, chaotic PSO, and quantum-behaved PSO are also used in the railway domain.
Electronic chip design is another area where PSO can play a vital role. Cloudlet
scheduling has a number of challenges associated with it. Some of these challenges
may include ensuring efficient resource utilization, heterogeneous physical nodes in
cloud data centers, and dynamic and fluctuating workloads.

2 Literature Survey

Pandey et al. [1]: They advocated the use of particle swarm optimization to schedule
different applications to cloud resources taking into consideration both data transfer
cost as well as data computation cost. They tried to study the effects of varying the
computation and communication cost. They also compared the cost calculated using
PSO and best resource selection algorithm.

Senthil et al. [2]: They discussed a version of particle swarmoptimization heuristic
which combines the global best and the local best model and named it GLBest-
PSO. The GLBest-PSO uses a global–local best inertia weight (GLBest-IW) with
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a global–local best acceleration coefficient (GLBest-Acc). The velocity equation of
the GLBest-PSO is also simplified.

Kennedy [3]: They put forward the concept of using PSO and other evolu-
tionary algorithms to solve the different nonlinear optimization problems. They
also described the use of PSO in neural network training for feature selection and
described the benchmark testing and other proposed applications.

Angeline [4]: He tried to differentiate between the performance of evolutionary
and particle swarm techniques and their working methods. Four different nonlinear
functions were studied to highlight the differences between the two heuristics.

Shi and Eberhart [5]: First, they studied the impact of inertia weight andmaximum
velocity on the performance of the particle swarm optimization, and then provided
guidelines on basis of which these two parameters should be selected.

Xie et al. [6]: In distributed environment, workflow scheduling is an NP-hard
problem; task scheduling cannot be performed well having multiple optimization
goals using existing approaches. PSO has the advantages of having a simpler algo-
rithm, fewer parameters, and higher convergence speed, so it is applied to workflow
scheduling. A novel directional and non-local-convergent particle swarm optimiza-
tion (DNCPSO) is proposed which uses nonlinear inertia weight along with mutation
and selection operations which reduces the makespan and cost.

Wang et al. [7]: Because of a large number of resources available for the users’,
cloud computing brings new challenges in scheduling and optimization, and cost
and makespan are the issues to focus upon in workflow scheduling. A low cost and
fast makespan method are needed for users. An immune particle swarm optimization
algorithm (IMPSO) is proposed, which improves the quality and enhances the speed
of the optimization. The proposed IMPSO solves the problem of slow convergence
of PSO, which falls in local optimization.

Nagar et al. [8]: The authors propose a new PEFT genetic algorithm approach
which reduces the execution time on the workflow scheduling model ‘predict earliest
finish time.’ In this approach, GA focuses on to optimize chromosome’s objective
to obtain the best suitable mutated children. The GA optimizes the execution time
when a feasible solution is obtained. Experimental results prove that this approach
finds a better solution in lesser time.

Hosseinzadeh et al. [9]: The paper focuses on metaheuristic multi-objective opti-
mization context and presents an overview of the multi-objective scheduling strate-
gies designed to be used in different cloud computing environments. A comparison
of the multi-objective scheduling schemes is also provided.
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3 Proposed Work

3.1 Particle Swarm Optimization with Cloud

3.1.1 Initial Parameters Involved

Number of cloudlets, number of virtual machines, number of hosts, task length of
each cloudlet, MIPS rating of VM, output file size of each cloudlet, execution cost
of each VM, number of iterations, number of data centers, and number of particles
[10].

3.1.2 Assumptions

For our simulation purposes, we assumed that there are only one data center and one
user. All the hosts are present in the same data center. Furthermore, we assumed that
there are two hosts involved. Cloudlet ids and VM ids are indexed from zero. No
cloudlet migration takes place. A cloudlet when scheduled on a VM cannot switch
to another VM even if it is unoccupied.

3.1.3 Particle

The particle is a 1-D array of length equal to the number of tasks. Therefore, the
number of dimensions for the particle is the number of tasks. The value in each
array index is the corresponding VM id. Here, the index of the array represents the
cloudlet id, and the array value represents the VM id. The particle is also referred to
as mapping of cloudlets to VM [11].

3.1.4 Fitness Function for Independent Tasks

Fitness function uses execution cost provided, task length, MIPS rating of VMs to
calculate the cost based on given particle.

1. Execution time of all cloudlets is calculated using task length of all tasks and
MIPS of all VMs using Eq. (1).

∀i |i ∈ no. of cloudlets

∀ j | j ∈ no. ofVMs

Exec. Timei, j = Task lengthi
MIPSi

(1)

2. Execution cost of at VMs is calculated using Eq. (2).
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∀i |i ∈ no. of cloudlets

VM costMap(i) = Exec. timei,Map(i) ∗ Exec. costMap(i) (2)

3. The total cost of all cloudlet execution is calculated using cost at all VM by
using Eq. (3).

∀i | j ∈ no. of Ms

Cost =
No. ofVMs∑

j=0

VM cost j (3)

A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is used to represent the task dependency [12].
DAG is represented by an adjacency matrix whereM [i, j] = 1 represents that task i
sends output file to task j and M [i, j] = 0 represents that it does not.

3.1.5 Fitness Function for Dependent Tasks

Fitness function uses execution cost provided, task length, MIPS rating of VMs,
output file size of each task, data transfer speed, communication cost, DAG to
calculate the cost based on the given particle.

1. Execution cost of given cloudlets on VMs is calculated using task lengths and
MIPS of all VMs given by Eq. (1).

2. The directed acyclic graph (DAG) is used to represent the relationship between
the cloudlets. A task is said to depend on other task(s) when it needs the output
file of preceding task for its execution. It is represented by Eq. (4).

DAGi,k =
{
1 if task k depends on task i
0 otherwise

(4)

3. Task output file matrix denoted by Eq. (5) represents the amount of data cloudlet
i has to send to cloudlet k for cloudlet k to start executing.

∀i, k|i, k ∈ no. of cloudlets and k > i

Task output filei,k = Output file sizei ∗ DAGi,k (5)

4. Communication time between two dependent tasks is calculated using task
output file matrix and data transfer speed represented by Eq. (6).

∀i, k|i, k ∈ no. of cloudlets and k > i

Comm. timei,k = Task output filei,k
Data transfer speedi,k

(6)
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5. Waiting time of tasks is also a contributing factor for total cost. The waiting
time of every cloudlet is calculated as in Eq. (7).

∀i, k|i, k ∈ no. of cloudlets and k > i

Wait timek = max(Wait timek, Wait timei
+ Exec. timei,map(i) + Comm. timei,k) (7)

6. The total cost is the sum of execution cost at all VMs, waiting cost of all
cloudlets, and communication cost involved due to transfer of data between
cloudlets. Total cost is calculated as represented by Eq. (10).

∀i |i ∈ no. of cloudlets

VM costMap(i) = Exec. timei,Map(i) ∗ Exec. costMap(i)

∀i, k|i, k ∈ no. of cloudlets and k > i (8)

VM costMap(i) = VM costMap(i)

+ Comm. timei,k ∗ Comm. costi,k
∀ j | j ∈ no. ofVMs

Cost =
No. ofVMs∑

j=0

VM cost j (9)

∀i |i ∈ no. of cloudlets

Cost = Cost +
No. of cloudlets∑

i=0

Wait timei ∗ Wait costMap(i) (10)

3.2 Approach Used for Simulating Task Scheduling
of Independent Tasks

The initial parameters are taken, and CloudSim is set up for simulation. The param-
eters are passed to define the fitness function that calculates cost of particle based
on the execution time of cloudlet and execution cost of VM. A swarm of particles
is created with random positions and velocities. The best fitness (cost) is calculated,
and the particle is used for scheduling cloudlets to VMs by passing mapping to data
center broker. A randommapping is created, and the corresponding cost is calculated.
Both the costs are compared.
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3.3 Approach Used for Simulating Task Scheduling
of Dependent Tasks

The initial parameters and task dependency graph are taken, and CloudSim is set
up for simulation. The parameters are passed to define the fitness function, which
calculates the cost of particle based on the execution time of cloudlets, communi-
cation time between cloudlets, waiting time of cloudlets, and corresponding costs
[13]. A swarm of particles is created with random positions and velocities. The best
fitness (cost) is calculated, and the particle is used for scheduling cloudlets to VMs
by passing mapping to data center broker. A random mapping is created, and the
corresponding cost is calculated. Both the costs are compared.

3.4 Realization of Task Scheduling Using Oracle VirtualBox

The following approach can be used for the execution of tasks in different VMs
according to the mappings found by different variants of PSO heuristic and random
scheduling.Theoverviewof the setup for task scheduling inVirtualBoxandexecution
workflow is shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

• First, set up the required number of VM instances using Oracle VirtualBox.
• The specifications of the VMs must be same as provided while simulation in

CloudSim for accurate results.
• For the purpose of transferring files from the host system to the VM instances, a

shared folder was set up between the VMs and host system.
• The required numbers of cloudlets is kept in the shared folder. The details of

cloudlets must be kept same as mentioned while simulation in CloudSim.
• The host system runs PSO heuristic and random scheduling algorithm and

generates the corresponding mapping of cloudlets to VMs.

Fig. 1 Overview of the setup
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Fig. 2 Task execution
workflow

• Shell scripts corresponding to every VM are generated keeping in mind the
dependency of tasks and to calculate the time of execution of all programs on
VM.

• The shell scripts are used to run the programs on VMs, and corresponding output
files are generated which the host system can access from the shared folder.

4 Results Analysis and Observations

4.1 Graphical User Interface

The results are obtained from analysis of performance of different PSO heuristics.
The 5.1 experimental setup: language used—Java, operating system—Windows 10,
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RAM—8GB, CloudSim version—3.0.3, JSwarm version—2.08, Oracle VirtualBox
version—5.1.28, and Ubuntu OS version—14.04.3.

• Parameters involved in comparing PSO: (number of dimensions—2, 5, 10),
(number of particles—30), (number of iterations—1500), and (number of runs
per function—7).

• Parameters involved in comparing multiswarm PSO: (number of dimensions—2,
5, 10), (number of particles—5), (number of swarms—6), (number of iterations—
4000), and (number of runs per function—5).

• Parameters involved in cloudlet scheduling: The results were calculated for
following details (Figs. 3 and 4).

(Number of cloudlets—10), (number of VMs—8), (number of particles—30),
(number of iterations—10,000), (number of runs per PSO variant—30), (task length
of cloudlets (in mi)—3000, 2000, 1000, 5000, 4000, 3500, 2500, 1500, 6000, 1300),
(output file size of cloudlets (in mi)—300, 400, 100, 500, 350, 700, 400, 800, 1000,
550), (millions of instructions per second (MIPS) rating of virtual machines (in
mi/s)—80, 50, 10, 10, 5, 15, 20, 60), (execution cost of VMs per second (in dollars
per second)—6, 10, 2, 0.5, 0.5,4.5, 2, 7), (communication cost per second between
any two cloudlets (in dollars per second)—3), (data transfer speed between any
two VMs (in mi/s)—80), (waiting cost of VMs per second (in dollars per second)—
6, 10, 2, 0.5, 0.5, 4.5, 2, 7), and (task dependency—explained in Fig. 5). Here, mi/s
stands for millions of instructions per second (Figs. 6 and 7).

Fig. 3 Relationship of tasks considered for calculating results of dependent tasks
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Fig. 4 Results of 30 runs of cloud simulations for different PSO variants having 10,000 iterations
each and random scheduling for 10 independent tasks on 8 VMs

Fig. 5 Results of 30 runs of cloud simulations for different PSO variants having 10,000 iterations
each and random scheduling for 10 dependent tasks on 8 VMs

It was observed that the cost of cloudlet execution by using the optimal mapping
of cloudlets to VM found by PSO is usually less than mapping given through random
scheduling. Using the above observations, we formulate the result that different vari-
ants of PSO heuristic performed better in comparison to random scheduling. Among
different variants of PSO used for task scheduling purposes, PSO using constric-
tion factor and PSO variant using both linear descending inertia weight (LDIW) and
constriction factor are found to perform better than others. The mapping of tasks to
VMs found by the PSO heuristic is then used to assign tasks to Ubuntu VM instances
in Oracle VirtualBox for both dependent and independent tasks.
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Fig. 6 Results of 30 runs of cloud simulations for different PSO variants having 10,000 iterations
each and random scheduling for 10 independent tasks on 8 VMs

Fig. 7 Results of 30 runs of cloud simulations for different PSO variants having 10,000 iterations
each and random scheduling for 10 dependent tasks on 8 VMs
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

The different variants of PSO heuristics were tested, and three different approaches to
tackle the cost minimization problem of cloudlet schedulingwere studied: First using
a PSO variant involving a single swarm, PSO variant involving multiple swarms, and
one approach using random scheduling were simulated. Recently, somemore heuris-
tics have begun to be used in cloudlet scheduling. Some of them include ant colony
optimization (ACO), cuckoo search. We can try to implement cloudlet scheduling
against these heuristics and compare their results against PSO. Due to computational
constraints, we could only run and verify our PSO up to ten dimensions. In the future,
we could try to run our PSO for 30 and 50 dimensions and run it on physical machines
instead of virtual simulation. A certain number of machines can be taken, our tested
code can be implemented on them, and we can compare our simulated results with
the real-time results.
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Early Detection of Road Abnormalities
to Ensure Road Safety Using Mobile
Sensors

Mohit Misra, Prashant Mani, and Shailesh Tiwari

Abstract In today’s scenario of continuous development and reconstruction of the
localities and surrounding buildings, factories, companies, flyovers, etc. and increase
in the vehicular traffic have resulted in building speed breakers. Although these
were made in order to control the speed of the vehicles for the safety of the people
and mainly to reduce road accident casualties. But on the contrary the incorrect
construction or unnecessary construction of breakers in front of their properties
is leading to an increase of accidents. One another demerit to the road safety is
the poor building of roads and its potholes. One way is that various organizations
should do their work properly so as to improve road safety. But, rather than waiting
for organizations to do the maintenance work we can work for our safety through
various tools, which works on software codes. Since, slowly and slowly the lifestyle
is becoming technology based, the major focus here is the designing of a system
for detecting both bad road conditions as well as speed breakers with an already
bonding. The approach which has been used in the paper is a real-time approach and
has been developed by android service which actually runs in the background and
also it relies on the application of Google maps which is present in the smartphone.
The service will basically provide an early warning if a speed breaker or a bumpy
road is about to be present in the way. Also it provides an alternative route as well
as a better route apart from these already alerts to the user.
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1 Introduction

Due to the growth of population as well as city expansion there is an increase in
the weight of traffic as well as the volume due to which there is an deterioration of
different transportation infrastructures. Also the different causes for such a destruc-
tion our various effects of bad construction material use, deficiency present in the
design of the road, climate change. In combination all these issues basically result in
the appearance of different anomalies in the roads like bumps, potholes, cracks which
can be found in different expressways highways and streets present worldwide. The
effects caused due to these anomalies can elevate from being costly damages to the
vehicles to various fatal accidents.

Not only these anomalies but illegal construction of the safety breakers is also
becoming a threat leading to deterioration of the road safety. Speed breakers are
generally constructed in order to provide safety for the pedestrians in different zones
in order to control the limit of speed for the vehicles which helps in avoiding of
accidents (Table 1).

There are a lot number of unauthorized speed breakers that have been laid unnec-
essarily which are known to not follow the actual standard size which has been
proposed by the national highway authorities. The speed breakers are very common
in the countries like India due to the fact that different signboards like speed limit,
stop, yield, etc. will not be able to work because of a lack of the traffic to enforcement
resources.

This generally happens in the country because of various reasons such as higher
speed of vehicle, negligence of the driver, lesser visibility at night. There are different
incidents that have been reported where vehicles such as cars, scooters, motorcycles
are much more vulnerable because some speed breakers which are unnoticed may
cause them to lose balance and can lead to severe accidents as well as damages.

In the year 2016, India had 300,000 road deaths which is actually double the
amount of the estimation by the governmentwhichwas one 151,000. In accordance to
2018, global road safety report provided byworld health organizationwhich basically
highlighted the lack of the amount of data on fertility road accidents. According to

Table 1 Comparative analysis of last 5 years road accidents due to road conditions

Year Total number of
road accidents

% change Total numbers of
person killed

% change Total number of
person injured

% change

2014 489,400 2.21 139,671 4.21 493,000 4.41

2015 502,321 2.46 146,133 4.63 500,278 1.38

2016 480,652 −4.14 150,785 3.18 495,294 −1.13

2017 464,910 −3.28 147,913 −1.9 475,274 −4.78

2018 467,044 0.46 151,417 2.37 469,297 −0.33

2019 510,000 2.41 164,418 2.51 488,212 −2.21

2020 515,000 3.21 168,413 3.12 476,298 −2.25
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the data of the government about 1.5,00,00 people have lost their lives in 2017 due to
road accidents which basically means that 17 people die due to road accident every
hour.

The number of fatalities is actually one third of the amount of accidents which
basically results in about 53 road accidents in every hour. The worst state affected
is Uttar Pradesh with 20,124 people who lost their lives in such a road accidents,
which has been followed by Tamil Nadu where 16,157 people have lost their lives.
Also Rajasthan, Karnataka and Maharashtra are a part of the top five states. Delhi is
considered to be one of the safest places for driving considering the various numbers
of fatalities that take place.

Different solutions have been considered in order to automatically detect as well
as report any kind of anomalies in the road to different government agencies so
that the maintenance tasks can be accelerated. For example, by making the use of
different computer vision methods which are based on texture differences as well as
shape segmentation in order to identify the potholes. Approaches similar to this like
contour information, edges, adopting shape, etc. have been considered (Figs. 1 and
2).

In today’s time majority of people possess android mobile phones or smartphones
which are well equipped with various inbuil

t apps such as navigation, Google maps, sensation systems like Gyro sensor,
accelerometer and magnetometer are enabled with GPS and always connected to
Internet. The technology of smartphones has been adopted in order to tackle such a
problem provided its geo referencing, sensing capabilities.

The accelerometers in smartphones can detect the movement of the device in
such a way that if the vehicle comes across any irregular road surface like a
bomb or a pothole, the accelerometer will record the occurrence of this event.
The major problem then is the identification of the series of continuous readings
of the accelerometer when any kind of anomaly occurs. It does becomes important
to emphasize that even though the problem for the identification of road anomalies
using smart phone is well defined but still there are some issues that have prevented
the company from getting much more experience and a complete perspective. It also
enables and motivates the development of an android application which will use the
data that has been generated by these sensors present in the smartphones from the
user to alert the user about the bumps and bad road situation.

2 Literature Work

Although a lot of methodologies as well as strategies have been considered in order
to tackle the problem by using accelerometer sensors. This work basically aims a
comparison and evaluation of various high impact works that have motivated major
developments in this field. Many of the existing systems use hardware additional
to the device in order to detect different speed breakers which can be costly. The
existing approaches have been discussed in this section.
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Fig. 1 State-wise road accident analysis

Accelerometers as well as magnetometer are the main sensors which are being
utilized by the researchers and developers to overcome or to propose a solution
to tackle this problem in order to reduce the casualty rate of per 17 h. Since, the
magnetometers are expensive and not all current available smartphone or android
phones do not have this. So, initially various works and developments were done and
tested with accelerometers. Different types of anomalies can exist when working
with vertical acceleration [1–3].

Thus, there is a realization that it is important what type of anomaly it is. Because
there are many anomalies such as cracks, metal bumps, potholes, uneven roads,
the main task is thus to assign it an accurate label, i.e., it results in a multiclass
identification problem. To make this identification process less hectic, the problem
of identification is being dissolved into a binary situation [4, 5]. That is there is
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only requirement of identifying whether there exists any anomaly or not without
considering its type on the road.

In Pothole Patrol’s [6] approach, the authors used tri-axial accelerometers and
GPS which are installed at fixed positions in seven taxis that travel a distance of
9730 kms approximately which collects data while driving.

Themain purpose of this was the processing along with the threshold-based filters
for detection of different road anomalies as well as the differentiation of potholes
from other anomalies. The conclusion basically presents that less than 0.2% of non-
identified potholes have been reported and most of their detection is data that is
uncontrolled corresponding to the actual potholes.

Another approach, in which the authors and researchers considered using the
smart phones for sensing in order to provide the monitoring of traffic conditions in
the city. Rather than identifying various other anomalies, this approach addresses
the detection of bumps and potholes. The proposal provided is actually based on the
application of two different procedures consecutively. Z-PEAK and Z-SUS [7]. The
authors observed and concluded this approach with 20–30% false negative rate.

Another systemproposed in [8], in this system accelerometer andmagnetometer is
the sensors that have been used. The accelerometer has been used for the collection of
data for traffic monitoring as well as the detection of different road bombs. Whereas
the magnetometer has been used for the reorientation of access off the vehicle as
well as the device since the placement of the device inside the vehicle could be at a
different arbitrary orientation. The first stage ensures that the geometric axes as well
as the axis of the phone should be aligned.

In the next stage, the axes of the new device are aligned with the axes of the
vehicle. In order to carry out this approach the GPS has been used to determine as
well as locate the direction in which the motion of the vehicle would be there in order
to find the angle of the motion for the vehicle using the magnetic north in order to
transform and rotate the axis of the vehicle according to the axis of the device.

Conclusion of this approach is, in order to detect bombs, the system provided a
false negative rate of 10% and for the detection operating system actually produces
a first negative rate of 21.6% and a positive rate of 2.7%. The main limitations of
such a system or that there is a requirement for magnetometer in order to reorient
but the magnetometer is actually not present in all the phones and it also can cause
an increase in the consumption of battery.

Eriksson et al. [6] used a signal processing as well as machine learning approach
to detect as well as classify several specific road anomalies. The paper describes the
issue of having other unwanted anomalies manifest in the accelerometer signal, for
instance abrupt turning or stopping.

Different characteristics, such as speed and filters, such as a high-pass filter, were
used to reject such events. The training of the learning algorithm is based on the
peak X axis and Z axis acceleration values and the instantaneous velocity of the car.
To help remove false positives and increase the overall accuracy of correct anomaly
detection, the paper describes a process where an anomaly is reported only when
several other detectors have also detected an anomaly in the same spot.
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Overall, the paper concludes, that by using training data, which had been carefully
examined, the described pothole detection system achieved a false positive rate of
0.2% in controlled experiment.

Medniset al. [9] in a research paper gave a system that can be used to detect
potholes. The system consists of smart phones with OS that have accelerometer in it
for detecting the acceleration. It is made up of sensors and simple algorithms. One
of the limitation on this work is that it uses sensors and accelerometer and data is
collected using hardware only.

Remote sensors and analog devices are used to get the accelerometer data in this
study [7]. The peak value influenced the results of the Z-Thresh approach and G-
Zero approach which generated more false positives. Frequency and timing are the
contributing factors in the Z-DIFF AND STDEV-Z approach. According to [10] the
contrasting and design of devices is required to be studied upon.

Many amount of resources were allocated for this system for having efficiency
as a mobile device. Also it had requirement of very huge amount of computation
power. So because of this reason the sensing methods involving mobile phones are
considered more efficient for detecting potholes. But the issue was that the previous
approaches had obtained large number of false positives while detecting the potholes
[11–13]. So Mednis’s methodology [9] was proposed to improve the accuracy of the
process of pothole detection. There was an increase in accuracy by this process.

• Z-Thresh: It is based on Z axis value of accelerometer and gyroscope. Basic idea is
to identify the change in gravity value during themovement of vehicle on different
type of roads [10]. The value of Z axis drops below−9.8 m/s2 when vehicle enters
the pot hole. The value of Z axis increases from −9.8 m/s2 when vehicle passes
through the speed breaker. In case of staggered and bumpy road this value will
fluctuate for quickly.

• Z-DIFF: This technique uses the two consecutive reading of accelerometer to
estimate the difference and compute the velocity of change in the values [10]. The
sharp increase and decrease will signifies the pothole or speed breaker. However,
if the frequency of such events will signifies it has staggered or bumpy road. The
major limitation of this approach is evaluate the difference in time between two
points. Time difference affects the accuracy of this approach.

• Z-STDEV: lt considers the maximum standard deviation of the Z axis accelerom-
eter data as the threshold. The major issue with this technique to define the value
K that is the number of records used to identify the pothole or speed breaker. The
value of K influences the standard deviation.

• G-Zero: This approach considered all the 3 axis data of accelerometer and finds
the lower bound and upper bound to detect the pot hole and speed breaker for
accuracy improvement. The upper bound for the pot hole will be the minimum
value of all the three accelerometer values and lower bound will be the maximum
value of all the three accelerometer values. The upper bound for the speed breaker
will be the maximum value of all the three accelerometer values and lower bound
will be the minimum value of all the three accelerometer values.
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3 Proposed Methodology

Naive baye’s algorithm is a supervised machine learning algorithm which evaluates
the probability classification by evaluating the number values and frequencies of data
set. It is a very simple probability classifier algorithm. It takes into consideration that
all the features are independent of each other.

Many researches have been carried forward to evaluate the quality of roads. Many
recognition systems have been proposed to detect and analyze the roads by using
sensors on mobile phones [14] said that it requires additional hardware for this
purpose. In the research paper, the proposed system can be used to detect potholes
by the readings of the accelerometers. The total process is divided into two phases.
training and prediction (Fig. 2).

In this system, the collection of data andGPS plotting are done using a accelerom-
eter sensor and a gyroscope. Three machine learning algorithms have been used for
this purpose which are SVM, decision tree and naïve bayes algorithm.

The system is able to produce an accuracy of 98.6% which is very good. The
results are so good because of the use of both accelerometer and gyroscope. The use
of smartphone is very efficient as it can be used as an alternate to special sensors. It
is also very user friendly and is highly scalable. It gives the users of the application
ample amount of knowledge about the ways of transportation.

After more research in this field this project can be used to improve the condition
of roads in developing countries. This system can work with complete efficiency and
can also maintain a whole record of the condition of roads (Fig. 3).

Real-Time Pothole Detection Method: The proposed real-time pothole detection
method based on mobile sensing includes three steps [10]:

1. Accelerometer data normalization,
2. Pothole detection approaches and
3. Pothole location determination.

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the proposed model
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Fig. 3 Deployment of mobile sensors in the vehicle

Problem Definition:
Some shortcomings are in previous pothole detection methods as follows:

1. Mobile devices should be equipped with the specific angle;
2. High false positives may be generated with considering only one threshold for

pothole detection;
3. The precise pothole location has not been investigation.
4. There should be 10 readings in 1 microsecond in order to get the exact location

of the potholes, speed breakers or any other obstruction on the road that caused
the deviation.

Therefore, the above study provides the real-time road anomaly detection
approach which depends onmobile sensors to grasp and normalize the accelerometer
stats from mobile devices.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

The smartphone-based approach is very convenient as it eliminate the requirement to
deploy special sensors in vehicles. It is the edge of high expandability as smartphone
users grow with time. The road -sense application is a try to provide its users with
better information about the course of their transportation. With further work in
this field, it is possible for this project to play ardent part in improving road state in
growing countries. To this end, this method can be used to create a personal road type
caution system that maintains a record of road state. In coming time the aim should
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be set to improve the road type detection using detecting other road abnormality and
trying other ML classifiers.

Intelligent Transportation System ITMS proposes a real-time pothole detection
method using various mathematical approaches and various mobile sensing devices.
This method uses the accelerometer and gyroscope sensor reading obtained from
the mobile devices. Additionally, a real-time pothole detection approach is united
with the Z-Thresh and G-Zero method for decreasing the false positives of potholes
detection. To obtain the exact location of the potholes an spatial Interpolationmethod
is proposed.Mathematical results and experiments shows that the proposed approach
can accurately detect the exact location of the potholes without the false positive and
accuracywill be verymuch closer to the 100%.Hence, the proposed real-time pothole
detection approach will definitely reduce the road accidents as well as damage in the
vehicles and make life of the end users safe.
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Smart Farming: An IOT Based
Automation

Sunita Dhingra, Ashwani Kumar Dhingra, and Satinder Bal Gupta

Abstract Revolution in farming is highly demanded to produce sufficient quantity
and quality of food to feed continuously increasing population with limited natural
resources like arable land,water etc. It seems just impossiblewith traditionalmethods
of farming due to continuously shrinking arable land, harshweather conditions, water
scarcity, and less rural labor. Highly developed technologies like agricultural robots,
sensors, communication methods, big data, cloud computing, and Internet of things
(IOT) need to be included in farming to utilize these limited resources efficiently
by automation. A number of challenges such as untrained manpower and standards
infancy encountered with inclusion of technologies. So, a detailed study of these
technologies and identification of farming stages which can be improved, if made
technology driven, is required. The paper highlights the application of technology in
farming and aims to identify the farming stages where use of technology has been
proven efficient.

Keywords Internet of Things (IOT) · Automation · Sensors · Technology · Smart
Farming

1 Introduction

Growth of developing countries depends on agriculture as more than 70% of popula-
tion belong to rural areas and be dependent on agriculture for their livelihood [12]. So,
the development of agriculture industry is the need of today to improve the economy
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steadily. Most of the farmers use traditional methods of farming including a lot of
human intervention from sowing to harvesting. In traditional farming, farmers spent
most of the time in monitoring the crop states as they have to stopover agriculture
sites regularly all through the crop life to have a better plan about the crop setting
[15]. This work of monitoring can be easily done by today’s sensing and communica-
tion technologies without having the farmers to be physically in the field. Likewise,
automation, resource optimization, higher yields, and climate effects are the factors
which demand for use of technology in agriculture. Recent technology, Internet of
things (IOT), is developing as a boon to farming because of its basic communication
infrastructure and a variety of services like home and distant data acquisition, cloud-
based intelligent information scrutiny and resolution, user interfacing, and agriculture
operation mechanization [15]. So, the concept of using latest technologies like IOT,
big data, and cloud computing in farming to make it more proficient by dropping
human involvement through automation is smart farming. In process of automation,
data is collected using sensors, processed using controllers, and automated using
actuators [16].

Internet of things (IOT) also known as Internet of everything (IOE) is transforming
the way we live. It allows things-to-things, human-to-thing, and human-to-human
interaction via Internet [17]. After the smarter cities, more efficient industries, more
connected cars, inclusion of IOT in agriculture are the need of today to reduce
waste and increase productivity by automation. Modernization is the need of agri-
culture, and the stages at which theses advance technologies can be included are soil
sampling and mapping, irrigation, fertilizers, crop disease and pest management,
yield monitoring, forecasting, and harvesting to enhance the overall efficiency. A
number of tools and technologies available for themodernization of farming arewire-
less sensors, harvesting robots, IOT-based tractors, communication, smartphones,
cloud computing [15]. The aim of this paper is to identify the farming stages where
use of technology is proven to be a boon to enhance productivity and efficiency by
researchers.

2 Smart Farming Process

The motivating strength of smart farming is IOT which makes the farming process
data-driven by integrating the smart machines and sensors on farms. These devices
need to gather and process data in a continual sequence that enables the farmers to
rapidly respond to rising issues and changes in ambient situation. This cycle involves
four phases which are:

• Observation: Observational facts from crops, farm animals, soil, and atmosphere
is recorded by sensors.

• Diagnostics: The recorded data is fed to precise software with predefined decision
policy andmodels that discover the conditions of examined objective and any need
or deficiencies.
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Fig. 1 Process of smart
farming

• Decisions: Once issues are publicized, the software decides whether site specific
management is essential and if so, which.

• Implementation: The management is to be performed by way of accurate action
of machines (Fig. 1).

IOT is coming with revolutionary change in farming methods creating new
opportunities. But every new opportunity comes with challenges, so does the smart
farming as the technology is going to be integrated with traditional farming practices.
The major challenges in implementing technology for smart farming are untrained
manpower, high investments, fear of modern machinery, coverage and connectivity,
and standards infancy [15].

3 Prior Work

Improvement in farming is the need of today and involvement of technology is the
solution from various researchers. A large number of researchers are working on
this burning field to improve the livelihood of backbone of a country, i.e., farmers.
Some of the work identifying the area and benefits of involvement of technology in
farming is presented below:

Prathibha et al. [1] proposed work on smart monitoring system based on IOT
in smart agriculture. They found that monitoring environmental factors plays key
role to get better the yield of efficient crops. They designed and synthesized smart
agriculture system by using CC3200 single chip interfaced with camera for moni-
toring temperature andmoisture in agricultural field. The captured pictures were sent
through MMS to farmers mobile. They concluded that the developed scheme was
more efficient for farmers.

Dwarkani et al. [2] proposed a new approach for farming by involving smart
sensing and irrigation system formeasurement ofmoisture and pHof soil and nutrient
content to spray the essential quantity of manure, water, and green compost. They
concluded that their smart sensing system provided precise results to manage the
water and nutrient spray by smart irrigation system.
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Patil andKale [3] developed a concurrentmonitoring system tomeasure properties
such as moisture, pH, and temperature and based on those properties implemented a
decision support review system for pest and disease alarm, crop disease detection etc.
Their smart farming system also included the remote control of field fromwherever at
any time using mobile as well as Web application. They found that farmers received
updated information to cope with weather and soil conditions and epidemics of
pests using proposed model. They also concluded that real time as well as historical
environmental conditions are required to accomplish resourceful supervision and
management of resources.

Sreeram et al. [4] proposed a semi-automated farming system with aim to put less
efforts for large fields by implementing a technology induced smart agro environment
and ways to look after the crops during inevitable natural calamity. They focused on
three main issues of farming, i.e., shearing furrows, manual watering, and security
against animal grazing and provided way out for these problems by monitoring
and controlling activities through mobiles via GSM or DTMF technology. They
concluded that the proposed solution will get better the quality of living of farmers
beside the facts of difficulty in implementation at initial stage and require extensive
agricultural techniques.

Mat et al. [5] presented the basic requirements of IOT for smart farming. They
built a smart farming system to keep an eye on the crop ground using sensors and
automatic irrigation system. They tested their smart farming system for mushroom
cultivation and IOT-based irrigation system. They analytically compared the tradi-
tional mushroom house and IOT-based mushroom house and concluded that IOT-
based mushroom house produced good quality mushroom as compared to traditional
mushroom house within similar age of period. They also concluded that there is
saving of water fertilizers in automatic irrigation system as compared to scheduled
irrigation mode. They come up with an idea to use smart farming for organic farming
and family farming.

Dagar et al. [6] proposed IOT-based poly house which is a completely enclosed
arrangement to protect the field fromharmful sunrays, storms, and outside factors like
insects resulting into less need of insecticides. They focused on two main domains
of electricity and water for improvement in farming. They built a simple structural
design of IOT sensors like soil pH andmoisture sensor, humidity sensor, air tempera-
ture sensor etc. to gather information and forward it over wireless network to servers
which can take actions accordingly. They concluded that an efficient IOT architecture
can result in good quality and amount of production by saving assets like water and
electricity.

Yoon et al. [7] proposed a smartwired/wireless systemwhich resolve the space and
power constraint crisis of wired system by means of low-power Bluetooth and low-
power wide area networks (LPWAN) communication modules. They implemented
their monitoring and control functions via IOT-dedicated protocol MQ telemetry
transport. They also improved the inter-module message exchange by applying easy
techniques to bit loss which may happen in wireless networks. They concluded that
their projected scheme can be a foundation for big data and artificial intelligence
farming in terms of environmental and growth data collection.
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Heble et al. [8] proposed a power- and cost-efficient IOT system for smart farming
by using in house built IITH (Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad) mote as
sink and sensor node. They designed an inexpensive soil humidity sensor to assess
soil parameters. They evaluated their network with other proposed similar networks
for cultivation monitoring in terms of power and cost and found that their projected
network consumes a smaller amount of power and has long-lasting life span at a
lower price.

Zamora-Izquierdo et al. [9] developed a flexible multi-tier scheme to envelop the
severe PA (Precision Agriculture) needs by means of mechanization, IOT, edge, and
cloud computing through virtualization. The three tiers of system include a CPS
local layer associated with greenhouse, a new edge computing plane for monitoring
and managing PA tasks and a cloud sector with computing and data investigative
resources for crop care decisions. They implemented their system in real greenhouse
in southeast of Spain for two cycles of tomato crops. The first cycle validated the
architecture and second cycles proved the improvement over regular open crop. They
concluded that the proposed system was good in terms of water saving and nutrient
value.

Muangprathub et al. [10] designed a system with three key parts of hardware,
Web application, and mobile application to get better yields and to diminish cost.
The hardware part included the control box and sensors to obtain data on crops. The
second part, Web application, used the association rule of data mining to manage
the particulars of crop and field data. Finally, the third part, mobile application was
designed to manage the crop watering in automatic as well as manual mode. They
installed the proposed system in Suratthani province, Thailand. They concluded that
the proposed system was helpful in reducing cost and increasing productivity by
appropriately maintaining the moisture content in soil.

Abouzahir et al. [11] analyzed the popular segmentation techniques independent
of plant species and vigorous to open-air enlightenment in terms of robustness and
execution time. The key objective of this comparison was to develop lightweight
intelligent system for real-time uses in agriculture. They concluded that CIVE and
NDI are good for identifying plant regions in complicated atmosphere with less
calculation time, but forweed identification, a classification algorithm is also required
which will increase the computation time. They found that FCM and BPNN perform
better in identifying crop plants and weed if specific information like consistent color
is provided.

Das et al. [12] proposed three methodologies of agriculture using IOT to make it
a smart agriculture system. These are soil moisture and pests supervision, intelligent
seeds corporation, and well-organized food corporation of India. They assured that
the proposed system will control financial loss by reducing manual labor, surplus of
seeds in go down and declining of scarce seeds, dampness and rodents effective loss
in FCI.

Koksal and Tekinerdogan [13] defined a novel IOT-based FMIS (Farm Manage-
ment Information System) which is a key element of smart farming to support the
automation of each operation. The proposed architectural design was able to derive
the customized application FMIS architecture. They tested their system through two
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case studies, one for IOT-enabledwheat production and other for IOT-enabled tomato
FMIS. They concluded that proposed approach was effective as well as practical in
comparison to the approaches from literature.

Cadavid et al. [14] come up with an addition of trendy open-source platform
Thingsboard (used to gather and handle sensors provided information)with an idea to
concentrate on sensors, decision support system, anddistantly controlled independent
devices so that the requirements ofColombian farmingbusiness bemet. The proposed
structural design of this addition was validated on real-life scenario and identified an
exceptionally unsafe potato disease in real time to activate the simulated controller
of automated drones in response.

Ayaz et al. [15] considered all aspects from traditional farming to smart farming by
including prospective of wireless sensors and IOT, challenges expected, IOT devices
and communication techniques all the way through the crop phases from sowing
to harvesting to recognize present and future trends of IOT in agriculture. They
also discussed a variety of architectures and platforms based on IOT for farming
applications. They concluded that IOT-based smart farming is the need for efficient
utilization of every inch of field to make the most of crop production.

Madushanki et al. [16] analyzed IOT applications in farming and agriculture
industry to provide overview of technologies, sub-verticals, and sensor data compi-
lation. They reviewed 60 papers from 2016 to 2018 and concluded that water
management is utmost considered sub-vertical, most significant sensor data collec-
tion dimension is environmental temperature and Wi-Fi is the highest demanding
technology.

Lakhwani et al. [17] studied and analyzed the applications of IOT in farming
and forestry by thorough review. They found that use of IOT in cultivation can help
the farmers to have a remote control of their farms without heavy farm labor. Also
framers can do intelligent analysis and better management of agricultural soil, crop,
and environmental information.

Rezk et al. [18] proposed crop productivity and drought predicting technique
(WPART) by merging a wrapper feature selection approach and PART classification.
They tested the proposed approach on five datasets and analyzed that the approach
is more precise in predicting drought with the yield of crops like Soybean, Bajra,
Jowar, and Sugarcane. They also concluded that the proposed technique is better in
terms of sensitivity, precision, and F-Score metrics than existing methods.

Al-Ali et al. [19] designed an IOT-based solar power system for smart irrigation.
The proposed system utilizes a controller with built in Wi-Fi connectivity to read the
humidity, soilmoisture, and temperature sensors and trigger proper signals to activate
irrigation pumps. In order to prevent the burning in pump motor, underground water
level is alsomonitored by the controller. They tested the prototype systemby isolating
from power supply and making the system fully rely on solar power.
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4 Discussion

From literature, it is derived that there are several stages of farming which can
be improved, if made technology driven. Some common stages addressed are water
management, irrigation management, soil management, crop management, livestock
management, energy management, pest and diseases management, waste manage-
ment, poultry management, cattle detection management, warehouse management,
and nutrient management. Table 1 represents the stages of farming addressed by
various researchers to improve quality and quantity of production.

Table 1 IOT-enabled farming stages and their benefits

S. No. Author Sub-area
addressed

Data measures Benefits of proposed
work

1 Prathibha et al. [1] Weather
monitoring, soil
management

Environmental
temperature,
humidity

Can detect the
temperature and
humidity for yield
improvement

2 Dwarkani et al. [2] Water
management,
nutrition
management

Soil moisture, soil
pH, soil nutrients

Better water and
nutrition
management

3 Patil and Kale [3] Pest control, crop
disease
identification

Temperature, soil
moisture, soil pH

Remote monitoring
and updated
information for pests
epidemics, weather
and soil conditions

4 Sreeram et al. [4] Automatic
irrigation, cattle
detection
management,
natural disasters
management

Water level, plant
health

Lessen human
efforts, remote
monitoring

5 Mat et al. [5] Crop
management,
automatic
irrigation

Water level, plant
health

Remote monitoring,
better quality crop

6 Dagar et al. [6] Water
management,
electricity
management

Temperature,
humidity, soil
moisture, soil pH

Improved
production, better
resource
management

7 Yoon et al. [7] Power and space
management

Environmental and
growth factors

Remote monitoring
and control, better
data collection and
analysis

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

S. No. Author Sub-area
addressed

Data measures Benefits of proposed
work

8 Heble et al. [8] Power and cost
management

Soil parameters Improved
Technology in terms
of cost by developing
low-cost soil sensor

9 Zamora-Izquierdo
et al. [9]

Water and
nutrition
management,
growth
measurement

Environmental and
growth factors

Better quality crop,
better resource
(water,
nutrients)
management

10 Muangprathub et al.
[10]

Crop quality,
Cost management

Soil moisture Increased
productivity,
Reduced cost

11 Abouzahir et al.
[11]

Intelligent
farming

Weed and plant
regions

Better plant region
and weed
identification

12 Das et al. [12] Soil and pest
management,
waste
management

Soil moisture, seed
and pests
requirement

Reduced cost,
Reduced manual
labor, reduced
wastage of seeds

13 Koksal and
Tekinerdogan [13]

Crop
management,
soil and pests
management

Soil moisture, seed
and pests
requirement,
environmental and
growth factors

Automation of each
operation like data
acquisition,
monitoring,
planning etc.,
Better quality

14 Cadavid et al. [14] Disease
management,
smart farming

Environmental
factors

Automation, better
decision-making
with in-time disease
detection

15 Rezk et al. [18] Crop
management and
drought
prediction

Environmental and
growth factors

Improved
productivity, better
decision making

16 Al-Ali et al. [19] Irrigation
management

Soil moisture,
temperature,
humidity

Better resource
(Water) management

5 Conclusion

Internet of things (IOT) is developing as a boon in farming along with its various
applications due to strong communication infrastructure, data acquisition techniques,
quick information examination and resolution building, and farming operationmech-
anization. So, basic process of smart farming alongwith challenges is presented. This
paper considered practical work from various researchers and represented sub-areas
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addressed, data measures used, and benefits gained by them to identify the farming
stages which can be improved by technology and found that technology-driven every
stage like water management, irrigation management, weather monitoring, pest and
diseasemanagement, soil management etc. is efficient than traditional farming. Once
the farming stages are identified, one can learn the basics of technologies involved
and discover novel traditions in farming using automation.
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Length of Stay Prediction of Patients
Suffering from Different Kind of Disease
to Manage Resource and Manpower
of Hospitals

Rohan Sharma, Binit Kumar Singh, Siddharth Rautaray,
and Manjusha Pandey

Abstract The sole purpose of this research is to explore the usage of deep neural
network techniques and implement a model for predicting the length of stay of
patients getting admitted to medical healthcare. In our research, we have compared
the severity of various diseases rather than focusing on a single type of disease, which
makes this research different from already existing studies. The research throws lime-
light on previous works on length of stay (LOS) prediction and different approaches
of multiple authors on the same. The discussed model is broadly based on three sub
criteria which acts as a starting parameter to the prediction model, which first clas-
sifies LOS of different patients suffering from different disorders; label them into
three categories based on LOS namely <20 (mild), 20–50 (severe non-fatal), >50
(extreme fatal), based on the LOS category of the patient the management authority
and healthcare provider can easily calculate the usage of various different utilities,
sporadically available equipment and manpower and allocate them accordingly.

Keywords Length of stay · Predictive models · Classification · Hospital resource
management

1 Introduction

Previous research using ML/DL has been limited to predicting LOS for specific
diseases, and some authors have attempted to determine the same for certain patients
or conditions. However, the research done in [1] focuses on patients regardless of
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what diseases they are suffering from. In contrast, we propose a more complex yet
efficient way of handling patients with different diseases and conditions and severity
of their illnesses.

In the below discussion, we contour different deep learning algorithms for the
effective prediction of LOS of a patient suffering from a specific malady. Taking into
consideration the result of certain factors like the accessibility of additional rooms,
type of admission, the severity of health problems, age of the patient, etc., and using
completely different conventional algorithms, we have tried to predict the length
of stay (LOS) of a patient. This prediction can successively facilitate the potency of
healthcaremanagement in hospitals. Because of the high number of patients suffering
ailments to chronic diseases, it is difficult for the public to access hospitals, where
resources are limited and the number of individuals seeking treatment is high. In this
regard, it is essential to ensure that the patients have access to the necessary resources
within their prescribed time frame. There are many of us facing challenges to find a
proper bed or perhaps be admitted to the hospital due to an insufficient allocation of
resources; therefore, to beat this downside, this model not only specifies the length
that the patients are admitted to the hospital but also conjointly helps people to induce
their finances economically.

A new Harvard study [2] demonstrated that the new corona virus could create
overcrowding in many parts of the United States of America if nothing expands
hospital capacity. In 40 percent of markets around the country, hospitals would not
be able to create enough space for all the patients who became sick with COVID-19,
although they might empty their beds of alternative patients. That statistic assumes
that forty percent of adults become infected with the virus over twelve months,
a situation represented as “moderate” by the team behind the calculations. These
numbers do not seem to be precise predictions. In many ways, they reflect a worst-
case situation since they do not consider the efforts hospitals will create to quickly
increase during an associate degree emergency. Around the country, hospitals have
begun canceling elective operations and speeding home patients with less critical
ailments. Those efforts may increase the number of free beds available for corona
virus patients. In a very half-dozen interviews, hospital executives calculated that
they might increase their capability between twenty percent and seventy percent.

Better management of patients, i.e., keeping a low length of stay, will not only
aid the patient but also come in handy for improving several sections that square
measure unnoticed within the hospitals. Those majorly are better management of
assets or resources the hospitals are using which can be equally distributed to all or
any the destitute patients if they get to understand the length of keep of the patients,
another is a sensible and planned patient flow returning and being discharged from
the hospitals, and another is nurse allocations, who are the secondmost vital a person
once the doctor to the patient while under treatment in the hospital [3, 4].

This analysis will play a significant role in the massive number of individuals
within the society, creating the economic use of technology within the correct time
and place. This product guarantees a correct solution to management in hospitals
and lets the patient’s family know when they can get their friend discharged. During
these difficult times, the requirement for resource management within the health
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sector is a must. Moreover, this analysis will facilitate the hospitals to manage their
resources like the required kinds of instrumentation square measure allotted for a
selected person and ultimately serving the patient to place the finance within the
health optimally as required. This model achieves our goal of serving the hospitals
and aid because it takes a few features as input like the department of admission,
their age, and type of admission, and, therefore, the severity of health problem and
predicts the specified output we aim for, i.e., the length of stay of the patient and
classifying them to entirely different labels of time they are taking according to the
input variables.

2 Literature Survey

The idea of predicting the length of stay of a patient or discussing it since the 1960s
has been discussed [5]. It is an all-around advantage for the hospitals or the various
healthcare centers to know how long a patient will be under medical support and
using multiple resources of the hospitals or healthcare centers. We are aiming for
this research work to predict the length of stay of any patient depending on the type
or the severity of the disease irrespective of the disease the patient is suffering from,
which was never attempted by any of the authors.

In recent years, several studies [1] have been conducted on similar topics. They
have helped us understand the problem statement better in a more detailed manner
and develop better solutions. Some of the previous works we came across are as
follows. In a research done by Kelly [6] on the length of stay and readmissions of
patients, which was impacted by developments in colorectal cancer surgery. This
research mainly investigated predictors of LOS and emergency readmission after the
initial surgery episode on a single group of patients who have cancer rather than on
multiple cases of multiple diseases registered in a hospital. In the LOS predictions,
they determined that age, higher level of comorbidities, and marital status increase
a patient’s LOS.

Gustafson [7], in his explanation of predicting LOS, put forward five different
types of methodology to do the same and eventually compared each of them. Several
criteria of effectiveness and cost of the medical care system were used to measure
and evaluate the performance of the methodologies he proposed. As a result, it was
found out that the public is demanding more of the improved services of the medical
care system but is unwilling to pay its cost. An accurate prediction of a patient’s
LOS can be reached by examining factors like faculty, equipment, human resources,
and the type of bed allocated to the patient. Sessler [8] discussed how patients have
low blood pressure; the low bispectral index is hospitalized for a more extended
period. Logistic regression found that a “triple-low value of MAP, BIS, and MAC
were strongly correlated with an extended LOS. BIS refers to a measure of the
depth of anesthesia, and MAC refers to the concentration of anesthesia vapors used
and MAP means arterial pressure. The analysis done by Wang [9] aims to identify
the patients’ extended stay after acute exacerbation of COPD based on variables on
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admission. They also established a predictivemodel for LOS for earlier identification
of patients who have to stay hospitalized for a more extended period. The hospitals
correctly manage the medical equipment and human resources. In order to evaluate
the predictors of LOS, they collected demographic and clinical data on 599 patients
discharged in a given period and used logistic regression analyses. Results from
this was that admission between Thursday and Saturday, heart attacks, diabetes, and
high arterial PCO2. Furthermore, a low serum albumin level was associated with a
prolonged LOS.

The research done by Rezai [10] was primarily focused on the length of stay
of patients with cardiac arrests or problems and predicting the length of stay of
those kinds of patients which gives the hospital management an upper hand to give
better services and higher satisfaction and assists them with their management of
resources properly and treat as many patients at a given period. They used three
classification algorithms: decision tree, support vector machine, and artificial neural
networks. The result of his analysis showed that marital status was again affecting
the patients’ length of stay; single patients had LOS lower than five days, whereas
married ones had LOS greater than ten days. More study was done by Appelros [11],
which showed that patients suffering from lung disorders and hemorrhage with drug
consumption extends the patient’s length of stay. Even comorbidities such as being a
current smoker and having social security type insurance in coronary artery patients
led to longer LOS than other subjects. Kramer [12] discussed the excessive usage of
the resources by the patients due to their prolonged length of stay in ICUs (intensive
care unit), early identification of which can lead to better and proper utilization
of resources and reduce the ICU stay of a patient. They performed their intensive
analysis on a record of 343,555 admissions to 31 ICUs in 31 U.S hospitals. They
developed a multivariate regression model for predicting the LOS of the patients.
They also claimed that their model could be used to benchmark ICU performance and
resource management. Some of these important factors include whether mechanical
ventilation was required, PaO2:FiO2 ratio, assorted physiological components, and
sedation.

3 Hospital Stay Prediction Model

To obtain the length of stay (LOS) of patients admitted in different departments in a
hospital and based on the age and severity of the illness of patients, through the use
of data analysis methods, and with the help of machine learning and neural networks,
the proposed work intended to create a back-end model which will help to predict
the length of stay by learning the patterns from historic as well as present experience
and implementing the same to improve and enhance the accuracy of the predictions.

In the first instance, we implemented the supervised part of the machine learning
in which we used simple classification techniques, and on the other hand, we used
bucketization techniques to predict the output we got by implementing classification
into different labels of the length of stay. So, with the help of those predictions our
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Fig. 1 Los prediction workflow

model, as well as the user using the model, gets a better understanding of how to
group together and handle similar kinds of patients getting admitted to the hospital
for better utilization of resources and manage other resources associated with them,
which can all be seen by the hospital’s management on its portal, so as not to get
overwhelmed when so many patients present in a critical situation. The proposed
working model of the complete setup is shown in Fig. 1 which helps us to get an
understanding of its simplicity yet efficiency and effectiveness.

3.1 Step 1: Data Analysis and Model Implementation

To predict the length of stay of a patient, which is a discrete variable, we used
classification models, classification is a supervised machine learning technique used
to learn from different categorical data and the patterns out of it and predict the
category to which the new entry belongs to. In our model, the dataset which we
scraped out has different kinds of categorical columns which has various categories
such as the department of the patient being admitted their age, severity of the illness,
which is one of the most critical columns when we talk about patients as the whole
procedure of treatment mainly depends on the severity and the age of the patient
severity of the disease the patient is suffering from. That is the sole reason we have
opted to work on those features only and not take other features into consideration
that do not affect the resources and treatment procedure of a patient.

As far as the dataset is concerned, it is a huge collection of homogeneous data
obtained from various different sources grouped together. On further processing and
inspecting the data, primarily threemain features as discussed above were drawn into
account for model creation. Finally, different classification algorithms were used for
model training and produced varying results as shown in Table 1. Upon tuning the
hyper parameters of different models, i.e., logistic regression, SVM, K-NN, decision
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Table 1 Accuracies achieved
from different algorithms

Classification ML algorithm used Accuracy achieved (%)

Logistic regression 59.03

Support vector machine 60.19

K-NN 61.05

Decision Tree 61.78

Random Forest Classifier 62.34

tree, and random forest. Out of which, random forest generated the best overall
accuracy of 62%.

Also, we have implemented an artificial neural network with a different number
of layers which contains many efficient neurons with dropout layers which will not
allow our model to overfit over the train set and will be able to predict values on
the final test set or the data entered by the user in real day to day scenarios without
getting biased on a single feature or criteria. As predicted values, which needs to
be almost correct, are very essential for the given scenario as it is a model which is
going to be used in hospitals and healthcare centers giving an overall accuracy of
66% which will improve over time as more and more data gets accumulated. Hence,
the results and support discussions are based on an artificial neural network which
was found to be better than other algorithms we tried to implement, such as support
vector machine and random forest.

3.2 Step 2: Mitigating Fatal and Non-fatal Stage

After the predictions are obtained from the classification model (ANN), we then
labeled the patients based on their probable number of days of stay at the hospital
(LOS),which suffices the objective of the study to identify different groups of patients
who require varied amounts of time for bed possession and required resources for
the patient’s recovery. Moreover, resource allotment is faster for both the patient
and the hospital management. Furthermore, labeling plays a vital role to display the
future group of patients for which hospitals will need to manage their resources and
therefore, take the best decision for the patient’s faster treatment. In this research,
according to predicted output obtained from the model, we followed the same path
which was discussed by the author in the study [13]. According to which, patients
under medical observation with LOS of less than 20 days were labeled as mild, more
than 20 days, less than 50 days were labeled as severe non-fatal, and patients with
LOS of more than 50 days were labeled as fatal.
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3.3 Step 3: Experimental Setup

Following all the predictions made by the model, the next step is to deploy the model
using Python Flask as the backend framework and the streamlite API to deploy the
model on the hospital’s management portal. Further, we propose using SQLyog to
store the trained state of the model and the train and test data results. This will allow
for a fast and accurate data retrieval from the server in real time.

4 Result Analysis

Asfinalmodel artificial neural network (ANN)was implementedbyuswhich consists
of one input layer and six hidden layers with 1024 to 128 neurons on subsequent
layers, ReLU activation function is used for back propagation among successive
layers, and a dropout layer after each layer which prevents the over-fitting of our
model. The p-value is calibrated such that activated and deactivated neurons put
together predicts desired results for each consecutive layers resulting in highest
possible accuracy which can be obtained with the acquired dataset. Now, the output
layer uses Softmax as an activation function, and then the model is compiled with
categorical_crossentropy loss function. The optimizer used here is an Adam, which
is considered to be one of the best, and we used accuracy metric to determine the
model’s accuracy.

From Fig. 2, we conclude that the train accuracy remained almost static during
the epoch cycle of 20 epochs maintaining an accuracy of 66.78%. The test accuracy
increased gradually during the first two epochs from 63.55 to 65.64% and remained

Fig. 2 Accuracy versus epochs
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Fig. 3 Loss versus epochs

fairly consistent for the remaining epochs, i.e., 3 to 20, in the epoch cycle. The loss
curve remained fairly low and kept on gradually decreasing for both test and train
set during the entire epoch cycle except for the epoch period of 2 to 5 for train and
4 to 6 for test set where a sudden spike in the loss curve is observed in Fig. 3, due to
anomaly in the data.

Although, the accuracy of the model can be increased through proper data collec-
tion and segregation. The intent of the result discussion is aimed at providing
justification for the feasibility of the proposed idea.

5 Conclusion

In this research, by taking into consideration the most vital factors that are of utmost
importance for the hospitals to provide immediate and viable treatment for the
patients, which ultimately led to the prediction of total length of stay (LOS) that
a particular patient would spend in the hospital. Also, the proposed work is a clas-
sification model, which is obtained by comparing different classification algorithms
out of which the random forest model fitted reasonably well to the data. However,
as the data is time dependent, we chose ANN as the final model. The result obtained
from the model was found to be having an accuracy of 66%with a loss of 0.85. After
obtaining the classification result, we labeled the category in which a patient will
fall according to the predictions obtained from the model and, eventually, predict the
LOS class of the patient.

Though, the scope and ability of the model is much more beyond the scope of
this research. On the other hand, if the data provided to the discussed model is
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directly drawn from the hospitals or medical care centers, without alteration, can be
used more effectively. As the data we extracted was mere segregation from different
online sources and not directly fromany of the hospitals, the accuracy of the discussed
model could not attain itsmaximumefficiency. The results and analysis section draws
light on the potentiality of AI/ML and deep learning techniques in not only predicting
the LOS of patient’s but also in a more generalized medical healthcare ecosystem,
which puts forward the countless dimensions ofAI in themedical field and healthcare
sector and establish its utility and accountability on the same.
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Language
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Abstract Natural language generation is a process that concerns on generating
human understandable language. This study provides method to guess next word
from previous sequence of words that are in Hindi language. This process reduces
the keystrokes of a user by predicting next word. In this two machine learning tech-
nology, BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) Model
andML (Masked Language)model is used to predict next word from previous words.
Next word prediction is a technology that takes input and simplify typing process
as of suggest user the next word according to the understanding of previous words.
It makes typing less time consuming and error free. In current times, everyone is
writing data digitally and to make typing efficient in Hindi language we require such
systems. There are various systems related to English Language. Similar systems are
required for Hindi language as Hindi is a more frequent language in India.
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1 Introduction

Considering the current digital scenario, everyoneworks on digital writing platforms,
where they need to write the different kind of documents. Using the technologies, we
can make this work easy. Next word prediction is a process that predicts next word
according to the understanding of current sequence of words. In this project, we are
creating the system that does this process, i.e., nextwordprediction inHindi language.
There are various machine learning technologies which we can use to complete this
process. Next word prediction comes under the machine learning technology that is
Natural language processing. Natural language processing means to do the modeling
of language that is convert the data into the natural language. There are various
applications of NLP such as automation of text, language translator, chatbots, voice
assistants, etc. Automatic text generation is same as next word generation as we are
generating new text from the input.

Hindi is a most frequent language that is spoken in India. Therefore, creating
system that predicts words in Hindi will be very helpful for people living in India. As
compared to English language processing done on Hindi language is tough because
there are various symbols and mantras. So, to make processing of language easy and
less complex using words to get less confusing records.

This paper proposes the method to create the system that tells user the predicted
next words according to the current words from which user can choose word
accordingly.

There are various advantages of this system such as:

1. Make typing less time consuming.
2. Make typing error-free.
3. Helps the user to learn language in case of new learner.

The below sections tell more about the system.

2 Purpose

People are very imaginative yet sometime they lack new ideas or cannot come upwith
new ideas by themselves. As we read a sentence, we perceive each word depending
on our knowledge and understanding of past words. As human beings, we have the
ability to think, and our consideration proceeds. But this is not possible with the case
of Conventional Neural Networks (CNN) as they do not have the ability to collect
and remember the previous inputs.

The Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) find its use in the text message, address, e-
mail, and the like. Although we have the ability to convey our thoughts continuously
but this is not possible for Traditional Neural Networks to convey. They fail in the
course of such thoughts.
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The principle purpose of our project is to provide this kind of ability to digital
system using machine learning technologies. As everything is shifting toward digital
world, this type of systems make writing efficient on digital platform.

This system provides efficiency not only at individual level but can also provide
efficiency at organization level. This system will make typing easy and error-free by
predicting next sequence of words with the help of understanding of previous words.

3 Motivation

In this era, where many things have gone digital but the written words still occupy
importance and authenticity. We regularly deal with the task that involves writing on
a digital platform. This may include writing long text messages, addresses, e-mails,
or other documents. Generally, every person cannot write these texts with ease in a
single go and in the right way. So by making this entire process more efficient and
accurate, it can be used more efficiently and which will take less time.

The next word prediction tool lessens the probability of having mistakes, while
typing a paragraph or text. It has proven to be faster and beneficial in typing profi-
ciently. The prediction has proven itself to be a helping hand for the needy who
cannot think of a new word instantly or the person who is having slow typing speed.

Talking about our country where people are more fluent in speaking the Hindi
language, it develops a need for Hindi Prediction Tools. It is difficult to write a whole
sentence in Hindi without making errors and mistakes. These tools can decrease the
odds of having errors, while typing.

4 Related Previous Work

Sharma et al. [1] suggest the use of LSTM and Bi-LSTMwith an accuracy of 59.46%
and 81.07%, respectively, for the task of next word prediction in Hindi language.

They proposed that the sentences is splitted into 6:1 ratio. It predicts the upcoming
word based on the basis of previous sequence of 6 words. The initial 6 words are fed
to the neural network, and the 7th word is predicted as the output of the model.

The recent approaches for next word prediction are based on the probability
distribution of the Language Model [2]. It uses REEDS (Relevance and Enhances
Entropy based Dempster Shafer Approach) to reduce the computational burden and
to reduce the long learning time of the neural network.

The proposed method performs better than the traditional neural network. It is
computationally efficient and reduces training time and computation burden.

Statistical predictors [3] are used for text prediction, and these are mainly n-gram
language models. N-gram generates predicted words sequence based on the recently
used words and frequency of words.
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It increases the keystroke savings by 43.05% when compared to other existing
word prediction system like 16.82% (Google). The text entry rate (wpm) also
increased to 12.56 as compared to 4.84 (Google).

N-Gram approach doesn’t consider grammar and structure of the sentence [4]. It
only takes sequences of words into consideration.

Syntactic N-Gram uses different approach from traditional N-Gram approach. It
consider syntactic connection between words, thus, each word is linked to its original
neighbors, ignoring the randomness that is produce by the structure of sequence of
text.

The language model can be used for various tasks like NER, Question—
Answering, etc. The Question —Answering (QA) system [5] is used to answer the
query of the user in Hindi language. It uses the classification algorithms KNN and
nearest neighbor algorithm. It uses SmithWaterman similarity functionwhich outper-
forms other similarity functions. The KNN algorithm and Nearest Neighbor (NN)
algorithm gives 97% and 93.3% accuracy, respectively.

According to [6], Recurrent Neural Networks are used to generate output
sequences based on the previous input sequences.

It also shows the non-effectiveness of gradient based learning algorithm. These
algorithms are not effective for learning long-term dependencies and also suffers
vanishing gradient problem which makes input to output mapping difficult.

The limitation of vanishing gradient in RNN is solved using the LSTM model.
LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) is used to predict the next word for Assamese
phonetic transcription [7]. The maximum accuracy achieved is 72.10%. The neural
network structure used—3 layer—256 neuron in each layer. The learning rate used
is 0.001 and number of epochs are 77,000.

According to [8], BERT can be pre-trained to learn pre-training loss. The pre-
training phase uses non-annotated data (unsupervised learning) to learn the weights
of the model. BERT base model has 12 hidden layers, 768 hidden nodes, 12 attention
heads and total of 110 M parameters.

Kushal et al. [9] proposed transformer architecture that have NLP capabilities as
classifications and answering.

Anoop et al. [10] introduced IITs English-Hindi Parallel Corpus that exhibits,
compilation of parallel corpora previously available in the public domain as well as
new parallel corpora.

This pre-trained model can be fine-tuned to perform various NLP tasks like
classification, question answering, named entity recognition, etc. (Table 1).

5 Proposed System

Our system have three main components first component is collection of data the
second component is modeling of data and third component id integrating of data.

In first component the data is collected which is used for training and testing
according to which final output to user is given, i.e., predicted words.
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Table 1 Previous works algorithms

S. No. Year Title Algorithms used

1 2020 Indic-Transformers: An Analysis of
Transformer Language Models for
Indian Languages

BERT, Distill BERT, RoBERT
and XLM- RoBERTa

2 2019 Next Word Prediction in Hindi Using
Deep Learning Techniques

LSTM and Bi- LSTM

3 2019 REEDS-Relevance and Enhanced
Entropy based Dempster Shafer
Approach for Next Word Prediction
using Language Model

REEDS optimization for bi-gram for
statistical model

4 2019 BERT: Pre-training of Deep
Bidirectional Transformers for
Language Understanding

Pre-training BERT and Fine tuning
BERT

5 2018 A run based approach for next word
prediction in Assamese phonetic
transcription,”

RNN (Recurrent Neural Network)
model

6 2016 A unique word prediction system for
text entry in Hindi

Syntactic N-Gram Approach

7 2016 Performance evaluation of different
similarity functions and classification
methods using web based Hindi
language question answering system

KNN Algorithm and NN algorithm

8 2014 Word prediction system for text entry
in Hindi

N-gram approach

9 1994 Learning long-term dependencies with
gradient descent is difficult

RNN (Recurrent Neural Network)
model

In second component different machine learning models are used to train our
collected data. In our system, BERT Model and Masked language Model are used.

In third component basically we have integrate our system with GUI which helps
user to enter the words and our system predict the next words that user can type.

The second component is the main component as it provides the main functioning
of system. Figure 1 shows the system architecture of our system.

5.1 Dataset

Data set that has been used was developed by IIT Bombay at the Indian Language
Technology Center. The data set was collected from surfeit of already available
sources and compilations.

This data set represents English—Hindi compilation which can be used for trans-
lations. In this model Hindi text is used. There are 15,61,841 number of sentences
in data set. The number of sentences we have used in this project is 7000. Each
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Fig. 1 System Architecture

sentence consist of minimum of seven words. In project for further computation
sentences that have length equal to six words are used. The words used in the project
are in Devanagri Hindi language. The data set consists of many short sentences, i.e.,
of length less than seven words.

5.2 BERT Model

Bert Model, i.e., Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, it uses
transformers that finds the relationship between the words. Transformers has two
main functioning first is to read the input that is done by encoder and other is to
predict the words which is done by decoder.

It uses semi supervised learning. BERT is an encoder stack of transformer
architecture with following properties that are:

• 12 Attention Heads
• 12 layers
• 768 hidden nodes
• 110 M parameters.

Bert Model works in two steps first step is to apply Bert Model on data for pre-
training to calculate pre-training loss. Second step is to apply Bert Model with extra
layers on data for fine tuning to calculate fine tuning loss.

Fine tuning of data is done by adding single layer on the top of the core model.
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5.3 Masked Language Model (MLM)

This model is used to masked words that is to convert words into tokens before
sending them to Bert model. It is a better way to train a language model in a self-
supervised learning. This model can then be used for fine tuning to accomplish
various NLP tasks. MLM converts 15% of words from sequence into tokens. Final
predicted values are shown to the user using these models.

6 Implementation

The implementation for the project has been done by making the use of machine
learning models.

The programming language that has been used for the implementation is Python
3. The back-end technology that has been used is machine learning. The front-end
technology that has been used is Flask for GUI.

The implementation is done for three main components that are mentioned above.
The first two components are implemented using machine learning technology and
last component is implemented using front-end technology that is Flask.

The implementation of project is done in various steps. Below flow chart explains
all the steps in which implementation is done.

The proper implementation for the project can be explained in a series of steps
which have been described in a flowchart which is the process of understanding
(Fig. 2).

Flowchart explains the how the flow of implementation of system goes.
Firstly, we collect the data, then to obtained the cleaned data cleaning and normali

zation of data is done. For cleaned data, tokenization and vocabulary generation is
done. Tokenization is the process to convert words into tokens as model accept to
kens. Vocabulary generation is the process of generating vocabulary of unique words
from converted tokens. Example of cleaned data is shown below in Fig. 3.

Secondly, the data set is segmented into two segments:

1. Training Data set (80% of data set): This data set is used to train the system.
Using this portion of data set system learns the data.

2. Test Data set (20% of data set): This data set is used to test the system. Using
this portion of data set validation of system is done.

Thirdly, the models are applied on the training data set. The Bert Model is trained
on the custom data set and for next word prediction in Hindi hyper parameters are
tuned.

The two main functions that are used to obtain desired output are “encode” and
“decode.” The encoding function is used to convert the sequence of text into embed-
dings. Embeddings are the numerical version of tokens, i.e., tokens are converted into
numerical values. This function returns two values that are input-ids and mask-ids.
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Fig. 2 Caption-process flow

Fig. 3 Cleaned data
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The decoding function is used to present output to the user by converting numerical
values into string formats which are human understandable, and it predicts the first
k predicted words.

The loss after training is:
The model is evaluated with a loss of 2.992 on validation data.

7 Conclusion and Future Scope

As in today’s world, everything is moving toward digital. Writing at digital platform
is a common task. Typing has become the important task and very frequent. So,
to make typing more efficient and error-free in most frequent language, i.e., Hindi
language we require system such as next word prediction system. In this paper, we
have used machine learning technique, BERT Model and Masked Language Model
is used for predicting words in this system. This ensures a good accuracy. Using these
models, we train our model to predict the top k words according to current sequence
of words. User can choose desired word from these predicted words (Figs. 4 and 5).

Fig. 4 Training loss

Fig. 5 Evaluation loss
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In future, work can be improved for different natural language processing
applications like for automatic task compilation of poetry, story, etc.

For this system, there is a particular data set that we have used. To increase
the performance of system, more words can be used and also if we focus more on
Hindi mantras and symbols the system performance can increase more and scope of
predicting more words will also increase.
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Evolution of the Evolutionary Software
Development Methods

Anurag Mishra, Shailesh Tiwari, and Ashish Sharma

Abstract In the early days of software development model, researchers expressed
his views on handling various software projects of many years of experience. What
they felt like handling it difficult for large software projects. So, they proposed a
method that was considered as the base and standard till late 90s for handling various
types of software projects. As software projects were moving towards more commer-
cial utilities and more customer centric, there were demands that were concerned
with lower or no downtime, rapid updates implementation and highly available soft-
ware projects, so it was evident that changes in the methodologies were required
and various development groups were creating and naming their own standards as
per their own need of aspirations. Clearly, it was the era of evolutionary life cycle
methods. Then almost all these evangelists met and created a commonmanifesto that
was considered as Agile methodologies. In this document, we have tried travelling
from Waterfall model to DevOps via Agile. In this study, we have collaborated the
various evolution strategies and their need.

Keywords Evolutionary · DevOps · Software engineering

1 Introduction

Around for more than 15 years, almost every text book and commercial purposes
used the either waterfall model or similar model like waterfall model. But around
in mid-90 s, it was started the feeling of being stagnate in the process of waterfall
model, and according to Tom glib [1] two main issues with the waterfall model can
be described as below. He associated the terms like unrealistic and dangerous with
this model [2–6].
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1. First main issue is to choose one delivery date, and every planning is revolved
about that one date.

2. Every detailed and minor planning and analysis is to be done before coding and
testing, and it is very unrealistic.

The need of evolutionary method was clearly felt, and many of the development
teams were incorporating as per need. But it was not documented and published and
was waiting for to get recognized in categorical and authentic way so that fraternity
could take advantage of this evolutionary delivery methods as per need.

A termEVDwas coined initiallywhich is having detailedmeaning of evolutionary
delivery and principally was based on following items.

a. Deliver for real user
b. Measure the values
c. Adjust the design based on feedbacks.

Used EVD Model
See Fig. 1.
Few take away from this model

a. It doesn’t declare anything as best step.
b. No permanent fixes in quick manner.
c. Being work in recursive manner, every involved individual can notice its contri-

bution and upgrade its value towards the project according to the feedback
received.

Fig. 1 A simple diagrammatic perception of EVD
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Important characteristics of EVD

a. Multi-objective driven
b. Early-frequent driven
c. Analysis in each step
d. Design by feedback and objects updates
e. Focus on user need
f. Open-ended system
g. Result oriented.

2 Agile Manifesto

It was evident that there were many parallel schools, running on similar grounds
sort of evolutionary computing unlike waterfall models, based on customer regular
feedback and type of continuous delivery. For coming on common platform in Feb
2001, 17 technology experts belonging to different thought of schools, which were
coming from Extreme programming, SCRUM, DSDM, Adaptive software devel-
opment, crystal, feature-driven development, pragmatic and some other who were
constantly feeling the need of a software development life cycle which can take load
of large software.

What came out from this meeting of minds was termed as “Agile Manifesto”, and
it was beautiful in many senses and of course customer feedback was the heart of
the Agile practices [7].

Principles behind the Agile Manifesto (Taken as it is described in Manifesto)
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3 DevOps

In the exact terms of Christof Ebert DevOps can be defined as.

DevOps is about fast, ¬ flexible development and provisioning business processes. It effi-
ciently integrates development, delivery, and operations, thus facilitating a lean, ¬ fluid
connection of these traditionally separated silos

The requirement of continuous demand and supply was getting felt in the domains
of development and operations; DevOps comes with the answers handy of these situ-
ations by automating development and deployment. In a nutshell, we can say, it’s a
cultural mix for different groups in the organizations and imparting more collabora-
tive deliveries for cross-functional task forces. As per expectation, DevOps practices
were able to produce deliverables at faster rate and overcoming the situations which
arises due to miscommunications [8–10].

DevOps empowers the mutual collaboration among quality and development
departments. We can draw a representative flow of events which can elaborate
different collaborations and deliverables and frequency of meetings. As tech giants
like Google and Amazon have shown the world path in this manner for continuous
deliveries, for example, in place of actual software deliverable, it can be replaced by
corresponding service.

Tools Used in DevOps:

The main task of adopting DevOps is to adapt mind-set of using tools for automating
the process. To achieve high quality of standard, it’s very essential to adapt very
level of automation and picking perfect tools as per requirement is in fact the task of
DevOps experts [11–14].

Tools required to Automate Builds:

Code compilation and to deal with interdependencies, creating documentations,
perform testing and deploying and much more tasks which need to be automated
for efficient and continuous deliveries and can be judged as the crucial task for
DevOps culture.

Apache Ant:

First tool which we are discussing is the Apache Ant as its open source and having
specialization when you need to build the application using sources. Apart from this,
it contains the virtue having simplest syntax in comparison to its counterparts, and
frankly sometimes it becomes overhead for some basic tasks. Main cause of this is
having used of XML.

Maven:

If we have to count on the merit of Maven, clearly it can overcome some of the issues
of Ant’s. Even though it has XML as backbone for creation of build process. In a
summarized manner, Maven targets to define project object model (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Illustration of continuous development and deployment process

Rake and Gradle:

As we discussed that Ant and Maven both were using XML as their backbone docu-
mentation for automating build, Rake and Gradle tried to solve this issue by adopting
a programming procedural language for the. Rake used the language Ruby, while
Gradle adopted a domain-specific language based on Groovy.

Integration Tools:

In DevOps culture, we say it as Continuous Integration or as CI. Main objective of
CI is to put the work of developer on testing as soon as possible to make it go for a
test run.

Most used and appreciated tool for this regard is Jenkins, which is and open-source
Java-based tool. It is widely used to carrying a large user base for support. Another
tool is TeamCity which is also Java-based and having very good support for Java as
well as for .Net.

Deployment Tools:

Deployment is the step where development needs to be in sync with continuous
manner. To think in this manner deployment which is considered as administrator’s
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Fig. 3 Generic DevOps process-continuous development and delivery

step needs to be redesign and rethink as a task to be done as coding. So, goal is to
keep on maintaining automation culture developed in development into deployment.
When we achieve continuous delivery, it almost becomes synchronized process to
get feedback from user after latest automated build and to get it published (Fig. 3).

Puppet is a deployment provisioning tool which is based on Ruby. It uses data-
specific object model to provide client and server provisioning. Another widely used
tool is Ansible, which is very easy to use because it doesn’t prompt client machine
to be equipped with agents and basically it uses PUSH configuration on SSH and
based on Python.

Logging Tools:

When working with DevOps, it is almost necessary to log everything happens as
being automated build to deployment. It’s required to have traces for every shift and
transitions. CI is the core of Agile, and it actually serves the purpose Agile took
over the traditional software development methodologies. CI keeps on uploading the
tasks of developers frequently and at a pace as fast as possible, so that it always be
on testing phase and in early manner (Table 1).

Conclusion:

As being graduated slightly, it was even clear from the advent of twentieth century
that it’s going to be the work of continuous updates as neither user nor vendor can
take overhead left for being in discontinued manner so getting update in a serial and
regular level is quite a required and important move. To process automated build,
deployment and monitoring a variety of tools are being listed and few important of
them and have been discussed in the document. Still, we can feel the required area
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Table 1 Summarization of widely adapted tools

Tool DevOps phase Tool type Configuration
format

Language License

Ant Build Build XML Java Apache

Maven Build Build XML Java Apache

Rake Build Build Ruby Ruby MIT MIT

Gradle Build Build Based on
Groovy

Java Apache

Jenkins Build Configuration
integration

UI Java MIT

TeamCity Build Configuration
integration

UI Java Commercial

Bamboo Build Configuration
integration

UI Java Commercial

Puppet Deployment Configuration
integration

DSL similar to
jason

Ruby Apache

Chef Deployment Configuration
integration

Ruby-based
DSL

Ruby Apache

Ansible Deployment Configuration
integration

YAML Python GPL

Laggly Operations Logging Cloud Based Commercial

Graylog Operations Logging Java Open source

Nagios Operations Monitoring C Open source
and GPL

NewRelic Operations Monitoring Commercial

Cacti Operations Monitoring PHP GPL

Taken from IEEE software magazine

which DevOps culture needs to look more upon is the security channel vulnerability
and fault tolerance and recovery processes.

Road Ahead:

As in this study,wehave seen how fromclassicalmodel developers graduated towards
DevOps. Today software world is basically looking for such solution for their SDLC
which can deal with the updates in a better way, and DevOps and its future researches
would definitely would be in this domain only [15].
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An Application for Facial Image
Beautification

Payal Bose , Samir K. Bandyopadhyay , Amiya Bhaumik ,
and Sandeep Poddar

Abstract In today’s world, social media, virtual meetings, online demonstrations,
etc. are rapidly growing in different parts of the world. With the rapid growth of
the digital world, image and face beautification became one of the biggest concerns.
Each human wants to look perfect and natural through the viewfinder. Therefore,
appearance in an image became the most important factor. In this kind of situation,
cosmetic process is not very promising all of the time and it is cost-effective. There-
fore, the beautification application plays the important role in these circumstances.
In this experiment, an image and face beautification application is created. Different
tools and filters are created to make the input image more natural and dramatic. This
application is fully in the choice of human. Every tool can be adjusted by the slider
option. Finally, a user can easily beautify their image without any prior knowledge
of the application.

Keywords Face application · Standalone software application · Filters · Presets ·
Image beautification · Face beautification · Cosmetic process

1 Introduction

Unattractive looks and poor image quality is the biggest issue for users.With the rapid
growth of social media, everybody wants to look natural and beautiful. Therefore,
demanding for the beautification process is much higher. At first, cosmetic process
was the biggest concern for human beings for making themselves beautiful. But in
today’s world, the virtual conference or social media appearance, the beautification
application is much more acceptable than the cosmetic one. These beautification
applications motivate the users to communicate with others through virtual meetings
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more confidently. This also helps to enhance the image or video quality and make the
image more vibrant. Image retouching not only helps to beautify the image but also
helps to make the image more natural and attractive. In this application, an image
and face beautification application are built up. This application not only helps to
beautify a human face but also helps to beautify the background image.

2 Existing Work Details

Face and image beautification are popular topics nowadays. Because the face is an
important part of the human body. It is biggest concern of a person to make his/her
face beautiful. The researchers show in their research papers that in this digital era, it is
possible to create a virtual mirror. Thismirror can help to beautify a human face using
different beautification techniques [1]. For face beautification, face retouching or face
skin smoothing is one of themost important tools. The researchers propose a real-time
face smoothing tool in their paper. This tool helps to reduce skin blemishes and make
the skin smooth. They also compare this tool with different commercial products
and got a good result [2]. Brightness and contrast adjustment are another important
part of image beautification. The researchers proposed two novel histogram-based
algorithms to enhance the brightness and contrast of an image. They only adjusted
two factors to control the brightness and contrast to enhance the image quality [3].
Image cropping is also an important operation for beautification of facial image.
The researchers proposed an automatic image cropping operation in their research
paper. They studied different traditional approaches and create an extensive study
in their paper [4]. Sometimes it is needed to change the color of an image to make
the image more dramatic. The approaches of researchers are color printing approach
employing sub-micrometer scale plasmonic pixels of a single constituent structure
method. This method helps to adjust the hue, brightness, and contrast of an image
and create a more natural saturated image [5].

3 Experiment and Experimental Result

In this experiment, a graphical user interface is created to beautify an input image.
To beautify an image, the graphical user interface has different categories. Figure 1
shows the categories of the application.

Again all the main categories are divided into sub-categories based on the
requirements.
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Fig. 1 All categories in the beautification application

3.1 Adjustment

The adjustment tab is used to adjust or fix the image over or low exposure, balance
the contrast level, sharpen the image, or used to adjust the hue of the input image. In
this experiment, the adjustment tab is divided into four sub-categories.

Brightness. The brightness tool [6] is used to adjust the exposure or the brightness
level of the input image. It is a very important and the simplest tool for the image
editor. This tool helps to adjust the brightness level of each pixel in the entire image.
The result of this tool for different levels is shown in Fig. 2.

Contrast. The contrast tool [6] is used to remap the image intensity value within a
full display range of data. A good contrast image can differentiate the different levels
of white and black pixels. Different levels of image contrast for this application are
shown in Fig. 3.

Sharpness. The sharpness tool [7] usually builds to enhance the low-quality image
by enhancing the brightness level at the edges of an object in an image. It is used to

Fig. 2 Images with different brightness levels

Fig. 3 Images with different contrast levels
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Fig. 4 Images with different sharpness levels

Fig. 5 Images with different tint levels

enhance the overall image clarity. Increasing the sharpness level gives the detailed
texture of an object in an image. Figure 4 shows the different sharpness levels of the
input image.

Tint. Tint tool is used to recolor the image within a certain range [8]. It is basically
the change of hue of an image. The range of colors lies between 0 and 1 of an image in
the HSV (hue, saturation, and value) color space image. Figure 5 shows the different
tint levels of the input image.

3.2 Color Balance

The color balance tool is one of the most important tools for image beautification. It
helps to adjust the intensity level of the three channels—red, green, and blue—of the
input RGB image. Balancing the color gives the output image a natural look. In this
experiment, the color balance tab is divided into sub-categories. They are described
below.

Saturation. Color saturation [9] is also known as the intensity of color channels
or the purity of color in an image. The higher saturation means the intensity of color
channels ismore vivid. The lower saturationmeans less intensity of all color channels.
At the very low saturation value, the RGB image turns into a pure grayscale image.
The saturation level of the input image is adjusted by using the saturation channel
in HSV color space. The different levels of higher and lower saturation of the input
image are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 Different levels of saturated RGB color image

Fig. 7 White balance levels a −ve maximum saturation with 20% white balance, b up to –ve 25%
saturation with 20% white balance, c original image, d up to +ve 25% saturation with less than
20% white balance, e +ve maximum saturation with greater than 20% white balance

Fig. 8 Black balancing a −ve maximum saturation with 10% black balance, b up to –ve 25%
saturation with 20% black balance, c original image, d up to +ve 15% saturation with less than
10% black balance, e +ve maximum saturation with 10% black balance

White Balance. To adjust the exposure of the saturated image, the white balance
tool is used in this experiment. The result of different white balance levels of a
saturated image is shown in Fig. 7.

Black Balance. Black balancing is the adjustment of the contrast level [10] of
a saturated image. This black balancing tool helps to adjust the exposure level of
the saturated image more precisely. The result of different black balance levels of a
saturated image is shown in Fig. 8.

3.3 Crop

Cropping an image means trimming the input image [4] from its required edge.
This tool helps to change the aspect ratio of an image. In this experiment, four
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Fig. 9 Crop tool. A Original Image, a1 custom cropping area, a2 cropped area, b1 square (1:1)
cropping, b2 cropped area of b1, c1 (2:3) pre-defined crop area, c2 cropped image of c1, d1 (9:16)
pre-defined crop area, d2 d1 cropped area, e1 (4:3) pre-defined crop area, e2 e1 cropped area, f1
(5:4) pre-defined crop area, f2 f1 cropped area

types of cropping are used, (1) custom, (2) perfect square, (3) horizontal cropping,
and (4) vertical cropping. For custom cropping, users can ably draw a responsive
rectangle box to crop the required area. For square, horizontal, and vertical cropping,
a pre-adjusted aspect ratio rectangle is created. This rectangle box is draggable.
The pre-adjusted aspect ratios are 1:1 for square cropping, 2:3, 3:4, 4:5, 9:16 for
vertical cropping, and vice versa for horizontal. After placing the draggable box at the
required area, we need to double click on it. Then the area is cropped automatically.
The results are shown in Fig. 9.

3.4 Filter

In the image beautification process, a filter is one of the most important tools. It
uses to either suppress the high frequency or smoothing the image or enhancing the
different levels. Filter tool can help to change the appearance of some parts of the
image without changing the pixel position. It is also used to add different shades,
textures, tones, and special effects to an image. In this experiment, six different preset
filters and one noise filter are used.
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Vintage. Vintage effect is used to create a cinematic or a nostalgic effect in an
image.Here to create saturation level, it is needed to convert the inputRGB image into
HSV color space image. The color effect is adjusted by using the below algorithm.

Step: 1 Convert RGB to HSV
Step: 2 reduce the saturation level (0.3 to 0.7)
Step: 3 adjust the brightness (0.10 to 0.35) and contrast level (0.0
to 0.12)
Step: 4 adjust the red channel (0.10 to 0.40) and greed channel color
(0.00 to 0.20) of the new saturated image

Pastel and Pastel Grain. Pastel color filter is used to reduce the complex colors to
a certain level. It is basically used to soothe the image. Here to perform the operation
conversion pastel, first convert the input color image into an indexed level image.
Then adjust the colormap index. Again, for operation pastel grain add salt and pepper
noise into the pastel conversion image. The algorithms are given below.

Step: 1 Convert RGB to Index mapping Image
Step: 2 adjust the index mapping level (4 to 25)
Step: 3 For Pastel grain add salt and pepper noise.
Step: 4 Adjust the dither level(10 to 20)

Sketch. Sketch is the rough and unfinished freehand pencil drawing. To convert
an image into a sketch image, here the following steps are followed.

Step: 1 Convert RGB to grayscale
Step: 2 create an 8 X 8 filter matrix
Step: 3 filter the image using the filter matrix
Step: 4 subtract the filtered image from 255
Step: 5 use the gaussian filter to reduce the noise
Step: 6 sharp the edges to clearer the image

Soft Pink Glam. Soft glam means where the image looks soft and glowy. All the
colors are in a balanced state. Not in full saturation level but no over color is used.
In this application, the soft glam filter is known as a soft pink glam filter. The effect
of this filter is pink-based to look a little dramatic. The algorithm is given below.

Step: 1 Convert RGB to HSV
Step: 2 Adjust the saturation level (0.2 to 0.6)
Step: 3 Convert HSV to RGB
Step: 4 Adjust the R, G, B channel layers to create the soft pink look.
(0.9<R<1.17, 1.12<G<1.19, 1.1<B<1.29)

All the results of filter tools are shown in Fig. 10.

3.5 Effects

In this experiment, the effect tool is applied only to the background of the input
image. The users select the area where the effect tool is applied shown in Fig. 11b.
This tool has two sub-categories.
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Fig. 10 Different filters a original image, b vintage, c pastel, d pastel grain, e sketch, f soft pink
glam

Fig. 11 a Original image, b user-selected area for using effect tools, c simple blur effect, d noise
blur effect

BackgroundBlurEffect. This effect tool uses to blur the user-selected area shown
in Fig. 11c. In this experiment, the user can adjust the strength of the blurriness using
the slider option.

Background Noise Blur Effect. Here a salt and pepper noise [11] is used to blur
the user-selected area shown in Fig. 11d. The user also adjusts the noise blur effect
by using the slider option.

3.6 Frame

The frame is a decorative edge of an image. This tool is used to decorate an image
from its edge. It gives much dramatic visual effect and added depth to an image.
In this experiment, different color frame as well as blur background portrait frame
is created. All the frame details are shown in Fig. 12f. The user can able to adjust
the frame size using the slider option. Figure 12 shows the images using different
frames.
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Fig. 12 Frame tool, a original image, b white border frame, c black border frame, d color border
frame, e blur portrait frame, f different frames in the application

3.7 Overlay

The overlay effect [12] is used to add an extra image or texture layer to an input
image. When an image is captured by a camera, then not all elements are added to
the image. To add that extra layer of those elements, the overlay effect is used. This
is actually the post-production process that is used to enhance the outcome of the
input image. This effect creates a stunning look for an image. In this experiment, the
overlay tool is used to create a stunning partial color effect to a grayscale image. The
algorithm is given below.

Step: 1 User needs to draw a freehand masking area where the effect
is required
Step: 2 Convert RGB input image to Grayscale with 3 channels
Step: 3 Subtract the selected masking area from the grayscale image
Step: 4 Convert the overlay image into HSV space. So that only color
area will affect.
Step: 5 Adjust saturation level using slider control to blend the
color to look natural.
Step: 6 If necessary adjust brightness and contrast using adjust
tool.

The result is shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13 Overlay effect, a original image, b user selected masking area, c overlay image [adjusted
saturation level to look more natural]
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3.8 Beautification

Face and image beautification is used to make an image and a face more beautiful
to look. It is the revolution of making an image dramatic and a face flawless. This
is the most important and necessary tool for image and face beautification. In this
application, the beautification tools have three main parts.

Skin smoothing. Skin smoothing [13] tool is used to make human skin more
smooth and flawless. It helps to reduce the pores and unevenness of the skin and
make it more natural looking. The algorithm is given below.

Step: 1 User need to mark the area for apply the tool
Step: 2 Create a smoothing filter using gaussian blur
Step: 3 Apply the filter on the marked area.
Step: 4 If required adjust the smoothing effect using slider option

Figure 14 shows the skin smoothing effect of a face.
Face Brightness and Darkness. During the photoshoot, sometimes a particular

area of an image undergoes insufficient light or overexposure. To correct those areas,
these tools are used. It mainly corrects the brightness level and contrast level of an
image. Here user needs to select the area first, and then the brightness or darkness
filter is applied. Users can adjust the amount using the slider option. The experimental
result is shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 14 Skin smoothing effect, a original image, b1, b2 user selected area, c1, c2 applied effect

Fig. 15 Facebrightness anddarkness effect,a original image,buser selected area, c face brightness,
d face darkness
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Fig. 16 Eye clarity effect, a original image, b selected eye areas, c eye clarity image

Eye Clarity. Sometimes it is also required to make the eyes more clear [14] in
an image to look the face sharper. This is basically enhancing the eye brightness. In
this application, users need to select the eye areas and then the filter is applied. Users
also adjust the clarity by using the slider control option. The experimental result is
shown in Fig. 16.

4 Discussions

This is a standalone application used to beautify an image as well as the face of a
human. This is a trial version application. Here all the main tools and their sub-tools
are manually adjusted by the user. The advantages of using this application are (1)
easy to use, (2) no need to be an expert photo editor to use this application, (3) this
application does not need a huge amount of space to install, (4) this is a standalone
application applicable for PC (personal computer), and (5) like other professional
photo editors like Adobe Photoshop, Google Snapseed, this application is not very
complicated to understand.

The disadvantages of this application are (1) this application has a limited amount
of presets and other tools; (2) the application does not have an option to install any
predefined presets; and (3) also this application is not able to save any created preset
for future use like Photoshop or Snapseed.

This application is applicable for commercial purpose also. This application is
used for cosmetic purpose and for any image beautification for social media also.

The future scopes of this application are that it (1) needed to add different facial
presets, (2) different face medication, (3) face morphing or swapping, (4) include
more trendingpresets, and (5)want to create a real-time image and face beautification.

Sources of Images. The images used for the experiment are taken from the
pratheepan database [15] and Image of groups dataset [16].
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5 Conclusion

In this experiment, a face and image beautification application is created to beautify
an image. This application is totally user-dependent. All the tools and sub-tools are
adjusted by the slider option. Here different image filter presets are created to make
an input image different looking. Also, different image color enhancement tools are
created to make an image dramatic.
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A Framework for Component Mapping
Between Event-B and Python

Rahul Karmakar

Abstract Event-B is a formal modeling language that helps to prove the critical
requirement properties of a software. The failure or malfunction of this software may
cause a huge loss in terms of life andmoney. Executable code generation fromEvent-
B makes the validation and early verification process more accurate. The proposed
framework would improve requirement specification that eventually leads toward
a consistent system design. This approach is very useful for industrial automation.
Event-B has the extended tool support RODIN to verify themodel and generate proof
obligations. This paper proposes the translation framework of Event-B to Python
code. The translation rules are presented that will map each component of an Event-
B model into Python class.

Keywords Formal method · Event-B · RODIN · Python · Automatic code
generation

1 Introduction

Guarantying the correctness of a safety-critical system is very difficult. We manage
to validate a formal model to a certain extent but still, some ambiguities remain in
the final system. The specification can be early verified with executable code before
going for the final design. This technique helps to fix the validation bugs effectively
[1, 2].

Event-B is a formal modeling language invented by J-R Abrial in 2010. It is
the extension of the classical B language [3]. Event-B is based on set theory and
predicate logic. Event-B allows the system to design incrementally. Context and
machine are the main components of Event-B. Context defines the static part of the
model, whereas the machine defines the dynamic behavior of the model.
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A context can be defined as [3] CONTEXT(S, C, A, T) where

S is the set of sets.
C is the set of constants.
A is the set of axioms A(S,C) and
T is the set of theorems.

The machine can be defined as [3] MACHINE (V, I, T, Va, A, E) where

V is the set of variables to define the state of the system.
I is the set of invariants rules that defines the properties of the variable.
T is the set of theorems for the machine.
Va is the set of variants for the machine.
E is the set of events that defines the state changes of the system.

The event is guarded with some parameters, and then some actions are performed
as shown in Fig. 1. A context can be extended by other contexts and seen by other
machines. A machine can be refined by other machines [4–6]. The relationships
between contexts and machine are represented in Fig. 2.

RODIN [7, 8] is the tool support for Event-B model verification. It is an eclipse-
based open-source software that can be extended further by plugins. RODIN gener-
ates proof obligations for Event-B models.

Fig. 1 Event actions and
guards

Fig. 2 Component
relationships
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Different plugins have been implemented by the researchers for automatic code
generation of any high-level programming languages like C, Java from Event-B
models. Still, there are lots of scope in this area. Automation software needs more
correctness. Only a tool-dependent validation and verification is not enough for
the safety-critical systems to ensure correctness. The executable codes generated
from the Event-B model allow doing two-level verification. We can also add some
additional features like scheduling or sequencing of events to the Event-B model for
a better understanding of the system specification and design.

Python is an open-source programming language and widely accepted. It is a
general-purpose language that supports both structured and objected-oriented pro-
gramming . The advantage of choosing Python is its object-oriented nature, and a lot
of Event-B syntax and operation are directly supported by Python. Python has the
flexibility to use class, object, abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance and polymor-
phism features for real-world programming [9, 10].

This paper presents the translation rules for automatic code generation fromEvent-
B to Python. The rules define how each Event-B components is mapped into Python
components. After the introduction and background, in Sect. 2 the literature review
has been done. The mapping rules from Event-B to Python are described in Sect. 3
followed by the conclusion in Sect. 4.

2 Related Work

We have reviewed some of the relevant works on automatic code generation from
Event-B as presented below.

An interesting B2C extension tool to RODIN is presented in [11] that performs
automatic code generation from Event-B to C language. The translation is done
in three phases. The first phase is the rewrite phase where all the syntax mapping
between Event-B and C is done.

The authors in paper [12] model the different physical measures like speed,
temperature uniquely using Event-B, and generate the corresponding Java code.
It addresses the issues like the heterogeneous representation of physical measure and
incoherence in composition when modeling.

The work [13] presents a tool to support E2ALL of automatic code generation
fromEvent-B to C, C++ and Java codes. It is used as a plugin in the RODIN platform.
The authors present translation architecture. The Event-B code is preprocessed by
converting it into target language context files. In the next step, the lexical and
syntactic analysis is done for translation followed by the event scheduling and code
validation.

A source-to-source mapping of the Event-B model to Eiffel programming lan-
guage is presented in [14]. The authors theoretically define translation rules for
Event-B components to Eiffel class. Context, machines and events are mapped into
corresponding Eiffel code. An Event-B model is manually translated into Eiffel code
using the proposed rules.
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The Event-B to Java tool is presented in [15]. The tool automatically generates
the JML annotated Java program from the Event-B model. A case study of the
development of an Android application where a social event planner is designed and
validated using the tool. Another case study of the tokeneer system which is a secure
authentication system to enter an enclave by doing the fingerprint scanning.

Authors in [16] present a tool that combines Event-B theorem proving and SMV
symbolic model checking together for better real-time verification of a safety-critical
system. Event-B model to SMV model translation rules is designed first then the
converter is designed accordingly.

Another work [6] presented a translation of the Event-B model into SMV.
A tool is presented in [17] that translates hardware definition language VHDL

from Event-B code. The hardware system can be formalized using Event-B notation
first, then the mapping between Event-B components and VHDL is done.

The JeB tool is designed in [1] for automatic simulation generation from the
Event-B model. The tool has components, translators and simulators. The translator
is installed as a RODIN plugin which generates the executable JavaScript

Apart from code generation, Event-B is used to design systems in different
domains like verification of automatic pump controller [18], prototype modeling
of irrigation system [19], formal modeling of zone routing protocol [20], graphical
notation to Event-B conversion to design stop and wait ARQ protocol [21] and many
more. The review shows that researchers extended the RODIN platform with plugins
for automatic code generation. Different structured and object-oriented program-
ming languages are chosen for the target language. We propose Python as the target
language because it is an open-source general-purpose language that has many syn-
tactical similarities with Event-B. Python is used as a language to convert Event-B
into text [22]. But, we have not found significant works where Event-B is used as a
target language by the researchers.

3 Event-B to Python Mapping Rules

We propose the translation rules as a part of a module that takes the Event-Bmodel as
input and produces Python classes. A similar kind of component mapping between
Event-B and Eiffel programming language described in [14], and we take Python as
a target language in this case.

Module : Event-B (total function)→Python code.
The module consists of three sub-modules to translate the Event-B model into

Python code. Module (� (�,� ))

� = It is the sub-module that maps the Event-B components (Expression and
predicates) to Python code.
� = It is the sub-module that maps the Event-B type (variables) to Python types.
� (�, �) = It is the main module that converts the Event-B model into Python
code.
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The Event-Bmodel has twomain components, context andmachine.We try to define
the rules theoretically to map these components into the Python code. The rules are
represented below.

3.1 Translation of Context

Event-B context has constants, sets and axioms. The constant and set are mapped
into Python constant and set. The axiom can also map into Python axioms. All the
components are directly mapped into Python code because Python supports the use
of constants, sets and axioms directly. The rule is given below and the corresponding
mapping is represented in Table1.

RULE 1: � (Axiom X(s ,c)) = (axiom X(s,c))
� (Constant c) = (constant c)
� (Set s) = (set s)

Rule 1 maps the constant and set of Event-B context directly into Python because it
is supported by Python language.

3.2 Translation of Machine

The Event-Bmachine ismapped into Python class. The variables are directlymapped
into Python class variables. The invariant rules of Event-B are mapped with Python
invariant class. The initialization event of Event-B is mapped into the init function
of the Python class. The mapping is represented using Rule 2, and the detailed
translation is represented in Table2.

Rule 2: � (Event-B Machine) = type � (I(s,c,v))
=Invariant(I) �(event e)=Python Class
� (event initialization A(s,c,v))=init

Rule 2 maps the Event-B machine type into a Python class type. All the components
of Event-B machine like variable (v) and invariant (I(Set(s),Constant(c), Variant(v))

Table 1 Mapping of context
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Table 2 Mapping of machine

are mapped into Python class. The initialization event of the Event-B machine is also
mapped into the init method of Python class.

3.3 Translation of Events

The events of the Event-B model are mapped into Python functions. The Guards (G
(Set(s), Constant(c), Variable(v), Axioms(x))) with all the parameters are represented
as the precondition operations, and the actions are represented as the postcondition
operations in Python class. The mapping rule is given in Rule 3, and the detailed
mapping is represented in Table3.

Rule 3: �(A(s,c,v,x)) = A (for initialization event)
�(G(s,c,v,x)) = G �(A(s,c,v,x)) = A (for other events)

The initialization event of Event-B is translated into the init method of Python class.
The event parameters are mapped into function parameters, and the action is mapped
into Python statements. The other events are also represented the same way, only
the guarding is done with the Python statements before the action statements are
performed. The refinement relationship is not shown in Table3 because these rules
do manual translation.

3.4 Translation of Event-B Syntax

We try to summarize some of the Event-B syntaxes that can be mapped to the Python
syntaxes in Table4.

Python has different packages and classes which support the Event-B factions
directly. When we go for the tool development, then we can create our packages and
define different functions of Event-B like partial injection, bijection and surjection,
etc., that are not directly supported by Python.
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Table 3 Mapping of events

3.5 Manual Translation from Event-B Machine to Python
Class

A simple Event-B code [3] is taken to apply the translation rules and convert the
Event-B model into a corresponding Python code. A small model of a Bank that
has two events Deposit and Withdraw in Event-B machine. Table5 represents the
manual conversion from Event-B machine to Python class. The Event-B context C0
has two sets ACCOUNT and PERSON. The machine name is BANKwhich sees the
context C0. The machine has three variables act, owner and bal. The act is a subset
of ACCOUNT and initialized with null. The owner belongs to act of a PERSON and
initializes with null. The bal of an account is a natural number and initialize with null.
These variable properties are represented by the invariant rules. The Deposit event
has two parameters a and amount. The guard suggests that a is an existing account and
it is a natural number. Then the action is performed where the amount is added to the
balance of a.On the other hand,Withdrawhas the sameparameterswith the additional
guard checking that the withdrawal amount is less than the balance of the account.

The corresponding Python code shown in Table5 is the manual conversion of the
Event-B model. All the rules described above and with the help of Table1 to Table4,
the Event-B machine BANK is converted into Python class Bank. The variables have
the same name in the Python class. The initialization event of Event-B is translated
into the init method in Python with all the actions. The Deposit andWithdraw events
are also translated into the deposit andwithdraw functionswith the sameparameters a,
and amount. The event guards are translated into Python precondition statements. The
actions are translated into Python postcondition statements. The overall translation
architecture is not presented in this paper because we have done the component level
mapping. These rules help to translate the behavior of the system into the target
Python class without losing the semantics. The rules proposed in this paper will help
to convert a simple Event-B model into Python code and verify the Python code
successively.
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Table 4 Event-B syntax mapping into Python

Event-B Notation Event-B Syntax Python Translation

True � is True

False ⊥ is False

Conjunction A∧B If (a = x) and (b = y)

Disjunction A∨B If (a = x) or (b = y)

Equivalence A ⇐⇒ B No direct support

Implication A⇒B No direct support

Negation A¬ Not (a = x) and (b = y)

Universal quantifier ∀ function all()

Existential quantifier ∃ function any()

Equality A = B A == B

Inequality A �= B A = B

Enumeration Enumeration A, B using enum class

Union A ∪ B A | B
Intersection A ∩ B A and B

Difference A\B A − B

Set membership A ∈ B A in B

Not set membership A � n B A not in B

Subset A ⊆ B set function includes,
issubset()

Not Subset A B Set function not includes

Proper Subset A ⊂ B Set function

Not Proper Subset A �⊂ B Set function

Finite Set finite(s) finite(s)

Partition of set (S, A, B) Set function partition()

Powerset ℘(s) Set function powerset()

Boolean True TRUE Type (True)

Boolean False FALSE Type (False)

Becomes equal to A : =B A = B

Becomes member of A ∈ B B A

Addition A : = B + C A = B + C

Subtraction A : = B − C A = B − C

Quotient A : = B/C A = B/C

Reminder A : =B÷C A=B÷C

Multiplication A : =B ∗ C A=B ∗ C

Function a = f(c) a = f(c)

Less than A < B A < B

Less than equal A ≤ B A <= B

Greater than A > B A > B

Greater than equal A ≥ B A >= B
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Table 5 Event-B Machine to Python Class

Event-B Machine Python Class

Machine BANK SEES C0
VARIABLES
act
owner
bal
INVARIANTS
iv1: act⊆ACT
inv2: owner∈ act→PRS
inv3: bal ∈ act→N
EVENTS
INITIALISATION
BEGIN
act1 : act : =∅
act2 : owner : =∅
act3 : bal : =∅
END
Deposit
ANY a, amount
WHERE
grd1 : a∈act
grd2 : amount∈N
THEN
act1 : bal(a) : =bal(a)+amount
END
Withdraw
ANY a, amount
WHERE
grd1 : a∈act
grd2 : amount∈N
grd3 : amount≤bal(a)
THEN
act1 : bal(a) : =bal(a)−amount
END
END

class Bank
def_init_(self, act, owner, bal)
self.bal=0
self.account
self.ownner
def deposit(self, amount)
Guard Statements
self.amount=
float(input("Enter amount to be Deposited "))
Action Statements
self.balance+= amount
print("AmountDeposited",amount)
def withdraw(self, amount)
Guard Statements
self.amount =
float(input("Enter amount to be Withdrawn "))
if
self.balance>=amount
Action Statements
self.balance−=amount
print("You Withdrew", amount)

4 Conclusion

The proposed rules mapped the components of Event-B into Python accurately. The
Event-B and Python syntax mapping also helps in the automatic code generation
process. The mapping shall improve the correctness of the Event-B model by vali-
dating and verifying it using the Python programming language in the early stage of
the software development. We verified the Event-B model using the RODIN tool and
executed the corresponding Python code to check the correctness. These rules and
syntax mapping between the languages help to design the architecture of a RODIN
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extended plugin that automatically translates the Event-B model into Python code.
At present, we are pursuing works toward developing a tool for the purpose as future
work.
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A Comprehensive Investigation
of Workflow Scheduling in Cloud
Computing Environment

Nagresh Kumar and Sanjay Kumar Sharma

Abstract The cloud resource scalability feature allows the users’ applications to
meet its need during runtime or before execution and hence it required to be organized
dynamically as needed. These scalable and distributed features of the cloud resources
allow workflowmanagement systems to meet the expectation of the service provider
and customer. The service-level agreement (SLA) is a major concern in workflow
algorithms. It also looks at the economic benefits for service providers and customers.
Due to these multi-objective natures of workflow scheduling and various constraints
imposed by user and cloud environment, a large number of algorithms are suggested
by various researchers. There is not a single algorithm proposed by researchers
which handle all known constraint imposed by user and service provider. At the end
of this research paper, the authors have suggested that workflow scheduling for cloud
environments is an optimization problem.

Keywords Service-level agreement (SLA) ·Workflow ·Multi-objective

1 Introduction

Workflow is a sequence of a process that together accomplishes a task. The workflow
is responsible to distribute the task at appropriate computing resources for effective
and fast execution. A large number of workflow scheduling algorithms in the cloud
environment have been proposed by the researcher with various considerations like
resource constraint, homogeneous, and heterogeneous clustering, task dependen-
cies, and utility-based computing. The workflow management system allows shared
resources based on demand [1]. This is done by virtualizing the resources as per the
required number of storage, CPU, and memory bandwidth. The VM can be leased
or released as per requirement and charged for the unit billing period.
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2 Workflow Scheduling in Cloud Computing

Now, workflow scheduling in a cloud computing environment is a mechanism that
involves in managing allocation to resources and preservation of execution of an
interdependent task. Workflow implementation in a cloud environment requires two
mechanisms: (i) resource allocation and (ii) resource provision. Resource provi-
sioning is the selection and provision of computational resources used to execute
tasks. This means that there are heuristics that can determine how many VMs are
being rented, when execution starts and stop, their type of VM, etc. The second
approach is about the mapping of tasks with appropriate resources. This process is
called resource provisioning.

2.1 Cloud Workflow Management System

The responsibilities of a workflow management system are to supervise, build, and
manage data and task transparently between distributed resources [2]. The work-
flow management system consists of various components to address tasks, data,
and resource concerns for customer quality of service requirements. The reference
architecture shown in Fig. 1 can be classified into three parts.

(A) User interface—The user interface allows the user to work with workflow
creation, execution, submission, and workflow monitoring. All these are web
services and distributed through a web portal or standalone application at the
user end. Users are responsible for defining task attributes and linking them
based on their data dependencies.

(B) Workflow engine—The core part of the workflow management system is the
workflow engine. It is responsible for managing the workflow. The parser
modules of the workflow engine are responsible for translating high-level
workflow descriptions for tasks and data objects. The scheduling components
are responsible for implementing user-defined scheduling policies and giving
space to the workflow at various stages of implementation. Works with data
dispatcher and task resource interface plugins are constantly monitors tasks in
the workflow.

(C) Plug-in—Plug-in of WFMS is responsible for communication between
various resource management systems for distribution of resources. Plugins
are responsible for querying work and data attributes, transferring data from
and to resources and monitoring the execution status of tasks and applications
to run, and recover working status, and also to measure power consumption.
three parts.

The bottom part of architecture includes cloud, grid, and cluster. Further resource
managers are responsible for communication with market resources, scalable
application managers, and various cloud services for resource management [3].
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Fig. 1 Cloud workflow architecture [7]

2.2 Goals of the Workflow Scheduling Algorithm

In general, cost optimization is a common goal of workflow scheduling algorithms.
Other performancemetrics such as overall runtime, power consumption, safety,maxi-
mization of workload, VM utilization, awareness, security awareness, and reliability
are also major concerns of workflow scheduling algorithms [4].

Resource provisioning—Allocating tasks to appropriate resources are an impor-
tant challenge for workflow algorithms. The research work is shown byMichan et al.
[5], and Villegas et al. [6] researched on the dependency between task and resources.

Performance variation and other sources of uncertainty—Cloud features like
virtualization, resource sharing nature, and diversity of non-virtualized hardware in
the cloud are the result of diversity in resource performance [8–12]. Due to uncer-
tainty among the dependencies in a large workflow schedule cannot make an accurate
decision about runtime and QoS requirements [13–15].

Utility-based pricing model—Some schedulers are interested in utility-based
pricing model. For example, Amazon’s EC2 Spot Instance feature is available for
dynamic pricing. Spot instances vary over time based on market price and demand
[16].
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3 Related Works

This section has taken a detail surveys on various workflow scheduling algorithms:

A. Deadline and energy-aware task scheduling (DEATS) in cloud—In this
paper, the authors proposed the task scheduling algorithm concern to energy-
aware and deadline aware. The proposed algorithm is to reduce the makespan
and reduce energy consumption in meeting the time limits. Final results in
this research paper show that it is research performance over FCFS and EDF.
The authors also suggest integrating other optimization methods to improve
performance [17].

B. Optimizing power consumption for expiration-constrained workflow in
cloud data centers—In this research paper, the authors take a survey about
electricity consumption by datacenter. The authors proposed TMMS andWTM
adopted scheduling algorithms to optimize power consumption. This proposed
algorithm outperforms better in terms of the number of VM used, electricity
consumed by the data center. In this proposed work, electricity cost, power
consumption model, and time taken inside and outside the VM are not taken
into account [18].

C. Cost-effective fault-tolerant (CEFT) scheduling algorithms for real-time
tasks in cloud systems—In this paper, the authors proposed a novel CEFT
algorithm to reduce implementation costs while trying to do more to meet
the expiration requirements. The CEFT algorithm optimizes repetition and
resource allocation in a repetitive manner with PSO. The rescheduling method
is followed to increase the time limit guarantee ratio. Simulation results show
that CEFT works better in terms of guarantee ratio and average cost, which
ensures the feasibility and effectiveness of CEFT [19, 20].

D. Cost- and energy-efficient algorithm for scientific workflow with the time
limit in the clouds—In this research paper, the authors proposed an algorithm
that is cost-effective and energy-efficient. The authors proposed five steps to
meet the deadline and reduce electricity consumption.All these steps effectively
reduce the cost of workflow. Experimental results have shown that it performs
better in terms of cost and power consumption. In future work, the author
suggests taking into account the actual power cost for workflow scheduling
[21, 22].

E. An improved genetic algorithm to solve scheduled work problems with
time limits on hybrid clouds—In this research paper, the authors proposed a
modified version of GA using novel crossover which identifies the world’s best
genes hidden in the population to inherit offspring. The authors experimentally
shown that it performs better than normal GA [23].

F. Multi-objective hybrid cloud resource scheduling method and scheduling
method based on expiration and cost limits—In this paper, the authors devel-
oped a mosaic algorithm on hybrid cloud computing by combining two single
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objective optimization algorithms. These single objective optimization algo-
rithms used improved ant colony algorithm by following entropy optimiza-
tion. Proposed algorithm optimizing resource utilization subject to cost limits
and time duration with the objective of resource utilization cost, QoS, task
completion time, and service provider interest [24].

G. Better budget-time-scheduling algorithms to work on constrained
resources—In this paper, the authors improve the scheduling algorithm for
a variety of systems. The schedule is less focused and less complicated to meet
budget and deadline limits. The algorithm is compared to three recent algo-
rithms, such as the DBCS, BHEFT, and HBCS algorithms. Experimental result
shows a high success rate when time and cost constraints are tight. In the future,
author wants to minimize makespan according to the condition that the total
cost of the workflow [25, 26].

H. Multi-objective accelerated particle swarm optimization technique for
scientific workflow in the IaaS cloud—In this research paper, the authors
proposed an algorithm that works in two steps. First, the algorithm follows
a strategy that finds the most suitable VM which reduces the execution time.
Second, the algorithm creates a proper schedule of tasks that can increase the
output of the server. Through several performance analyses, the authors demon-
strated the dominance of the proposed algorithm over sophisticated algorithms
[27, 28].

I. Particle swarm optimization-based resource provisioning and scheduling
algorithm—In this paper, the author proposed a particle swarm optimization-
based resource provisioning cost minimization which considers resource diver-
sity, VMperformance, and elastic provisioning. Scheduling and resource provi-
sioning are integrated to resolve PSO issues. The advantage of the global opti-
mization technique algorithm is that it permits the creation of good quality
schedules. The authors have pointed out that as unlimited resources are success-
fully extracted, the calculation overhead increases rapidly in the types of
workflows and VMs provided by the provider [29].

J. Budget-driven scheduling of scientific workflows in IaaS clouds with fine-
grained billing periods—In this paper; the authors present task-based budget
delivery techniques to implement scientific workflows to reduce makespan.
The proposed algorithm divides the workflow budget and guides the resource
utilization of the divided budget of each task. The proposed algorithm imple-
ments the VM recharge policy to use idle time slots caused by a rigorous and
fast billing period. Since reusable passive VMs are not available; it provides
the fastest VM type on a budget when needed [30].

Fault-tolerant schedule using spot instances—Authors in this research paper
proposed an algorithm which works on on-demand VM and spot VM. According to
the proposed algorithm, on-demand VM will change according to the user-defined
time limit. The author also proposed a bidding strategy for spot VM [31].
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4 Basic Elements for Workflow Scheduling Algorithms

On the basis of a survey taken in Sect. 3, this section describes the various approaches
to developing workflow algorithms in IaaS cloud environments.

4.1 Task-VM Mapping Dynamics

The classification of the scheduling algorithms generally proposed by Casavent and
Kuhl [32], and categories as static and dynamic. In addition to these two cloud
environments, it can combine static and dynamic environments to get the most out
of it, i.e., hybrid.

Static—This type of scheduling algorithm produces advanced task-VMmapping
and does not change during the run. This perspective is not allowed to be dynamic
and therefore not subject to change. A small change in Task-VM mapping can lead
to implementation failure and therefore affect QoS.

Dynamic—Dynamic scheduling algorithm determines task resource mapping
during work. These runtime decisions are based on workflow implementation and
the latest system status. Dynamic scheduling algorithm decisions are taken during
the run when ready to execute. These regulations allow us to adapt to changes in the
environment.

Hybrid—In cloud environments, both static node dynamic scheduling has its
own significance. To take advantage of these, a new algorithm must be designed
to find the difference between the compatibility and performance of the dynamic
scheduling algorithm. To build a hybrid algorithm for categories into two parts:
Runtime Purification and Sub-Workflow Static.

4.2 Resource Allocation Strategy

Kindly, resource allocation is categorized as static and dynamic resource allocation.
In a static resource allocation, all resources are configured before implementation in
the workflow. In dynamic resource allocation, all decisions are made during runtime.

Static VM pool—This strategy can be used through static resource allocation.
When the VM pool is split, the resources are rented and become active during work-
flow execution. Its implementation resources will be released when the workflow
is completed. The advantages of such an algorithm are that the algorithm mainly
focuses on the task VM allocation after making resource allocation decisions.

Elastic VM pool—The workflow algorithm in this category follows static and
dynamic resource allocation strategies. This mechanism permits the algorithm to
change the type of VM and the number of VM during runtime. Due to flexibility on
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VM, the workflow algorithm in these categories may take a decision on cost, number
of VM used, and output.

4.3 Optimization Strategy Classification

The most important part of the optimization strategy algorithm is the mathematical
model of problem and solution space. The optimization technique is classified into
two categories, i.e. optimal and suboptimal, in which suboptimal is classified into
three categories.

Heuristic—Heuristic is the property of rules for the solution of a particular
problem. These types of rules are specific and designed for a specific problem to find
solution within an acceptable time. The main purpose of heuristic-based scheduling
algorithms is to find satisfactory solutions in a timely manner.

Meta-heuristic—Meta-heuristic algorithms are commonly used for optimal solu-
tions to a problem. In general meta-heuristic algorithms are more computationally
intensive and take longer to solve workflows using meta-heuristic algorithms, which
is a challenging problemdue to the virtualization of an unlimited number of resources
and dependencies [33].

Hybrid-Meta heuristic algorithms are used to solve a set of tasks in the workflow
and heuristic algorithms are used to solve the task in a small simplified workflow.
In such an approach, we get better optimization than heuristic and meta-heuristic
algorithms.

4.4 Resource Model Classification

This section presents a resource model based on the assumption of the classification
algorithm. Classification is donewith services provided by providers likeVMpricing
model and data transfer cost. Resource model is classified as follows-

4.4.1 VM Leasing Model

Thismodel ismaintainedbyassuming that the classification service providers provide
restricted or unrestricted leased VMs for a given customer.

Restricted—Limited VM leasing model service provider has a high limit on the
number of virtual machines that a customer can lease. Algorithms that use this model
work with a limited number of VM resources.

Unrestricted—In these VMs leasing model algorithm assumes that there is no
limit on the number of VM to lease to a customer.
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4.4.2 Deployment Model

The workflow algorithm under the deployment model is classified on the basis of the
datacenter and resources leased by the service provider.

Single service provider—The algorithm in this approach considers a single cloud
service provider for IaaS. There is no need to consider inside and outside data transfer
cost.

Multiple service providers—In this category, algorithms consider different cloud
service providers to schedule tasks. The different service providersmayhave different
service level agreements and different resource provisioning price offerings. Now
it’s the scheduler’s choice to choose suitable offers.

Single data center—These taxonomic algorithms choose to provide VMs in a
single data center. This approach reduces latency and faster transfer time and costs
because most providers do not charge for transfers made in the data center.

Multiple Data Centers—In this classification of workflow algorithms, service
provider offers VM available in different datacenter which is geographically
distributed. It is most suitable for the application whose inputs are from various
geographical locations. It reduces the latency and data transfer cost.

4.4.3 Data Sharing Model

Data sharing in the workflow process affects the performance of the scheduling
algorithm because it affects scaling, cost, makespan, etc. There are two common
approaches are used to improve the performance of the scheduling algorithm-(i)
peer-to-peer and (ii) shared storage.

P2P—In this process, data are transferred directly from the VM running child
process to the VM running parent process. This mechanism leads to synchronize the
communication. This process leads to higher cost because lease time increased but
increase the scalability.

Shared storage—This process reduces the VM leading cost and improves the
resource utilization by storing the output in globally shared storage systems like
AWS simple storage system (S3) or AWS elastic file system (EFS). There are many
advantages of such a system. First, data integrity is maintained and recovered data
in case of failure. Second, it permits asynchronous computing because data can be
released to a VM running an actual function while continuing in the storage system.

4.4.4 Data Transfer Cost Awareness

The data transfer pricing plan is different in a different scenario. Trans bound and
inbound data are usually independent, and transferring data from a cloud provider is
charged and expensive. In many service providers, algorithms that schedule work-
flows have to relate to this cost because data transfer may belong to different service
provider.
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4.4.5 Storage Cost Awareness

In this strategy, an algorithmdecides the cost of storage based on the type of operation
stored, as well as the amount of data stored. The algorithm for storage, therefore,
agrees with the cost and generally estimates the data size and data based on a fixed
price per unit.

4.4.6 VM Price Model

In this category, four different price models are proposed as static, dynamic,
subscription based, and time unit.

4.4.7 VMcore Calculation

This classification refers to algorithms that schedule multiple tasks simultaneously
about multiple VMs.

Single core—In this mechanism, algorithm assumes that the VM has only one
core. It simplifies the scheduling process because it resolves resource conflicts.

Multi-core—In the multicore facility, IaaS provides multiple cores. Workflow
scheduling takes advantage of this task to execute multiple tasks simultaneously on
a single VM, possibly avoiding the time, expense, and intermediate data transfers.

5 Analysis

Workflow scheduling in cloud computing is a very challenging task due to various
constraints and multi-objective nature. So there is a need for an optimization tech-
nique that works on multi-objective nature and constraints imposed by the user and
cloud environment.

Let Tn is the task with n objective then we need to optimize the objective function-
Tn(X), where X is a variable and X = 1, 2, 3, …, N, constraints to.

Fm(X) where m = 1, 2, …, M
F is denoting constraints function, m is the number of constraints, and X is the

domain of feasible solution. Suppose problem A is decision problem, and problem
B is optimization problem; then it is possible that A α B. Hence, we can say that
such type of problem can be solved only by multi-objective optimization technique.
A diagram given in Fig. 2 completely described that how a multi-objective workflow
scheduling algorithm can be incorporated.

On the basis of various taxonomy in Sect. 4 and survey in Sect. 3, we have
found that such scenario can be handled by a multi-objective optimization technique
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I/P Decision making 
algorithm 

Cloud service 
provider constraints

Task with scheduling 
objectives 

Datacentre 
constraints

O/P

I/P O/POptimization problem Decision Problem

I/P NP-Hard problem NP-Complete problem O/P

Fig. 2 Workflow is an NP-problem

like genetic algorithm, ant colony optimization algorithm, particle swarm optimiza-
tion algorithm, etc. Genetic algorithm and ant colony optimization technique are
mathematically well proof than PSO but PSO works with very few parameters [34].

6 Conclusion

Workflow scheduling in cloud computing is a very challenging task due to various
constraints imposed during service-level agreements (SLAs) by users and the cloud
environment. These various constraints make workflow scheduling as a multi-
objective nature. A multi-objective problem can be solved only with optimization
techniques with a decision problem. Since it is an NP-hard problem so there is a
need for a meta-heuristic optimization technique that works suitably in such type
of environment. As a future scope, multi-objective optimization techniques which
address a maximum number of constraints should be implemented and compared.
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Personalized Food
Recommendation—State of Art
and Review

Anjali Jain and Alka Singhal

Abstract In the present scenario, people are becoming more health-conscious.
There are various factors like age, gender, and genetic history on which diet matters.
The internet is flooded with a tremendous amount of information and data related
to healthcare. An enormous amount of data related to medical and diet on websites
makes it difficult for the user to find the correct and valuable information, and it is a
high demand of society. This problem of finding the proper diet plan needs a recom-
mender system in healthcare is required. The recommender system helps end-users
andmedical professionals to see the results in a bettermanner. As the number of avail-
able food items increases exponentially, it is impossible to take all of them. In such a
scenario, a recommendation system is required to consider user preferences, maxi-
mize the number of healthy compounds, and minimize the unhealthy ones in food.
The proposed paper has collectively studied, reviewed, categorized, and summa-
rized different techniques and algorithms to suggest the diet plan and identify the
issues and gaps in existing algorithms and food/diet recommendation strategies. The
review includes basic categories like a recommendation based on user preferences
for item features, based on user behavior, hybrid filtering (H.F.), and knowledge-
based filtering (KBF). Additional state-of-art for existing food recommendations is
analyzed in this paper.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, health is one of the major concerns in our daily life. Many factors influ-
ence an individual’s health, such as physical exercise, sleep, nutrition, heredity and
pollution. Being nutritious is one of the most significant modifiable factors in our
lives; small changes can have a considerable impact. Healthy eating has always been
an essential aspect of life as “health is wealth.” A healthy mind lives in a healthy
body. People used to take medicine and diet recommendations from various sources.
With the changes occurred in the environment, every other person is looking for
healthy nutritious diet as the life has become confined to specific routine. In present
scenario, health related searches is one of the most searched topics on the internet.
As the outbreak of pandemic, deadly coronavirus has ruined our daily life style and
people are falling sick frequently. Virus has spread over a large geographic area and
every other person is looking for medicines and remedies to boost immunity and to
be safe from this deadly virus. A lot of research has been done in this area using
different techniques.

The techniques on which research has been done includes similar user behavior,
user preferences for item features, Hybrid filtering (H.F.), knowledge-based filtering
(KBF) and various other techniques including innovative algorithm like ant colony
algorithm, particle swarm optimization, simulated annealing, classification, clus-
tering, decision tree, logistic regression, natural language processing, inductive logic
programming, ontologies, sparse canonical correlation, support vector machines,
semantic technologies, multi-criteria decision making, graph-based recommenda-
tions, context-aware recommendation, sensor smart plate, artificial intelligence and
matrix factorization. These are the basic recommendation techniques applied in the
various healthcare domain. The authors have discussed pros and cons of these filtering
techniques (Table 1).

2 Literature Survey

Eating right and healthy diet is serious concern. Over nutrition and under nutrition
diet should be monitored and at major consideration. The foods one should take
daily should be balanced in terms of nutritional needs. Recommendation system has
become primary source for searching something in electronic commerce and infor-
mation access [1] reviewed the pros and cons of traditional techniques that are used in
e-commerce recommendation and expressed the main challenges faced and relevant
solutions for them. The author used rich data set and showed the comparison and
evaluation of each of the proposedmechanismwith significant advantages and disad-
vantages to point out the essential issues to improve their accuracy and functionality
for further studies. Different types of recommendation systems are available like E-
commerce, healthcare, banking, tourism, e-learning, etc. Generally, people are more
biased toward the attractive items, to solve the problem [2] introduced a novel hybrid
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Table 1 Pros and cons of basic filtering techniques

Technique Pros Cons Example

Similar user behavior Able to recommend
new and complex
items. No domain
knowledge needed

Cold start, sparsity
and scalability issues

Amazon, Google

User preferences for
item features

No need of user data.
Just item information
is required. Able to
recommend new and
unpopular item

Limited
recommendation
scope. Problem for
new user

Movies, web news etc

Hybrid recommender
system

Effective and accurate
results over C.F. and
C.B. Resolved cold
start and sparsity
issues

Suggestion ability is
better

Netflix

Knowledge-based
recommender system

Recommendation do
not depend on user
ratings, there is no
ramp-up problem

Noisy environment,
validation,
transplantation and
general problems

Taxi routing apps

PMF model called DUPIA which can simultaneously differentiate user’s preference
and item’s attractiveness. The two real-world datasets for recommendation systems
is used, i.e., MovieLens 1 and Amazon 2. The original MovieLens dataset consists
of 72,000 users, 10,681 movies and 10,000,054 rating scores ranging from 1 to 5.
The author has made predictions using both users’ auxiliary information and items’
textual comments simultaneously. But the descriptive information which attracts
persons verified partially. Kluver et al. [3] and Mansoury et al. [4] also introduced
algorithm to solve the cold start problem and the problem faced for new item and new
user recommendation. As the huge amount of data related to the medical information
and if anyone need it for wellbeing and improvement faces lot of struggles to find
useful information.

To overcome the above-mentioned problem [5] has given a systematic survey for
scenarios and approaches in healthcare recommendation like drug recommendation,
food recommendation, health status prediction recommendation, health care service
recommendation and healthcare professional recommendation. The work included
the food recommendation as well. Sak et al. [6] used artificial neural network for
recommendation of dietary foods. In this paper, we are providing an overview and
comparative study of existing techniques and approaches of recommendation system
in Healthcare domain. In health care recommendation, there are food recommen-
dation, drug recommendation, healthcare service recommendation and healthcare
professionals. Here, authors are talking about food recommendation using different
techniques and algorithm for the benefits of end user. Issues and challenges in food
recommendation and its future scope.
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3 Various Approaches Followed by Healthcare
Recommendation

A key procedure to achieve balanced nutritional intake is dieting. Generally, people
restrict their diet in account of maintaining the nutrients required for the body or
for medical reasons. But these type of diets and restriction against the desire to eat
some specific food for that someone is craving for may destroy mental, physical
and social health. So, one must eat food that they desire along with recipe with of
nutritious ingredients. For the purpose of healthy recipe and diet recommendation
system works well and serves the purpose. Below mentioned are filtering techniques
which are used to recommend food/diet and recipe for healthy and nutritious diet.

3.1 Similar User Behavior

Similar user behavior uses similarities between items and users together; it recom-
mends items of user based on the interest and tastes of similar user. If a person has
similar health concern or disease, they would have recommended similar type of
food with same ingredients [5]. Similar user behavior can be combined with other
techniques to give accurate results and perform better [7] highlighted the similar
user behavior and user preferences for item features for the user’s recommendations
where system takes the user item descriptors with user’s preferences of the items to
recommend the results using association rules and inverse filteringmethods. Another
author [8] used K-means clustering along with collaborative filtering is used for diet
recommendation. The higher recommended recipes included in the cluster which
meets the user’s nutritional balance. The method has proved to be effective with
accuracy more than 70% (Fig. 1).

3.2 User Preferences for Item Features

In user preference for item features, item features are used to recommendother similar
items similar to the likes of other user observing their actions and feedbackof previous
activities. In this if a product or service is similar to the previous product used by a
particular person then it is recommended for the person [5]. To predict recipe rating
using derived features of ingredient network [9], proposed recipe recommendation
using ingredient network based on content-based filtering as each ingredient present
in food affects health of a person. As the hypertension is one of the major non-
communicable diseases among the youths Sookrah et al. proposed a recommendation
engine that is DASH, i.e., dietary approaches to stop hypertension based on content-
based filtering and machine learning for hypertensive patients. Also, the app was
developed and this system also helped to monitor and control B.P. level [10] (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1 Similar user behavior

Fig. 2 User preferences for
item features
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3.3 Hybrid Filtering

Generally, when items added to the catalog have either none or very little interac-
tions this leads to cold start and data sparsity issues. Hybrid filtering is the solution to
overcome such type of problems, and it is the combination of similar user behavior
and user preference for item features. Both of the techniques are combined to over-
come the limitations of each other. Basically, it is used to fix the cold start problem,
i.e., when a new item is added to the system and has no rating. Chang Kim et al.
[11] proposed knowledge-based hybrid decision model which considers both phys-
ical and mental health to solve the cold start and sparsity problem. In this paper
author used huge amount of data set which consists of 80% of learning and 20% of
collected data as test data and evaluation was done using regression and correlation.
The proposed method was the food recommendation model to help users that made
the dietary nutrition-related decisions on a health platform. Li et al. [12] proposed a
nutritional combomodel by analyzing the user demands. As a lot of people is moving
toward online ordering and compromise food taste and nutrition. The model is based
on the functional of similar user behavior and user preference for item features and
overcomes cold start problem and gives high performance.

3.4 Knowledge-Based Filtering

This is applied when the quantity of item rating is limited. Knowledge-based recom-
mender system is based on the knowledge of specific items or we can say queries
made by user. Knowledge-based recommender system can be used where it is not
possible to use the recommender system. Nature plays an important role in daily life
and lots of creatures has some technique and pattern in their life style that can be
boon to human beings when observed and followed. Rehman et al. [13] proposed
cloud-based food recommendation where ant colony optimization a nature inspired
technique is used for generating optimal food list and food recommendation after
viewing the user’s pathological reports and attained a accuracy by increased number
of ants. Another author [14] has designed sensor based smart plate for the chil-
dren aged 3–6 years to measure the weight of food before and after the meals. The
proposed methods are designed to observe the nutritional deficiencies among chil-
dren and growth index. On the basis of results and analysis of sufficient nutrition
required the nutritious menus were recommended.
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4 Methodology Used

The methodology used for the literature review process is contains a systematic
process suggested by (Kitchenham and Brereton 2013). The review process brings
out the clear picture of food recommendation.

A. Formation of research Question:

The aim of the research question formation is to collect all the credible information of
work done by food recommendation which helps to identify and explore techniques,
issues and critical points of selected food recommendation.

Research questions are:

• Food recommendation system.
• Techniques used in food recommendation.
• Diet recommendation + collaborative filtering.
• Approaches to food recommendation.
• Issues in food recommendation.
• How different authors conducted study.

B. Process for paper selection:

There are two major parts: First is the used Google scholar to identify the
selected papers, secondly the relevant keywords with required data combination
were used are: Recommender system, Food recommendation, Diet recommenda-
tion, Food recommendation + collaborative filtering, Filtering techniques + food
recommendation.

• Applied “allintitle” in Google scholar.
• Search included papers from 2011 to 2020.
• Title of most of the papers directly related to the topic while few papers are not

directly related. Total number of detected papers is approx 353. Then, we applied
our filtering method according to our problem and review 15 papers.

C. Review of selected papers:

In the review, it’s been observed that mostly papers are solving the information over-
load problem related to the healthcare. As we are reviewing the basic models and
approaches of food recommendation in healthcare domain. Nag et al. [15] mainly
introduced novel techniques and model using filtering techniques and solve the
problem of cold start, sparsity and latency.
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5 Strength’s, Weakness and Opportunities Analysis

Paper Strength Weakness Scope

Ueta et al. [16] Huge dataset of 80,000
dishes and trial was
done on twenty persons

Authors have not
considered existing
system and hospitals

The system would be
more accurate and
efficient if existing
system and hospitals
diet plan can be
considered

Yuen et al. [9] Shown how different
data can be obtained
and used for construct
network

Does not shown
cooking methods for
recipes

Cooking recipes along
with ingredients can
be included to
generate region
specific and diet
specific results

Osadchiy [7] Compared the three
algorithms for 20,000
randomly sampled
meals

Compared the result
with two other systems
but didn’t justify the
improvement in
accuracy and efficiency

Accuracy and
efficiency can be taken
for improvement

Min et al. [17] Incorporate the various
domains in food
recommendation,
multidisciplinary
research that combines
nutrition, food science,
psychology, biology,
anthropology and
sociology

Accuracy and
efficiency of the
proposed system is not
highlighted

Accuracy and
efficiency can be
included

Chang Kim [11] Model is well
implemented on users
and the feedback of
users was also
mentioned in the paper

Satisfaction level of the
end users is not so good
as the recommendation
system claimed less
than 80%

Some parameters of
the model can be
modified to increase
customer satisfaction

Yuan [8] Accuracy rate is almost
above 0.70, and the
average accuracy rate is
0.77, which indicates
that the collaborative
filtering algorithm
based on user
preference is stable

Algorithm does not
focus on the nutritional
content of the
recommended food. It
should also be
considered

Nutritional content
should be included

(continued)
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(continued)

Paper Strength Weakness Scope

Jiang et al. [18] Given the detailed
information of the
optimum intake of
different nutrition

Ranking based
experiment is
performed against a
three-category
classification so multi
classification is not
tried so far

Deep learning models
such as graph neural
network for the
recommendation can
also be included

Bodnar Lisa [19] Ensemble model in
machine learning is a
challenging task and
higher accuracy proves
the novel work done by
authors

1. Work is limited to
data taken from an
FFQ, which are
affected by systematic
measurement error to a
greater extent than
other self-report
methods such as 24-h
recalls

2. Future research
should explore other
cut-offs as well as the
use of continuous
measures of dietary
intake

Tran [5] Discussed multiple
techniques used in
different health
recommendation

Author has not covered
upcoming challenges in
health recommendation

Cold start and data
sparsity problem can
be tackled using some
other algorithms

Sookrah [10] Recommended dishes
also helps normal
people to prevent from
health complications

No provision to track
the progress of user

User eating pattern
can also be identified
using DASH

Zhang [2] Explained all the
strategy in single paper
while using
collaborative filtering

Does considered the
performance metrics

Experiment can be
performed on large
data set. As it is
difficult to work with
large data set

Namgung [14] The plate is bale to
guess how much
nutrition child take and
how much is required

Experimental data is
collected through
survey. It was not
possible to build plate
for home

The data set was
collected through
survey. In future real
data sets can be
collected and used for
the results

Rehman et al. [13] Used heuristic
information to
maximize food
diversity

Doesn’t considered diet
for particular meal of
the day

Group food
recommendation can
be worked upon in
future

(continued)
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(continued)

Paper Strength Weakness Scope

Chena et al. [20] The framework
considers both
ingredients user-defined
and relevant for
particular diet with
quantity. Experimental
results are able to prove
better healthiness of
recipes

Precompiled nutritional
recipes are not
compared and
performance is not
measured

Work can be done on
performance
improvement along
with healthy nutrient
recipe

Li et al. [12] High feasibility combos
are designed. Solved
the problem of cold
start and achieved
higher performance

Doesn’t solved the data
sparsity problem

Combos can be
recommended
according to age,
gender and disease

Lores et al. [21] Doesn’t rely on specific
user and item. Better
performance and solved
the persistent problem
of cold start, latency
and wrong
recommendation

In proposed approach
time is not considered

Proposed algorithm
can be applied for
social tagging
environment, and
managing tags in
folksonomy

Sak et al. [6] Review includes all the
application areas of AI

Such type of research
creates diverse
spectrum of problems.
Range of areas doesn’t
consider by the authors

Integration on use of
medical robots

Turkmenoglu et al.
[22]

Worked on the
real-world data set of
Istanbul technical
university to make
results applicable and
realistic

Considered limited
food groups. Division
of daily like breakfast,
lunch, snacks and
dinner can be
considered can for
diversity meal plan

In future food groups
can be added by
maximizing food
diversity

6 Conclusion

Food recommendation is one of the emerging fields on the internet as it makes
easy for the professional, health care worker and individual to follow and adapt the
healthy and nutritious food. The main aim of the paper is to analyze and review the
various issues in food or diet recommendation that have not been presented carefully.
Provided a collaborative study by summarizing work done by different authors and
provides a novel overview table for strength and weakness of each identified gap.
Similar user behavior is more efficient and accurate for finding the results. The
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reviewed papers include nutritional factors in recommendation process as well as
suggesting better personalized recommendation using various techniques. Although
many authors have tried to solve the problem of cold start, sparsity and latency by
applying different algorithm and techniques but there still exist some challenges
which needs to fixed in food recommendation.
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Breast Cancer Detection in the IoT
Cloud-based Healthcare Environment
Using Fuzzy Cluster Segmentation
and SVM Classifier

Umesh Kumar Lilhore, Sarita Simaiya, Himanshu Pandey, Vinay Gautam,
Atul Garg, and Pinaki Ghosh

Abstract Early-stage detection of breast cancer disease and its accurate diagnosis
have been always challenging for the healthcare professional. An IoT healthcare
systemcan play a vital role in this field. The existing diagnosis technique does not effi-
ciently identify breast cancer in the beginning phases, and many of the women strug-
gled from such a deadly illness. In this research paper, we introduce IoT cloud-based
predictive analyticsmainly based on fuzzy cluster-focused augmentation and optimal
SVM classification for forecasting breast cancer infection via regular inspection
and enhancing the health services by giving healthcare guidelines. In the proposed
model, the fuzzy clustering algorithm is being used for efficient image segmenta-
tion that mainly focused on transition region filtration. Besides that, fuzzy C-means
clustering and optimal SVM are also applied to characterize the transition period
region attributes and feature extraction. The experimental phase is divided into three
parts: parameter optimization testing, feature selection, as well as optimal SVM.
The experimental phase results reveal that the proposed enhanced SVM method
performed outstandingly in terms of feature selection, precision, TPR, FPR, F1-
score over existing machine learning methods, i.e., logistic regression, decision tree,
and SVM method.
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1 Introduction

In a woman, breast cancer is a form of tumor cells that arises in the breast tissues.
This is the most widespread type of disease spotted in women and girls as well as
this is among the major causes of demise in females. There are numerous artificial
intelligence-based methods, i.e., machine learning, artificial neural networks which
are used for the forecasting of cancer. Discovering the most relevant and efficient
method for both the forecasting as well as diagnosis of cancer is one of the ambitious
goals of all medical researchers. Breast cancer defines one of the other cancers which
creates a high amount of fatalities annually. This is the most frequent source of all
malignant tumors as well as the primary cause of female deaths annually [1].

Breast disease is the most frequent cancer experienced by women all across
the world and accounts for around 31–37% of all forms of cancer in women in
metropolitan areas [2]. This is extremely alerting to monitor that age range by which
an individual grows cancer has moved from 45–55 years to 20–30 years; as well as
forms of cancer in the youths are eager to be more confrontational. Machine learning
and statistical techniques are an efficient way of categorizing statistics. Especially
in the healthcare profession, in which those measures are commonly included in
treatment and diagnosis to take action. Regrettably, sometimes it is just uncommon
to reveal cancer signs, so initial detection is complicated. This is essential to utilize
mammograms as well as self-breast examinations to identify such initial abnormal-
ities well before cancer can get developed. Figure 1 is showing the breast cancer in
a woman’s body.

Fig. 1 Breast cancer in body
[2]
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The IoT has considerably improved healthcare. This innovation facilitates cancer
patients and also health professionals for enabling a wide assortment of infec-
tions accurately as well as diagnosis and treatment of such infections according
to the outcome measures. An IoT technology can be integrated with a machine
learning-based system. A significant supervised training method is a support vector
machine (SVM) [3]. The progressing sections of the article are structured as follows.
Section 2 covers related work in the field of breast cancer detection, and in Sect. 3, it
covers research material and methods. Section 5 mainly covers implementation and
result from analysis and later covers the result comparison. Section 6 mainly covers
conclusions and future improvement in the proposed work.

2 Related Works

With the advancement of clinical research, innumerable methodologies have been
introduced for breast cancer diagnosis. The studies correlated with this area are
described concisely as follows.

Gopal et al. [1] worked on [4] “feature selection and classification in breast cancer
prediction using IoT and machine learning.” This research focuses on a procedure
to carry out early cancer diagnosis using the IoT as well as machine learning.
This research mainly introduced machine learning (ML) approaches toward fore-
casting cancer disease by using embedded applications. Classification accuracy led to
an increase in precision 98%, recall 97%, F-measure 96%, and accuracy 98%, respec-
tively. Iotti et al. [2]workedon [5] “accuracy and reproducibility of contrast-enhanced
mammography in the assessment of response to neo-adjuvant chemotherapy in breast
cancer patients with calcifications in the tumor bed.” This research emphasizes on to
analyze precision and reliability in the diagnosis of detected tumor cells upon “neo-
adjuvant chemotherapy inbreast cancer patients tometastases, utilizing clinical insect
path physiology as the reference.

Golagani et al. [3] worked on [6] “supervised learning breast cancer data set
analysis in MATLAB using novel SVM classifier.” In this research, a conceptual
model clinical trial for the classification of the tumor but also cancerous tumor
is designed using SVM machine learning techniques. Once choosing a feature,
designers retrieve the outposts set across the kernel capacity and then enlarge the
edge-construct component restraint scheme. Rahmani and Katouli [4] worked on
[7] “breast cancer detection improvement by grasshopper optimization algorithm
and classification SVM.” The objective of the research work is to develop a novel
process to overcome the limitation and minimize the process of diagnosis of breast
cancer by utilizing “grasshopper optimization method.” The proposed GOA mainly
complies with three major sections, and after obtaining, the details the very first stage
are to preprocess the data by normalization.

Kavitha et al. [5] worked on [8] “enhanced SVM classifier for breast cancer diag-
nosis. Breast tumor is a foremost chronic condition to cause fatal especially for
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women.” The researchers proposed a method, just to a division of data into two cate-
gories, one is cancer, and another is non-breast cancer by utilizing machine learning
(i.e., supervised). A method applies to select all the essential features which are
mainly derived in the initial phases. Salvi and Kadam et al. [6] worked on [9] “breast
cancer detection using deep learning and IoT technologies.” In this work, researcher
proposed a machine learning-based classification tool that accurately categorizes the
malignant or benign individuals throughout the surroundings of IoT.

Savitha et al. [7] worked on [10] “a distributed key authentication and OKM-
ANFIS scheme based breast cancer prediction system in the IoT environment.”
This research proposed an efficient key validation concerning “OKM-ANFIS”-based
secure breast cancer prediction application based on IoT ecosystem to outclass these
drawbacks and also utilized a GA for predicting the mixed layer frameworks. At
first, the validation is done with the help of the healthcare provider. Ghasemzadeh
et al. [8] worked on [11] “breast cancer detection based on Gabor-wavelet trans-
form and machine learning methods.” This work presented an effective system for
classifying as well as identifying the public in mammograms and also used machine
learning as judgment phase and accomplished average precision more than 93.9%,
mean sensitivities 94.11%, and finally the mean specificities higher 91.21%.

3 Research Materials and Methods

This section covers the research material and methods used in this research.

3.1 Proposed System Background

Throughout the following sub-sections, the aspects of the proposed technique are
described in depth.

3.1.1 Preprocessing and Optimization of Parameters

Thefirst phase of any classificationmethod is data preprocessing. The dataset lowered
the computation period of the classification algorithm as well as enhanced the accu-
racy, efficiency of the classifier. Preprocessing of a dataset is mainly used to inte-
grate null values, identify or outliers, as well as fix self-contradiction. A method
Min–Max [12] vector mainly transforms the information in such a way that almost
all characteristics will be varied around 0 or 1.
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• Feature selection—The main feature selection method goal is to achieve appro-
priate prediction performance precision with certain possible variables. A proto-
type of novel walker-assisted gait has been already projected previously that inte-
grates SVM and GA-based attribute selection technique to make a distinction
betweenmany non-assisted as well as assisted gait mostly with forearm assistance
that has been prosperous at feature score constraint [13].

• Support vectormachine (SVM)—Asupport vectormachine classifier is a super-
vised or teacher-based learning method that is focused on the numerical propo-
sition. This was first recommended by Cortes and Vapnik (1995). SVM simply
describes the associating of communication corresponding to the characteristics
and the tedious attributes. SVMdivides the data source into two vector pairs under
the “n” spatial dimensions vector. The SVM technique mainly creates a hyper-
plane ecosystem as each component has to be especially in comparison with the
divided normal distribution [14].

A few of the kernel functions are:

1. A polynomial kernel function with the degree value can be defined as:

d S (Xi , Y i) = (Xi ∗ T Y + 1) d (1)

2. The width value with a radial function kernel can be defined as [18]:

σ S ∗ (Xi , Yi ) = exponential [(−‖(Xi − Yi )‖2/(2 ∗ σ2))] (2)

• It uses a strongly connected linkedwith the kernel function of ANN (artificial
neural networks).

• In Eq. (2), a feature vector variable has a limitless value.

3. It is also uses a sigmoid function. This function mainly contains the properties
(θ) as well as (.). These properties can be defined by following equation:

S (Xi , Yi ) = tan
(
Sx ∗ Ty+

)
S (Xi , Yi ) = tan

(
Sx ∗ Ty+

)
S (Xi , Yi )

= tan
(
Sx ∗ Ty+

)
S (Xi , Yi ) = tan (S ∗ xi ∗ T yi+) Si

(3)

where the user-chosen attributes are d, θ, and σ .

• Gray wolf’s optimization algorithm—GWO technique is based upon this
hunting method of organizational hierarchy. A gray wolf’s method is ranked
as the important level large predators and that it generally resides mostly in
counts of 10–12. Relying on the hunting habits of wolves, this is classified
into various kinds including such α, β, δ, andω. A subsequent pattern of gray
wolves is β which are subordinate wolves that assist α to take action [15].
A β wolf is also supposed as α wolf in scenarios whenever α wolf end up
dead. The lowest possible scoring graywolf seems to beωwolf that performs
the aspect of scape goat. Gray wolf encircles natural prey even during the
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search. Also to scientifically replicate the surrounding behavior patterns of
gray wolves, the model equation is formulated:

DG = ∣∣C. X p(T ) − Xwol f (T )
∣∣, Xwol f (T + 1) = [X p(T ) − (A ∗ D)]

(4)

where variable (T ) represents the iteration value, A, C is coefficient, Xp is
the value for prey vector, and Xwolf is representing the position value of the
wolf. The value of A and C can be obtained as:

A = [r1 ∗ 2ai − ai ] andC = [2 ∗ r2] (5)

where variable a can be from 0 to 2, r1, r2 are random vectors, and the
value can be from 0 to 1.

A hunt process [20] is primarily governed by key variables alpha (α), beta
(β), and delta (δ) according to Eqs. 6–12.

Dα = | Xα ∗ C1−−X | (6)

Dβ = ∣∣ Xβ ∗ C2−−X
∣∣ (7)

Dδ = | Xδ ∗ C3−−X | (8)

X1 = [Xα − (Dα ∗ A1)] (9)

X2 = [Xβ − (Dβ ∗ A2)] (10)

X3 = [Xδ − (Dδ ∗ A3)] (11)

X(n+1) = [(X1 + X2) + (X3)/3] (12)

With these formulas, a search assistant upgrades the position as according
alpha, beta, as well as delta inside an n-dimensional state space.

• Fuzzy C-mean—The FCM technique [16] is a fuzzy clustering method in
the perspective of reductions of a quadratic paradigm in which clusters are
recognized through their separate hubs. The FCM technique was introduced
by Dunn in 1973 and further enhanced by researcher Bezdek. For a working
group of C-data patterns X = {X1, X2, …, Xn}, each method enables to
sequence the information area, by finding the distribution centerswith classes
and the subscription matrix. FCM methodology is mainly used to enhance
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the precision of cluster analysis of a noise dataset. FCM procedure is based
on optimization of the feature:

F j =
∑n

i=1

∑C

j=1

(
m

Ui j

)∣∣Xi − C j

∣∣pow2, 1 <= m < ∞ (13)

where the Uij is the degree of membership of an element (Xi) in the cluster
set j and the squared element is showing the Euclidian distance among the two
centers in the cluster (i and j). After each of the iteration, the updated value of
the center cluster (Cj) and the membership function is estimated as follows:

Ui j = 1/
C∑

( j=1)

([Xi − C j pow(2 − 1)/m]/|Xi − Ck |) (14)

Fuzzy systems set and membership functions, as well as fuzzy rules, that
form the compositional elements of a probabilistic reasoning decision-making
system are calculated separately.

4 Proposed Method

Throughout this research paper, we introduce an Internet of Things-based predictive
analytics just by using fuzzy cluster-focused augmentation as well as optimal SVM
classification for forecasting the breast cancer infection via regular inspection as well
as to enhance the health services by giving healthcare guidelines. The working of
the proposed method is described in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Proposed enhanced model
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4.1 Performance Comparison Parameters

The performance of proposed and existing methods is analyzed with relation to the
few measurement criteria. The confusion matrix along with parameters TP, FP, TN,
and FN for overall data is to predict data and formulated the parameters [17], where
TP = true positive, FP = false positive, TN = true negative, FN = false negative.

• Accuracy: Accuracy can be defined as “the ratio of accurately classified data
samples and the total number of samples.”

Accuracy = [(TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN)] (15)

• Sensitivity or Recall: Sensitivity can be defined as “the ratio of perceived positive
data and the number of total positive entries in dataset.”

Sensitivity = [(TP)/(TP + FN)] (16)

• Specificity: It can be defined as “the relationship between the observed negative
entries with all the negative entries in the dataset.”

Specificity = [(TN)/(TN + FP)] (17)

• Precision: It can be defined as “the ratio of positively selected in between all the
predicted positive datasets.”

Precision = [(TP)/(TP + FP)] (18)

• F1-score: It can be defined as “the F1-score is the harmonic mean of the precision
value with sensitivity in the dataset.”

F1 - score = [(2 * TP)/(2 * TP + FP + FN)] (19)

• Matthews’s correlation coefficient (MCC): It is mainly used to measure the
quality of a binary classification. The range ofMCCcan be [+1 (best performance)
to −1 (worst performance)].

MCC = [(TN * TP) − FP * FN)] /[(FP + TP)

* [(TP + FN) * (TN + FP) * (TN + FN)]1/2 (20)
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5 Experimental Outcomes and Result Analysis, Discussion

This section of the research mainly covers the experimental implementation, result
from the analysis of various breast cancer dataset analysis, and diagnosis forecasting
by existing and proposed methods. The proposed method and existing methods, i.e.,
SVM, logistic regression, decision tree, and SVM are implemented and tested on the
UCI breast cancer dataset.

5.1 Dataset Description

Abreast cancer database was retrieved from theUCI repository (WisconsinHospital)
[18]. Figure 3 is showing the breast cancer image dataset classification into two
categories. One is a normal mammogram, another is a benign cyst (non-cancer),
and the next is a breast cancer image. The experimental study utilizes two different
datasets with different scenarios.

• The first dataset [19] contains 800 data cases in this set, in which the occurrences
aremalignant or benign. This set contains instances, 560 (70%) seem to be benign,
and 240 (30%) seem to bemalignant. The first dataset falls into 10 groups includes
250, 100, 50, 125, 75, 135, 65, 60, 40, and 100 data samples. This dataset contains
29 attributes for cancer-bacteria cell which includes: [mitosis, cell thickness, cell
size uniformity, nude nucleus, single epithelial cell size, normal nucleus, cell
shape uniformity, marginal adhesion, and chromatin]

• The second data contains 669 data samples collected from the UCI breast cancer
dataset Wisconsin Hospital. This dataset contains a mixer of 467 benign and 312

Fig. 3 Breast cancers dataset: a Breast cancer initial stage, b Breast cancer at the medium stage,
and
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cancer patients. The dataset mainly contains the following 32 attributes.A few of
them are as follows:

[Patient ID number, the diagnosis/treatment details (M or B) where M =
malignant and B = benign cell nucleus data feature, distance from center to
perimeter (radius), the grayscale value standard deviation data (texture), data
for perimeter, data for the area, data for the radius in local variation, data for
compactness (where compactness= [perimeterˆ2/area – 1]), data concavity, data
point concavity, data for symmetry, and data for attribute dimension].

• The third dataset contains: 498 entries collected from UCI official site Wisconsin
data. This dataset contains thirty-four attributes. Figure 4 is showing the detailed
description of the dataset. This dataset can be classified into two categories of
recurring data and non-recur data. A few of them are as follows:

[Patient ID, result (R,N,whereR for recurringandN for non-recur), recurrence
time details (2 for R and 4 for N), cell nucleus data feature, distance from center
to the perimeter (radius), the grayscale value standard deviation data (texture),
distance from center to perimeter (radius), data for total area, details of smooth-
ness (radius lengths), details of compactness (where compactness= [perimeter
pow 2/area – 1], details for concavity, details for concave points, details for
symmetry, data for fractal dimension for each data] (Table 1).

Feature ranking result for dataset—1, 2, and 3 by using the proposed method is
as follows (Figs. 5 and 6).

A confusion matrix [11] is constructed for 115 instances of Dataset 1. The Confu-
sion matrix result on dataset1 on 115 instances, by proposed method and existing
methods (i.e. Logistic Regression, SVM, Decision Tree) (Figs. 7, 8 and 9).

Fig. 4 Feature ranking for the attribute (Dataset 1)
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Table 1 Dataset description

Breast cancer dataset Total attributes inset Total number of instance in
the dataset

Total number of class

Dataset 1 29 800 2

Dataset 2 32 669 2

Dataset 3 34 498 2

Fig. 5 Feature ranking for the attribute (Dataset 2)

Fig. 6 Feature ranking for the attribute (Dataset 3)
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Logistic Regression SVM Decision Tree Proposed Method

Fig. 7 Confusion matrix result for Dataset 1 by existing and proposed (IV) methods

Fig. 8 Curvature value for a various attribute of Dataset 1 using the proposed method

Fig. 9 Curvature value for a various attribute of Dataset 2 using the proposed method
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Breast cancer curvature value for a various dataset using the proposed method is
as follows.

Table 2 is showing the experimental results for three datasets (Dataset 1, Dataset
2, and Dataset 3) for various methods existing methods (i.e., logistic regression [13],
SVM, decision tree [14]) and proposed (enhanced SVM). For Dataset 1, the logistic
regression method is showing precision value 87.8%, sensitivity value 90.98%, and
specificity value 92.8%, whereas SVM method is showing precision value 95.87%,
sensitivity 96.89%, and specificity value 97.99%, whereas decision tree is showing
95.8% precision value, 96.87% sensitivity value, and 97.87% for specificity value,
and proposed enhanced SVM method is showing precision 96.26%, sensitivity
97.15%, and specificity 98.5%. Similar for Dataset 2, existing logistic regression
method is showing 84.78, 87.88, and 91.28% results for precision, sensitivity, and
specificity, whereas the existing SVM method is showing 94.91, 93.74, and 96.32
for precision, sensitivity, and specificity, and the existing decision tree is showing
93.82, 94.74, and 96.89%value for precision, sensitivity, and specificity. Similarly for
Dataset 3, existing logistic regressionmethod is showing85.44, 88.96, 90.45%results
for precision, sensitivity, and specificity, existing SVM is showing 92.89, 93.45, and
95.45% results for precision, sensitivity, and specificity, and existing decision tree
is showing 91.25, 94.12, and 95.6% results for precision, sensitivity, and specificity.
Based on the experimental results on Dataset 3, we can say the proposed method is
performing outstanding over existing methods.

Table 2 Experimental result analysis for proposed versus existing method

Dataset Method Precision % Sensitivity % Specificity %

Dataset 1 Logistic regression 87.8 90.98 92.8

SVM 95.87 96.89 97.99

Decision tree 95.8 96.87 97.87

Proposed method 96.26 97.15 98.5

Dataset 2 Logistic regression 84.78 87.88 91.28

SVM 94.91 93.74 96.32

Decision tree 93.82 94.74 96.89

Proposed method 97.06 97.37 96.25

Dataset 3 Logistic regression 85.44 88.96 90.45

SVM 92.89 93.45 95.45

Decision tree 91.25 94.12 95.6

Proposed method 96.89 95.68 97.88
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

Now, the world’s more common cancer in females is breast cancer. Accurate inter-
vention at the initial stage can significantly enhance the likelihood of sustainability.
The major obstacle against it in the recognition will be how to categorize cancer cells
into the cancerous (malignant) as well as (non-cancerous (benign). Themain purpose
of this investigation was to formulate an efficient classifier for the diagnosis of breast
cancer. In this research, we introduced a novel IoT-based predictive analytics just by
using fuzzy cluster-focused augmentation as well as optimal SVM classification for
forecasting the breast cancer infection via regular inspection as well as to enhance the
health services by giving healthcare guidelines. The experimental analysis takes part
with various three UCI breast cancer datasets (Datasets 1, 2, and 3) for three existing
methods (i.e., logistic regression, SVM, decision tree) and proposed enhanced SVM
method. In the future work, we can improve the proposed method by applying the
inclusion of the deep learning (DL) algorithm on more datasets.
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Abstract In recent decades, a vehicle crash has become a worldwide issue and
labeled it the twelfth prominent reason for death worldwide. Artificial intelligence-
based techniques, i.e., machine learning and deep learning play a vital role in various
aspects of modern society and accidental predication is one of them. This research
presents an accidental prediction model based on an improved deep neural network
(IDNN). A DNN model mainly contains various hidden layers toward nodes. The
proposed IDNN model includes two modules. The first model is based on an unsu-
pervised feature learning interface to recognize operational networks and correlation
factors. The second model is based on a supervised optimization subsystem with an
extended negative binomial distribution which helps in forecasting road crashes. The
proposed model was simulated over traffic datasets collected from the online data
sources, and various performance measuring parameters have been calculated, i.e.,
precision, accidental detection. The experimental results demonstrate strengthen of
the proposed model over the existing model.
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1 Introduction

Road safety is still an extremely important issue in an efficient transport implemen-
tation. Road accidents will get some negative, effects on individuals, which include
fatalities, traffic congestion, as well as air pollution, which are not amenable to
the stable and efficient advancement of the public transport system. Also with a
rapid enhancement of the standard of automatic vehicle information management, in
previous years, a few other agencies and road transportmanufacturing industries have
been devoted to the success of smart transport solutions to enable the sustainability
of road transport [1].

Road crash forecasting has become a complex and important problem throughout
the domain of smart traffic safe operation governance systems, and it is of particular
importance for evaluating the potential development pattern of road accidents and
incorporating strategic preventive actions under existing road traffic patterns. To
enhance road safety supervision and operation, this is vital to obtain consistent and
appropriate techniques for identifying road accident intensity [2]. In this research
paper, we are presenting an accidental predictionmodel and road safety enhancement
model by utilizing an improved deep neural network (IDNN). The complete article
is divided into various sections which cover introduction, theoretical background,
proposed model, experimental results, and result comparison, and finally covers
conclusion.

2 Theoretical Background

Heavy traffic has been incorporated further into the complicated framework in
positions of managing and coordinating mostly because of a growing number of
people. Following research papers have been analyzed in literature survey work.

In researcher [3] worked on, “Leak flow prediction during the loss of coolant
accidents using deep fuzzy neural networks.” Throughout this research, leak flow all
through LOCAs has been anticipated by using a deep fuzzy neural network (DFNN)
framework. A DFNN system is predicated on fuzzy neural network (FNN) compo-
nents and also has a framework in which the FNN components are concurrently
linked. In research [4] worked on, “Method of highway risk assessment and acci-
dent quantity prediction based on multi-source heterogeneous data and deep neural
network.” Throughout this article, by using multi-source statistics, integrated with
a deep learning model, autonomous open learning for highway threat as well as
collision percentage prediction was indeed established.

In research [5] worked on, “Bounded memory-based frequent pattern growth
approach with deep neural network and decision tree for road accident prediction.”
An analysis of analytical outcomes confirmed that the proposed “Bounded FP-
growth-Deep Neural Network with J48 classifier” (BFP-growth-DNNJ48) accom-
plished higher accuracy (94%) when especially in comparison to the conventional
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methods such as Ada-Boost-SO as well as TASP-CNN. In research [6] worked on,
“Predicting injury severity of road traffic accidents using a hybrid extreme gradient
boosting and deep neural network approach.” Technological tools like data analytics
as well as simulation methods are crucial to predict potential events of traffic safety.

In research [7] worked on, “Deep neural-network-based predictive modeling of
road accidents.” The whole paper proposed using the deep neural networks (DNN)
method for forecasting accidents. DNN comprises two or more hidden units mostly
with a massive quantity of nodes. Accident statistics of non-urban segments of eight
expressways were obtained from official data, and the sample size consisted entirely
of several 2680 fatalities. In research [8] worked on, “FPGA based human fatigue
and drowsiness detection system using deep neural network for vehicle drivers in
road accident avoidance system.” This research is intended purely for the develop-
ment of extreme fatigue and drowsiness detector by using a deep neural network in
FPGA. Within the proposed model, an image is filtered utilizing median filtering as
well as Viola-Jones face detection method for further extracting the facial features.
The established Vision-based system has become a convenient method for real-time
control of vehicle constant vigilance [9].

3 Proposed IDNN Model

In this research paper, we are presenting an accidental prediction model and road
safety enhancement model by utilizing an improved deep neural network (IDNN).
To resolve the road accident problem discussed in the previous section, the proposed
method efforts to only anticipate the middle frame which is deleted from the sequen-
tially frames as just the direct input, though sometimes it can be recognized as an
interpolation of the deleted frame.ADNNmodel [10]mainly contains various hidden
layers toward a variety of nodes. The proposed IDNNmodel includes two systems, an
unsupervised feature learning interface to recognize the operational network among
the correlation factors as well as the attribute representations and a supervised opti-
mizing subsystem to accomplish road crashes forecasting by using the extended
negative binomial distribution (ENBD).

In an attempt to enhance the existing DNN efficiency, we analyzed all use of input
standard normalization, dropout, and cross-validation.

• Over-fittingwithDropout: even in relatively large neural networks, this becomes
challenging to initiate with over-fitting issues with features and data. An ideal
solution to fix this issue, without expanding its data size here is to implement the
dropouts’ strategy that also partially disables components throughout the training
process.

• Over-fitting with Cross-Validation: If the multi-layer neural network experi-
mental test itself is not stopped somewhere at the right point, over-fitting can
happen. To prevent this issue, the cross-validation technique can be applied also
with a training sample, i.e., within a week of completing the assigned series
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of training iterations, training is stopped, and also the development sequence is
circulated to calculate the corresponding data inaccuracy.

3.1 Unsupervised Feature Learning (UFL)

Deep Neural Networks on image file processes take in Pixel Vectors of its shape
(height, width, channels) as well as process individuals into one of lesser character-
istics via a sequence of multivariate features. Supervised and unsupervised activities
both aspire to understand a contextually better understanding of characteristics from
the original [11]. Training Deep Supervised Learning techniques necessitate a large
quantity of data in the shape of labeled (x, y) sets. An unsupervised algorithm does
not require correlating labels (y), the other most widely accepted instance of these
was the auto-encoders method. An auto-encoder process takes parameter x as input,
moves it via a sequence of nested to constrict the dimensions as well as is then exco-
riated about how well individuals can reshape x. The auto-encoders learn quickly a
selection of characteristics that will define a content x; even then, such character-
istics were also probable to be not very beneficial for predefined classes as well as
exclusionary activities [12]. A prediction model for perceptron can be calculated by
using Eq. 1.

yP = f (Wx + b)Where : W = perceptron weight, b = output layer bias value,
(1)

A perceptron is an exclusionary linear classification method that is primarily used
to rectify the simple multiclass classification difficulties of AND, NOT, and OR. The
perceptron has quite a single-static neuron that is not very smart enough to learn and
therefore has no way to deal with nonlinear problems.

3.2 Supervised Optimizing Subsystem (SOS)

The SOS model involves a regression layer on the surface of the possibly resulting
hidden participation layers to evaluate the possibility of collision incidences. The
generated transmitted feature interpretations first from the unlabeled data module
are being used as an activation function for the SOS module [13]. To collectively
approximate the incidence possibility for yetmore than one formof accidents concur-
rently as well as resolve the prospective variability problems in the interlinked acci-
dent statistics, a “multivariate negative binomial system” (MNBS) has been used
in the SOS module to evaluate the predictive the severe injuries all over accident
occurrences.
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4 Experimental Results and Discussion

Accident statistics of urban regain of ten expressways [14] have been obtained
from official databases, and a set of data consists mainly of several 4800 accidents.
The statistics of explanatory variables linked to road geometry, traffic congestion
atmosphere have been obtained from public documents as well as through research
projects. Another difficult aspect of this investigation is accumulating sample sets of
data from the organization known. The initial dataset accumulated from the authority
was managed individually.

4.1 Road Accidental Dataset

The statistics utilized for the whole research were mostly gathered out over a partic-
ular sequence of ten expressways in India. The raw data for traffic characteristics as
well as traffic conditions were obtained via site visits together across various express-
ways. Traffic density statistics for varying highways have been collected from Toll
booths, various detailed project reports (DPRs) designed by the National Highway
Authority of India (NHAI), and also from vehicular registers of the India highway
department [15]. The statistics of particular spot rates of speed were obtained from
DPRs as well as incomplete information through using speed gun [16]. Mostly on
premise of the gathered data, road segments showing equal traffic, traffic volume,
mean average length, and maximum acceleration was identified [17]. The road
network length of various local highways discussed in this research has been more
than 400 km, and then was partitioned in 90 consistent segments of different lengths
as can be seen in Table 1 (Fig. 1).

In the above images, the red circle is showing the possible accidental zone iden-
tified by using the improved deep learning method [18]. This zone is based on the
previous history and number of accidents in a particular location. The confusion
matrix mainly shows the performance of machine learning methods. Classification
accuracy itself can’t be observed in the results in multiple classes. A confusion
matrix can be defined as “Is a matrix which is frequently utilized to characterize the

Table 1 Road accident data (year wise)

Year Road accidents in
thousand

Persons injured (in
thousands) %

Persons killed (in
Nos.)

No. of vehicles (In
Thousands)

2019 447.9 493.5 1,54,732 2,53,311

2018 449.8 489.65 1,52,780 2,53,311

2017 458.9 469.98 1,50,093 2,53,311

2016 478.5 479.99 1,50,093 2,30,031

2015 467.5 469.8 1,48,707 2,10,023
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Fig. 1 Accidental images used for training

Table 2 Confusion matrix
training and testing data for
proposed IDNN

Actual (critical
injuries) 1

Actual (non critical
injuries) 0

Training data

Predicated (critical
injuries) 1

3763 2073

Predicated (non
critical injuries) 0

2088 3755

Testing data

Predicated (critical
injuries) 1

2215 1622

Predicated (non
critical injuries) 0

1613 2330

effectiveness of the algorithm on a set of test data values is computed.” Table 2 is
showing the experimental result for confusion matrix training and testing data for
the proposed IDNN. In the confusion matrix, 1 is representing critical injured and
0 is representing non critical injuries [19]. In the proposed method training data is
showing a total of 3763 critical injuries and 2073 non critical injuries and for testing
2215 critical injuries and 1622 for non critical injuries. Similarly, Table 3 is showing
experimental results for confusion matrix training and testing data for the existing

Table 3 Confusion matrix
training and testing data for
existing DNN

Actual (critical
injuries) 1

Actual (non critical
injuries) 0

Training data

Predicated (critical
injuries) 1

1940 1350

Predicated (non
critical injuries) 0

1319 1891

Testing data

Predicated (critical
injuries) 1

3949 1859

Predicated (non
critical injuries) 0

1791 2900
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DNN method. The existing method is showing 3949 critical injuries and 1791 non
critical injuries for training and 1940 (1) and 1319 (0) for testing.

The precision is calculated as the quantity of accurate classification divided by the
total of observations. The precision seems to be the percentage of accurate evidence
throughout the list among all retrieved search queries. Equation 2 is showing the
precision formula [20]—

Precision = [TP / (TP+ FP)] (2)

where, TP=True positive, FP=False positive. Figures 2 and 3 are showing the preci-
sion results for the proposed and existing method for accidental and non-accidental
datasets. In Fig. 2, existing DNN method is showing precision value for accidental
related data 80.28, 78.8, 77.9, 77.5, and 77.2% and the proposed IDNN method is
showing precision value 81.89, 81.45, 81. 3, 81.2, and 81.1% for number of feature
10, 20, 30, 40, and 50.

Fig. 2 Results for precision value accident-related data IDNN versus DNN

Fig. 3 Results for precision value non-accident-related IDNN versus DNN
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In Fig. 3, existing DNN [21, 22] method is showing precision value for non-
accidental related data 83.11, 83.10, 82.57, 81.2.5, and 80.2.2% and the proposed
IDNN method is showing precision value 85.19, 85.05, 84.73, 84.02, and 82.21%
for number of feature 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50. The above simulation results are clearly
showing the strength of the proposed IDNN method over the existing DNN method.

5 Conclusions

Detection of crashes will prevent possible accidental deaths, and therefore will
encourage authorities to make the exterior framework usable for traffic yet again.
Throughout this research, we have shown that heavy traffic activity can always be
evaluated utilizing vehicular locations as well as the speed of operation and unusual
actions on the highway could also be taken into consideration potential hazards for
such road users who already are nearer to the incident region. To achieve accidental
detection in a better way, this research presented an improved deep neural network
model for accidental prediction.

The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed IDNNmodel is showing
better precision value for accidental and non-accidental data over the existing DNN
model. The proposed IDNN method shows 88.9% precision for accidental images
and 89.1% for non-accidental images where DNN shows 84.5% for accidental and
86.65% for non-accidental images. The methodology measured in this research can
be utilized to reduce road accidents in such an actual circumstance that mostly poten-
tially results in better emergency services. More precise features can be configured
shortly by a joint group effort in developing a classifier so that it can be frequently
used during data analysis. The experimental results are clearly showing the proposed
IDNN method is showing a better precision value (more than 2 or 3% higher) for
accidental and non-accidental datasets over the existing DNN method for various
features.
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Grading of Apples Using Multiple
Features

Smrithy R. Sunil, H. B. Anita, and P. Renupriya

Abstract Apple is the most demanding food product that has the utmost importance
when it comes to drupes. Food is the very basic necessity for our survival. Every new
day brings a change, and the demand for a better quality is no greed. Quality food
benefits the health of the living beings, and thus, it increases the economic growth
of our country. There is a huge possibility that identifying the different varieties
of apples is quite a tedious job for these traders and time consuming. Generally,
identification is done manually by the very three basic senses: sight, hearing and
smell. In the proposed work, an image processing technique is used to differentiate
between the varieties of apples such that the manual process can be eliminated.
Commercially available seven varieties of apple with various size, shape and color
are considered to create database. Apples are purchased from different places across
Karnataka, India to create the database. Various spatial and frequency domain based
features are extracted from the images of apple. Naive Bayes, Random Forest and
Multilayer perceptron (MLP) classifiers are used and got motivating results. An
average accuracy of 78.47% is obtained using methods like Fourier Transform and
Discrete Cosine Transform.
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1 Introduction

Life of a person depends on their lifestyle. A healthy lifestyle will lead to a long
happy life. Three most important factors that guard a human being are food and
water, clothing and shelter. Each of these play a significant role in our survival but
the most significant one among these are food and water. Human intuition plays a
very important role for identification purposes. The basic human senses are a part of
these intuition. Normally, people identify apples just by the color but identifying it
by its variety is quite difficult. Human brain tries to process these colors and relate
it to the corresponding variety but human intuition can go wrong at this stage, and
this is applicable to the traders as well.

Image based techniques are used in various fields such as astronomical analysis,
medical field [1], automation, industry and military. Agriculture is the start and end
of human evolution. Apples are the most significant of all. Apples have a lot of
importance in the food community. Apples are of various types, and each type has
various nutritional levels. Apples are scientifically known MalusDomestica, are rich
in 2.4 g of fiber and vitamin C. Apples contain a 52 nutritional caloric value. It
contains 86% of water content, 0.3 g of protein, 13.8 g of carbs, 0.2 g of fat and
10.4 g of sugar. These are the minimum compound present in any type of apple.
Apples contain potassium in excess, and it can benefit heart health. Apples prevent
type 2 diabetes and takes a control on cholesterol. It lowers the risk of the most
dangerous disease cancer and that is why, it is said to consume at-least one apple a
day.

Images get audience attention quickly and derive a significant conclusion from
it. Human brains reciprocate to images and make assumptions. Color components
are one of the major factors that contributes to this field of study. Human brains
have the capability to make correct comparisons between these visuals, and this can
be automated in order to make it an efficient product. In the proposed work, 13
features were extracted in order to classify 7 prominent varieties of apples. Spatial
and frequency domain based features are extracted. Images are captured in various
angles and constant distance from the camera. The main aim of the proposed work
is to automate the classifying of different types of apple for trading. This helps not
only the vendors but also benefits the consumers.

2 Literature Survey

There is very high scope in automation of agriculture production in India. Very less
research work is done in the area of agriculture automation.

Oo and Aung [2] did classification of strawberry based on shape and size. The
classification was done using an image processing algorithm such that it can estimate
the size and shape of strawberry. It was achieved using geometrical properties called
“right kite” and “simple kite.” The classification accuracy is between 94 and 97%
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and the average processing time for one strawberry is below 0.45–0.5 s. Wang [3]
discussed on how to sort mushrooms. Mushrooms are one of the most commonly
used products but these pileus are quite difficult to be sold in the market. An algo-
rithm was created to sort these white button mushrooms. This automatic sorting
system will reduce the labor fatigue. Various principles and algorithms were devel-
oped to sort out mushrooms of various price. The accuracy of grading was 97.42%.
The system achieves machine automatic sorting and grading of fresh white button
mushrooms with minimal destruction. This process was involved in the hardware
systems such that sorting can be done. Tu et al. [4] aim at identifying passion drupes,
and their maturity of using RGB depth images. A dataset of 4000 passion drupe
images was created and applied Convolutional Neural Networks and Dense scale
invariant features with locality-constrained linear coding. These machine learning
algorithms were used in feature extraction process and then the SVM classifier was
used in thework and obtained an accuracy of 92.71% for detection and an accuracy of
91.52% formaturity classification. Utai et al. [5] aim at estimating themass ofmango
drupe using image processing technique and artificial neural network. 61 randomly
selected mango drupes were targeted as the dataset. A mathematical tool such as
MATLAB which incorporated image processing algorithms was used in extracting
the 2D geometrical features, and Artificial Neural Network was used to detect the
mass. An accuracy of 97% and 0.99 highest coefficient of efficiency using two inputs
or three inputs were obtained. Hossain [6] proposed a classification accuracy to iden-
tify infected date drupe. A dataset of 75 date samples was collected, and 64 principle
component features were extracted. Using LDA, an accuracy of 91.5, 91 and 99%
was obtained for 2,4 and pairwise model and QDA an accuracy of 92.4, 100 and
99.6% was obtained for the same model. Tan et al. [7] took nearly 40 samples of
apple to identify the bruising degree. Random forest, Kennard-Stone algorithm and
standard-normal variate was used in feature extraction process after which SNV-SPA
with SVM based on GS-SVM, was used in identification process. An accuracy of
95%was obtained in identifying the bruising degree on apple. Kuang et al. [8] created
1778 images dataset and 500 object proposals. Algorithms likeHOG, LBP andGabor
LBP were applied on the multi-class drupes. Using feature fusion method, a 98.5%
accuracy was obtained. Beyaz et al. [9] used image processing techniques to identify
Spanish olives. Around 4400 Spanish olive images were taken. Applying Artificial
Neural Network, it was noticed that 90% accuracy was obtained to identify Spanish
olives. Philip and Anita [10] created the dataset of nine varieties of rice grains and
extracted features based on spatial and frequency domain for the classification. A
flat-bed scanning techniques applied to capture the images of rice grains. Classifi-
cation done using NB and SMO classifier. An accuracy of 95.78% was obtained.
Wajid et al. [11] used 335 images of orange drupes. RGB features were extracted.
Different ripening stages were analyzed using decision tree classifier. A precision
rate of 93.45%, sensitivity of 93.24% and accuracy of 93.13%was obtained from this
model. Pariente et al. [12] used partial least square and artificial neural network to
distinguish the quality of 4 types of olives. Around 190 images were captured to do
the analysis. Mean value of each color channel was calculated for the classification.
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Linear models and non-linear models were used to evaluate and got 70–75% and
93–95% of accuracy, respectively.

The survey led to a conclusion that five research scholars have applied SVM
classifiers for various classification and identification purpose. An aggregate of 95%
accuracy can be obtained using SVM classifier. Four scholars used LDA and QDA
classifiers for different methods and obtained about 90–100% of accuracy. Some
of the researchers claimed Random Forest is better than K-Nearest Neighbor and
Support Vector Machine.

3 Method Description

The proposed work adopts image processing techniques for classifying apples based
on its varieties. Varieties of apple are purchased from the local market to create
a database. The images are captured under a set of significant parameters. All the
images are captured and saved in JPEG format. Various image processing algorithms
are applied on the dataset to extract features. The spatial and frequency domain
features are extracted from the images. Machine learning algorithm such as Naive
Bayes, Random Forest and MLP classifier is used to classify them.

An automated process always holds advantages over the manual process. The
manual process of classifying is time consuming, and the intuitive judgments made
can be wrong or varied from person-to-person.

3.1 Data Collection

The source of the dataset was collected from the regular markets in Bangalore,
Karnataka. 7 varieties of apples were purchased. Each of these apples have various
price per kilogram. The most commonly available apples were taken into considera-
tion like: Apple Newzealand (ANZ), Apple Australian (AUST), Ooty Apple (AOO),
Green Apple (AGN), Australian Small Apples (AUSTS), Apple USA (AUS) and
Apple Indian (AIN).

Various vendors were approached in order to get different varieties of apples.
Since some of the varieties are imported from other places it is important to consider
them for creating the dataset. In order to differentiate between the apples, appropriate
code names were created for every variety. Each of these categories contains quality
apples to check if there is a correct classification between them and hence 100 images
were captured in total from these apples. The code names are used such that it can
differentiate between the apples during classification. The sample dataset is given in
Table 1.

To capture these images a web camera with a tripod stand is required. Digital
images are captured under the environmental conditions with a set of constraints.
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Images are captured under such a controlled environmental setup. The following
measures are considered:

• Constant and noise-free background is maintained.
• Sustained and balanced light intensity is maintained around the object throughout

the session. Constant light is given through a panel of LED lights.
• The distance between the camera and the object was persistent.
• The base height of the object from the ground was also constant throughout the

procedure.
• Every sample is captured in three different angles.
• Same web camera is used throughout the session.

These parameters were considered such that all the images are captured under
the same environmental conditions. External parameters are controlled significantly
such that all images of apple have the same properties.

3.2 Feature Extraction

A feature is an important piece of information that can solve computational task for
any application. Image processing has a refined collection of features. A total of 100
apple images are captured to create the database. The following methods are adopted
to extract 13 features from the images which includes regional, boundary, statistical
and frequency descriptors.

In the proposed method, the following features are extracted from the apple
images: Convert the image to binary images and calculate the on pixel density and
mean of the same. Images are converted to grayscale images to obtainmean, standard
deviation entropy and compactness. FFT and DCT standard deviation of the Fourier
transformed grayscale image and discrete cosine grayscale image is measured. Red
color component is extracted from the apple images. Statistical descriptors such as
mean, standard deviation and entropy were calculated.

Methods used for extracting features is mentioned in the below algorithm.

Input: Image

Output: Total number of 13 features

Method

• For each original images, the following features are extracted.

I. Mean of R-channel.
II. Standard Deviation of R-channel.
III. Entropy of R-channel.

A total of 3 features were extracted from the images.
The original images are converted to grayscale and binary images in

order to extract more features.
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• For every grayscale Images, the following features are extracted.

I. Mean of grayscale image.
II. Standard deviation of grayscale image.
III. FFT is applied on the grayscale image and the standard deviation is

computed from the Fourier transformed image.
IV. DCT is applied on the grayscale image, and the standard deviation is

computed from the discrete cosine image.
V. The first pixel value of the DCT of the grayscale image is measured.
VI. Entropy of the grayscale image is calculated.
VII. Compactness of the grayscale image is measured.

A total of 7 features were extracted from the grayscale image.

• For each binary images, the following feature descriptors are extracted.

I. The on pixel density of the binary image is calculated.
II. Mean of the binary images are computed.

A total of 3 features are extracted from the binary image.

MATLAB is used for creating the algorithms in order to extract features of spatial
and frequency domain based. The extracted features are stored in an excel sheet and
is normalized, and WEKA tool is used for classifying these 7 varieties of apples.
WEKA is trained and tested against Naive Bayes, Random Forest and MLP, and
persuading results were obtained. The procedure to perform the experiment is given
in Fig. 1.

3.3 Classifier

The extracted features are experimented with different classifiers using WEKA tool.
Naive Bayes Classifier, Random Forest and MLP gave encouraging result. Naive
Bayes Classifier uses the concept of the popular theorem Bayes theorem. Naive
Bayes classifier determines to find the probability of a sample that belongs to its
associated class. The class with the highest probability is considered as the most
probable class. MLP are efficiently used to solve non-linearly separable problems.
MLP trains a part of the dataset and gathers information regarding the dependencies
between the input and output. The training phase in MLP guides one to adjust the
parameters in order to minimize error. Random forest uses the concept of decision
tree. The main aim of random forest is to achieve low-prediction error.

The created database contains 100 images in total. 60 images and 40 images are
considered for training and testing, respectively. The size of the database is less, so
K-fold method is adopted for experimenting. K-fold value is set to 10. It is noticed
that in the proposed model MLP gives a better accuracy when compared to Naive
Bayes and Random Forest Classifiers. Table 2 gives the details of the experimental
results.
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Fig. 1 System work flow

Table 2 Result Naive Bayes (%) MLP (%) Random Forest (%)

65.62 94.79 75
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4 Experimental Results

Total number of 100 images is captured and stored to create a database. Both spatial
and frequency domain features are extracted and for each image 13 features are
considered. The features are normalized and stored in an excel sheet. WEKA tool
is used to classify the images. Multiple classifiers are evaluated to check the best
classifier empirically. Table 2 shows the result analysis of various classifier. It is seen
that MLP is able to classify varieties of apples with the highest accuracy of 94.79%
when compared to Naive Bayes Classifier and Random Forest which has 65.62%
and 75% of accuracy, respectively.

5 Conclusion

The anticipated work aimed at the grading of apples using image processing. In
order to produce an efficient model of automation for the classification of apples, the
proposed work extracted relevant features from the images. A total of 100 apple
images were captured to create the database. The images were captured with a
controlled environment setup. Various regional, boundary, statistical and frequency-
based features are extracted. Feature extraction is done using many algorithms using
MATLAB software. WEKA tool is used for classification. MLP gives the highest
accuracy when compared to Naive Bayes and Random Forest Classifiers. In future,
the dataset size can be increased to improve the training and classification accuracy.
By approaching different vendors, a larger database can be created to accommodate
various varieties of apple. This technique can also be applied to other drupes like
bananas, Grapes, etc. This could be better informatics for the consumers.
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Technical Invoice Data Extraction
System: State of the Art, Research
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Abstract In the world of E-commerce, recording sales play a significant role. To
achieve it, companies use invoices where each seller generates an invoice for each
transaction. As tons of invoices are generated by different sellers in different formats,
it becomes difficult for the E-commerce industries to track trade and transactions
manually. With exponential increment in the invoices, E-commerce industries need
a solution to replace the manual intervention and adapt a completely automated data
extraction system. Invoice data extraction systems arewidely used in theE-commerce
industries to remove the need of middleman for manual data extraction and automate
the information retrieval process. Conventionally, an optical character recognition is
used to salvage data from the invoice document, followed by a regress text analysis,
which is an expensive and impractical solution. With the advancement in this field,
patternmatchingbecameapopularmethodology, but the absence of specifiedpatterns
restricted the accuracy. Usage of recurrent neural network and graph neural network
tackles most of these issues conveniently. This paper aims to give a glance of the
researches in this domain and categorize the literature survey based on the adapted
methodology, dataset involved, year of publication, and precision in data extraction.
Furthermore, we have discussed the limitations and improvement in the research.We
have also stated some applications of the invoice data extraction system and drawn
the inference from the available researches.
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1 Introduction

The core of invoicing involves three broad steps which are customer and seller infor-
mation, product information and currency amount involved. Invoicing is extremely
vital for all businesses for their evaluation and growth. Therefore, correct and effi-
cient management of invoices is critical. The best way to achieve this is to automate
the process of invoice generation. There are manymethods introduced in the industry
to achieve consistency and reliability in the process of data extraction from different
invoice structures. Figure 1 represents variable invoice structures.

Study in [1] suggests the usage of morphological features on the data extracted by
OCR and then mapping the data on the features to retrieve structured information.
However, it involved many issues like structure intolerance as it worked well with
tabular invoices but not with non-tabular invoices. The next major study presented
was about using recurrent neural network in [2]; in this, the data was extracted using
OCR and then converted to N-grammar to form features; these features were then
assigned values which signified the probability of them being a defined field. As
this method only gave a probabilistic output, it was not reliable. Since identifying
the position of named entity seemed to be the problem, so the next research in
[3] indicated using template matching to extract information using OCR. Template
matching worked by determining to which pre annotated invoice template does the
given invoice match. It uses the position of the annotated tags in the pre defined
template to extract data from the same position in the given invoice. This method
required the user to maintain a large dictionary of invoice templates. It also used
techniques like contour extraction and secondary rotation. Any identification issues
during contouring or rotation can increase its complexity andmake the entire process
error prone. More recent advancements in this field involved the use of graph convo-
lutional network and artificial intelligence in [4] and [5]. It uses tree data structure
with the invoice being the root of the tree. It decomposes the invoice into nodes with

Fig. 1 Different structures of invoices
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each node representing aword. The bunch of nodes forms graphs. These graphs given
to the graph classifier which groups them together from left to right. This method too
requires a large collection of datasets and is considered time consuming and costly.

We will comprehensively analyze these techniques subsequently to understand
what these methods aimed to accomplish, what challenges they overcome and what
their flaws were.

2 Invoice System

An invoice system is used to automatically generate structured invoice from bills or
receipt of provided services or products. The suppliers and vendors upload a copy of
the bill, which is fed to the system, which converts them into consistent structured
format. The system can be extended to process wider range of invoices involving
different currencies and multiple structures. It immensely improves the productivity
and efficiency of the organization.

3 State of the Art

This section provides a comprehensive survey of the state of the art in the field of
invoice data extraction. Table 1 provides a complete overview based on adapted
methodology and problem. Traditionally, industrial invoice data extraction takes
place manually which causes low efficiency and high error rate. With the advance-
ment in the field of computer intelligence, manual intervention has reduced and
efficiency has increased. E-commerce industry is widely implementing invoice
data extraction solution. Tradeshift’s solution is detailed by Palm et al. in [2]. It
extract and validate invoices easily and quickly. Palm et al. [2] use recurrent neural
network’s long short-termmemory (LSTM) and provide high accuracy of extraction.
Andreas et al. briefed his implementation in [6]. It is a solution developed by DFKI
spin-off INSIDERS and extends its application in the medical industry. Schuster
et al. proposed implementation in [7] is used by a document management software
company, DocuWare which uses rule-based system for data extraction. The available
methodology used in invoice data extraction system is described in detail for you.

3.1 Natural Language Processing (NLP)

A subfield of artificial intelligence and linguistics, NLP, allows synergistic communi-
cation between humans and computer.WithNLP, computers get the power to analyze
and process large volume of natural language as data. Belaïd and Belaïd [1] use part
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Table 1 Overview of the state of the art on invoice data extraction

References Adapted methodology Problems

[1] Part of speech tagging Under segmentation

[10] Pattern matching and rule-based system Works only for tabular structure

[2] Recurrent neural network Requires manual ordering of long
short-term memory (LSTM)

[3] Template matching Time consuming and issues due to
noise

[12] Deep learning Limited range of invoices can be
processed

[4] Graph convolution network and supervised
learning

More concentration on table
detection than data extraction

[5] Graph convolution network and artificial
intelligence

Issues due to noise

[13] Case-based reasoning Increased solving time due poor
database indexing

[11] OCR and FRESCO model (knowledge
base)

No data extraction in absence of the
keyword

[7] Rule-based system Need fixed weights

[8] Computer vision Image size affect results

[9] Computer vision Not suitable for handwritten
invoices

[6] Machine learning Requires human intervention

[14] Machine learning Works only for tabular structure

of speech (PoS), a field ofNLPwhich assumes that a part of natural language contains
syntactic structure.

3.2 Computer Vision

It allows computer to develop high-level knowledge and understanding from images
and videos. Computer vision involves acquiring of image followed by processing,
analyzing, transforming and extracting data from it. Zhang et al. [8] use hough
transform and [9] use canny edge detection algorithm for line and edge detection in
image. Further, segmentation allows extracting information.
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3.3 Graph Convolution Network

Graph Convolution Network is also referred as graph neural network. It extends the
usage of convolution on graphs. It allows filtration and classification of graph nodes
and edges. Graph neural network provides an additional feature of retaining informa-
tion about the neighborhood with some arbitrary depth. In [4] and [5], nodes contain
words, and edges represent relationship between the nodes. Repetitive structure of
invoice forms graphlets or subgraphs because of their similarities.

3.4 Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)

A subfield of artificial neural networks forms a directed graph to represent node
connections. It offers usage of variable length of input as it processes internal state.
In [2], long short-term memory is used for invoice data extraction. Classification is
followed by IOB labeling to output final extraction.

3.5 Pattern Matching

A subfield of rule-based expert system allows automatic recognition of repetitive
structures or patterns in data. With this algorithm, the system looks in the input for
an exact pattern defined in model. Kosiba and Kasturi [10] and Bayer and Mogg-
Schneider [11] work with pattern matching to classify documents as seen or unseen.
For the seen documents, patterns arematched to obtain data from invoices inminimal
time. Table 1 shows a comparative study of the mentioned methodologies in the
domain of invoice data extraction. An intelligent invoice system can use any of the
methodology followed by a verification step by users to rectify any error in data
extraction.

4 Challenges

In this section, we will highlight the challenges present in the available methodology.
Table 2 shows the disadvantages of the methodology in invoice data extraction.
Further explanation of the challenges is listed below.
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Table 2 Comparative study of the methodology used in invoice data extraction

S. No. Methodology Advantages Disadvantages

1 Natural language
processing

With NLP, you do not need
any prior knowledge of
invoice structure

With weak redundancy, OCR
quality decreases. Also, as
OCR is applied on entire text,
it becomes an expensive
process

2 Computer vision Images are segmented,
smoothened, and sharpened
which results higher efficiency

Image size affects recognition
rate

3 Graph convolution
network

It makes the model language
independent and preserves
privacy of data

Complexity increases with
constraints

4 Recurrent neural
network

Automatic learning of new
words

It does not consider image
feature and it can have
discrepancies between output
document and input

5 Pattern matching Identification of region of
interest (ROI) requires
minimal time

Errors in case of no prior
knowledge of a pattern

4.1 Under Segmentation

When natural language processing is used in invoice data extraction system, PoS
tagging is used, and words are segmented to get a clear meaning of it. Belaïd and
Belaïd [1] use OCR to read the text from the image and then assign a label to it. But,
with a noisy image, OCR can read erroneous data and lead to incorrect labeling and
segmentation.

4.2 Tabular Structure Dependence

Kosiba and Kasturi [10] andMing et al. [14] are the systems dependent on the tabular
structure in invoices. As there is no standardized invoice structure available, these
systems will lack the flexibility feature. Figure 1 depicts variance in the invoice
structure. Kosiba and Kasturi [10] and Ming et al. [14] will fail in the absence of the
tabular structure and will provide incorrect output. Also, in case of unwanted lines,
the image can lead to incorrect detection of the structure.
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4.3 Noisy Images

Noise refers to presence of disturbance in the image that affects the image quality
by hiding the region of interest. Invoices received by the industries are images or
scanned PDFs. These images often contain noise such as tilts, stampmarks, rotations
and unwanted lines. In [1, 2, 13], and [7], OCR is used to extract data without any
corrections in the images and PDFs. It results into incorrect extraction or recognition
of characters.

5 Countermeasures

Automatic invoice data extraction is tempting for industries as it reduces manual
efforts and reduces cost involved. However, the system needs to offer high accuracy
with minimal human intervention. Palm et al. [2] and Schuster et al. [7] allow user to
check the identified information before forming the final output. Most of the systems
suffer incorrect recognition because of the lack of smoothing, tilt correction, rotation,
etc. and result lower accuracy. Some countermeasures for the stated problems are as
follows.

5.1 Image Correction

With the implementation of hough transform and canny edge detection, you can solve
incorrect recognition by OCR as they identify the invoice region correctly. Usage
of contour detection allows easy shape detection and analysis. All the images must
undergo rotation and tilt correct before proceeding with data extraction. Conversion
of image to a gray scale and using color channel allows you to deal with stamp
removal.

5.2 Structure Independent

Segmenting your image on the basic of the tabular structure will reduce the flexibility
of the system. Implementing a solution in NLP or graph convolution network will
allow data extraction for dynamic invoice structure.
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6 Applications

Invoice systems can be used in various fields. Its variant applicability makes it an
important choice in the E-commerce, medical, transportation, manufacturing, etc.
industry. Some of its applications are listed for you.

6.1 Consistent Invoice Generation

The invoice system is used to generate exactly same invoice each time from the input
bill or receipt, which plays a critical role in maintaining proper track of the sales.

6.2 Predefined Templates

The system can be used to generate invoices in any predefined template seamlessly.
The required template is fed in the system, and it converts any given bill to that
format; this makes the system extensible and very easy to use.

6.3 Multiple Currency Setting

The system can also be used to process invoices with different currencies without
any functionality change. The system can be set to work for a specific currency or it
can also detect the currency form the input.

7 Inference from the Survey

The carried out work in this field discusses about the invoice data extraction system
and its application in detail. We have also looked at the state of the art in this domain
and further explained the challengeswith respect to the available solutions. A broader
glimpse of the challenges in the available solution was followed by the counter-
measures for it. Invoice data extraction system is a widely used solution of the
E-commerce industries, who are dealing with 10,000 invoices each day. In such
cases, accuracy and time consumption take the front seat. Table 3 has discussed the
accuracy of all the available methodology to get you a clear picture of the best avail-
able solution. It was observed that NLP and pattern matching offer high accuracy
but involve vast usage of OCR, leading to privacy issues. Computer vision allows
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Table 3 Accuracy of the
adapted methodology

References Methodology Accuracy >90%

[1] Natural language processing Yes

[3, 10] Pattern matching Yes

[2] Recurrent neural network No

[4, 5] Graph convolution network No

[8, 9] Computer vision Yes

preprocessing of the image before extracting information with highest accuracy and
minimal time, but its recognition rate is affected by image size.

8 Conclusions

The above study identifies the potential in invoice data extraction system. It can
be further extended in data extraction from documents, web pages, medical bills,
etc. Its interoperable and extensive architecture helps to extend the usage of these
system in multiple domains. Invoice systems particularly in E-commerce will be
the next step forward. Equipped with cutting edge deep learning tools, the invoice
systemswill allow extreme flexibility and accuracy in processing invoices. This study
shows systematically how advancements in this field were made incorporating and
developing various technologies and methodologies. The proposed solution studies
the previous research and tackles the drawbacks of previous solutions providing
better results.
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Abstract The rapid advancement of radio communication technology, as well as
the growing use of IoT devices, has prompted research into the fifth generation (5G)
terrestrial telecommunications. This poses a range of difficulties; as a result, we
suggest cognitive radio technology, which shares the permitted spectrum of primary
users (PUs) with a variety of unlicensed users, also known as secondary consumers,
in an opportunistic manner. This continues to alleviate the underutilization of band-
width and the lack of cellular applications. This boosts spectrum use as well as
major bandwidth growth and multiplexing gains by remote transmission and distri-
bution. The authors of this paper propose an energy-efficient resource allocation
method for Long Term Evolution (LTE) systems that considers both energy effi-
ciency and the quality of service (QoS) to users. The proposed model uses traffic-
based resource and energy allocation algorithm to incorporate orthogonal frequency
divisionmultiple access (OFDMA) technology in conjunctionwithMIMO(multiple-
inputmultiple-output) in a networkwith radio access.Our suggested algorithmsignif-
icantly increases energy efficiency, while still meeting users’ requirements in heavy
data traffic, according to simulation results. The primary idea is to focus on relay
architectures of LTE-A (multiple and hop based relay transmission). Pros and cons
of developed transmission schemes together with relay selection pairing scheme are
also reviewed. Experimental results verify that OFDM technology works best when
paired with MIMO technology.
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1 Introduction

Spectrum is the frequency range between 3 kHz and 300 GHz that can be used
for radio transmission. Spectrum management is the process of regulating how this
finite bandwidth is used in order to maximize performance. Due to the exponential
increase in demand caused by the proliferation of IoT or “smart” devices, spectrum
management has become a requirement [1]. Cognitive radio (CR) is a technology
that uses several accessible channels in the spectrum band. [2] suggests cooperative
communications, in which many relays assist the source to the destination, increases
CR efficiency and spectrum usage even more. The channels in a spectrum band
which are not being used or in an idle state can be accessed dynamically and this
process of using the available unused spectrum band is known as dynamic spectrum
access (DSA). This helps to reduce the number of unused spectrum bands. Effective
spectrum sharing is a very vital requirement to guaranteeCRusers canmake complete
use of free resources without creating any interference for other customers. However,
a reduction can be seen in detection performance due to reasons like—(I) multipath
fading, (ii) shadowing and (iii) hidden primary users, which is why CSS makes use
of spatial diversity to avoid these.

OFDM allows a big number of orthogonal, concurrent narrowband sub-channels
to be transmitted in parallel by splitting the usable transmission bandwidth. The way
OFDM handles multipath interference at the receiver end is its key selling point. The
property of orthogonality allows a large number of sub-carriers to be transmitted
simultaneously in a small frequency space without interfering with each other. As a
result, OFDM is increasingly becoming the modulation technique of choice for wire-
less communication. OFDM utilizes resource units to allocate resources to different
channels in the signal. With OFDM, different transmit powers may be applied to
different RUs. With the aid of OFDM, it is possible to achieve adequate robust-
ness in order to provide high data rates to radio channel impairments [3]. The way
OFDM handles multipath interference at the receiver end is its key selling point. The
BW waste generated by the cyclic prefix is reduced using wavelet-based OFDM.
The transmission power is decreased due to the use of wavelet transform. OFDM
in combination with MIMO technology offers the most favorable outcomes [4].
Multiple-input and multiple-output systems involve placing antennas at both the
transmitter and receiver end. MIMO plus OFDM is a popular pairing often employed
in WLAN, WMAN and 4G cellular standards.

2 Background Work

According to [5, 6], dynamic spectrum management (DSM), often called dynamic
spectrum access (DSA), has its foundation in different theories such as game theory
and network information theory. Traditionally, DSM is hugely dependent on either
correct information about the network or on assumptions that wemake, however, this
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can become difficult and tedious as the user pool grows. Another potential method
of implementation of DSM is through cognitive radio. It is a form of wire-free
communication that has emerged as an effective solution to spectrum utilization
issues where the system can rationally identify which communication channels are
occupied and which are not.

In [7], every primary customer contributes a part of radio capital and guarantees a
certain level of service quality (QoS). The suggested method is a two-phase arrange-
ment of resource allocation. It solves the resource allocation problem in complex
systems using Auction and Stackelberg Game in Spectrum Sharing (TAGS). In the
first step, the spectrum allocation is calculated using a spatially restricted version
of an auction that do not take spectrum recall into account. A Stackelberg game is
created at the end of the process so that all customers can make a decision.

Heterogeneous secondary users consider a spectrum auction scheme with
numerous quality-of-service parameters and a primary base station in [8]. It suggests
a recall-based spectrum auction (RSSA) algorithmwith one winner which eventually
extends to allowmultiple winners for better utilization of the spectrum. Following the
formulation of the auction model, the Vickrey–Clarke–Groves (VCG) approach is
used in the payment function. The proposed algorithm increases spectrum efficiency,
while maintaining QoS for secondary users, according to simulation results.

Classical algorithms are known to control power and beamforming in cognitive
radio (CR); however, this may lead to the degradation of performance in a more
practical system. In [9], the issue of power control as well as joint beamforming
in underlay CR networks with non-ideal channel state is investigated. The main
purpose is to reach the maximum value of spectrum utilization for secondary users
(SUs) under the interference power constraints of primary users (PUs). Conclusively,
it is shown through simulation that the suggested scheme can be optimized locally
and converges to a pair of beamforming vectors and transmission power levels in the
presence of channel uncertainty.

The ways in which power can be allocated for the mechanism of sharing of
spectrum for multi-band cognitive radio networks is discussed in [10]. The primary
users allow secondary users to transmit at the same time as their own signal. It
employs a conventional ascending clock auction-based power allocation scheme.
According to the announcement, secondary users repeatedly apply their optimum
power demand to the primary consumer.

[11] consider show secondary users efficiently employ D2D communications in a
network of the cognitive radio environment. In this network, the transmissions by the
primary users are done through abase station (BSmode),while secondary users (SUs)
may use a variety of transmission modes. A base station (BS mode) transmission is
the first option and D2D connectivity is the second option (D2D mode). Inside the
party, the SUswill communicate via BS or via D2D directly. Other than this machine,
only BS mode is available. Based on this model, it is proposed to create a distributed
protocol for SUs to converge automatically into ESS within a D2D community. The
arithmetical outcomes demonstrate that the anticipated protocol is both effective and
reliable.
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3 Proposed Algorithm

Acognitive radio is a smart radiowith complex programming and configuration capa-
bilities. Its transmitter is set to be using the region’s current best wireless networks.
This form of radio detects usable channels in the wireless spectrum and changes
its propagation or reception parameters to allow more data transmission in a given
spectrum band to take place at the same time in a single location.

3.1 A. Genetic Algorithm

We suggest that the channel allocation problem be solved using a genetic algorithm.
The genetic algorithm simulates the biological process of evolution and can be used
to solve both constrained and unconstrained optimization problems. It replicates
Charles Darwin’s theory of “Survival of the Fittest.” The genetic algorithm is an
optimization algorithm for finding a close solution to an objective function without
recognizing any gradient-related details or the objective function’s derivatives. The
significant idea behind the genetic algorithm is to first choose a set of practicable
judgment variable values, then design real ideas that improve the goal function based
on previous collection. In reality, the understanding of channel access is defined by a
chromosome. This could look like a chromosomewith 2 PU channels and 4 SU-TXs:

Chromosome =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0
0 1
0 1
1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

The search space is defined asF, including every likely channel allocation, and has
the maximum dimension of (N + 1)K. The process of implementing GA is explained
further. At first, ϑ chromosomes are chosen at random from called R(i)(W, ϕ), the
initial generation, (0).

At first, two chromosomes, P1 and P2, are selected randomly from the two groups
G(g)

best and G(g)
luckies with P1 and P2 being called the parents.

Following this, the crossover operation is started between the two chosen parent
chromosomes and starts generating two new children, namely TempCH1 and
TempCH2. In the end, two randomly selected entries xn1k ,xn2k , swapped on an arbitrary
basis, this process is called mutation. It is important that during the selection process,
either of the entries should have a value that one. To prevent GA from converging
into a value that yields local optima, mutation is very essential.

In this paper, we show how the system reacts in different scenarios of SISO,
MISO, SIMO and MIMO and what is the spectrum strength using cognitive radio
networks by the application of a genetic algorithm.
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3.2 B. System Model

The system model for this experiment is described as follows:

• The parameter-based system has multiple base station (3), 6 destinations, and 1
relay path.

• Every channel is processed on the random variable of signals (channels) [rand (3,
64)].

Each channel route must be examined using a chromosome set loop—
3 Base Stations to 1 Relay:
The matrix is defined to display the base stations to relay

Station 1 to relay: [1 0 0]

Station 2 to relay: [0 1 0]

Station 3 to relay: [0 0 1].
The next phase is to choose the best path depending on the corresponding; the

worst path using a descending order condition. Following the discovery of the route,
we must transmit the highest possible throughput rate using the crossover condition:

P1 ← select (G(g)
best, 1, “Random”)

P2 ← select (G(g)
luckies, 1, “Random”)

[Temp CH1, Temp CH2] ← Crossover (P1, P2)

[CH1, CH2] ← Mutation (TempCH1, TempCH2)
Optimal channel allocation analysis on the relay path to the destination is

implemented.

4 Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows different trends in the increase in capacity of SISO, MISO, SIMO
and MIMO with a higher SNR. These are different variants of antennae propagation
algorithms and hence have different capacities and spectrum strength for a certain
value of the signal-to-noise ratio which portrays the performance of each scheme.
These algorithms are compared and the results are calculated in the form of spectrum
strength from the graph of signal-to-noise ratio (in dB) versus capacity (inHz) plotted
through simulation.

The overall spectrum strength is calculated for different values of capacity-SNR
pairs as shown in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4. Table 4 verifies that multiple input andmultiple
output (MIMO) is the best way to the implement OFDM in a cognitive radio network.

In reality, there is no such thing as a noiseless channel; it is always noisy. To
calculate the theoretical highest data rate for a noisy channel, Shannon capacity is
used:
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Fig. 1 Capacity (in Hz)
versus SNR (in dB)

Table 1 Increase in capacity
with increase in SNR for
SISO

SNR (in dB) Capacity (in Hz) Spectrum strength

0 0.826022 0

5 1.66259 8.31295

10 2.8395 28.395

15 4.25534 63.8301

20 5.80467 116.0934

26 7.41841 185.46025

Table 2 Increase in capacity
with increase in SNR for
MISO

SNR (in dB) Capacity (in Hz) Spectrum strength

0 0.91239 0

5 1.85768 9.2884

10 3.15739 31.5739

15 4.6687 70.0305

20 6.2755 125.51

25 7.91831 197.95775

Table 3 Increase in capacity
with increase in SNR for
SIMO

SNR (in dB) Capacity (in Hz) Spectrum strength

0 1.44632 0

5 2.62235 13.11175

10 4.06676 40.6676

15 5.64466 84.669

20 7.27648 145.5296

25 8.92773 223.19325
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Table 4 Rapid increase in
capacity in case of MIMO

SNR (in dB) Capacity (in Hz) Spectrum strength

0 1.66637 0

5 3.27827 16.39135

10 5.51266 55.1266

15 8.22081 123.31215

20 11.2305 224.61

25 14.4056 360.14

Capacity = bandwidth ∗ log2(1 + SNR) (1)

Bandwidth is defined as the channel’s capacity in bits per second, SNR is the
signal-to-noise ratio, and capacity is the channel’s capacity in bits per second in the
above equation. It is impossible to change bandwidth since it is a fixed resource. As a
consequence, channel capacity is proportional to signal power in the following way:

SNR = ((Powerofsignal)/(powerofnoise)) (2)

The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is generally expressed in decibels (dB), as follows:

10 ∗ log10(S/N) (3)

The graph between outage probability and signal to noise ratio is shown in
Fig. 2. The probability that the information rate falls below the required threshold
information rate is known as outage probability.

In Fig. 3, the same information parameters are plotted just changing the level
of probabilities of secondary users. In Fig. 2, the letters L = 1, 2, 3, 4 denote the

Fig. 2 Outage probability
versus SNR (in dB) in 4
different levels of secondary
user
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Fig. 3 Outage probability
versus SNR (in dB)

levels. By holding all parameters constant but changing probabilities, the outage
likelihood is determined with respect to SNR in dB. Gamma values are set to −10,
0, 10, respectively, and each is plotted accordingly. It is thus evident that MIMO
technology provides the most favorable outcomes when coupled with the OFDM
system.

5 Limitations

This section discusses the limitations of the proposed system:

• Due to issues such as channel loss, receiver confusion for future decision making,
and so on, sensing data quickly becomes obsolete.

• Requires prior information of the primary user in certain operations such as
matched filtering, this is difficult to achieve especially in tactical environments.

• The interference of the channel is high because of the nature of the wireless
medium especially for information generated from resourceswith high sensitivity.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have successfully verified that MIMO (multiple-inputs, multiple-
outputs) technology provides the best signal strength when paired with OFDM
(orthogonal frequency division multiplexing). This algorithm helps propagate the
signal to large distances with minimal noise. We have utilized genetic algorithm to
find the best solution. The paper also discusses the limitations of this method which
provides scope for future research works. These limitations can be countered through
some research in the areas of machine learning algorithms such as semi-supervised
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learning to perform dynamic spectrummanagement. Semi-supervised learning elim-
inates the need for a large amount of prior information. Machine learning algorithms
help make intelligent decisions and thus yield better results. Thus, there is great
future scope for research works in this area.
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Analysis of Energy Efficiency
in Hierarchically Structured
Homogeneous Routing Protocols
for Green WSN

Akanksha Singh and Anand A. Bhaskar

Abstract The world of IoT has witness huge expansion in the past few decades,
which has brought our focus on the energy conservation aspect of wireless sensor
networks. WSN constitutes of small sensing units which are responsible to sense
the event, compute its sensed data and communicate it to the receiving base station
for further processing and decision making. Sensors are extensively used for various
applications ranging from environmental monitoring to health care and to surveil-
lance. Green WSN focuses to optimize the amount of energy used by these tiny
sensors. These sensors sustain in the network for long period of time on limited
power supply of battery. Therefore, managing energy decay of sensors for increasing
network lifespan is an underlying matter of concern in these sensor networks. Effi-
cient routing is a prominent technique that targets on developing a Green WSN
by reducing energy used in communication. Furthermore, routing protocols which
are based on network structure are majorly categorized into flat, hierarchical and
location-oriented routing protocols, among which hierarchically structured homo-
geneous routing protocols are best-suited solution for reducing energy utilization
of WSN, as it avoids unnecessary and repetitive data transmission. In this paper,
we have analyzed and created a Green WSN using Leach, Heed, Pegasis and tree-
based clustering protocols that deals in energy efficiency and simulation is done in
MATLAB 2019b. The results exhibit that TBC protocol surpasses Leach, Heed and
Pegasis protocol with respect to the number of packets addressed to the receiving
base station, average residual energy and the round through which the first node dies,
hereby increasing the lifespan of the network.
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1 Introduction

Owing to the rapid growth in the IoT, the popularity of wireless sensor network has
expanded in all dimensions.Wireless sensor network is made up of small tiny devices
called sensors, which are responsible to sense, process and transfer the sensed set
of data values to the adjoining base station for further and advance computations. A
base station (BS) is a transceiver that is connected to a number of other nodes or to
a wider area [1–3].

These sensors are used to monitor and analyze a wide variety of events ranging
from environmental parameters such as temperature, humidity, seismic activities to
healthcare, wildlife habitat and surveillance. Sensors are mostly used where human
intervention may not be a feasible solution [4]. Sensors operate on a finite energy
support, and since they are established in unfavorable environmental conditions, their
battery cannot be changed or recharged after deployment [5, 6]. Also, the major part
of sensor’s energy is used in communication, so if the node dies, the WSN has to be
created again, which would turn into a costly affair [7].

Today, in the era of information technology, ourmain focus is energy conservation
and exploring renewable sources of energy which primarily deals in 3R’s—Reduce,
Renew and Recycle.

Green wireless sensor network aims to reduce this energy consumption factor
of communication. Routing of data is one of the suitable mechanisms to preserve
the energy of these tiny devices and thereby improving the life span of the network
[8]. The characteristics of Green WSN are—periodic data reporting, no time stamp
synchronization, and most important of them all is that sensors can be customized as
per the requirement of the site [9]. Routing protocols which are classified on the basis
of the structure aspect of the network are mainly classified as flat, hierarchical and
location-oriented protocol, among which hierarchically structured routing protocol
with homogenous configuration of nodes is considered to be the best suited for
creating green wireless sensor network (GWSN). Here, clustering gets a larger credit
in delaying the time for first node dead in the network, and aggregation process on
the other hand helps in delaying the last node dead [10, 11].

Leach, Heed, Pegasis and TBC are some of the homogeneous hierarchical
clustering methods that deal in energy efficiency.

Low energy adaptive clustering hierarchical routing (Leach) is widely studied as
an energy-efficient protocol. It creates clusters with nodes who are in close vicinity
and every cluster elects their cluster head (CH) through a random function and to
whom every participating nodes sends their sensed set of data. All the CH then
communicates the data to the BS. In every round, a new CH is elected. In Leach
although load balancing is achieved, minimum energy of the CH is maintained as
well as collision in transmission is prevented, but Leach has few disadvantages also,
like unsystematic selection of CH, asymmetric distribution of clusters and one hop
communication betweenCHandBS, due towhich its network lifetime is low [12–14].

Hybrid energy-efficient distributed routing (Heed) elects the cluster head who has
the highest residual energy and requires the minimum distance for communication.
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Here, Intra-cluster communication cost, which is defined as the energy consumed
by the sensor to sense and communicate its data to CH within the cluster, is calcu-
lated. The Intra-cluster communication cost is a function of cluster properties, that
is, cluster size, and whether or not variable power levels are permissible for such
communication. This again leads to overload in CH selection because of which the
network dies sooner [15].

Power-efficient gathering in sensor information system (Pegasis) is another homo-
geneous routing protocol which creates chain-based network structure. Here, nodes
will sense the data and transmit it to the closest neighboring node. The consecutive
node takes up the data, aggregates with its own sensed data and forwards it to the next
closest node forming a chain structure. Finally, the last node in the chain transfers
the set of sensed data to the BS. Although Pegasis very efficiently creates a balance
of energy utilization, between CH election and sensed data transmission but since
there is only one node acting as head, it may lead to network congestion and delay
in data processing [16].

Tree-based clustering routingprotocol (TBC) is used to solve the energyutilization
issue for the CH’s which are situated at a larger distance from the BS. Through tree-
based clustering (TBC), inter-cluster distance is calculated and a shortest path routing
table is created among cluster head as parent and child node, and base station as a
root node, where their distance is calculated for every round and the table is updated
[17, 18]. Transmitting sensed data through multiple hops between CH to finally BS
is an energy-efficient method for establishing green WSN. The CH instead of using
direct communication method for data transmission to the BS chooses to send the
sensed set of data to the nearby CH [19, 20].

In our paper, we have analyzed and simulated Leach, Heed, Pegasis and TBC
routing protocol using MATLAB 2019b. The performance of the network is eval-
uated based on network throughput, average residual energy and network lifetime
parameters.

The simulation results show that to construct a green wireless sensor network,
tree-based clustering hierarchical routing protocol outperforms the remaining three
protocolswith regards to energy efficiency and extending the time period of a network
and can be further studied to evaluate intra-cluster routing using TBC as well as to
calculate the optimal level of tree within a cluster.
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2 Experimental Section

2.1 Hierarchical-Based Homogeneous Routing Protocols

2.1.1 Performance of a Network Depends up on the Subsequent Factors

• Network Throughput—It is the average data rate of all positively acknowledged
set of data transmitted over the particular communication channel. It is measured
in bps (bits per second).

• Network lifetime—It is the timewhen thefirst node of the network gets completely
exhausted and dies.

• Average residual energy of the network—It is the optimal amount of energy of
all alive nodes after completing all rounds [21, 22].

2.1.2 Network Model and Radio Communication Energy Model

It is supported by the subsequent assumptions:

• Sensor nodes in a square area A (a ∗ a) are randomly distributed.
• At fixed location within this region (A), is a unique base station (BS).
• Nodes are stationary after deployment. All nodes have a same capability, equal

standing and same amount of energy.
• Transmission power is manageable and controlled so that nodes can adjust with

reference to the transmission distance.
• The energy model follows multipath fading model.

2.1.3 Radio Communication Energy Model

Total energy consumed can be calculated by the following formula:

Etotal = Esend + Ereceive

i.e., when sending k-bit of data to a dist—distance, the nodes will consume the
energy as (Fig. 1):

ETX (kbit, dist) = ETX − elect(kbit) + ETX − Eamp (kbit, dist)

ERX (kbit, dist) = ERX − elect(kbit)
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Fig. 1 Radio energy consumption model for WSN

2.1.4 Network Simulation Tool-MATLAB 2019b

See Table 1.

Table 1 Simulation set-up
for Leach, Heed, Pegasis and
TBC protocol

Type Parameter Value

Topology of node Size of network 300 m × 300 m

Number of nodes 100

Location of base
station

100,75

Node distribution Random

Channel Wireless

Type of network Fixed

Setting of node Initial energy (E0) 0.5 J

Sleep and idle
energy

∼0 J (ignored)

Radio model ETX = ERX 50 nano Joules per
bit

Efs 10 Pico Joules per
bit sq. mt

Emp 0.0013 Pico
Joules/bit/m4

EDA 5 nano Joules per bit

Packet header size 25 bytes

Size of data packet 4000 Bytes
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2.2 Leach Protocol

Low energy adaptive clustering hierarchical routing (Leach) is a MAC protocol. The
network is divided into group of nodes called as cluster. Every cluster has its own
head node which is responsible to communicate with the base station. All the nodes
in the network continuously sense the information and transmit it to its own CH.
Leach routing protocol operates in two phases; one is set-up phase and second is the
steady state phase. In the first phase, every cluster elects its head node (CH) based on
a random number (RN) generated by all nodes, in the range of 0 and 1. If the random
value is less than the preset threshold value, then that particular node is elected as
CH. Clusters are formed, and time division multiple access scheduling is executed.

The threshold value is calculated as,

T (node) = prob/(1 − prob (r mod (1/prob))) if node ∈ G,

If (RN < T (node)), current node is a new CH; else, current node is a normal
node. prob = probability or chance to be a CH, r = number of the round, n = total
number of participating nodes of the network, G = group of all those nodes who
have not been a CH since (1/prob) round. In the second phase, the sensed information
from all the remaining normal nodes is received and sent to the CH and from CH to
the fixed BS using the time division multiple access scheduling algorithm. Hence,
the BS receives only the aggregated information from all the CH thereby, reducing
the energy utilization of the network. After a fixed interval, both the phases repeats
themselves to elect a newCH. Leach protocol is simulated in a virtual environment to
analyze the network lifespan, throughput and average residual energy of the network.

Advantages of Leach

This algorithm does not require information of the complete system and is totally
distributed. Every node has good probability to become a cluster head. Fault tolerance
is attained. All load is not on one cluster head, so its energy does not get drained.
Minimum energy in all nodes is maintained. Load balancing is efficient, and collision
is prevented.

Disadvantage of Leach

Fit for regions with smaller geographical area only. Since the cluster head selection
is predicted by a random function, energy is not utilized for selection of cluster head
that ends up as energy overhead.

2.3 Heed Protocol

Hybrid energy-efficient distributed clustering is another homogeneous cluster-based
topology. Heed calculates intra-cluster communication cost. This cost determines the
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feasibility to allow variable levels of power within a cluster for establishing commu-
nication and determine the size of cluster. If the level of power for each cluster is kept
fixed, then intra-cluster communication cost will be dependent on either: n degree,
if we want to evenly distribute the load of energy consumption on all the CH.

Heed Protocol Works in 3 Phases

In the initial or starting phase, at each Tn seconds, we initiate a clustering mechanism
so as to select new CH where Tn is the summation of the time required to make a
cluster and the time gap between any two consecutive cluster formations. In every
round, all node set their probability to be a CH as CHprobability,

CHprobability = Cprobability ∗ Eres/Em,

here,

Cprobability = It is the percentage of CH for all n nodes,

Eres = Approximate residual energy for the current round in the node,

Em = Highest amount of energy of a node.
In the repetition phase, all the sensor nodes undergo many iterations in search

of cluster head that may use minimum power for transmission. If the result is zero
and finds no nodes satisfying this criterion, then the sensor declares itself as CH and
announces it to all the nodes of the cluster.

In this situation, all the remaining nodes double their CH probability value and
undergoes subsequent iteration process until its CH probability becomes 1.

In final stage, every sensor finalizes its status that whether it is a normal node
within a cluster range or a cluster head. Heed protocol terminates after a fixed set of
iteration, and it works irrespective of the network field area.

Advantages of Heed

Distributed clustering method where CH is uniform supports long range of
communication and minimizes communication cost.

Disadvantages of Heed

It causes overhead in cluster head selection and expires shortly because of energy
overload on CH.

2.4 Pegasis Protocol

Power-efficient gathering in sensor information system is oneof the suitable protocols
for data transmission in a small network. Pegasis is a homogeneous protocol, where
every node communicates only with the nearby neighboring node and takes turn to
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send the sensed data to the BS, thereby reducing the amount of energy utilized in
every round. The main objective in routing with Pegasis is to create a chain-like
structure where every node can send or receive the sensed data from its predecessor
or successor node. All the node gathers the sensed data, assembles it and forwards it
to the BS using a direct link. All the nodes get an equal chance to transmit the sensed
data, thereby decreasing the factor of energy utilization per round. If the node gets
exhausted and dies, in that case, a new chain will be create, hereby handling the fault
tolerance issue at its best.

Advantages of Pegasis

In Pegasis, every node is connected to its predecessor and successor node; hence,
every node has two links and CH gets the aggregated message from all nodes, which
is less as compared to each protocol. Since every node is elected only once, energy
dissipation is balanced between sensor nodes. Decreased burden in dynamic cluster
formation .CH is uniform and has balanced node formation.

Disadvantages of Pegasis

The parameter of distance among CH and BS is not taken into account after cluster
head node is elected. As the CH is elected, the energy level factor is also not consid-
ered. As there is only one head node, there might be a traffic congestion problem and
might cause delay in communication. Data processing is considerably delayed.

2.5 TBC Protocol

Tree-based clustering routing protocol is used to create a balance on energy consump-
tion problem for the head nodes within the cluster which are located at remote and
larger distance from BS. Every cluster constitutes of a cluster head (CH). In single
hop sensor networks, the sensed information is taken from the respective CH where
the information is assembled and passed on to the receiving BS. As the cluster head
uses direct communication method, where every CH sends the data directly to the
Base Station, irrespective of its distance from it. Consequently, such cluster heads die
sooner as compared to the nearer ones. Hence, the network lifespan is decreased [22].
In tree-based clustering (TBC), inter-cluster distance is calculated, and a shortest path
routing table is created among cluster heads as parent and child node and BS as the
root node, where their distance is calculated for every round and the table is updated.
Sending the information through multi-hop routing method is more effective and
energy-efficient scheme for large scale network. Therefore, it is an optimal method
where cluster heads can coordinate together and allow passing of sensed data from
one to other and finally to the receiving base station [23].

Advantages of TBC

Energy is balanced among cluster heads to a considerable extend.
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Cluster heads will use their energy for data aggregation and communication and
will not get drained due to its large distance from BS.

TBC is fault tolerant as at any level if the cluster head dies, there are alternative
path in the hierarchical structure to reach the base station.

Disadvantages of TBC

CH close to the receiving BS will get exhausted early as all the data from parent CH
and their child cluster head will send aggregated data to it.

Data processing is much delayed.
Routing table needs to be updated for every round with the shortest path to base

station, which again is an overhead.

3 Results and Discussion

Simulation Comparison of Leach, Heed, Pegasis and TBC Protocol

AGWSN environment is created where Leach, Heed, Pegasis and TBC protocols are
simulated using MATLAB 2019b for analyzing network lifetime, average residual
energy and throughput of the network. It has been observed that with the analysis of
number of alive nodes to the number of rounds, using TBC protocol, the first node
died at round168 (Fig. 5a) as compared toLeach,Heed, Pegasis,where their first node
died at round 113 (Fig. 2a), 42 (Fig. 3a), 97 (Fig. 4a) respectively, thereby increasing
the network lifespan. Secondly, the average residual energy of the network calculated
after all rounds using TBC protocol is found to be 0.0712 nJ (Fig. 5b) which is less as
compared to Leach, Heed and Pegasis where their average residual energy is found
to be 1.159 nJ (Fig. 2b), 1.066 nJ (Fig. 3b), 0.128 nJ (Fig. 4b) respectively, as the
CH who are close to base station, besides sending their own data also transmit the
aggregated data sensed by other CHs who are in the lower level of the tree structure.
Therefore, a large amount of energy is consumed in this process. Furthermore, on
comparing the throughput of TBC and pegasis protocol, the throughput of TBC,
that is 7585 packets is considerably better as compared with Pegasis protocol which
delivers 6651 data packets at the end of all rounds (Table 2 and Fig. 6).

4 Conclusion and Future Extension of the Work

This paper and research work exhibits the fundamental framework for different types
of hierarchically structured homogeneous routing protocol for GWSN. Leach, Heed,
Pegasis and TBC routing algorithm is simulated by creating a virtual environment
in MATLAB 2019b and its comparative studied in carried to analyze its energy
efficiency through various parameters. We conclude that performance of tree-based
clustering protocol tends to conserve energy aspect and enhance the efficiency factor
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Fig. 2 a Leach network lifetime. b Leach average residual energy of the network

Fig.3 a Heed network lifetime. b Heed average residual energy of WSN

Fig.4 a Pegasis network lifetime. b Average residual energy of network
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Fig.5 a TBC network lifetime. b TBC average residual energy of network

Table 2 Simulation results

S. No. Protocol Network lifetime (round
number)

Average residual energy
(En) (nJoules)

Throughput of the
network (no. of
successfully delivered
data packets)

1 Leach 113 1.159 16,738

2 Heed 42 1.066 16,054

3 Pegasis 97 0.128 6651

4 TBC 168 0.0712 7585

Fig. 6 a Network lifetime. b Average residual energy for the network at the end of all rounds. c
Throughput of the network of hierarchical protocols

in network performance. This research can be extended to design and simulate intra-
cluster tree-based clustering routing for hierarchical homogeneous clustering routing
to increase energy efficiency in green wireless sensor network as well as an optimal
number of levels in the tree structure can be analyzed to maximize throughput of the
sensor network.
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Resume Classification Using
Bidirectional LSTM and Attention
Mechanism

Swayami Bera, Biraj Ghosh, and D. Vanusha

Abstract Document classification using Deep Learning encompasses handling
documents and sorting them on the basis of the subjects that they belong to. Due to
the increasing growth in online recruitment, job portals receive a mammoth amount
of resumes from candidates with different fields of expertise. This has rendered
the traditional hiring methods inefficient and given rise to the necessity of an auto-
matic resume classification system that efficiently directs applications to their corre-
sponding occupational categories. For building the training and evaluation dataset,
we have scraped data from websites to obtain resumes in readable text format to
form a real-world dataset. Here, we implement a Word2Vec model to form the word
embeddings and a bidirectional LSTM paired with a custom attention layer as our
proposed model to carry out the resume classification task. We also compare our
proposed model against other algorithms such as SVM, KNN, etc., to demonstrate
its effectiveness.

Keywords Classification · Bidirectional LSTM · Word embedding · Attention ·
Accuracy

1 Introduction

Data is largely distributed on the internet as we produce so much information every
moment from our application, uploading files in different formats across different
web pages. Information in different forms of posts, documents and blogs on a variety
of issues, videos are all uploaded on the World Wide Web. This magnitude of data
can be used more effectively deriving valuable insights from it.

With the advent of the digital age, communication through the internet has opened
up job opportunities for people and remotely being able to share information to a
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potential employer is the more efficient way to interact as opposed to the archaic
hard copy submissions. This makes for a great way to hasten the process of sieving
through candidates without having to deal with tedious printed paperwork. This has
given birth to a lot more avenues of increasing the efficiency involved in the resume
handling process. The task, of automatically classifying resumes based on the job
one is likely to apply for, is a boon for companies getting thousands of applications
and the automation process saves an enormous amount of time when compared to
manually reading through each and every resume. This also removes the chances of
human error as we humans are invariably prone to making mistakes, while skimming
through data by ourselves.

This piece of work mainly focuses on text documents as the prime form of data;
resumes, to be specific. The idea is to classify each resume based on a particular label.
When it comes to resumes, it translates to classifying a resume based on the type of
job that the person is likely to apply for. Resume classification is a machine learning
task, and can fall under supervised, or even unsupervised learning category. In case of
unsupervised learning problems, there is no label attached to the resumes, and the idea
is to find clusters of documents that belong to a similar category, without explicitly
identifying the particular category. However, in a supervised learning problem, there
are labels attached to every data item and a machine learning model is used to learn
to understand the sentiment of every document so that it can better ‘predict’ which
occupational category(s) is a resume likely to belong to.

In this paper, we propose a bidirectional LSTM network along with an attention
layer to carry out the resume classification task. The bidirectional LSTM preserves
backward as well as forward information about the features at every step. This helps
the network understand the context in long documents and works very well on this
dataset where the average size of the resumes is around 1200 words. While the
aforementioned layer preserves the context of the sequences, the attention layer
endeavors to selectively focus on a few relevant tokens, while ignoring others in the
input sequence. This provides immense help in correctly classifying resumes that
belong to closely related labels such as Data Scientist and Business Analyst which
might include multiple common aspects such as educational qualifications, skills,
projects completed, certifications, etc.

2 Literature Survey

There has been some great work in the field of analysis and classification of text
documents in recent times with rapid advances in the field of Natural Language
Processing. Shuo Xu, Yan Li and Wang Zheng present a Bayesian version of the
multinomial NB classifier where every word in the document contributes in deter-
mining the label that should be assigned to an unseen document [1]. But when the
NB classifier is used for text classification it is often affected by data scarcity because
a likelihood value has to be estimated for each and every feature. The authors in [2]
implement a KNN model to classify a news dataset that shows better performance
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for fewer features but its performance severely degrades with the increase in the
dimensions of the data and the presence of noise. Earlier, BoW has often been used
for text data representation but it completely ignores the semantics of the document.
The authors in [3] propose a bag-of-concepts (BoC) depiction of documents instead
of the commonly used bag-of-words (BoW) with a SVMmodel to carry out the clas-
sification task. Although the BoC method works better in case of documents with
extensive descriptions and explanations of the subject, it negatively affects the perfor-
mance when the document contains a lot of abbreviations, numerical measures, and
other words or symbols that cannot be translated into concepts. Manh Hung Nguyen
introduces a new feature called label-oriented score for each term which represents
its importance with respect to all the terms assigned or unassigned to a certain label.
For the testing data, the sum of the LO score of all terms in a text will be used to deter-
mine whether that document should be categorized into that certain label or not [4].
The authors in [5] use a neural network on the vector representation of the text using
the TF-IDF values of the tokens to perform classification of resumes. The proposed
neural network model shows better performance than KNN and SVM models.

However, none of the aforementionedworks take into account the context inwhich
the words have been used in the respective documents, i.e., the semantic information.
This limitation is overcome by Yoon Kimwho implements a model that gives impor-
tance to the local information that is essential for the classification task, using the
Word2Vec embedding, followed by a single-layer CNN, and achieves remarkable
results [6]. The design proposed by Abdalraouf Hassan and Ausif Mahmood is a
framework of RNN and CNN combined, where they replace multiple pooling layers
with an LSTM layer in order to retain maximum details in neighboring text, capture
the long-term dependencies proficiently and simultaneously decrease the amount of
parameters [7]. The attention mechanism was initially proposed as a layer imple-
mented in between the encoder and decoder modules used for language translation
to give more importance to words that were more relevant to the context [8].

3 System Architecture

A. System Design
See Fig. 1.

B. Data Acquisition
Data in the form of resumes is scraped from a number of websites and search
strings used to find the required data are in accordance with the labels that we
want to classify the data into.

A dataset is then prepared as a csv file with each resume in the form of a long
string of characters and another column with its corresponding label (Fig. 2).

C. Data Preprocessing
Lowercase: The resume string is converted into lowercase letter so that the data
is no more case sensitive for obvious reasons.
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Fig. 1 Proposed system architecture

Fig. 2 Sample of the dataset
used
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Tokenization: Tokenization is a process by which a string is split into a token
of words. For this dataset, all words which are alphanumeric in construction
have been retained, and the other tokens have been discarded.

Stopword Removal: Stopwords are commonly used words in a corpus which
do not lend any valuable context and sentiment to the data item and can be safely
dropped for reducing the redundancies in the corpus.

Stemming: It is how a word is transformed to its stem by dropping the
attached suffixes or prefixes. Stemmed words help the model understand the
similarities among seemingly different word forms of the same word.

Lemmatization: It eliminates endings of a word which are inflected, by
performing a morphological analysis on them. This facilitates obtaining the
root form of a word, called the lemma. For example, ‘better’ and ‘good’ both
upon lemmatization, become ‘good.’

D. Word Embeddings
Word embedding: It represents a word in vector form which can be plotted in
Euclidean space.

Cosine Similarity(α, β) = α · β

‖α‖‖β‖ = cos (θ)

where α.β here represents the dot product of two vectors (which in turn are
words), ‖α‖ stands for the length (commonly called norm) of the vector α, and
θ is the angle between α and β. The similarity of two wordsis subject to the
angle formed between word vectors α and β. The closer in meaning the words
are, the more their cosine similarity tends to 1; the more dissimilar they are,
the lower is their cosine similarity value.

Embedding dimension is an important metric because the higher the dimen-
sion, the better the representation of a word. Although, the drawback of a higher
dimension is that it increases the time taken for obtaining word vectors as well
as for training the model.

Word2Vec model is a neural network model used to find embeddings of
a word. Two ways of doing this are CBOW (Continuous Bag of Words) or
Skipgrams.TensorFlowdoes provide a default Embeddings layer butwe replace
the weights in that embedding layer with the weights (word vectors) obtained
from Word2Vec.

E. Proposed Model
The neural network model that is used to train the aforementioned data makes
use of a few layers. The algorithms implemented in them are as follows:

Bidirectional LSTMs: In sentences, the relevance of the current word can
be determined better when both the past and the future context are taken into
account. Every LSTM cell has two outputs, a new candidate value and an
activation value. Bidirectional LSTMsprovide two activations for every input in
the sequence, and these are used to calculate the encoding of the corresponding
input (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Working of the bidirectional LSTM

Attention Layer: The attention layer endeavors to selectively focus or give
‘attention’ to a few relevant tokens while ignoring others in the input sequence.
The attention mechanism considers all the hidden states of the previous bidi-
rectional LSTM layer but pays attention to those parts or tokens which have a
strong association with the specific label.

Instead of taking the final hidden state of the bidirectional LSTM as an input to the
first feedforward dense layer, we utilize the individual hidden states of all the words
as produced from the bidirectional LSTM layer. The intention is to pay attention
to the individual hidden states and conclude which words hold more importance in
predicting the instance label, than others. We form a custom attention layer for the
same. If the overall word count of each resume is N, then the bidirectional LSTM
creates a vector with dimension d for each of the N words.

First, we find the ‘attention score,’ one for each word in the resume (αi where i ∈
[0, N]) as follows:

αi = softmax
(
tanh

(
qTwi + b j

))

Here, q is the weight vector (d × 1) and bj (j ∈ [0, d]) is the bias—these are
optimized during the training of this layer.wi is theword vector. The softmax function
is used to normalize the attention score.

Next, we obtain the attention adjusted word vectors by multiplying the attention
scores with the corresponding word embeddings. All these vectors are summed up
to obtain the final output vector that represents the resume.

y = �αiwi

The attention adjusted word vectors are then passed through the first dense layers
containing 32 neurons, followed by the dropout layer to avoid overfitting. Finally,
there is the output layer with 8 neurons corresponding to the different labels.
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Table 1 Data sample size Label Resumes

HR 1000

Web designing 1000

Business analyst 1000

Electrical engineering 1000

Java developer 1000

Mechanical engineer 991

Data science 800

Python developer 475

4 Experimentation

A. Experimental Setup

For the setup, the first task of data collection is done by scraping the internet for
resumesbelonging to the required labels. Thedata is thenpreprocessedusing standard
techniques such as stopword removal, stemming and lemmatization.

After that the word embedding matrix is obtained using the Word2Vec model.
The feature vectors are then fed to the model architecture to train the neural network
model. The results are then compared with other machine learning algorithms.

TensorFlow and Scikit-learn are used for deep learning and machine learning
algorithms, respectively. Jupyter notebooks and Google colaboratory are used as the
training and testing environment.

B. Evaluation Results

Unique as well as similar labels were scraped to test the efficiency of the attention
mechanism. 75% of the data is randomly chosen for training, and the rest is kept
for validation. The size and specifications of the dataset are as follows (Table 1 and
Fig. 4).

The accuracy of the neural network model is tabulated with the accuracies of
Support Vector Classification and KNN algorithms (Table 2 and Fig. 5).

Inference: From the above results, it is clear that a neural network model outper-
forms classical machine learning algorithms such as SVMs and KNNs. It is also
noteworthy that on adding the attention mechanism we see an increase in overall
accuracy of classification.

5 Conclusion

Through our work, we have introduced an efficient and accurate way to classify
resumes. We proposea model which is a combination of a bidirectional LSTM,
followed by an attention layer applied on the word vectors obtained after using
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Fig. 4 Distribution of the dataset

Table 2 Algorithm accuracy

Algorithm Training accuracy (%) Validation accuracy (%)

KNN 76.65 75.3

SVM 88.40 87.23

NN (Bidirectional LSTM) 90.75 85.9

NN (Bidirectional LSTM + Attention
Mechanism)

93.67 90.17

Fig. 5 Comparing performance obtained with different algorithms using the accuracy metrics
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the Word2Vec model. This model overcomes the shortcomings of traditional resume
classification algorithms by preventing the loss of context, while improving accuracy
of prediction. Evaluation metrics such as accuracy of a neural network clearly justi-
fies how it is superior to the other standard classification algorithms when it comes
to real-world data. Training and testing costs were not too expensive, as epoch dura-
tions were short and little space was required for text data which is inherently small
in size.

The only limitation which the model possesses is its bias to a limited number of
labels. Due to its scalable nature, we will be adding more labels to our dataset in
future andwill focusmore on hyperparameter tuning.Wewill also aim for a threefold
increase in the size of the dataset.
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An Empirical Analysis Data Mining
Frameworks—An Overview

K. Sivakumar, S. Kalaivani, D. Venkatesan, and V. Vetrivel

Abstract In recent years, amassive breakthrough has attracted interest, dramatically
altering the way companies produce, conduct, and operate data and analytics struc-
tures. Hadoop, NoSQL, and the cloud have ushered in a new age of scale-out, flex-
ible, and real-time computation, resulting in the development of new data processing,
collection, and analytical knowledge to enable advanced machine learning and opti-
mization techniques. Over the last decade, many developments in data processing
and development have occurred, including big data systems, cloud services, data
lakes, optimization, self-service, data collation, machine learning, and many others.
Today’s data management systems imitate the old data warehousing and BI systems
on the outskirts, but with new data management concepts and updated processes.
The need to modernize data processing architecture is widespread, as shown by the
amount of architecture consultancy inquiries. As a result, this research explores a
simple path tomassive data handling framework aswell as various popular file system
architectures for handling big data for data mining. Furthermore, major frameworks
for data mining are investigated and compared.

Keywords Amazon Web Services · Big data · Database architectures · Google
cloud · Hadoop · Hazure

1 Introduction

Data processing is widely more testing than simply finding, perceiving, comprehen-
sion, and referring to data. For fruitful tremendous extension assessment, the sum of
this necessities to happen in a completelymodernizedmanner. This requires contrasts
in data plan and semantics to be conveyed in structures that are PC sensible, and a
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short time later “precisely” resolvable. There is a strong assortment of work in data
blend, arranging and changes. In any case, amazing additional work is expected to
achieve robotized botch free qualification objective.

Methods for questioning and mining enormous information are in a general sense
unique in relation to conventional factual examination on little examples. Information
administrations give coordinated proficiently open information. All the while, data
mining itself can moreover be used to help with chipping away at the quality and
dependability of the data, grasp its semantics, and give cunning addressing limits.

Regardless of how massive or unstructured the data is, effective big data manage-
ment allows an organization to easily find valuable information. The data was
collected from different sources, including call logs, machine logs, and social media
platforms. All businesses must make decisions on how to interact and use their data.
Companies who take a systematic approach to implementing an enterprise-grade
strategic strategy are best positioned to maximize their innovation investment while
lowering costs. Companies can no longer continue to disregard big data’s immense
potential in light of the current situation. Information system plans must be designed
for a wide variety of potential and possible concerns [1, 2]. The most obvious flaw is
human height. Due to the current influx of information that fills the planet on a daily
basis, divine discoveries within a given time period are exceedingly difficult for a
human data team. As previously stated, big data applies to every business sector, and
staying on top of new trends in this field pays off—a credential in this vein will go a
long way toward improving a professional profile and ensuring that individuals and
businesses gain a significant competitive advantage. Modern computing strategies
include the speed, energy, and versatility needed for accessing large quantities and
types of big data effectively [3]. Data management, data integrity, data storage and
processing, data preparation for evaluation, and secure access will all be covered
by corporations. Although some information can be stored on-site in a traditional
data center, cloud systems, unstructured data, and Hadoop are all versatile, low-cost
alternatives for storing and handling large amounts of data [4].

A broad data architecture is intended to enable data collection, processing, and
interpretation for data sets that are too big and complicated for conventional database
systems.Batch processing, real-time storage, digital exploration, predictive analytics,
and machine learning are all common tasks in big data strategies. The general data
mining architecture for managing unstructured data is depicted in Fig. 1 [5].

At least one information sources are the establishment of all enormous infor-
mation examination. Bunch handling information is typically saved in a different
document store that can oblige enormous quantities of records in various arrange-
ments. Since the informational indexes are so enormous, they will be overseen by a
major information framework that will utilize long-running bunch responsibilities to
sort, examine, and arrange the information for the examination. Perusing, checking
on, and moving yield to new records are regular undertakings for these occupations.
Except if the arrangement utilizes solid realities, the execution should consider the
assortment and capacity of constant messages through stream processing. It might
be a basic information stockpiling framework, with approaching messages being
saved into a capacity organizer. The arrangement will sort, dissect, and in any case
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Fig. 1 General data mining
architecture

orchestrate the information for examination in the wake of assembling continuous
messages. The information got from the stream is moved to a channel in the yield.
Numerous huge information frameworks pre-measure information prior to showing
it in a normalized design that can be gotten to utilizing testing strategies. The point
of most huge information arrangements is to follow and dissect information to give
bits of knowledge into it. Work processes that convert source information, move
information between various assortment and reusing measures, load prepared infor-
mation into a functional information store, or push moment couriers to a report or
entry make up most of enormous information advances [6–8]. With this in-depth
introduction to big data handling design for data mining, Sect. 2 outlines the related
research, Sect. 3 analyzes various data mining frameworks with comparisons, and
Sect. 4 concludes the work.

2 Big Data: Opportunities and Challenges

There are challenges [l] even in big data, counting how to catch, move, store, clean,
examine, channel, search, share, get, and imagine information. In any event, putting
away and recovering large information is one of the primary issues around here.
Large information issues require making a few compromises among wanted adapt-
ability, accessibility, execution and security. Big data starts with tremendous volume,
heterogeneous, free sources with scattered and decentralized control and attempts to
examine mind boggling and creating relationship among data. These characteristics
make it a crazy test for discovering significant data from enormous data. According
to an artless point of view, we can imagine that different outwardly disabled men
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are endeavoring to assess a goliath elephant, which will be large information in this
setting [2].

The goal of each outwardly debilitated man is to draw a picture of the elephant
according to the piece of information he accumulates during the cooperation. Since,
each individual’s view is confined to his close by region. Exploring the Colossal Data
in the present circumstance is indistinguishable from accumulating heterogeneous
information from different sources (daze men) to help with drawing a most ideal
picture to uncover the authentic badge of the elephant in a continuous style.Without a
doubt, this endeavor is not essentially pretty much as fundamental as mentioning that
each outwardly weakened man portray his feelings about the elephant. Then getting
an expert to draw one single picture with joined view stressed that each picture
individual may impart in a substitute language and they may even have security
stresses over the messages they intentional in the information exchange measure.

Indeed, the effective mining of huge information empowers to work on the upper
hand and to add an incentive for some areas. Enormous information is principally
characterized by its 3 versus essential attributes. The 3 versus incorporate speed
(information are developing and changing quickly), assortment (information come in
various and numerous arrangements), and volume (immense measure of information
is created each second). Examination people group from various areas have been
attempting to foster a new, quick, dynamic, and easy to use innovation for enormous
information.

Big data concern enormous volume, awesome, creating instructive lists with
various, independent sources. With the fast improvement of frameworks organi-
zation, data amassing and the data grouping limit, Huge Data are presently rapidly
filling in all science and planning spaces, including physical, regular and biomedical
sciences.

Wuet al. [2] planned aHACEhypothesis that portrays the provisions of huge infor-
mation transformation and proposed a major information handling model from the
information mining point of view. This model incorporates request driven conglom-
eration of data sources, mining, and examination. In general, it plainly investigations
testing issues in the information driven model. However, it does not have the testing
and execution assessment regarding any informational indexes.

Nowadays, various endeavors and government can exploit tremendous data to
isolate huge agreement. Such information can assist bosses with working on their
frameworks and upgrade their courses of action. It helps the relationship with
procuring advantage and gives expanded the worth of various monetary and social
regions. Benjelloun et al. [4] presented a couple of significant data projects, openings,
models a great deal in various regions like clinical consideration, business, the move-
ment business and authoritative issues. It surmises that immense data disturbance
adds to improve the unmistakable coherent fields by allowing advanced complex
assessment across different sources.

MapReduce is a structure for taking care of and supervising enormous degree
enlightening assortments in a passed on bundle, which has been used for applications,
for instance, creating search documents, record gathering, access log assessment, and
various sorts of data examination. Li et al. [9] give a total review of a wide extent of
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proposals and systems that bright lights on scattered data the leaders and planning
using the MapReduce structure. This is a promising and best resource for extra
experimentation and assessment in the enormous data dealing with.

The advancement of unstructured and somewhat coordinated data in onlinemedia,
land information, normal data and other web bases applications present an open test
to the cloud informational collection neighborhood. Subsequently, an approach to
manage Colossal Data examination which joins coordinated and unstructured coor-
dination has gotten essential nowadays. Data recuperation using the request getting
ready is one of the fundamental troubles in Huge Data. Mathew et al. [10] arranged
new requesting approaches explicitly Llndex and Hlndex to offer an assistance to list
in Hadoop Dispersed Report System and MapReduce systems without changing the
current Hadoop structure. These techniques give a degree for investigates to grow
the work on composite inquiries in a more prominent educational assortment up.

3 Literature Study

In the field of innovation, stockpiling limit has consistently been a worry. Momen-
tarily after the online stage’s hypothetical structure of the 1930s, the emphasis was on
the most proficient method to deal with the interminable correspondence measure.
The information stockpiling strategies must be modified in files as well as in all
information combination organizations because of this assessment. In the start of
the 1950s, the idea of virtual memory was proposed by Fritz-Rudolph Güntsch,
who respected last stockpiling to be interminable. The advancements in information
stockpiling have seen persistent improvement, which is basically “more on less,”
with most in-house facades. The advancement of information stockpiling innova-
tions has seen consistent improvement, for all intents and purposes “all the more
less,” with many in-house administrations and cloud administrations being provoked
[11]. According to Gartner, interest in the arising advances of enormous information
has developed continuously in the course of recent years, and in 2018 and 2019,
organizations are proceeding to put more in IT, with an emphasis on IoT, blockchain
and large information. Organizations like Instagram, one of the world’s most online
media stages, started to develop from 1.5 million to 1 billion new clients, posting
95 million every day photographs and recordings, separately [12].

In the big data sector, numerous assessments were completed. A significant
number of them manage advancements, instruments, qualities, and shortcomings.
They attempt to explain the large information industry more and present its benefits
and weaknesses. They evaluate the specialized hardships and the developing energy
in high parcels for every one of the standard handling ventures from information
age to appraisal. Some exploration approaches and resources for huge information
examinationwere additionally conveyed out. Existing executions have gotten broadly
archived over the long haul. Three of the best ones are the models of Lambda and
Kappa, the most elevated piece of in progress contemplates [9].
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An incredible arrangement has effectively been done according to a modern
perspective to clarify the utilization of large information supply better consider-
ation and upgrade productivity in different fields. A major information execution
manual cannot be utilized for choosing fromamong themost oftentimes utilized enor-
mous information systems, which have an application market, existing programming
configuration, financial plan for the acquisition of new modules, and the issues to be
settled in the app. Intake the board, information assortment, representation and exam-
ination are likewise planned with huge or too convoluted huge information designs
for the treatment of conventional instruments. Hundreds or many terabytes starting
with one association then onto the next can include [10]. Inside this unique situa-
tion, the most famous enormous scope information the board structures portrayed in
Segment III is AWS, Cloud, and Azure.

4 Data Mining Frameworks

An architecture in data mining governs the collection, storage, analysis, and visu-
alization of data. We also discuss how organized, unorganized, and semi-structured
data for tracking and analysis can be converted. In this segment, we discuss three of
the most famous data mining frameworks that have become known to the industry
over the years [13].

Big data gives parcel of freedoms to a wide scope of use regions. In the bril-
liant item applications like customized medical services which empowers patients
to screen their own surroundings, for example, the organization of custom far off
help and portable wellbeing arrangements. This offers the capacity to send cautions,
anticipate potential irregularities progressively. These sort of enormous information
gathered may help future investigates to further develop the treatment strategies. Jara
et al. [14] introduced an information procurement engineering, which coordinates
and moves improved information from clinical gadgets to the information based data
frameworks. The design has been executed and tried on the sensor information. This
paper has the chance for the explores to think on taking on the design to the next
various areas in Huge Information.

Data acquisition is the essential advance in the information handling in huge
information. The presentation of information obtaining contributes the significant
job in the exhibition of the information handling framework. Nie et al. [15] carried
out information obtaining dependent on LabVIEW correspondence framework with
continuous transmission and simple upkeep. The strategies utilized can be utilized as
an asset to the analysts for the enormous information obtaining frameworks in more
extensive spaces.
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4.1 Azure

In 2010, Microsoft acquainted Purplish blue with offer cloud benefits that permit
its executions in Microsoft’s server farms to be created, checked, carried out, and
oversaw. Such server farms have been appropriated in 54 locales around the world.
Microsoft offers a scope of administrations covering a few distinct fields like PC,
stockpiling, sharing of data, correspondence, and so forth.With reference to Purplish
blue has the greatest portion of the overall industry.Many individuals have effectively
worked on this by utilizing AWS and the AWSwork market is presently clogged. All
things considered, you will not be useful in the event that you pick Google Cloud in
light of the fact that most organizations in the Fortune 500 are not really at Google
Cloud. The quantity of Google Cloud workers accessible is in this way generally
little. Remaining in the center would be a deliberately decent approach to get a Sky
blue Proficient certificate [16]. Figure 2 shows that Azure data mining architecture.

AppFabric is the framework that contains capacity, recovery, and correspondence
abilities. Purplish blue is open from the Microsoft Sky blue Administration Entrance
andMicrosoft’s server farms. At the build stage, Purplish blue gives items that depict
the usefulness of a stage based application. The organizations permit organizations
to safely connection to their public cloud utilizing Purplish blue ExpressRoute.
It is additionally utilized for overseeing virtual private organizations and building
different virtual organizations. Store more proficient frameworks that can produce
monstrous executions and scale up, if important, and balance traffic-based informa-
tion naturally. Sky blue information base is a predictable and versatile connection

Fig. 2 Azure data mining architecture
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by-administration data set that conveys superior without stressing over any facilities.
Since information are not put away on a solitary actual gadget and are distinctive
in various topographical regions, it would be a lot more secure on account of a
calamity. Regardless of whether one spot is exposed to certain cataclysmic events,
different areas are not hurt, and information are subsequently secure [17]. Azure is
continually refreshed to guarantee its security. The Security Advancement Lifecycle
guarantees free from any and all harm each phase of improvement. Purplish blue
has likewise as of late been refreshed on its upgraded virtual machine limit adapt-
ability. In these reservations, distributed computing costs will be decreased. Actual
equipment implies purging the pockets to send gadgets. To instruct individuals how
to manage„ it requires some investment and energy. In this quick clearing innovative
world, there is huge contest. This load of issues are settled by Sky blue, which makes
equipment and labor modest [18].

4.2 Aws

AmazonWeb Services, or AWS, is a distributed computing network that most under-
takings, new businesses, and government offices use. This guides organizations in
adapting to high traffic and putting away huge volumes of video and information. In
principle, the AWS EC2 stage gives various arrangements dependent on the prereq-
uisites for clients of numerous virtual machines. EC2 represents Versatile Register
Cloud, which gives a scope of installment choices, characterization alternatives,
and planning, among different things. The straightforward AWs or AWS EC2 engi-
neering is the thing that it is called. As such, EC2 can likewise be called a Versatile
PC Cloud, which permits clients and different clients in their own framework or task
to use various provisions whenever required. There are likewise unique extraordi-
nary decisions like estimating, singular worker planning, the executives of arrange-
ment and so forth S3 is called Basic Stockpiling Administrations. Utilized in the
AWS engineering. Utilizing this application interface, clients can helpfully store
or recall information by means of different information types. The administrations
will likewise have no PC viewpoint [19]. Figure 3 shows that AWS data mining
achitecture.

The load balance aspect helps the database and server performance to be improved
appropriately throughout the AWS architecture. This load balancer is a common
network device used in AWS architecture to achieve skill in conventional web appli-
cation frameworks. As per AWS architecture data flow chart, it can be used. The
Elastic Load Balancing System is also provided, and AWS spreads the traffic to EC2
instances via different information published. The traffic is also delegated to adaptive
add-ons, and Amazon EC2 hosts load balance deletions. The Amazon CloudFront
service is widely used to distribute information for web delivery. In addition to using
global network locations, the service can be used in content types such as static,
interactive, and subsystems. The content is automatically demanded from the user’s
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Fig. 3 AWS data mining architecture

end based on their position and also displays the various impacts on the results that
will enhance correctly.

It also ensures that a security feature, known as shared folders, is enabled. It
will also conflict with the inbound firewall network, necessitating the specification
of ports, processes, and even source IP fields for all EC2 instances that can be
accessed. Protective groups can be changed, and access to EC2 instances can be
limited, using different subnets or other IP addresses. It provides similar access to
database systems such as MySql, Microsoft SQL Server, and Microsoft SQL. These
programs, inquiries, and applications will all benefit from Amazon RDS. This often
aids in the avoidance of postulating control and the attainment of higher economic
values that can easily adapt from low to high prices. It will easily increase strength
and endurance, reducing the amount of time it takes to complete a task. This will
also assist in preventing the use of conjectural force [14, 15].

4.3 Google Cloud

Google Cloud Platform (GCP) is a public cloud platform fromGoogle that competes
with Microsoft Azure and AmazonWeb Services. The difference is that GCP is built
on Google’s massive, cutting-edge infrastructure, which manages all of Google’s
traffic and workload (Fig. 4).

For process monitoring, logging is essential. While the reports are the foundation
for assessing performance, logs provide valuable information needed to test, analyze
and enforce policies. Google Cloud Platform gives the automatic logging service for
archiving, search, tracking and alarming the log data and events in Google Cloud.
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Fig. 4 Google Cloud data mining architecture

The Data Log collects instant data from the facilities of Google Cloud. Monitoring a
challenging process is a key technical task. Google Cloud is a programmingmodel in
the Google Cloud Operations Suite that offers cloud management. In Google Cloud,
cloud surveillance is used to track providers andmetrics, and cloud analytics provides
an API for third-party monitoring tools to be integrated. Cloud monitoring central-
izes network measurements, reports, and occurrences to provide a rich collection of
measurable signals to developers and operators to enable root causes analysis to be
speeded up and time to be resolved to a minimum.

The alerting device instantlymaps to the surveillance system’s four golden signals,
providing all the information the on-call application requires to take urgent action.
Finding out how alarms work should not take too many taps. Also, it aims to reduce
the number of jobs you have, such as by deleting or automating error adjustments.
No servers are automatically run, maintained or updated, according to the load.
Tracking, logging and debugging are referred as appropriate terms. Built-in task and
functional protection based on the lowest principle of privilege [20, 21]. Table 1

Table 1 Comparison azure versus AWS versus google cloud

Parameter Microsoft Azure AWS Google Cloud Platform

Age scale 7 12 6

Backup Azure Amazon S3 No backup

Structure Enterprise-grade hybrid
cloud storage

Virtual tape infrastructure Partners like egnyte

Market status Second largest provider Dominant market position New

Price Price/minute Price/hour Price/minute
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shows comparison azure versus AWS versus google cloud.
Companies who primarily base their pricing decisions on their cloud providers

would need to evaluate each project on an individual basis in order to get the best
price. As suppliers lower their prices on a regular basis, these calculations will need
to be reviewed on a regular basis. Finally, the best public cloud provider is determined
by the demands and workloads.

5 Conclusion

Big data refers to massive amounts of heterogeneous data from both traditional
and new sources that are growing at an exponential pace. Designing structures for
centrally handling and efficiently analyzing vast quantities of data that are both
internal and external to an enterprise is difficult due to their high complexity. The
blueprint for a system that manages large data volumes during collection, processing,
analysis, and visualization is specified by a big data architecture. Many architectures
belonging to different categories have been proposed by academia and industry,
but the sector still lacks benchmarks. The arrival of the big data era necessitates the
creation ofmore effective and efficient data discovery and analysismethods.Different
clustering algorithms for parallel processing distributed systems and software plat-
forms must be advanced in this regard. When complex clustering algorithms are
required, however, implementing them in a fully scalable manner on such platforms
poses a number of technical challenges that evolve as the algorithms become more
complex. As a result, architectures that were designed for sequential processing
must constantly be redesigned to allow effective use of distributed computational
resources. As a result, clustering algorithms and big data handling architectures
must be examined in future.
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An IoT-Based Automated Aqua
Nurturing System

R. H. Aswathy, G. Dhanush Eswar, S. Arnold Jerome, and R. Abishek

Abstract Internet of Things (IoT) extended its features to all technologies, which
enables the connection of devices to the Internet and helps exchange information to
enhance communication using devices. IoT is a leading technology for automation
that provides unique identifiers and can share data over the Internet without any
human interactions. As we are in the modern world, we need to engage with work
and several other responsibilities. The loveable pets cannot be feed at the regular
time by owners. Regular feeding is one of the problems in fish maintenance, and
owners often forget to feed their pets because of their work. Our proposed work
is to design an interactive mechanism for pet owners who have an aquarium. The
prototype of an automated pet feeder builds that will be suitable for feeding pets
remotely using a smartphone. The pet feeder connected to a cloud server through
homeWi-Fi, and the pet owner controls feeding the pet from theirmobile phone, using
a predefined dashboard. An intelligent pet feeder circuit is built on a microcontroller-
based NodeMCU board interfaced with cloud. The servomotor with several sensors
is for notifying the owners to refill the food container and change the fish tank’s
water. Owners can monitor their pets on their mobile phones. This intelligent pet
feeder system is involved in the IoT’s ideas and satisfies pet owners’ needs, who are
out for work without any trouble.

Keywords Raspberry Pi · Python · Cloud · Internet of Things (IoT) ·
Microcontroller · NodeMCU

1 Introduction

Automation is a technological revolution in recent years and plays an integral part
in our daily life gadgets and industrial levels. Consumers are more attracted to the
automated devices. These devices aremainly used for time saving.Automationworks
with programmed software and electronic devices; with such machines, automation
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becomes more convenient for the consumer. Most pet owners love to spend time
with their pets, but some of them only have time and patience to feed their pets, and
someone do not have the time to care on pets. The IoT and automation come in handy
to develop a device that fulfils pet owners’ work without causing any harm to the
pets. These pet feeders work to give a fully personalized experience and programme
the schedule for feeding their pets with exact amount of food dispensed.

The IoT provides methodologies and sets of standards to associate objects in real
life. Pets require care and nourishment to keep them safe and healthy, but due to the
busy routine of working or studying until late hours, it is not easy to look after their
pets for some owners. More often, the pets get stressed because of not getting food
properly or not getting proper amounts of food. Sometimes the owner may not be
available for an extended period due to a family trip or any other important work.
The owners make a terrible decision to feed their pet with more food at once till their
return. Overfeeding is a bad practice of feeding a pet. With a pet feeder’s help, the
owner can feed their pet from anywhere they are and can follow the food chart for
their pet. This pet feeder comes with different ways of controlling remotely using the
phone by triggering the device using an app or using the Google Assistant to trigger
the feeder through a voice command. The sensors make this device more efficient in
many ways. Feeding can be done in timely basis which can set up what time using
the phone, the command will be triggered automatically and notified with a message.
The owner can also control the amount of food served at a time. The pet feeder will
be more beneficial for the pet owners who have a busy schedule and leave home
for an extended period. The pet owners are comfortable leaving their pets at home
because they can monitor and can feed their pets wherever they are through their
smartphone.

2 Literature Review

The wireless technology called “IoT” gained widespread attention in academic,
research and industry. It is a unique technique where each object provided with a
unique identifier where objects communicate, correlate and exchange data. The IoT
permits the user to optimize the electronic devices remotely [1] with various tech-
niques and applications. Communications technology growth, like WiMax, Wi-Fi,
IPV4 and IPV6, is the rudimentary facet of IoT [2]. The IoT is a ubiquitous tech-
nology that works based on a set of standards and protocols that integrate the objects
in the real world [3]. IoT is used in many applications in the automation industry,
education, logistics, health care and home applications. An automation technology
connects local and global network using embedded boards and sensors. The author
[4] discussed the protocols and algorithms in the Internet of Things. The author [5]
designed the intelligent pet feeder that feeds the food remotely, and the remaining
food in the container is intimated to the user. Various researches [6, 7] discussed that
the aquarium conditions are not appropriately maintained. Few kinds of research
give an intelligent mechanism for maintaining the aquarium in an efficient way [8],
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which control the aquarium through the online, status of food container and owner
to customize the time of feed. The author [9–12] records the timing for feeding the
fish, and it is monitor through UI-based environment.

3 Proposed Methodology

3.1 Workflow of the Proposed Methodology

The workflow of the pet feeder starts with the user. When the user logs into the
Blynk app using a mobile phone, the API call is sent to the Blynk API. The API will
authenticate using the token ID given to the user at the time of installation and get the
NodeMCU status, pH value of the water and available food quantity in the container
using the photoelectric sensor. The pH sensor will calculate the water’s pH value and
notify the user when the water needs the change. The photoelectric sensor calculates
the available quantity of the food in the container. It uses the photoelectric light to
pass on the food inside the container and calculate the amount of food available
using the reflection of the light from the food matter. The available amount of food is
calculated and displayed through the application. The Blynk app will send an alert to
the user if the food quantity reaches the threshold value. Figure 1 shows the workflow
of proposed method.

The API would return an “Up” signal if the NodeMCU is connected to the Wi-Fi
network. Else it will return “Down” as the status. The user provides two components:
a slider that allows the user to set the feeding quantity and a trigger button that sends
an API call to the Blynk server, which is available over the cloud network. The
NodeMCU will wait for the signal from the API after the connection establishment.

Fig. 1 Workflow of the proposed system
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Whenever the user triggers the button, the API call is sent to the Blynk server, and the
APIwill trigger theNodeMCU,which is connected to theWi-Fi network. TheGoogle
Voice Assistant can be used instead of triggering a button, and the proper command
will be assigned to it using an open-sourced platform called IFTTT. Whenever the
user wants to feed the pet, the user will be saying the commands to the Google
Assistant, and it will trigger the API call to the Blynk API, and the API will trigger
the NodeMCU. Whenever the NodeMCU receives the signal, it will send the signal
and the value for the motor’s number of rotations. The LCD will display the number
of the rotations and the last feed time. The pH sensor and the photoelectric sensor
continuously return the user’s value when connected to the Internet.

3.2 Architecture of the Proposed Methodology

The proposed system of the pet feeder relies on multiple sensors and the microcon-
troller. The microcontroller NodeMCU is connected to the various sensors that help
the user feed the pet endlessly, and the user can monitor the pet feeder’s require-
ments. The pH sensor senses the water’s pH value, and the photoelectric sensor will
sense the amount of food available in the container. The servomotor will serve food
to the pet, and the LCD will show the last feed time to the user. The entire set-up is
connected to the Internet through the open-source cloud platform called Blynk. The
user will have the app created by Blynk and trigger the button to feed the pet. The
notification slide in the app shows the food’s status in the container, and the water
has a monitored pH value. The Google Assistant can be used instead of triggering a
button, the user can say some command, and the user can feed the pet.

The proposed methodology’s architecture runs with diverse phases such as
measurement unit, actuator unit and software unit, and the architecture is shown
in Fig. 2.

3.2.1 Measurement Unit

The measurement unit is divided into two phases: weight scale and food container
level indicator. The weight scale indicates the weight of the food available in the food
container, whereas the level indicator displays the food availability in the container.
The container’s quantity is measured using an ultrasonic sensor and indicated to the
user through the Blynk app. The pH level of the water can be measured using the pH
sensor based on water conditions. The tab in the Blynk application shows the level
of both measurements.
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Fig. 2 Architecture of aqua nurturing system

3.2.2 Actuator Unit

The taxonomy of actuator units is to disperse food, display last feed through LCD,
display the pH value of water, alert the owner to fill the food container and alert the
user to clean the aquarium and refill the water.

3.2.3 Food Dispenser Mechanism

The feed is based on the size, number and quantity required for fishes present in
Aquarium. Table 1 shows the consumption chart of the fishes.

Table 1 Food requirements for aquarium fishes

Types of fishes Average weight (pounds) Required energy per day
(DE/HE)

Food weight (grams)

Gold fish 0.4 11.72 DE 0.362

Guppy 0.1 13.10 HE 0.090

Angel fish 0.3 12.97 DE 0.272

Red head cichlid 0.5 1.55 DE 0.453
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Table 2 Threshold indicators
for food container

Level (%) Intimation

0 < 25 Fill the food immediately

25 < 50 Fill the food

50 < 100 Food is sufficient

Disperse Food

The user has to set the quantity of food to be dispersed in the aquarium depending
upon the fishes’ number.

Display the Last Feed Time

The user can view the last feed time through their mobile device and the LCD placed
at the tank’s top. So, the feed performed either remotely or physically.

Display of pH Level

The user can view the water’s pH level indicator in the aquarium through their mobile
device through the Blynk application. This application alerts the user to change the
water in the aquarium depending on the pH level.

Food Container Alert

By using the ultrasonic sensor, the level of the food in the container is measured. The
level in the food container fixed using threshold values is shown in Table 2.

Here the threshold value is fixed at three levels from 0 to 25, and the user has
to fill the container with the food immediately. If the value lies between 25 and 50
percentage, the systemwill alert every 12 h to fill the container. If the threshold value
is between 50 and 100, food is sufficient, and no alert is given to the user.

pH Value Indicator

The pH sensor used to display the pH value of the water in the aquarium. The average
pH value of different fishes in water is shown in Table 3. Water hardness shows the
pH value. The convenient water level lies between 6.5 and 7.5

The protons movement stops in the fish body when the pH value is less than
5.5. The ammonia level in water is 2.0 ppm if the aquarium water gets affected by
the increase in temperature and pH value. The ammonia level also affects the aqua
bodies. The pH value for different fishes is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3 pH value for
different fishes

pH range Fishes

6.5–7.0 Silver dollar fish, hatchet fish, angel fish

6.0–6.5 Tiger barb, harlequin, clown fish

5.8–6.2 Neon tetra

5.0–7.0 Plecostomus

6.5–7.0 Zebra danio

7.0–7.5 Goldfish

Alerts the User to Clean the Aquarium and Refill Freshwater

The pH sensor in the fish tank alerts the user to clean the water. The water level
indicator sensor refills the water when the water level is low due to evaporation. The
aqua bodies will be affected by poor water conditions, leading to disease and a short
life span. The actuators’ automatic refill of water is when themodel is connected with
the water tank/pipes. The water level sensors monitor the level of water in the fish
tank. Intimation is given to the user during the reduction ofwater, and it automatically
refills the tank.

3.2.4 Control Unit

The food dispenser has a control unit. The control unit act as a scheduler, that schedule
schedules the time for feeding the fish, and quantity adjuster frequency of the food
dispensing and quantity of flowing food are also defined and managed.

3.2.5 Software Unit

The software used in the proposed work is the Blynk application which shows the
food level, last feed time pH value of water, water evaporation rate, the water level
in the aquarium and auto-refill of water. The food dispenser is designed with the
feeder threshold value, and once the threshold value gets changed, the intimation
is received through the application. The user can also view the last feed time and
number of feeds in a day. The pH indicator sends the alert message to the user when
there is a variation in water’s pH level. The water level sensor is used to maintain the
water level, which alerts the user of high evaporation rates. The user can also view
the level of water and refill the water through the Blynk application.

3.2.6 Historical Database

The real-time chart is used to analyse the amount of food dispersed and the current
pH level of water. This measurement helps the user to monitor the remaining food
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in the container and the current pH level of water. This intimation helps the user to
manage their aquarium in a better way.

4 Performance Evaluation of the Proposed System

4.1 Flow Rate of Food

The quantity of food released to the aquarium tank is calculated using flow rate. The
flow rate is denoted as f

f = A ∗ V

The servomotor attached in the dispenser Ga is rotated from 0° to 180°, a complete
rotation. The area (A) is defined as

A = π ∗ r2, and we know that the radius (r), r = 0.8 cm

A = 3.14 ∗ (0.9)2 = 3.14 ∗ 0.81 = 2.34 cm2

Manning’s equation is used to calculate the gravitational flow rate of the container.
The flow rate is defined as

F = A ∗ V where v1/n ∗ R(2/3) ∗ √
3

F = A ∗ V = (
A ∗ 1/n ∗ R(2/3) ∗ √

3
)

where f is the flowrate, V is the velocity, A is an area, n is the manning’s constant, R
is the radius, and S is the slope of the channel.

Manning’s coefficient is 0.012 cm, and the radius is calculated as

R = A/P, R = 2.54/18 = 0.14

The radius (R) is 0.14. The area is 2.54, radius is 0.14, slope value is 0.012, and
Manning’s coefficient is the flow rate of small outlet which is 5.712 cm2.

4.2 Comparison with Existing Methods

Components and functionalities are shown in Table 4
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5 Results and Discussion

This section shows the system’s result, which is connected to the Internet via the
Blynk server. The pet feeder is enabled using the NodeMCU and Blynk cloud server.
Blynk app, which the owner uses, can control and monitor the amount of food
dispensed and when the food is dispensed. When the owner clicks the Blynk app
button, it triggers the installed code on the NodeMCU. The code works and signals
the NodeMCU to operate the servomotor, and the container’s food is dispensed to
the pet.

5.1 Blynk Application

The data is updated whenever the food is dispensed, and these data are collected and
uploaded in the Blynk cloud server and get uploaded in the Blynk app. The data sheet
contains the amount of the food dispensed, how many times the servomotor rotates,
and the number of times the food is dispensed. With sensors’ help, the quantity in
the food container also gets measured and updated in the cloud and displayed in the
Blynk App which is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Output of aqua
nurturing system
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Fig. 4 LCD output of last
feed time

5.2 Google Assistant

The Google Assistant is also a way the pet owner can feed their pet. The pet owner
can use Google Assistant to give a command through voice message or text message
to feed their pet, the Google Assistant connected to the server triggers the code in
the NodeMCU, and it operates the servomotor to feed the pet. After dispensing the
food, the NodeMCU sends a reply message to the Google Assistant.

5.3 LCD Display

The LCD screen is fixed over the fish tank which display the last feed time. The LCD
output of last feed is shown in Fig. 4.

6 Conclusion

The usage of the Blynk cloud and sensors with the pet feeder is new to implement.
The measurement unit is divided into two phases: weight scale and food container
level indicator. The weight scale indicates the weight of the food available in the food
container, whereas the level indicator displays the food availability in the container.
The measurement unit measures the feed level, and it requires a lot of research and
reading. The display unit shows the last feed through LCD, display the pH value
of water, alert the owner to fill the food container and alert the user to clean the
aquarium and refill the water. This IoT-based aqua nurturing system implemented
using Arduino provided low cost, which used to fulfil the customer’s requirement
with the desired result.

Acknowledgements We acknowledge all referees who have given useful suggestion to enhance
this work.
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Advanced Automated Crop Predictive
Irrigation System

P. Suresh, K. Sujith, G. Thilak, and K. Sakthivel

Abstract In today’s agriculture, water management is an essential requirement in
arid and semiarid regions. The water irrigation system designed to decrease water
wastage and dispatch the proper water amount. This irrigation method manages the
water flow based upon plants’ species, increasing the yield. The proposed system
will help to create a real-time monitoring and low-cost irrigation system offering
stable remote access from anywhere, anytime. This result leads to a more efficient
method of agriculture. Live time sensors collect data such as dampness, soil moisture,
soil temperature, air temperature, and sufficient data for the irrigation intervals as
per the plant’s requirements. This method allows the farmers with efficient water
management and also to produce healthy crops with better yields. Our irrigation
system is adaptable to any irrigation mode. It provides the best and more efficient
technique to grow a plant of different kinds with different water requirements. This
work mainly focuses on plants’ consistent growth in the field concerning water
requirements and crop monitoring. This project aims to mitigate water scarcity and
increase the growth and yield of crops. Approximately, 70% of the total volume of
water used in the world is used for irrigation. The water requirements in arid and
semiarid regions are too high, so that irrigation management is a primary model for
sustainable and economically profitable crops.

Keywords Automation · Control systems ·Measurement · Portable radio
communication · Sensors · Irrigation ·Master–slave model

1 Introduction

Agriculture is the rudimentary source of income for the largest population in India.
Agriculture contributes a significant part to the Indian economy. However, techno-
logical enhancement and their adaptability of the technology in agriculture needs to
improve in India. The integration of new technology like the Internet of things will
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help make it easy to manage and supervise from any place at any time. Our future is
moving toward the scarcity of water for drinking, agriculture. It is essential to create
a system to reduce water wastage in agriculture because we use more than 78% of
freshwater. As there are many soil types and regions with different temperatures, it
requires adaptable irrigation. Interestingly, around 57% of the water meant to use
for irrigation is lost due to various reasons such as evaporation, transpiration, land
runoff, or simply inefficient primitive usage methods.

The initiatives to improve the agriculture sector are taken by the government
because of the need and development of the country’s economy; the government is
providing help to farms by online notification and mobile messaging alert services to
farmers regarding the agricultural queries, agriculture vendor’s information. More-
over, implementing new schemes for the welfare of farmers, it found based on the
survey done by the government of India that agriculture contributes 27% of the
country’sGDPandalso provides an employment rate of 70%of the Indianpopulation.

The agriculture field overcomes water deficiencies for irrigation and restricted
availability of lands and has to meet expanding consumption needs for the world
population. With the help of innovation in IoT with agriculture, applications are
overcoming these issues to increase the quality, quantity, sustainability, and cost
efficiency of agricultural production. In this rapidly growing growth of the global
population, agriculture has become the more important sector to meet human race
needs. Irrigation is considered one of the essential requirements for agriculture. Every
year, the consumption of water is increasing rapidly than rainfall. It becomes difficult
for farmers to conserve freshwater for achieving increasing demand with high yield.
With the tremendous growth of the technologies in the field of agriculture, the farmers
are provided with new options to implement irrigation [1] in their agriculture field
like manual control of irrigation process in which they irrigate the land by manual
control or based on a regular interval.

According to a statistics survey done by the researchers, agriculture uses about
85% of the available freshwater resource globally. The amount of water consumption
will increase continue to meet the population consumption with increased demand
for food. To overcome this issue, we have to enhance our technology in the field of
irrigation and agriculture. The advanced automated predictive irrigation system is
based on the Internet of things. When deployed to the farm, the soil moisture sensor
will start to collect all the readings along with temperature and humidity from the
farm and sent them to the server for further analysis. The moisture identification
sensor shows the potential difference between the two roads [2]. Based on the data,
the server analysis and provides an efficient decision to the main microcontroller,
which further starts to initialize the irrigation process by locating the position of
the field to be irrigated and setting the connection of the pipe toward the particular
location and starts pumping water toward the filed. By using the Internet of things
and sensor network technology, we can minimize the wastage of water up to 70%
and maximize the yield and productivity of the crops. Hence, it can significantly
improve the utilization of water and can increase water productivity.

The enhancement in the field of the Internet of Things has led to advancement in
the field of agriculture; by using smartphones and laptop devices, users can monitor
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and also control from any part of the world. The Internet of things is primarily
focused with interconnected communication devices from any location in the world.
Internet of things is a type of communication, where the sensors gather the data
and sent it to a microcontroller or microprocessor, and these processors connected
to the Internet through integrated or external communication modules, which in
turns helps to establish a communication the channel between the microprocessor
or microcontroller with the user devices to manage and perform a set of function-
alities. To establish a communication the channel between the processing unit and
the user device, both of the device should have a communication module along with
their devices. The communication modules are mostly WI-FI modules, Bluetooth
modules, or any other wireless communication systems [3].

2 Literature Survey

The literature review begins with gathering background resources in the field of
precision agriculture in order to accomplish the proposed work. The sensors like soil
moisture, humidity, and temperature placed near the root zone of plants and the sides
of the fieldwith some space. The data transmitted to the server is further analyzed and
stored in the database. The irrigation method is used to monitor and predict the water
requirement for upcoming days and also to characterize the variability of the farm
field [2, 4, 5], and this viewed as well as controlled using user interfaces like Android
or web app platforms. The microprocessor is programmed to set the threshold of soil
moisture sensor to limit the water flow, when there is an issue with connectivity to
the Internet, based on the crop, soil type, and also the climatic conditions and also
can be manually configured through the UI if needed.

The UI application displays climatic factors such as temperature, humidity, soil
moisture, water consumption,water threshold, and water level in the tank, making the
automated irrigation processmuchmore efficient and precise. The remotemonitoring
of agricultural fields is done using a wireless sensor which interconnected to all the
slave modules and master modules. All the data that the slave modules have gathered
have transmitted to master module, which classifies and consolidates the data so
that this data can be transferred to the cloud-based server for further analyses and
monitoring purpose. Based on this analysis, a threshold has set by the server and sent
back to themastermodule,which further set to the slavemodules,which are present in
that particular field. The initial investment may be higher when we integrate with the
agricultural field. However, when we consider the amount of freshwater consumed,
monitoring, and labour costs, the investment will quickly return in the long run.
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3 Architecture of the Proposed Work

The model is based on the master–slave architecture so that every module can work
efficiently. The master module works as the central processor with more computing
power than slave modules. Only the master modules have access to the Internet and
configured with the cloud-based server. The slave modules are being designed with
a low configuration microprocessor to reduce implementation costs [6]. The main
work for slavemodules is to gather the data regarding soil moisture level, temperature
and humidity from the sensor associated with the salve microprocessor. The gathered
data, along with slave module ID, is transferred using the wireless communication
modules to master modules. The master module gathers all the data from the slave
modules, which are then classified based on the slave ID and transmitted to a cloud-
based server. Based on the data gathered by the server, the analyses done on the
server. The server responds with commands stating the status of moisture content
in the field and the slave ID. The slave ID is a unique identification code used to
identify the location of the slave module in the field. Once the master module has
received the data, it initiates the irrigation system to irrigate at that particular field
location [7] with a required amount of water is released based on the crop.

3.1 Slave Module Architecture

The slave module made using a lower power microprocessor to reduce the cost of
implementation in real-time monitoring [8]. The moisture sensor, humidity sensor,
temperature sensor andwireless communicationmodules [7] connected to themicro-
processor. The power supplied to the microprocessor uses the solar panel to reduce
current wires’ overlaying over the field. The power supply is regulated and supplied
directly to the slave microprocessor unit. From there, the power is distributed to the
sensor modules, respectively. The slave microprocessor is allocated with a unique
identification code to identify the microprocessor superlatively.

Architecture diagram in Fig. 1 shows the slave system which will be deployed to
each and every part of field to gather the required information from soil. The data
are monitored and collected continuously with a specific time delay. This collected

Fig. 1 Architecture of slave
system
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information regarding temperature, moisture, and humidity has sent to the master
module for further processing through the wireless communication channel. The
slave microprocessor collects the processed data. The power supplied to the micro-
processor from the solar is regulated using the voltage regulator based on the process
used. If the wireless communication module draws more power than the processor’s
capability, it can also be connected externally to the solar supply unit.

3.2 Master Module Architecture

Architecture of master system in Fig. 2 is deployed in field to fetch data gather by
the slave modules and do the necessary decisions. The master module consists of a
powerful master microprocessor to communicate with the salve modules through an
optimal wireless communication module [9] to gather all the data from the respective
slave modules. The following modules include a wireless communication module,
Internet module, water diverter module and water pump in the irrigation system
connected with the master module. Only the master microprocessor is provided with
the Internet to communicate to the cloud server. Thewireless communicationmodule
used to communicate internally to the slave modules without the Internet. The water
diverter module is a stepper motor connected to the water pipe channel pump towater
to a specific pipe controlled by the master processor. Once the location identified,
the water pump initiated to pump the water to a specific location.

The data gathered by the slave are fetched and classified based on slave ID, further
after classification. The data are converted into a meaningful format for precision
farming [10, 11] and send to the cloud server for further analysis.Basedon the server’s
response, the master microprocessor decides to select the pipe channel based on the
slave ID, the location tracked, and the channel established with the water diverter
module’s help [12]. After this, the pump initiated to start pumping the water to that
particular field [13] with a specific amount of water with analysis.

Fig. 2 Architecture of
master system
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3.3 Master Module Connection with Slave Module
Architecture

To achieve efficiency and get more control over the field, we have to split the farm-
land into different pieces so that the slave modules can be fixed in the system by
every part of the land. The range is being defined based on the modules used to
gather the field’s data, which may range based on the sensors’ capability integrated
into the module based on the user’s budget and the field size. Slave made of micro-
processors with low computing power to reduce deployment cost. The slaves are
interconnected to measure the soil moisture sensor, humidity sensor, temperature
sensor, and wireless communication module. The slaves allotted with a unique id to
locate in the field, which interns help run the custom commands for each slave to
prove the farmers’ access to grow different crops in each area separately. The need
for custom configuration is to grow other crops. Based on the type of crop config-
ured, the master processor verifies the water threshold with field and the calculated
point based on the crop variety grown, soil type, and climatic conditions. The area is
divided into a two-dimensional matrix so that the slaves can be placed in each matrix
places [14]. The slaves and master modules connected through wireless connection
[15]; the redundant wired connection can be dismissed. A slave configured sepa-
rately to give the farmers the flexibility to grow a different crop variety in the same
agriculture using single master–slave configurations. The power supply to the slave
modules provided using the solar panels to avoid unnecessary current wire running
throughout the field and use the renewable energy source to provide an eco-friendlier
system. The configuration mode from the user interface provided using the web app
or Android application. The design validated by the server and provides suggestion
to the farmers if required. Once the server approves the structure, the user is compiled
with specific commands and transferred to the appropriate master microprocessor.
Once the designs are set and required information provided, the automated irrigation
process has initiated.

Architecture ofmaster and slave systemconnectedwith othermodules to automate
the irrigations process for more efficiency is shown in Fig. 3. Each slave is a separate
unit placed in a field, and the field is divided into a two-dimensional matrix so that
the slaves can be placed in each matrix place [14]. The slaves and master modules
are connected through wireless connection [15], so that unwanted wired connection
dismissed. Each slave configured separately to give the farmers the flexibility to grow
various crops in the same agriculture using single master–slave configurations. The
power supply to the slave modules provided using the solar panels to avoid current
wire running throughout the field. The configuration from the user interface provided
using the web app or using the Android application. When the configurations set and
required information provided, the automated irrigation process initiated.
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Fig. 3 Architecture of master and slave system connected with modules

3.4 Abstract Data Flow

Abstract architecture of the systemdata flow from the agriculture field to the end users
and vice-versa is shown in Fig. 4. The data are collected from the agriculture field
using the sensor modules with the help of slave processors. Then they are forwarded
to the master microcontroller to classify the data from each slave module. Further,
data are forwarded to the cloud-based server to analyze the data, and a response is
provided to the microcontroller to initiate the process based on the server’s analytical
response, respectively. During this process, these data are stored in the server to
monitor water consumption. Based on this data, farmers can monitor the readings,
analyze their crop, and customize the settings and manually run the water pump from
the user interface.

Fig. 4 Abstract architecture of the system data flow
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3.5 Monitoring

Monitoring is considered the most important aspect of analyzing the data and getting
the most out of the project. The gathered data are investigated based on the water
consumption, temperature, moisture level, and crop verification and growth, which
are the most critical parameters affecting crop growth. This data used to predict
the water threshold value to be set by the server for processing. Based on the
change in temperature, moisture, and humidity, the water threshold level has varied
to provide the system’s efficient outcome. It also creates space for the users to view
the water consumption. The author [16] suggested the precision irrigation based on
the agriculture land variations.

4 Experimental Setup with Results and Discussion

An experiment conducted to understand and analyze the difference between the
simple automated irrigation model and the proposed system in a small field. During
this experiment, the temperature is noted between 37 °C and 40 °C by the temperature
sensor. Both systems started at the same time. The system is provided with a tank
of 10 L separately to individually analyze the amount of water consumption. The
experiment is conducted for 10 h to calculate the efficiency of both systems.

4.1 Simple Automated Irrigation Model

For the research process, we have created a modal prototype to check whether the
system can provide the required efficiency as described in this paper. For this, we
have deployed the system in a small field, and for the first trial, we used the simple
automated system for irrigation, which starts when the threshold reaches 20% in the
soil moisture sensor in the field and following are the analysis graph:

There is no water in the initial state field, so the system starts and pumps the water
until all the soil moisture sensor threshold is satisfied. We can see that the amount
of water consumption is primarily near the graph’s initial value. If we are irrigating
from one end of the field and soil moisture sensors at the other end, then the motor
will pump until the last soil moisture sensor threshold is satisfied. The ten litters
consumed before 10 h of the experiment (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 Analyses of water consumed by simple automated irrigation system for a period of 10 h and
temperature ranges from 37 °C to 40 °C

4.2 Proposed Model

We deployed our proposed model and the analysis made in the same agricultural
field depicted in Fig. 6.

The line graph represents the overall process of the system, the initial stage reading
startwith 0, and by turning on the system, thewater amount reaches high for 5minutes
before returning to normal. When a specific part of the field’s soil moisture sensor
detects a water level threshold of less than 20% for five minutes, it automatically
begins to pump water to a specific field in a specific amount based on the crops’
needs. We can see that only less amount water consumed for each initialization
of the process. In the process, which ran for 10 h, approximately, 4.6 L of water
consumed, respectively.

Based on both the analyses, we can see that the water consumption calculated
to 10 L for the simple automated system, and the proposed automated irrigation
system has consumed 4.6 L for 10 h. So, when we calculate the percentage of water

Fig. 6 Analyses ofwater consumed by proposed predictive automated irrigation system for a period
of 10 h and temperature ranges from 37 °C to 40 °C
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consumption of the proposed model with a simple automated irrigation system:
(4.6/10) *100 = 46% of water usage, and when we calculate the efficiency of the
proposed system, we get 100 − 46 = 54%. The proposed system is more efficient
by 54% more than the simple automated system.

5 Conclusion

The proposed system designed to automate irrigation which mitigates water wastage
in the agriculture field and provide more yield with high productivity. Since the tradi-
tional agriculture method consumes freshwater quantity, we need a flexible system
to reduce the water wastage to cultivate crops on the farm. The analysis shows that
the amount of water consumed by the existing system is 54%more than the proposed
system. Implementing the proposed system assured that we could have an efficient
irrigation system with precision cultivation of crops to provide a highly efficient
and high yield to significantly impact the minimum use of water resources with an
efficient and much more stable form of agriculture production.
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Applying Reinforcement Learning
in SDN: A Packet Re-transmission Policy

Vasantharaj Karunakaran and Angelina Geetha

Abstract The main purpose of working in open flow and is its specification is very
important in software-defined networks. Normally in flow control and error control
protocol, the main role will be forwarding the packets from source to destination, but
it seems to be vulnerable. In open flow specification, the logical switch contains at
least one stream table or gathering table that performs queries, bundles sending to an
outside Controller. Open flow particularly advances the bundle from the source to the
external controller and then to the destination. Due to many reasons, the packets may
be rejected or dropped. The rejected or dropped packets will be stored in the port.
In this paper, reinforcement learning is applied for the re-transmission of the lost
packets. Q-Learning formula is applied to the dropped packets to study the reason
for the dropping and the same will be re-transmitted.

Keywords Open flow · Software-defined networks · Reinforcement learning ·
Q-formula

1 Introduction

SDN Controllers and changes include the execution of open flow information with
the goal of understanding the basic language of open flow messages. The SDN
controller pushes switches to power switches with the intention that they will be able
to choose when system traffic reaches them. SDN is a very famous and powerful
concept [1] which decouples the data plane and control plane [2], where data plane
is used as the forwarding mechanism and control plane takes the responsibility of
control decisions.
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Fig. 1 Components of open
flow switch

There are lot of protocols available in SDN to swap the information, but open flow
is the most powerful [3, 4] in information exchange. Open flow permits a change
to inform the controller of an approaching bundle for which there are no rules for
forwarding that has been traced in the stream table. Thus, a controller might transfer
control message to a control layer called switch informing to include a recent or
alter a current sending regulation in the flow table to assist the approaching bundles.
The procedure expands organizing assets and acquaints inertness with the parcel
sending process. The open flow specification shields the fundamental mechanisms
and fundamental tasks of the switch and the open flow switch procedure to handle
an open flow switch from an isolated open flow controller (Fig. 1).

The switch protocol or open flow channel communicates with controller which
is in the top and the controller accomplishes the switch through open flow switch
procedure. The open flow switch components contains flow table which has the set
of flow entries. Every match field contains a conventional of flow guidelines to smear
to check the packets. The next step will be finding the match of the packet if any.
If a similar entry is found, the instruction linked through precise flow entry will be
accomplished. It will suit the flow entries in the priority order. The packet always
matches from the highest priority to the lowest priority. If there is no matching found
in the flow table, the following possibilities may happen.

(a) The packet might be promoted to the controller via open flow channel.
(b) The packets might be dropped or rejected or it may continue in the iteration.

The purpose of the group table will be guiding packet forwarding and packet
modification. Usually, the port which follows will be 6653.

Open flow channel available in the right side of the component acts as an edge
that links every open flow logical switch to the open flow controller, via controller
which aligns and accomplishes the switch, collects the instruction from the switch and
drives the packet out of the switch. The dropping of packet rate should be minimized.
There is a possibility for a rejected packet to continue in the next iteration. This can
be obtained by using trial and error method; Q-Learning is the suitable for the above
proposed method.
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2 Related Works

In Ting et al. [4], SDN-based methodologies can effectively assign organizing assets
for such streams, the overhead because of system reconfiguration can be critical.
They also proposed RL model algorithm which uses emulation results in which
RL algorithm shows 60% progress in reducing the long-term plane and about 14%
progress in the table-hit ration.

When related to north-bound interface, south-bound interface plays a major role
whichwas implemented by open flow specification.Wolfgang andMichael [5] exem-
plified numerous SDN applications in diverse ranges that progresses network admin-
istration andprocess and alsomalignant issues and inter-domain routing.Thedropped
packets will be routed back and been transferred to its destination. The SDN structure
must be adaptable enough to deal with a wide range of network devices, instead of
one API for each device type. This implies managing both equipment and program-
ming devices, straightforward sending devices and devices with rich and complex
conduct.

As per Jean et al. [6] in the concern of flow entries, lot of previous standards had
been explained, but mostly all these in very gross platform. The packet forwarding
or packet processing should be decoupled from the protocol definitions. The perfect
solution was adopted by open flow specification, the main concept of flow entry.
Hence, the flow entries deserve to select related packets with great flexibility and
access protocol layers. The dropped packets will be in the port, and then the packet
may be re-forwarded again to open flow channel.

Utilizing the open flow convention, the controller can build, update and eradicate
stream sections in-stream tables, both responsively (because of packets) and proac-
tively. Each flow table in the switch contains a bunch of flow sections; each flow
passage comprises of match fields, counters and a bunch of directions to apply to
coordinating with matching packets as clarified by [7].

Lara et al. [8] proposed a survey that there is always a feasibility for the
researchers to test the innovative ideas and novel applications; this additionally incor-
porates software-based traffic investigation, centralized control, dynamic refreshing
of sending rules and flow reflection. They measured the open flow networks through
modeling and experimentation; also, they surveyed the challenges, while deploying
open flow-based networks.

Another survey provided by Hu et al. [9] conducted a thorough overview of the
significant points in SDN/open flow execution, counting the essential idea, appli-
cations, semantic deliberation, controller, virtualization, quality of administration
(QoS), security, just as its coordination with remote and optical systems. Various
plans of merits and demerits will be analyzed and future exploration slants in this
energizing region will be discussed.

Fang et al. [10] described the objective of software-defined networks is to give
exposed, client-controlled administration of the sending equipment in a system. SDN
misuses the capacity to part the information plane from the control plane in switches.
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Zhang et al. [10] stated that SDN has responsibility to provide a centralized view;
for that, SDN controller with SDN should be synchronized each other. Sometimes,
there may be an issue in performance of the controllers with respect to SDN. To over-
come this issue, we formulate the controller using Markov decision process (MDP),
agentwill be equipped in an environment to train a smooth, accessible andfinegrained
controller synchronization called multi-armed controller synchronization (MACS).

Yao et al. [11] have illustrated that the process of segregating the control plane
from the forwarding plane is very mandatory for wide deployment of SDN. We
have to manually configure the forwarding planes. This issue can be overcome by
reinforcement learning getting employed to vigorously produce control strategies
and produces an ideal solution.

Maintaining a balanced load while segregating the planes as mentioned earlier,
SDN controller mechanism is very much essential from Zhuo et al. [12] utilized to
choose the out-migration space, the in-migration area and the change to move, as
consolidated into one switchmigration triplet. By applying support learning, the heap
adjusting system picks a lot of switch migration lines that can accomplish worldwide
enhancement from neighborhood improvement which will be the primary objective
of this paper. The test results clarify that the component can utilize the controllers’
assets, rapidly balance the heap between controllers, lessen pointless movement
overhead and get a quicker reaction pace of the parcel in demand.

5G networks are used for re-transmission for the fastest recovery of the packets.
To prove the re-transmission, Chen et al. [13] state that a two-way handshaking
mechanism can also be implemented. SDN-based data transmission protocol (SDTP)
is presented for 5G networks which improves the data transmission and packet re-
transmission. 5G network communication is also supported by SDN-based adaptive
transmission protocol [14].

3 Reinforcement Learning

The reinforcement learning is applied in the SDNopen flow,which the entire scenario
called environment. The source node acts as an agent, which waits the instructions
from the destination that is SDN controller. Reinforcement learning can be generally
classified into two types.

(i) Markov decision process
(ii) Q-Learning.

Markov decision process (MDP) utilized for creating decisions whether the
packets transferred travel the correct path or not. The following terminologies are
very important before going to Q-Learning. MDP consist of, State (S): SDN is ready
to transfer the packets in open flow specification to the SDN controllers. Packets are
considered as set of states. So we have five states. There is a possibility of rejecting
or dropping the packets in which will be stored in port. This will be described in
Q-Learning.
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1. Action (A): Possible set of activities available from state S.
2. Reward R(s’|s, a): It is the reward received after overcoming the failure.
3. Discount (Y): It is the discount factor, which exemplifies the transformation in

future and present rewards.

So, Markov process can be perceived as an assortment of state S for certain
activities A potential from each state with some likelihood P. Each such activity will
prompt some prize R. In the event that the likelihood and prizes are obscure, the
issue is of reinforcement learning. A new learning methodology called re-transmit
algorithm before that a brief study SDNopen flow gives clarity about how the packets
are transferred and how is mentioned in the open flow entry which is recognized by
the packet’s match fields and its priority.

4 Controller Architecture

Figure 2 represents the RYU controller architecture; the top of the architecture
contains north-bound plug-in which enables the user to write their own application.
REST API is responsible for that. Bottom of the architecture contains south-bound
plug-in which enables the open flow switches. All the versions of the open flow
switches will be supported by RYU. Inside the RYU architecture contains RYU
library files. The main purpose of the library files is that the flow rules are installed
in the RYU controller, so the path between source host and destination host will be
established. The controller ensures all the paths possible between the switches and
the hosts. Pathless switches will be rejected. Also, there is possibility of finding the
nearest host, which may also act as destination host.

Fig. 2 RYU controller
architecture
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5 Proposed Model

The main purpose of this work is to apply the reinforcement learning in software-
definednetworks,while transferring the packets. If the packet gets stuck in themiddle,
then we use reinforcement learning to resume the dropped packets and re-transfer
it again. A new algorithm, re-transmit algorithm, checks the circuit whether there is
any packet to re-transfer. This allows to check if there is any failure of packets in the
initial transferring of the packets. This can be elaborated later in the circuit diagram.

First way: The first is to utilize the q-table as a source of perspective and view
every single imaginable activity for a given state. The operator at that point chooses
the activity dependent on the maximum estimation of those activities. This is known
as exploiting since we utilize the data we have accessible to us to settle on a choice.

Second Way: The subsequent method to make a move is to act haphazardly. This
is called investigating. Rather than choosing activities dependent on the maximum
potential compensation, we select an activity at irregular. Acting haphazardly is
significant in light of the fact that it permits the specialist to investigate and find new
expresses that in any case may not be chosen during the abuse procedure. You can
adjust exploration/exploitation utilizing epsilon (ε) and setting the estimation of how
regularly you need to explore versus exploit. Here is some unpleasant code that will
rely upon how the state and activity space is the arrangement.

Updating Q-Table:

Updates happen each step ends when an action is done. The agent comes to a point
by reaching the endpoint of the game or completing the task; in the next step,the
agent comes to the conclusion that it explored enough steps.

There are three basic steps:

(i) The controller transfers all the packets initially.
(ii) The flow rules installed in the controller check whether every packet had been

successfully transmitted.
(iii) If any packet failed in the middle, then the failed packets are applied for

re-transmission by using the re-transmit algorithm.

The above Fig. 4 shows the respective dropped packets 0,1,2,3,4 which lays in the
port. It is a chance by applying a Q-Learning algorithm to re-transfer the dropped
packets from the port. Q-Learning normally plays a role of getting failed at initial
phase, in which it is called as observing phase. The same methodology applied in
SDN open flow packet transferring, while the dropped packets in the port will be
falling under the term observation by agent. Proposed re-transmit algorithm plays
a similar role like Q-Learning [15]. The failure packets are re-transmitted similarly
like Q-Learning algorithm (Fig. 3).

From the port applied the Q-Learning algorithm, the packet tends to find the
destination host. There may be one node in the middle or may be two node in the
middle, between source and destination hosts. This provides the accuracy rate of
90%; hence, we cannot assure 100% for all the dropped packets.
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Fig. 3 Applying Q-Learning in open flow specification packets

Fig. 4 Dropping of the
packets

5.1 Proposed Re-transmit Algorithm

1. Src - > new Pckt;
2. Send(Pckt) - > InPort;
3. If Pckt.Header p Flow_Table then
4. Update_Counters();
5. Send(Pckt) - > Output.Port
6. Success
7. else
8. re-transmit(Pckt_In) - > Controller;
9. Add Flow rule to Switches;
10. Src - > dropped Pckt;
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11. Send(Pckt) - > InPort;
12. If Pckt.Header p Flow_Table then
13. Update_Counters();
14. Send(Pckt) - > Output.Port
15. endif
16. Output_Port - > Dst;

The algorithm states that how many packets we are to re-transfer, those packets
are constructed in the matrix format. If we say there are four packets, then it is
considered as 4*4 matrix. From the above algorithm, the first step will be setting
the gamma value. That should be less than the value 1. Now, the user should take
the value near to 1, may be 0.8 or 0.9. Initial input matrix will be 0, whatever the
size of the matrix. Applying the formula in the eight step, the packets will be re-
transferred, and some rewards will be obtained. The packet starts traveling from the
source and checks the valid destination; SDN open flow controller will be routing
the packet to its proper destination, by overcoming the timing issues.There should
be not more intermediate nodes, which makes the architecture more complex. But in
feature, there are feasibilities for this type of study.Retransmission is also applicable
for UDP-based transmission [16].

The below architecture shows that how the dropped packets are transferred from
source to destination (Fig. 5).

Assume 0,1,2,3,4 are the areas in which the dropped packets happened in themain
flow specification packet transferring; now, this has to be re-transfer again. Take 0th
packet and check the possibility of the packet to reach the destination; as explained
in the architecture, intermediate node should be less than or equal to 1 or it should not
be greater than 2. Now in the area 5, assume the SDN open flow controller switch is
present. This controller has to be passed to the destination. If we want to transfer 0th
packet from any of the source node, we say the 5th area is the open flow switch, so
the role of switch will forward to any of the destination node as shown in the Fig. 6.
The traveling of the packet and its drop of the packet is shown in Fig. 7.

The packet is dropped packet to RYU controller. Fig. 4 shows the number of hosts
connected, connected to a switch. Five switches and five hosts are designed. The

Fig. 5 Re-transmission of
the packets
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hosts are named as h1, h2, h3, h4 and h5, respectively. h1 is considered as source
host, and a time slot fixed as t0. Inside the switch, SDN flow rules are installed. This
is mainly used for Packet matching. If a packet transferred either from Host 1 or
Host 2, it is transferred to switch A. From switch A fix a time t1, and then packet
travels to SDN open flow controller; with the help of flow rules installed, the switch
A forwards the packet to the controller; the open flow controller then checks whether
the packet is matched. If the packet is matched, then it forwards the packet to switch
B. If there is a mismatch, then the controller rejects the packets and then sends back
to the switch. The concept of Q-Learning arises here. Now, the rejected packet should
be re-transferred. The flow table in which flow rules are available will re-transmit
the packet again to the SDN controller. Now, if the packet is matched, controller
forwards the packet to the switch B and then it reaches the destination host.

Figure 5 shows the successful re-transmission of the packets implement the above
said architecture; SDN controller is needed. There are lot of SDN controllers avail-
able; RYU controllers had lot of provisions. RYU is a segment-based SDN outline.
RYU gives programming segments a very much characterized outline that makes
it simple for engineers to make new organized executives and control applications.
The primary motivation behind utilizing RYU is that it upholds different conventions
for overseeing organizing gadgets, for example, open flow, BGP and so on When
coming to open flow switches, RYU underpins a wide range of switches. A brief
outline of RYU controller architecture will be discussed.

6 Results and discussion

There are more possibilities of packets getting affected or packet failure as similar
in traditional networking. In similar cases, the packets may be getting rejected.
RYU keeps track of the rejected packet, as the flow rules are installed in the
controller; hence, the rejected packets are re-transmitted. The packet will start its
re-transmission, and the controller will find a path for the packet to reach the destina-
tion. To execute this process, we need to install mininet. The platform which mininet
will be well supported is Ubuntu 20.0.4. Amininet emulator will be installed, besides
a simulator tool called miniedit, a tool where we can customize our topologies. To
successfully do this, we follow two procedures. To install Ubuntu 18.0 or higher
version, the Oracle Virtual toolbox needed to be installed. Another procedure is we
can do Ubuntu 20.0.4 as main OS or in dual boot OS.

7 Conclusion

As the concept of virtualization has reached its peak, SDN replaced the traditional
network. Software-defined networking (SDN) segregates the control plane and data
plane. The SDN switches in the data plane, is ready to receive the packet from
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the source, and transfers the packet to the destination through control plane. The
possibility of packet loss arises because of the issues like latency in the controller.
RYU controller always gives a better throughput when compared to other controllers,
but in case of latency, it may lead to a packet loss. So it leads to the retransmission
of the packets. From this, we can conclude that packets are retransferred using the
Q-Learning algorithm. The dropped packets are already stored in the port in the open
flow specification of SDN. Those dropped packets are taken for retransferring again
into the open flow controller and provide 90% success rate. Suppose, if any failure
occurs again in the retransmission, then those packetswill be terminated permanently.
In the future, there may be a change in the architecture and the success rate will be
increased. Also, traffic analysis will be considered in the future, to obtain better
retransmission between source and destination. If traffic arises while re-transferring,
then it incurs a loss again. The traffic issue will be taken care of by both the switches
and controllers. Less traffic will be filtered by the switches, and more traffic will be
filtered by the controllers. These issues will be taken care as well as the testbed in
SDN open flow can be improved.
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Machine Learning Approach to Detect
Depression Using Social Media Posts

Samadrita Saha, Sonal Kumari Thakur, and R. S. Ponmagal

Abstract Depression is a common cause of global impairment and can lead to
suicide in the worst-case scenario. It has been observed to affect a person’s language
of communication as well as their facial expressions. People have taken to sharing
their feelings and sentiments on social media sites since its introduction in the last
decade. This has provided a unique opportunity for researchers to study their inter-
actions on these platforms and infer whether the users display signs of depression
or not. This paper utilizes the Twitter platform and analyzes text posts using bag of
words, term frequency–inverse document frequency, andNaive Bayes algorithm, and
profile pictures using convolutional neural networks. Additionally, profile pictures
containing quotes or words are first subjected to optical character recognition (OCR)
to convert them into a text format so that they can be analyzed using BOW and
TF-IDF. The study yields a combined result based on the analysis of both text posts
and profile pictures, which can better guide the users toward seeking professional
medical counsel. Unlike current systems which either focus on text or images posted
by the user, the proposed system focuses on both and thus takes into consideration
both facets of social media interaction.
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1 Introduction

According to a study published by the World Health Organization [1], 322 million
people suffer from depression globally, a number that roughly equates to 4% of the
worldwide population. Despite the common public perception, depression is not the
same asmood fluctuations and emotional responses that arise due to challenges faced
in everyday life, and while it is difficult to define it precisely in a manner that fits all
the various subtypes that have been elaborated in the past, common symptoms include
a considerably changed mood that could be accompanied by a dent in self-worth, a
desire to shrug off interaction with other people, sluggishness, and the inability to be
productive. When depression affects someone over long periods of time, it affects
their health severely and has also been linked with inducing suicidal thoughts.

Although effectivemethods to treat mental illnesses have been established, a large
percentage of people do not receive any treatment for their ailment. This lack of
diagnosis is due to several reasons: a deficiency in medical resources and adequately
trained healthcare professionals, the societal stigma surrounding mental illnesses,
and shame and self-stigmatization that affect the depressed individuals. Studies have
shown that the latter is a much more prominent reason that deters people from
reaching out for proper medical help. The aforementioned reasons that fail to diag-
nose depression, coupled with the popularity of the internet and social media sites,
have led to affected individuals expressing their concerns and fears, sharing their
struggles, and supporting each other on these online platforms [2]. This has led
several researchers to study the online activity of individuals as a solution to combat
the lack of diagnosis of depression. While studies in the past have either focused on
text or image analysis, this paper aims to combine the results obtained from both
using machine learning methods such as BOW, TF-IDF, Naive Bayes classifier, and
convolutional neural networks.

This paper comprises several sections: Sect. 2 outlines the most up-to-date
methods for predicting depression from social media messages; Sect. 3 describes
the proposed system’s methods briefly; Sect. 4 explains the system’s implementa-
tion by decomposing it into two modules: one for text analysis and one for image
analysis; Sect. 5 discusses the evaluation metrics of the system along with two indi-
vidual instances of executing it; Sect. 6 finally concludes this study by summarizing
the entire system and detailing limitations and scope for future work.

2 State of the Art

The current body of literature that deals with the prediction of depression using
social media is quite extensive pertaining to the study of text posts. Twitter is a
popular choice for researchers because of the large volume of data that is available
on it; it has around 326 million active users and 90 million publicly available tweets
[3]. De Choudhury et al. [4] used linguistic features obtained from social media
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interaction to predict postpartum depression. Further, they used statistical methods
such as t-tests to obtain the results. Coppersmith et al. [5] searched for a specific
phrase in tweets, ‘I have been diagnosed with X,’ where X was representative of a
particular mental health condition. This study used linguistic inquiry and word count
to determine the difference between these conditions. Tsugawa et al. [6] used a strictly
Japanese Twitter sample and successfully predicted depression using features based
on a topic modeling. They concluded that when the data was collected over a period
of 16 weeks as compared to 6 weeks, the accuracy of prediction improved. Besides
Twitter, researchers have also used other social media sites like Facebook and Reddit
to analyze the text posts of users and detect signs of depression. Moreno et al. [7]
observed the status updates of 200 users on Facebook and looked for the phrase ‘I
feel hopeless’ in them to conclude whether the users were depressed or not, using
negative binomial regression. Further, Choudhury et al. [8] observed using statistical
means that users on Reddit with poor linguistic style and less social interaction who
tended to express feelings of hopelessness or anxiety showed signs of depression.

Contrary to the vast research that has been done involving text posts on social
media, extremely limited studies have focused on image analysis. While images
showing the facial expressions of users have still been studied to predict depression,
images with embedded words, most often famous quotes from popular works in
media, remain an unexplored domain. Guntuku et al. [9] observed that Twitter profile
pictures that showed only the user’s face and images dominated by grayscale were
indicative of depression. The authors also found that pictures of userswith depression
more often hid positive emotions than display negative emotions. Despite images on
social media platforms not being analyzed in detail to evaluate the mental state
of users, significant work has been done using them outside the realm of social
media sites. Alghowinem et al. [10] predicted depression in users based on their
eye movement and head movement using a predefined dataset of images containing
facial expressions. The subjects varied in their cultural and societal backgrounds,
and it was found that the best results were obtained using cross-validation. Harati
et al. [11] measured a feature called multi-scale entropy (MSE) that indicated the
variation occurring across a single pixel in a video. They concluded that a low entropy
level suggested the person was depressed. Zhou et al. [12] detected the severity of
depression in people by generating a depression activation map (DAM) by training
a deep convolutional neural network. This was combined with regression models for
even better performance and to successfully identify depression regions on people’s
faces.

Additionally, the present body of literature does not include any studies that
combine the results of both text and image analysis performed on data obtained
from social media platforms, which is the goal of this paper.
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3 Proposed Work

The proposed system aims to analyze both text and image posts using machine
learning algorithms. For the analysis of text posts, BOW and TF-IDF are used inde-
pendently to first construct a vectorized matrix. A Naive Bayes model with two
classes, positive and depressive, is then fitted using the said vectorized matrix. Once
the model is trained, its accuracy is verified using the validation data, following
which it is used to determine whether a particular text post is positive or depressive
in its tone.

Image posts can be classified into two categories: images containing words and
images containing facial expressions. For the analysis of images containing words,
OCR is first used to convert them into text format. This intermediate result is then
analyzed using the Naive Bayes model previously trained for text data. For the anal-
ysis of images containing facial expressions, a four-layered convolutional neural
network is built that can classify the expressions into two classes, positive and
negative, the latter indicating that the user could be suffering from depression. The
outcomes of both varieties of image analysis, and the independently acquired result
of text analysis, are used to predict the state of the user’s mental health; if either
analysis predicts that the user suffers from depression, then the overall prediction
states the same.

4 Implementation

The prediction of a user’s mental state is done based on both their text and image
posts. To facilitate the study of both kinds of posts, the proposed system is broken
down into two modules, one for text analysis, and the other for image analysis. Fig. 1
depicts the architecture diagram of the system that is proposed. It shows the two
modules of the system; the text analysis module has components for preprocessing,
performing feature extraction using bag of words and term frequency–inverse docu-
ment frequency, and performing classification using a Naïve Bayes Classifier; the
image analysis module has components for preprocessing both images containing
quotes and facial expressions, an optical character recognition component for the
quotes that feeds into the text analysis module, and a convolutional neural network
to analyze facial expressions.

4.1 Text Analysis

Dataset: We generate the dataset by combining positive tweets from the Senti-
ment140 dataset with tweets containing the hashtag ‘depression’ (#depression)
scraped using Twitter’s Developer Tools. For scraping, a developer account is made
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Fig. 1 Architecture diagram of the proposed system

that allows one to scrape tweets for academic and research-related purposes. The
Sentiment140 dataset has 1,600,000 tweets divided into three categories labeled as
follows: 0 for negative, 2 for neutral, and 4 for positive. For this study, only 8000
positive tweets are considered and are then combined with 2314 depressive tweets
that are scraped from Twitter.

4.1.1 Data Preprocessing

Once the dataset is created, we use natural language processing (NLP) to preprocess
it. Several algorithms are used for this purpose. Tobegin,webreakdown the sentences
in the posts into words using tokenization. Next, we exclude stop terms like ‘the,’
‘for,’ ‘can,’ and ‘a,’which provide little insight into the user’smental state. Finally, we
reduce all the words to their root or base form using stemming [13]. For example, the
words ‘worrying’, ‘worries’, ‘worrisome’, and ‘worried’ are all reduced to ‘worry’.

4.1.2 Feature Extraction

We perform feature extraction using two different methods, BOW and TF-IDF, and
evaluate and compare the performance of the classifier using both.

(a) BOW:BOW is the simplestmethod to extract features inNLP. First, we create a
vocabulary using all the unique words present in the corpus, following which a
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vectormatrix is constructed inwhich each rowcorresponds to a single tweet and
each column corresponds to one of the previously determined unique words.

(b) TF-IDF: One of the major drawbacks of BOW is that it gives equal importance
to every word in the text, irrespective of its impact on the tone of the message.
For example, ‘sad’ and ‘will’ are both treated equally, although ‘sad’ is more
indicative of the mental state of the user. TF-IDF rectifies this shortcoming and
identifies words that aremore important to the corpus, using statistical features.
It works on the principle that if a particular word occurs more frequently in
a single document (a tweet, in the scope of this study) and less frequently
across all other documents in the corpus then that word should be given more
importance because it holds more insight for classification. The TF-IDF score
for every word in the corpus is calculated using the formulae mentioned in
(1), (2), and (3). A high score indicates more importance of the word. We then
construct a vectorized matrix using these scores.

t ft,d = nt,d
Number of terms in the document

(1)

id ft = log
Number of documents

Number of documents with term ′t ′
(2)

(t f _idf)t,d = t ft,d ∗ id ft (3)

4.1.3 Naïve Bayes Model

Finally, we train a Naïve Bayes classifier using the vectorized matrices obtained
from the BOW approach and the TF-IDF approach independently. The classification
algorithmNaïveBayes is based onBayes’ Theorem and assumes that each function is
independent of each other [14]. It can be expressed mathematically as (4), in terms of
conditional probability, P(x|y), and independent probability, P(x). Once the classifier
is trained, we verify its accuracy using the validation data.

P(A|B) = P(B|A)P(A)
P(B)

(4)

4.2 Image Analysis

4.2.1 Quotes

(a) Dataset: Since we analyze images containing quotes using the module for text
analysis, there is no necessity for a separate train or test dataset.
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(b) Data Preprocessing: First, we grayscale the image to convert it into a binary
image. RGB images are converted to grayscale images using the formula in (5),
where Y, R, G, B stand for grayscale, red, green, blue values. Next, we remove
noise from the images by utilizing morphological operations like erosion and
dilation.

Ylinear = 0.2126Rlinear + 0.7152G linear + 0.0722Blinear (5)

(c) Optical Character Recognition: Finally, we convert the images containing
words into machine editable and searchable text. This text is then used as
an intermediate output that is analyzed using the techniques of BOW, TF-IDF,
and Naive Bayes classification.

4.2.2 Facial Images

(a) Dataset:We use the FER2013 dataset to analyze imageswith facial expressions
in this study. The FER2013 dataset has 35,887 images showing a variety of
seven basic human emotions.We classify these emotions into two classes: posi-
tive (happiness, neutral, surprise) and depressive (anger, fear, disgust, sadness)
[9].

(b) Data Preprocessing: Next, we perform image augmentation on the training
dataset for better performance of the convolutional neural network. Multiple
processing techniques like rotating, shearing, and flipping are performed to
artificially generate more training images.

(c) Convolutional Neural Network: Finally, we create a convolutional neural
network containing convolutional layers and fully connected layers. Once the
model is trained using the train data, we validate its working using the valida-
tion data. Figure 2 depicts the organization of the neural network that has been
used. It has four convolutional layers and two fully connected layers containing
batch normalization, RELU, max pooling, and Dropout layers. The output is
obtained using a SoftMax activation function.

Fig. 2 Convolutional neural network architecture
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5 Results Discussion

Our objective is to predict depression of the users using their text posts and profile
pictures. For testing, we generate a dataset by shuffling our train dataset with scraped
Twitter data;we collect the Twitter data by first scraping text posts and profile pictures
of users who post using the hashtag ‘depression’ (#depression) and then scraping
the data of users who post using the hashtag ‘positivity’ (#positivity). The resulting
dataset thus has information about both varieties of social media interaction of users,
text as well as image, and is then verified using the text and image analysis techniques
outlined in Sects. 3 and 4.

We evaluate the performance of these algorithms using popular evaluationmetrics.
Accuracy is the percentage of true classification; precision is the number of positively
identified entities that are correct; recall is the proportion of correctly identified
positive samples; F1 is recall and precision’s harmonic average [13]. All thesemetrics
can be mathematically formulated as shown in (6), (7), (8), and (9), in terms of
true/false positives and negatives.

Accuracy = T P + T N

T P + T N + FP + FN
(6)

Precision = T P

T P + FP
(7)

Recall = T P

T P + FN
(8)

F1 = 2
precision · recall
precision + recall

(9)

Our system achieves 91% accuracy, 0.94 precision, 0.89 recall, and 0.91 F1-score.
Further, a single instance of working of the system is shown in Fig. 3 where the
analysis of a particular user’s profile picture and text post indicates that they display
signs of depression. The tweet that is used for analysis here states, ‘Depression

Fig. 3 Instance of working predicting the user could be depressed
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Fig. 4 Instance of working predicting the user is not depressed

isn’t always sadness, it can be emptiness, anger, tiredness or loneliness, sometimes
a cry for help isn’t so visible,’ while the profile picture depicts a woman looking
away from the camera with an impassive expression on her face. In Fig. 4, another
instance is observed in which the integral difference is that the user’s profile image
has embedded words in it. The tweet in this case states, ‘You gotta smile because life
is too short to be unhappy,’ while the profile picture depicts the words, ‘Today feels
like full of possibilities. Breathe and spread love.’ Here, the analysis of the text post
and the profile picture indicates that the user is not displaying signs of depression. In
both these examples, both the tweet scraped from the user’s account and their profile
picture are displayed followed by the prediction.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we observed both text and image data generated by users on Twitter
and analyzed them to detect signs of depression in them. We built upon present
systems that either utilize text or image data and proposed a model that took into
consideration both facets of social media interaction before predicting the state of
the user’s mental health. For text analysis, we coupled feature extraction techniques
such as BOW and TF-IDF with a Naive Bayes classifier, whereas for image analysis,
we trained a convolutional neural network to study images with facial expressions
and performed OCR on images with words embedded in them so that they could be
studied using the previously mentioned text analysis techniques.

We found that text posts that contained words indicating feelings of sadness,
loneliness, or anxiety, combined with profile pictures that either contained similar
words embedded as quotes or contained facial expressions that can be classified as
sad, angry, fearful, or disgusted, were signs of a userwhowas dealingwith depression
and required professional medical counsel. On the other hand, users whose text posts
contained words indicating feelings of optimism, happiness, or hope, and whose
profile pictures had words embodying similar sentiments or had facial expressions
such as those of happiness, or surprise, were not symptomatic of signs of depression.
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One of the limitations of the system is that it is unable to understand the semantic
relationship between words. This can be overcome by including word embeddings
along with BOW and TF-IDF. Further, the system cannot handle noise in images,
especially the ones which are subjected to OCR. This can be rectified by including
noise filtering algorithms that can effectively remove the noise before further analysis
is done. As for future work, other modes of social media interaction such as the use
of emojis, videos, and GIFs, along with the number of hours spent by a user on these
platforms, can be studied for a more comprehensive result to decide whether a user
displays signs of depression.
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Plant Leaf Disease Detection Using Mask
R-CNN

P. Ranjana, Janga Pavan Krishna Reddy, Jakkamsetti Bharath Manoj,
and Kalicheti Sathvika

Abstract In agriculture, disease detection is important for a productive crop yield.
So many diseases will affect crop quality of tomatoes, potatoes and pepper; some
of them are bacterial spot, septoria leaf spot and yellow curved leaf diseases. To
classify diseases of plant by detecting symptoms of leaf disease through automatic
methods, this paper presents a Mask R-convolution neural network (Mask R-CNN)
algorithm for tomato leaf, pepper leaf and potato leaf. In this, we are using plant
village dataset which contains more than 1000 images of potato, tomato and pepper
leaves of each plant along with disease symptoms. With the help of Mask R-CNN,
classification and extraction are done automatically. Mostly information of color of
the leaf is used in disease detection. Based on RGB components, filters are used in
our model for the three channels. The results of proposed method for the experiment
will be recognized efficiently for different types of potato, tomato and pepper leaves.
This technique of detecting plant leaf disease detection usingMask R-CNNwill help
small holder farmers for detecting diseases of plants in very efficient manner.

Keywords CNN · Image processing · Genetic algorithms · Preprocessing ·
Classification

1 Introduction

Day by day need of crop production is increasing. By 2050, at least 50% more
production is needed. Mainly production is high in Asia and Africa as well. Without
horticulture expertise, around 84%of farmers are farming. Due to this reason, 50% of
loss in crop yield is happening every year. For the classification of crop diseases, so
many methods are there. The traditional method is analyzing crop diseases through
human visual inspection, but it is not that much of accurate and not feasible. But
with the help of machine learning and computer vision, there is much more accurate
and standardized solution for this issue. Once the software is designed, then it is very
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easy to use with the help of a smart phone with Internet connection as well as camera
of that smartphone. This software can be used to build a mobile application or Web
site, and with that application or Web site, we will get accurate results; already some
popular commercial apps are available namely ‘Plant Snap’. Smartphone usage is
gradually increasing every year globally.

2 Review of Literature

Worldwide around 5 billion smartphone users are there; a part of that in India itself,
1 billion users are there and 1 billion users in Africa as well. Nowadays, artificial in
intelligence apps playmajor role in society. In recent years, usage of plant leaf disease
detection using CNN technique is gradually increased and also achieved excellent
results. These techniques are very useful to reduce time as well as error rate. Due to
these features, it is favorable to researchers. For grape plant leaf disease detection in
2015, ResNet was introduced. This architecture is a ground-breaking function. This
technique has higher learning rate. So,wewill getmore accurate results, i.e., achieved
a 99% accuracy rate. For model’s performance data, preprocessing is very difficult to
differentiate fungal infections and viral bacteria which are often sharing an overlap
of symptoms. Due to pathogens difference in shape, color or function symptoms are
measurable. RGB data is preferable for this complexity [1]. This results good, clarity
and noise-free images for better results, and they take more amount of data to train
than grayscale. Augmentation technique and transfer learning technique use smaller
datasets or unvaried data that can act on model’s accuracy. This technique training
images not only improve model’s overall performance but also reduce over-fitting
and can perform actions such as rotate, adding color, zoom and contrast changes.
With these smaller datasets, it is proved that it is very successful in the method of
transfer learning. The quality of the dataset is also very important for getting accurate
results. The photography of leaf will be unreliable when tested. So many plant leaf
disease datasets are available; the most accurate and very popular dataset which we
took is ‘plant village’ dataset. The type of disease and in which stage of disease
effected by the leaf of the plant can be detected. To recognize this early disease
detection, that particular image must be used. So many plant leaf diseases are not
visible to naked eye, but it can be identified using this Mask R-CNN techniques.
The disease detection in the leaf involves the process like image acquisition, image
preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction and classification. In the detection, it
is very important for early detection of the leaf disease. Automatic methods for leaf
disease classification are done by the CNN model, and learning vector quantization
algorithm and plant leaf disease are classified based on the color [2]. Leaf spot is
the indicative of the disease in leafs, and it is identified by integrating with the
image processing and helps to inspect automatically [3]. The image segmentation
techniques are used for the plant leaf disease detection using genetic algorithmwhich
detects the disease automatically and helps the farmers by automatically motioning it
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[4]. Deep learning model is used which is the best model is applied with GoogleNet
architecture for plant disease detection; it proves the accuracy of 14 crop types [5].

3 Objectives of the Proposed Work

The main goal of this work is to train a model to determine the plant leaf disease.
In this, we mainly focused on three plant species, i.e., potato, tomato and pepper
[3]. For all the three species, models are trained to recognize which disease and how
much the plant effected by that disease and also measure the healthiness of the plant.

Goals:

(i) Overall performance of the dataset with simplified training using Mask R-
CNN

(ii) Model’s accuracy when tested with different images with fast execution
(iii) Developing a user-friendly application.

The researches will examine once the F1-score is greater than 80%, then only
it will be approved. The Mask R-CNN model is used to improve the accuracy of
the prediction. The dataset has to be preprocessed before the classification using the
Mask R-CNN algorithm. We also discuss the classifier creation and deployment.
Three phases of classification are involved in CNN which implement different tasks.
With a single machine, total work will be completed. Specifications are mentioned
in Table 1.

3.1 Data Addition

Tomato, potato and pepper are represented from ‘plant village dataset’which contains
54,000 images. Total 50 images will be there in a test dataset, and these images are
also taken from Google as well.

Table 1 Hardware software
characteristics

Hardware and software requirements Characteristics

RAM 8 GB

Processor Intel i5

Graphic card NVIDIA GeForce

OS Windows 10
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3.2 Data Preprocessing

In this, 80% of training data and 20% of validation data is divided. First, settings of
augmentation are enforced to the training data; each and every operation is bringing
a weighted probability that is present in every epoch. So many settings are available
in augmentation. Some of them are zoom with crop, reflection and flipping, etc. and
can be applied to identify infected leaf in particular regions. For normalization, RGB
ImageNet statistics are used.

4 Classification Using Mask R-CNN

In this phase image size effect will be investigated on model performance Resnet34
where already trained weights are downloaded. Only the last two layers are frozen.
So, it contains new weights to the specific plant leaf disease classification task. The
policy of the cycle is useful for the final layers training [6]. The given below table
contains four images sets that are re-created by the model. To run this model, a
suitable learning method will be selected.

4.1 Data Preprocessing

In this, 80% of training data and 20% of validation data is divided. First, settings of
augmentation are enforced to the training data; each and every operation is bringing
a weighted probability that is present in every epoch. So many settings are available
in augmentation. Some of them are zoom with crop, reflection and flipping, etc. and
can be applied to identify infected leaf in particular regions. For normalization, RGB
ImageNet statistics are used.

4.2 Classification Using Mask R-CNN

Mask R-CNN algorithm helps to solve the problem by segmentation; it has two types
of image segmentation, i.e., the sematic segmentation and instance segmentation. The
Mask R-CNN takes the concept of fast R-CNN, but it will predict only the object
of interest. So, it will be helpful to do the accurate prediction. The Mask R-CNN is
simple to train and only a small time than the Fast-CNN (Table 2).

The first phase is image trailing phase. In this phase image size effect will be inves-
tigated on model performance Resnet34 already trained weights are downloaded.
Only the last two layers are frozen. So, it contains new weights to the specific plant
leaf disease classification task. The policy of one cycle is useful for the final layers
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Table 2 Image size and
epoch

Trail Image size No. of epoch Learner rate

1 152 × 152 5 1e5 and 1e4

2 198 × 198 5 1e5 and 1e4

3 227 × 227 5 1e5 and 1e4

4 227 × 227 5 1e5 and 1e4

5 228 × 228 5 1e5 and 1e4

Table 3 Species and images Species Class No. of images

Tomato Bacterial spot 2020

Tomato Mosaic virus 170

Tomato Leaf mold 980

Tomato Healthy 1000

Potato Late blight 1000

Potato Early blight 1000

Potato Healthy 160

Pepper Mosaic virus 1000

Pepper Blight 792

Pepper Healthy 179

training [6]. The given below table contains four images sets that are re-created by
the model. To run this model, a suitable learning method will be selected (Table 3).

4.3 Model Optimization Phase

ResNet35 is optimized using most suitable images. Adding augmentation settings
will improvemodel’s performance. Isolation and training of final two layerswrapping
and changing of brightness operations will be added. Isolation and training are done
at default learning rate to the final two layers. With the number of epoch test, series
are performed at multiple trails [7] (Fig. 1).

The Mask R-CNN model is trained by taking tomato and potato leaves which
include healthy and disease leaves. We use the training dataset which contains the
full images of the leaves of different types with the background (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1 Leaf types

Fig. 2 Leaf types and disease
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4.4 Visualizations and Plant Leaf Disease Detection

With the test datasets and validation, generation of visualizations is done; also, appli-
cation will be created. All the needed files are stored in a GitHub. Git is linked to
unified platforms and Render. This model is specially applied for tomato and potato
leaves with ten image. The time taken to complete the work is 3 months. So many
complex elements are there in this work that can be done very carefully [8]. Themain
complex thing is image classification and then both are unfamiliar. For the scope of
the project, RAID log and Gantt chart are created. Thinking about risks or errors will
be done, and taking appropriate measures to rectify these problems observing and
updating the project frequently during last twoweeks all the tasks includingminutes’
tasks will be completed. The only cost of the project is analyzing for the research
because code will be stored in Google Colaboratory, free cloud storage platform,
which provides 25 GB.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Image Size Trailing Phase

In this phase, we are getting F-score of image sizes 156 × 156 to 256 × 256 which
is greater than 90%. Running will be increased along with feature extraction when
there is an increase in the image size. We got excellent results in this analysis with
an accuracy of at least 85%. For the four epoch, each model learning rate is from
1e-04 to 1e-05. We got best results when the image size is 225. At this size, we got
the highest accuracy as well as F1-score. For this research, we got 225 as image size
that is best for good results [9].

5.2 Model Optimization Phase

In this phase, accuracy is increased to 0.95 as well as F1-score as 0.95. Fine-tuning
is used to plot graph between logistic scale vs. loss. As learning rate increases, loss
will also increase. The range of learning rate in between 1e-05 to 1e-04 gives the best
results. Due to fine-tuning, here is also a little bit increase in F1-score and accuracy.
Finally, after overall implementation, the accuracy will be 2.8% and F1-score as
3.8% (Fig. 3 and Table 4).

The learning dataset is divided into two halves testing and training for predicting
the disease type; out of this, 80% of the data was used in the Mask R-CNN model
and trained in five batches with different epochs (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3 a Training and validation loss b Training and accuracy loss

Table 4 Learning rate

Test Image size Train loss Valid loss Accuracy F1-score Time (hours)

1 156 0.17 0.1233 0.9567 0.9449 2.93

2 196 0.1568 0.1160 0.9595 0.9470 3.72

3 225 0.1788 0.1266 0.9532 0.9369 4.39

4 245 0.1320 0.1163 0.9613 0.9460 5.30

5 255 0.1617 0.1249 0.9572 0.9450 5.52

Fig. 4 Validation with loss
and accuracy

Test result of the image is shown in terms of the loss and the values loss accuracy
and value accuracy, and it is noticed that the detection accuracy is improved using
the proposed Mask R-CNN model (Fig. 5).

The same value of loss and accuracy is calculated with different models, and the
accuracy value calculated using these models is plotted for comparison (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5 Comparison of models

Fig. 6 No. of images versus
classes

The image classification algorithm Mask R-CNN is applied on the plant leaf as
shown in Fig. 7. The Mask R-CNN extracts the features of R-CNN for predicting
the mask of each object. The Mask R-CNN works on selective search where each

Fig. 7 Image classification using mask R-CNN
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Fig. 8 Heat map for leaf types

feature is extracted using the CNN technique. And, final classification is done using
the linear SVM.

For the plant leaf disease detection, heat map is very important for knowing
the inner work of Mask R-CNN. To identify very similar diseases, this heat map
will help us to identify the disease easily. It mainly uses RGB data for the disease
detection. This work also finds the RGB images. This uses a color map as the image
is represented by the 3b color component red, green and blue. The RGB color has
24 bit per pixel and takes 8 bits for each color. The heat map of the leaf is shown in
Fig. 8.

5.3 RGB Image Visualizations

The image using the visualization tool heat map is shown in Fig. 9. A heat map shows
the visuals way of representation and takes decision. A heat map software uses a bar
graph representation to denote the height by which the images are visualized.
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Fig. 9 Heat map results

A correlation heatmap represents the correlation between two discrete dimensions
using the color correlation. In Fig. 10, two colors brown and green are used to
represent the correlation among the leaf length, leaf width, leaf weight, plant height,
etc. to estimate the correlation matrix to determine the leaf disease.

6 Conclusion

Many small holder farmers are getting loss because of not detecting plant leaf disease
at the right time. To prevent this, finally, we came with detection of plant leaf disease
using Mask R-CNN, and deployment of online app will happen. The main aim of
our work is to detect the disease with more efficient and accurate manner. The Mask
R-CNN algorithm takes the advantage of the CNN and Fast-CNN. With this model,
we are able to get 98% accuracy than the existing models [10]. The main beneficial
of this model is augmentation and transfer learning. In the future, this model can be
used to predict the leaf disease in many variety of leaves.
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Fig. 10 Correlation map
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An Efficient Way of Predicting
Unhealthiness of Frond Using Deep
Learning Algorithm

SV. Shri Bharathi, Angelina Geetha, Sarada Nidamanuri,
Anil Kumar Rodda, and Suresh Reddy Bhumireddy

Abstract Farming system can improve more by using innovative technologies that
will help us to improve the quality and quantity of agricultural production.Nowadays,
plant leaf diseases are the major drawbacks for the crop yields, and it is reducing
the production and its quality because of that we are facing major threats on food
security. The proposed system will be very helpful to reduce the diseases on frond
to get more effective crop by using this technique. So this system will be helpful
to the farmers; for this, we are using deep learning approach with the combination
of algorithms AlexNet and LeNet. A different way of approaching neuron-wise and
layer-wise visualization methods was applied by using a deep learning algorithm and
trained the model with a publicly available plant diseased dataset given for images.
So, this proposed paper observes the neural network and can capture the colors and
textures of leaves to respective diseases upon which farmer will take the decisions.

Keywords Disease detection · Deep learning · AlexNet · LeNet · TensorFlow

1 Introduction

In general, introduction of deep learning algorithm efficiently identifies the plant leaf
diseases. After preprocessing and training the model (CNN), the dataset is prepro-
cessed such as image size, shape, texture and remove noises in the images. Similarly,
this is also done on the test image dataset. A dataset consisting of about 15 different
plant species is obtained, out of which any image can be used as a test image for the
software.

There are two types: 1. training the model and 2. testing the model. In training
model, first collect the raw images, then do the normalization on the raw images and
then train the model using a deep learning algorithm.

In testing the model, which is also used to collect the raw images on images, find
the normalization to find leaf disease prediction using the CNN model.
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Fig. 1 Training and testing
model

Figure 1 shows the training and testing model.
Our proposed system works with the help of the deep learning algorithm which is

a convolutional neural network, which takes frond unhealthiest dataset and produces
output as a prediction of the frond unhealthiness.

This paper is divided into five sections: Sect. 1 describes introduction, Sect. 2
explains literature work, Sect. 3 proposes system and methodology, Sect. 4 explains
the module description, Sect. 5 explores the experimental study, and Sect. 5 explains
conclusion.

2 Related Work

Qi et al. [1] did several types of researches to find the efficient measurement for the
leaf angle distribution (LAD) from the smartphone photographs. The main challenge
is to find the affected leaves and to help the farmers with which they used a structure
from motion (SfM) and pyramid convolutional neural network (PCNN)-based leaf
detection. By the LAD method, we assume that the leaf size is independent of its
inclination angle by their 3D images. The objective of individual leaf detection is to
segment individual leaves from background, and then leaf to leaf validation can be
done by SfM-PCNN.

The main drawback of the process is it is valid for short focal length so it will not
apply for the tall trees due to short focal length in smart phones.

Annabel et al. [2] described the usage of machine learning algorithm, which can
detect the plant leaves disease and from the analysis of the data fromdifferent aspects,
and they are classified into a predefined set of classes. From these processes, there
are various types of plant disease, and different machine learning will be useful
for finding diseases in various plant leaves. The improvement of this work is their
technique is used only for detecting different bacterial, fungal and viral plant leaf
diseases.

Militante et al. [3] After getting the image outline, feature extraction happens
after the edge detection formula is applied to the image, and finally, horizontal and
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vertical scanning methods are used to find the target area. By combining this deep
learning technology with feature extraction and preprocessing of input images, it
brings out a big difference in accuracy while comparing to other machine learning
algorithms such as SVM and BP. The observed future work of this paper is that there
are very limited datasets given for the training purpose of this system which led to
the unbalance of the number of the experimental dataset.

Park et al. [4] proposed a systemwhichmakes use of IoT devices which is enabled
byHadoop andCNNalgorithm used to classify the diseases found in strawberry plant
leaves. This paper proposed a farm as a service-integrated system which consists of
various census and IoT devices implemented in the farmland which is capable of
collection of data analysis and prediction. The system registers and manages all
the sensors and devices implemented, analyzes the environmental conditions where
the system is implemented, and also collects the growth information of the plant
integrated with a cloud service which provides an easy access to the data that is
being stored.

This paper also provides a high efficiency and accuracy of results. The people
search for a plant leaf disease that can be predicted much more accurately if
the growth of the plant is observed, recorded and compared with the dataset and
also provides specifically to control various parameters of the growth environment
remotely. However, the implementation of such system in a small piece of farmland
accounts to a heavy investment and maintenance which makes it economically infea-
sible. The system is also proposed for a control environment such as a greenhouse,
a suitable place for implementation of this system.

Alajrami [5] provided an idea to use the convolutional neural network model
instead of using the pre-trained models to gain much more accurate results for the
real-time usage of the application.

Agarwal et al. [6] studied about the implementation of tomato leaf disease detec-
tion system which is implemented using convolutional neural network which is
capable of identifying more than nine types of diseases found on the tomato leaf. In
this research paper, they took the tomato leaf dataset. With the downloaded dataset,
they have implemented by the convolutional neural network model to predict the
images, and they have analyzed the diseases based on various parameters such as
validation accuracy, testing accuracy and training accuracy.

This system was implemented on a super computer system which is having a high
GPUcapacity. In this system, they have used approximately around10,000 images for
training purpose, 7000 images in validation and 500 images for the testing purpose.
In order to achieve 1000 images dataset per class, they have used augmenter package
of Python to build similar new images by flipping, rotating and cropping the existing
images. By observing their testing accuracy and training accuracy, we came to know
that the proposedCNNmodel is producing better accurate results than the pre-trained
models such as MobileNet and InceptionV3.

Mohammad et al. [7] proposed a technique for plant leaf disease detection and
classification using K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier. The texture features are
extracted from the leaf disease images for the classification.
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Alajrami et al. [7] have implemented tea plant disease prediction system using
convolutional neural network. The proposed system is capable of classifying and
identifying seven types of leaf diseases that generally occur on tea plant. The prepro-
cessing of the image input is carried out in this project which involves segmentation
and enhancement of the images to reach a higher recognition accuracy of the CNN.

Here, the image segmentation and enhancement process involve renaming the
dataset for the branch for reading and storing the dataset, then using theGaussianfilter
is applied to smooth and remove the noise inside the image, followed by Gaussian
filter, grayscale filter is used for converting the image into grayscale for getting
the image outline, then feature extraction happens after the edge detection formula
is applied [8] to the image, and finally, horizontal scanning and vertical scanning
methods are used to locate the target area.

By combining this deep learning technology with feature extraction and prepro-
cessing of input images, it brings out a big difference in accuracy while comparing to
other machine learning algorithms such as SVM and BP. The observed disadvantage
of this paper is that there are very limited datasets given for the training purpose of
this system which led to the imbalance of the number of experimental dataset.

Peng et al. [9] have published article that studies about the implementation of
apple leaf diseases using deep learning algorithm based on improved convolutional
neural networks which is implemented using deep learning, convolutional neural
networks and feature fusion. This system provides 78% accuracy; based on this, our
proposed system will produce more accuracy.

Sharma et al. [10] investigate a potential solution to flaw problem in images
processing such datasets with the help of segmented image data to train the convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) models. The paper mainly deals with the comparison
between the accuracies provided by the machine which is trained by full images to
the machine which was trained using segmented parts of the image. Hence, the paper
gives the result of the research showing that segmented images provide a higher
accuracy due to more processing of the important segments of the leave when they
are scanned. Ashqar et al. [11] present a clear path toward smartphone-assisted crop
disease diagnosis on a massive global scale.

Adekunle et al. [12] proposed a method which uses image processing tech-
niques for the extraction of important features in order to provide the characteristics
properties of the image that could be used for the identification.

3 Proposed System

To detect the plant leaf diseases, this paper planned to design deep learning technique
so that a person with lesser expertise in software should also be able to use it easily.
It proposed system to predicting leaf diseases.

Figure 2 shows the overview of the model. The input image must be properly
cropped in the appropriate dimensions and scale before processing with the system,
which raises the dependencies of a human involved. Therefore, preprocessing of
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Fig. 2 Model overview

images beforemodel training inCNNcan prove invaluable to achieve high real-world
performance.

By referring all the papers, the proposed system to predict the unhealthiness of
frond using convolutional neural network (AlexNet, LeNet) improves the accuracy
more.

Frond unhealthiness causes major production, quality and quantity of the yield
were reducing continuously, many farmers are doing agriculture in the rural region,
they belong to rural places so the software will not reach easily, they have to pay
more money to buy the equipments and more labor, sometime they are unable to
predict the diseases which the plants are having, so we planned to design project
with which we can easily predict the diseases of the frond, and it will be more useful
to the farmers.

Figure 3 represents the architecture of the proposed system.

Architecture Diagram:

The initial step is to collect image dataset which consists of raw images noises and
blur images to remove all these things, pre-preprocessingwill be done on the collected
imagedataset fromKaggle after preprocessing, and the dataset is divided into 7:3 ratio

Fig. 3 Architecture diagram
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of training dataset and testing dataset. After dividing, select the suitable algorithm to
build the model using which algorithm unhealthiness of the frond is predicted using
test image dataset.

To predict the unhealthiness of the frond, there are two algorithms used. They are
AlexNet, LeNet and tkinter to the graphical user interface.

The whole system is implemented on a cloud-based workbench for data science
and artificial intelligence—named as “Kaggle.” It efficiently makes use of the
datasets, kernel, GPU and RAM that are provided by the Kaggle community. A
web interface is integrated with Kaggle’s public API for accessing the actual project
residing in the cloud platform.

AlexNet:

AlexNet is one of the algorithms in deep learning algorithms which is a part of CNN
algorithm. In AlexNet, there are eight various types of layers in which the five first
layers are used for convolutional and other three are used to fully connect. Figure 4
shows the working procedure of the system.

Working Procedure:

AlexNet:

AlexNet is one of the algorithm in deep learning algorithms which is a part of CNN
algorithm. In AlexNet, there are eight various types of layers in which the five first
layers are used for convolutional and other three are used to fully connect.

LeNet:

LeNet contains of seven layers.

a. Two are convolutional layers.
b. Two are average pooling layers.
c. Two are fully connected layers.

Fig. 4 Working procedure
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d. The output layer with activation function.

LeNet is the base for all the convents. It is the linear operation. In LeNet, multi-
plying kernels or filterswith the input is done by convolutional layers, and the pooling
layers help to reduce the high dimensionality to curb the over fitting.

4 Experimental Analysis

There are four major modules in the proposed system starting from dataset creation
and preprocessing till the final result.

Module 1: Import the given image from the dataset

The dataset is imported using Keras preprocessing image data generator function and
also creates size, rescale, range, zoom range and horizontal flip. Then it is imported
from image dataset from the folder through the data generator function. Here the
paper sets to train, test and validate, and also we set target size, batch size and class
mode from this function which we have to train. Figures 5 and 6 describe the model
for AlexNet and LeNet.

Model:

Figures 5 and 6 have shown the model for AlexNet and LeNet.

Module 2: To train the module by given image dataset

To train the dataset using classifier and fit generator function also, we make training
steps per epochs, then total number of epochs, validation data and validation steps,
and using this data, we can train our dataset.

Using grayscale, base and edge base are applied to the image to find out the
diseases on the frond, and these two terminologies will be useful to predict the
unhealthiness of the frond.

Module 3: Working process of Layers in CNN model

The working process of layers in CNN model is being done to produce the final leaf
diseasewherewewill be detecting unhealthy leaves in a crop. Here the algorithmwill
take an input image from trained model and assign to different aspects or objects
of the image different from each other. CNN gives a much lower preprocessing
compared to different classification algorithms. For main methods filters, CNN has
trained more and has the ability to revise filters or characteristics. Figure 4 explains
the accuracy of the system.
Model Analysis: The Fig. 5 explains about the layer, Output Shape and various
parameters used.

Figures 7 and 8 show the model analysis for accuracy and loss.
Figure 9 shows the accuracy of the proposed model.

Module 4: Frond disease identification
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Fig. 5 Model for AlexNet
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Fig. 6 Model for LeNet

Fig. 7 Model analysis for accuracy

The input image was collected using Keras preprocessing package. That input image
is converted into array value using pillow and image to array function package. From
the dataset, disease of leaf is classified already. It classifies what are the plant disease
leaves. Then leaves diseases are predicted using predict function. Here Fig. 10 shows
with frond which is healthy or unhealthy ‘for the prediction of diseases using deep
learning algorithm’. Figure 10 shows the final output of the system.
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Fig. 8 Model analysis for loss

Fig. 9 Accuracy of a model
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Fig. 10 Final output

5 Conclusion

The proposed paper demonstrated how convolution neural networks, AlexNet and
LeNet can be used to find the best approach to detect the unhealthiness frond from
the dataset (trained dataset) to get quality and quantity crop. The system worked
well, and its performance is up to the mark.

In future, this system will be useful to work with identification of the diseases
in flowers, roots and stems. This system is very helpful to the farmers to get more
demand of the crop in market.
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Emotional Recognition System Using
EEG and Psycho Physiological Signals

Angelina Geetha, SV. Shri Bharathi, A. Rohan Bernard, R. Yamini Teja,
and K. Pradeep

Abstract Machine learning has become the frontier for advanced development tech-
niques, and this is very prevalent in the field of medical science and engineering.
Emotion recognition using signals are directly received from the brain can be used
to accurately identify and diagnose medical health and psychological problems. In
this paper, EEG signals are used to predict the active mood or emotional state of
the person’s brain wave signals. Data is fed thorough all the given algorithms and
tuned. DEAP data in the dataset that is fed into all the above algorithms and the
results are observed. In the comparative testing phase, SVM is the most accurate
machine learning algorithm, yielding a resulting f 1 of about 84.73%. The results of
this proposed paper shows the different grading patterns that are used to predict the
various sentimental states.

Keywords EEG signals · Sentiment analysis · Emotion recognition · SVM

1 Introduction

Sentiment sorting is an analysis of adjustable factors and things considering detection
usual feeling of joy or temper with changing degree. It is proven that perception of
nervous facial is recognition software is difficult and costly, where those standard
and strength are second nature to mankind.

EEGsignals are restricted based on their relative frequency, electroencephalogram
(EEG) is an extensively used neuroimaging activity which can gauge the potential
changes in electric potential generated by the discharge of electric pulse of brain
cell, which are found on the scalping and understanding by a device containing
a structure of electrodes, where they are disunited into five major bands. Brain–
computer interfaces (BCI) where EEG is used to allow the human brain to trace
and intercommunicate through computing machine with no interaction. Application
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program on such research are acquiring quality in the area of affection figuring that
helps to understand the states of the person psyche.

The following are some method component to the field of neurobiology and
computing research as a result of the task:

1. Body of data are previously treated and united into a large dataset.
2. Process mode is easily available.
3. Resolve of the most sorting algorithm to be utilized for, respectively, sentiment.
4. Precision of each classified pattern in EEG data.
5. The time division method of data produces stronger properties for classifiers.
6. Examination and visualizations of data record “emotion analyzing using EEG,

physiologic and video signals” (DEAP) dataset.

This paper is divided into five sections: Sect. 1 describes Introduction, Sect. 2
explains Literature work, Sect. 3 proposes System andMethodology, Sect. 4 explores
the experimental study, and Sect. 5 explains Conclusion.

2 Literature Work

A great deal of research has gone into identifying sentiment. This segment goes into
a few of them.

This paper suggested a method for detecting tension using EEG signals. These
signals used theK-means clustering approach andmethodology for data classification
application [1].

Gaurav and Kumar [2] have depicted a method for distinguishing mental stress
levels based on physiological parameters. They classified stress into two and three
categories using SVM based on the binary classifier, individually. Out of 41 volun-
teers, thirty subjects were correctly identified in the binary and correctly categorized
in the ternary sorter were done by the 26 subjects.

In this proposed work, the mental distress be detected using phonocardiography
signals. The PCG interval S1-S1was used to classify pre-competitive (or test-related)
mental stresses, also known as the interval of inter beat signals (IBI). They carried
out another experiment in order to characterize and isolate various traits, using the
statistical test for Kruskal–Wallis. The extracted characteristics are then fed into an
SVM classification, which is based on the smallest squares [3].

This work examined the impact on human stress of English and Urdu music
tracks. Levels of the subjects’ EEG signals were captured when they listened to
either English or Urdu songs. In their algorithm, the authors used four classifiers:
minimal sequential optimization, decent stochastic curve, logistic regression (LR),
and multilayer perceptron. Stress has been graded in two levels: 2 and 3. Women
react better to music than males, according to research [4].

A comprehensive framework has been suggested in [5] to initially identify
mental stress by breakdown in electroencephalograms (EEG) and electrocardiograms
(ECG). The estimation of therapy effectiveness was stressed as opposed to accuracy.
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In the paper, the paradigm demonstrated the tension in four groups. The findings
indicate that the stresses and control conditions were significantly different.

In order to deal with driving tension, a machine-based learning solution was
suggested. The classification of EEG signals obtained from the subjects had been
carried out by three categories, namely neural networks, SVM, and random forest.
The study concluded by saying that SVM was higher than others at rest and stress
[6].

The investigators used a low-cost portable EEG headset to measure different
cognitive stress states in a single experiment. A stop color word intervention test
was used to recall moderate stress responses when capturing the EEG in the scalping
region of 18 points. The computational function was then derived from each stimu-
lation presentation’s EEG signals [7]. The execution of feature extraction was then
fed into through classification, quadratic discriminant analysis, logistic regression,
and the k-nearest neighbor classifier were used. The accuracy was better here. But
the study did not look at cognitive stress in real time [8, 9].

DEAP Dataset

For emotion classification, DEAP dataset is the open-source data which is available
online. A group of research people fromQueenMary University of London gathered
the results. It comprises a variety of bioelectrical cues that can be used to assess
emotions.

To record the EEG signals, 40 pre-selectedmusic and videos, with a time period of
60 s each is shown, where then signals were downgraded to 128 Hz and noise cance-
lation using Butterworth filters, which are termed band-pass and low-pass frequency
range filters. DEAP dataset can be divided using Russell’ circumflexmodel structure.
Figs. 1 and 2.

• Here, with real numbers 1–9, it uses self-assessment manikins (SAMs) in the D
dataset. Each member was required to indicate any number from the list between
0 and 10. Given, to draw SAM an uninterrupted scale.

Fig. 1 Diagram—Electrode to channel mapping
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Fig. 2 Proposed methodology graph

• The exfoliation based on self-assessment rating for each subject was collected
between 1–5 and 5–9.

• The labeled data was set to high if its ranking was greater than or equal to 5, and
it is set to low if it is less than 5.

• High arousal lowvalence (HALV), lowarousal highvalence (LAHV), high arousal
high valence (HAHV), and low arousal low valence (LALV) to produce a total
of four labeled datasets. Where the emotional states are explained by the given
labels Fig. 2.

• There are only two types of DEAP dataset labels are available valance and arousal
each within a scale of 1–9.

• Labels 1–4 which maps—valance, and 5–9 represent the arousal scale

Electrode to Channel Mapping

To acquire EEG signals, 10–20 International System requires two type of dataset
which is DEAP and SEED data, where the 10–20 foreign framework identifies the
site of electrodes mounted on the human scalp for EEG signal detection.

• The chosen precise rate of opposing electrodes with 10–20% of the space between
head and rear ends, or right and left sides, of the skull. Figure 3 stands for the
connected spot of electrodes to the channel numbers are describes by both the
datasets.

• DEAP datasets are used by first 32 channels; the other SEED dataset is utilized
for the acquiring of EEG signals via 62 channels.
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Fig. 3 The 32-electrode position mapping

• The first number maps the DEAP dataset channel number and the second for the
SEED dataset as seen in Fig. 3.

The frontal part of the head is mapped by the nation in figure, and channels are
maintained using the 10–20 international nation systems Fig. 3.

3 Proposed Methodology

The proposed method includes three key step algorithms, which are as follows:

1. Preprocessing,
2. Feature extraction,
3. Feature selection besides the data acquiring stage. Figure 4 depicts a block

diagram of the proposed technique.

Data Acquisition:

• To volunteer the study of people with an average age of 26 years where 7 women
and 7 men with normal vision are taken.

• They sit in a dimly lit room, where a computer screen placed at a distance of
120 cm with block of 100 images. Where they are handed with a touch- sensitive
button and the EEG signals are recorded through EEG cap with the help of 32
electrodes placed on it.

• Here, the electrodes are separated into two categories forehead electrodes and
basilar electrodes and placed in 10–20 arrangement.

• And the picture is shown to people which are divided into targets and non-targets
where targets are the snapshot of creature, fish, birds, reptiles, arthropods, and
non-targets have indoor and outdoor places, natural landscapes, trees, flowers,
and plants.
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Fig. 4 Flow control diagram

• .The categorization consists of 1000 pictures with 50% distracters and 50% objec-
tives, which are shown only once. In every block, hundred pictures both target and
non-target had an equal opportunity during the task. Photographwhich is assigned
to block viewedwith targets imagefifty times andfifty different non-target images.

• Every one of the 14 was tested by fifteen targets (with total 210) and 750 non-
targets and while training the target image which were flashed continuously.
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Participants were suggested tomemorize images accurately and immediately with
specific sequence of images Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, the 32-electrode position mapping was utilized in the data acquiring
step as per the 10–20 international system.

A Set by Process

1. The input of egg signals is received through the electrodes placed on the scalp
of the subject. These electrodes then pick up EEG signals which are generated
by the brain due to the neural activity within the neurons of the brain. The
COM port is used for serial communication to send the EEG signals which are
generated to MATLAB.

2. The EEG signals which are received are split into their four major wavelengths
as explained before. These are alpha, beta, gamma, and theta. Wavelength
decomposition algorithms are used to extract detailed co efficient data to level
N.

3. Signal preprocessing, in this step, we remove any and all unwanted signals from
the EEGwavelength data received this includes any noise or interference which
can cause unwanted signals in the final dataset. This is achieved by using the
Butterworth filter, which filters out most of the noise present in the data.

4. After the noise and any unwanted data is removed, the data goes through FFT
algorithm to identify each wavelength frequency level fast Fourier transforms
are applied to analyze all of the wave frequency ranges.

5. From the FFT algorithm, we can identify and classify all of the wavelength
frequency ranges individually and can easily identify any abnormalities.

Acquisition Protocol

EEG signals are measured by the stimulus of photos. These photos are taken from a
subset of a system called the international affective picture system (IAPS). IAPS is a
database containing a large volume of verified emotionally stimulating pictures. This
subset contains 956 different emotionally suggestive picture, which an evaluated by
severalmember. In the study, the picturewere used to stimulate the different emotions
in the participants. The use of the IAPS help us to standardize and better control the
setup for the experiments used. The stimuli pictures used were chose according to
rule 1. In which the arousal and valance scales are measured on a scale of 1–9.

LABELING Method of EEG Signals

EEG signals consist of three phase:

• Self-diagnostic phase
• The qualitative study phase
• The quantitative examination of psychological signals phase.

Figure 4 shows the various phases of the operations take place. Later, the trial run
there was also a self-diagnostic phase, which is the emotion recognition procedure.
The feature vector was equivalent sent into all support vector machine (SVMs), and
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the outcome from each SVM classifier was evaluated in the decision line of argument
algorithm to select the best emotion. This expansion interpreter can be used as a
calculation for the interrelationship scale. The interrelationship scale is granted by
the side of the log C for the correlation dimension (r) versus. The curve of record is
on a chosen r-series is valued by the slant of this curve at the scaling position35hz
filter. This frequency band is used because the frequency bands of interest in the
EEG signals are the delta 1–4 Hz, theta 4–8 Hz, alpha 8–13 Hz, and beat 13–30 Hz
gamma 30–57 Hz bands. By using this filter, we can remove any high frequencies
and also most artifacts.

Feature Extraction:

Extracting some hidden features and useful information from the raw data is knows
as feature extraction. Features are classified as the signals that are able to clearly
distinguish and differentiate the various emotional states. A common set of values
for the EEG signals are used. The features are to be extracted from each of the
electrodes of the EEG signal sensors. Two nonlinear feature sets are used; they are
multi-dimensional and correlation dimension signals, unwanted noise and refine the
signals. By doing this, we remove any environmental noise and drifts.

4 Experimental Study

Analysis of EEG Signals

Preprocessing:

During neuronal activity, the brain generates very small quantities of electrical
activity, on the order of millivolts. Electrodes are used to track these signals on
the scalp. Since these signals are very weak there is lot of noise. In this paper, that is
the reason feature set generation a new random particle is used. Using the function,
the features on renewal is calculated where the new particle in MBPO technique
is represented by the speed value. The feature is selected when the greater than a
randomly formed condition value is between (0 and 1) if not the attribute is not
chosen. Hence, using the MBPSO technique optimal feature set is extracted.

Feature Selection:

Modified binary particle swarm optimization (MBPSO) algorithm is used to select
the optimal feature set for the identification of stress level issue. Particle swarm
optimization algorithm is varied by means of binary value in a proposed method
to modified binary particle swarm optimization (MBPSO). To select a new optimal
feature set generation a new random particle is used. Using the function, the features
on renewal is calculated where the new particle in MBPO technique is represented
by the speed value. The feature is selected when the larger than a randomly formed
disorder value is between (0 and 1) if not the feature is not selected. Hence, using
the MBPSO technique optimal feature set is extracted.
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The experimental setup when replicated produces a maximum accuracy, speci-
ficity, and sensitivity with an F1 score of about 96.36% accuracy. From the exper-
iment, we notice that adding the adaptation function in the WOA algorithm can
increase the effect of themodel. The raw dataset used for the training of our algorithm
is refined through many per processing by the means of NLMS method, different
artifacts such as eye blinking and jerking have been removed. In the feature extrac-
tion phase, DCT and MBPSO techniques have been implemented. For the creation
of the model, we use an SVM model and to increase its overall effectiveness and
accuracy we use the WOA algorithm.

5 Conclusion

The outcome of the test shows the validity of the emotion detection algorithm by
computing out the precise assessment with the maximum precision rate. Although
the main target of the paper is to accurately identify the emotional state of a person
using EEG signals only, we notice a significant increase in efficacy and accuracy if
a few biological features are used alongside the EEG signals. Hence, this proposed
paper successfully created a model which can detect the emotional state of a person
using WOA and SVC models.
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Effective Way of Selecting the Industrial
Project Team Based on Artificial
Intelligence Methods

SV. Shri Bharathi, Angelina Geetha, G. Ranjith Kumar,
M. Devi Keerthi Reddy, and Anurag Pandey

Abstract A company makes thousands of new clients every day and receives
hundreds of projects. The project which is being delivered must be of high quality,
should be delivered on time, and should be completed within the given budget. To
deliver a high-quality project, company needs a team of employees who are highly
skilled on specific technologies which the project demands. Many companies first
take an employee into the team and ask them to learn the technology the project
demands parallelly while they work on the project. This method of team selection
is quite expensive and takes more time and at some point, quality of the project
will be compromised to attain the deadline. The proposed system “Artificial Intel-
ligence Based Team Selection” will be very helpful to choose employees as per
the expertise in technologies required by the project. The system will keep account
of the performance of the employee based on the certification he has completed,
hackathon participations, projects undertaken, technologies known, area of interest,
etc. The project manager just has to enter the technical details about the project after
which the system will use the power of artificial intelligence to recommend a team
of potential employees who will be the best for taking up that particular project.

Keywords Employee expertise · Artificial intelligence system · Recommender
systems · Industrial project · Employee team selection

1 Introduction

Although there are lakhs of peoplewhowork in a company, the selectionof employees
to undertake a particular project is a very tricky process. Because at times, projects
will be happening simultaneously and many employees will work on them. The
management team has to keep account of each and every employee, whether they
are in the project or on the bench. After that from the people on the bench, they have
to choose the employee whose expertise matches with the project requirements.
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After this, team formation has to be done, and the project development will start. By
following the conventional method of team selection, company loses lots of time and
there is a chance the project may face delay.

In some industries, software applications are used to keep account and select
employee for the particular task, but those systemswork on a normal database search.
Even, machine learning-based search is done but the question arises on its perfor-
mance and accuracy. The proposed system will use artificial intelligence method-
ology for the selecting potential employees for particular project. The ultimate power
of supervised and unsupervised learning will be used to make accurate employee
selection. The proposed system will not only consider employees who are in the
bench but also consider employees who are currently working on projects, as they
may be allocated to some project which may be very relevant to his skills.

The proposed approach uses K-nearest neighbor algorithm, K-means clustering
algorithm and, Sigmoid Kernel algorithm.

This paper is dividing into 6 sections: Sect. 1 describes Introduction, Sect. 2
explains Literature work, and Sect. 3 proposes System and Methodology, Sect. 4
explains the module description, Sect. 5 explores the experimental study, and Sect. 6
explains Conclusion.

2 Literature Work

AI-Based Design Platform (AID)

The objective of this research paper is to assign or place the deserving student in
the right company according to skills they possess and skills requirement by the
company.Todo so, the author has evaluated and compared the accuracy and efficiency
three statistical fitness functions as least square, Pearson correlation, and Manhattan
distance. A preference vector table is created for both companies and students; it was
based on nine subjects taught in degree [1].

This research paper does the matching of recruiters with job seekers in two
different ways. First is based on logs (record) of recruitment agency like curriculum
vitae, job statement, and application clicks. It shows that the particulars deduced from
their interactions is different from the information contained in the curriculum vitae
or resume and job announcement. The second handout of this paper is the hybrid
system called ‘MAJORE’ which stands for matching of jobs and resumes. Here,
a deep neural network is formed and trained to contest the collaborative filtering
presentation properties [2].

This paper discuses about how artificial intelligence is used in selection of
employee. It also discusses about techniques used by companies in recruitment
process. This is just a research study based on conceptual papers, journals, books,
and websites [3].

This project was developed to keep track of employee particulars. This model is
developed for tracking the project in which employee is assigned and daily progress
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report of employee is checked. Also, it keeps track of learning of employee. And is
capable of performing all manipulation functions including insert, delete, edit, etc.
[4].

This paper K-means algorithm is used to cluster customers for business appli-
cation. K-mean clustering algorithm of MATLAB is used to develop this system.
And Z-score normalization is used for two features dataset, i.e., amount of product
purchased by each customer and number of visits in a month [5].

To select a potential candidate for job position, there are numbers of tools and
softwares that are available in market and many are under development. But there is
always doubt on accuracy. In this paper, the author is trying to select best feature or
attributes from resume/profilewhich best describeswhether the candidate is qualified
enough for particular position. This is being done using profile matching model [6].

In this paper, author has studied a hybrid recommendation system which is more
accurate than other general recommendation algorithms available like demographic,
collaborative, content-based, knowledge-based and many more filtering techniques.
Also used hybrid approaches to address problems such as data sparsity, accuracy,
and cold-start [7].

In this paper, different clustering techniques are being compared against a sample
data to identify the performance and efficiency of clustering algorithm. Clustering
algorithms like artificial bee colony algorithm, firefly algorithm, parallel clustering
algorithm, fuzzy C-mean model, dynamic clustering, K-mean clustering, etc. are
studied [8].

In this paper, author has used data mining technique to recommend a job to
candidate based on candidate’s profile, area of interest, job history, and candidate’s
behavior. In this, they first get the general preference and then they do content-based
matching. This technique provided significant level of accuracy over other basic job
recommendation methods [9].

This paper discusses about how the process of sorting of resume can be made
more efficient. The author has used the concept of neural network and random forest
for parsing of resume which best suits company requirement [10].

3 Proposed System

In the proposed system, concepts of artificial intelligence and machine learning have
been used at multiple levels to select team of employees who are the best fit to take
up particular project. The system will first select a team with employees at various
designations as needed in the project; for example, the project may need developer,
software tester, system and programmer analyst, project leader, manager, etc., and
then, it will do the designation matching for the selected employees. The way in
which user interact with system is shown in Fig. 2 use case diagram.

The powerful combination of unsupervised learning (clustering) and hybrid
recommendation methodology will be used to do powerful team selection as shown
in Fig. 1 architecture diagram. The proposed system uses the ‘K-means clustering
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Fig. 1 Architecture diagram

algorithm’ for clustering the employees, and thenwill add rules to clusters to filter out
unfit employees and will select the cluster which best fits the rules. The rules will be
project-specific; for example, experienced employees andmore projects on particular
domain. Then will apply Nearest Neighbors based recommendation approach on the
selected employee’s skills data and will get top 100 candidates who will be the best
fit for the given project. After that top 100 candidates apply Sigmoid-similarity based
recommendation system to get top 20 best fit candidates. Finally all the employees
will be assigned to different levels of designation according to their designation
history.

Figures 1 and 2 has shown the architecture and use case diagram.

Fig. 2 Use case diagram
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Algorithm and Library Description:

This module gives the descriptions about the algorithms used. The algorithms
and libraries used to implement system are K-means clustering algorithm, nearest
neighbor algorithm, content-based recommendation, Collaborative filtering, Scikit
learn, and Tkinter for User interface.

K-means Clustering Algorithm:

Clustering refers to segregating the data points in multiple homogeneous groups.
Data point in each cluster will be of similar nature. Clustering is an unsupervised
learning approach, since there is no label available to compare clustering output.
K-mean algorithm is a widely used clustering algorithm because of its simplicity
and performance.

Nearest Neighbor Algorithm:

Nearest neighbor algorithm can be used for both supervised and unsupervised
learning method. “sklearn.neighbors” module provides the functionality for both
learning methods. The principle of nearest neighbor algorithm is to discover prede-
fined number of training samples nearest to the new point and forecast the label from
there. The most common distance measure technique is Euclidean distance.

Unsupervised nearest neighbors learning is implemented by the class “Near-
estNeighbour.” This library provides interface to three NN algorithms namely
Brute_force, BallTree, and KDTree.

Recommendation System:

The objective of recommendation system is to get smaller subset of candidate from
a large pool of items.

Procedure of recommendation mostly has three components: candidate genera-
tions, scoring system, and re-ranking System. It has been done by scoring each item
in the subsets, and then, ranking is done based on score and additional constraints to
get final recommended contents.

There are two types of recommendation system:

i. Content-based filtering System
ii. Collaborative filtering system.

In our project, we are using nearest neighbor approach to find out users who are
having skills that an ideal employee for that project should have.

4 Module Description

There are sevenmajor modules in this proposed system starting from dataset creation
and preprocessing till final team selection.

Module 1: Dataset creation and preprocessing:
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A dataset which includes skill details of 1000 employees is created using python
programming.

There are two datasets, onewith 37 attributes shown in Fig. 3 which are describing
about number of project done and area of interest and other with 39 attributes shown
in Fig. 4, which describe skills detail.

A total of twenty most used technologies are mentioned in the second table.
Various preprocessing steps are applied on the datasets. Some of them are:

Fig. 3 Attributes describing project
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Fig. 4 Attributes describing technologies known
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• Data cleaning and outlier detection
• Handling missing values
• Encoding categorical variables
• Standardization and sampling.

Module 2: K-means clustering with applied rules:
K-mean clustering is an iterative algorithm that groups the dataset into k number

of predefined distinct and non-overlapping group known as cluster, where each points
of the dataset belongs to only one group. Square distance of each data point from all
cluster centroid is calculated and then it is assigned to cluster which is at minimum
distance.

The employee skill dataset is being clustered, project-specific rules are applied
and the best fit cluster is selected for further processing. This process is known as
rules applying. The rules will be project-specific and will be decided by the project
manager or clients.

Module 3: Nearest Neighbor-based recommendation:
Nearest neighbor is an unsupervised version of the K-nearest neighbor algorithm,

where we will be recommending employees with respect skills or technologies the
project demands.Wewill be using cosine similarity for finding the nearest neighbors.
This recommendation is being done on the skills dataset of employees. We will have
an ideal employee, who will have knowledge on all the skills, the project demands,
and we will select employees who are very much similar to this ideal employee.
We will take the Top-100 recommendation from this module for further processing.
Figure 5 describes distance of the first five employee from the ideal employee after
implementing nearest neighbors’ algorithm.As each project needs employees to have
a particular amount of.

Knowledge in specific skills, this recommendation will be done based on the skills
information.

Module 4: Content-based recommendation:
Content-based recommendation is done to produce the final employee’s be used

in this module. Specific employee attributes will be considered for this recommen-
dation. The selected attributes will be assigned with some weights and the sigmoid
kernel will be applied on them to provide final recommendation. This module will
help us to find the best fit employees for the given project. We will use the Top 20
recommendations from this process for further processing. This module will select
the best out of the best; therefore, this module will make our recommendation more
accurate recommendation. We will be using sigmoid-based similarity for providing
the final recommendation Fig. 6. The employee-specific data will.

Module 5: Designation matching:
This module will be used to fill the different positions in the team. The above

steps will be followed for each designation, i.e., to get the best ‘system engineer,’
whole program will run once and give the top recommendations, again for team
leader system will get details of all team leaders and will recommend most potential
employee who can lead a team in this project. The company will make the final
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Fig. 5 Top recommendation of nearest neighbor Algorithm

decision, i.e., whether to include that person or not. Designation matching will be
done using complex traditional computing and also gets help from some machine
learning algorithms. Figure 7 shows the designations of the employees.

Module 6: Displaying selected team:
This is the final module where the top 20 recommended employees will be

displayed along with the designation mapped to them.
Since both collaborative and content-based filtering is used for recommendation,

it can be said that it is a hybrid recommendation engine.
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Fig. 6 Result of sigmoid kernel-based recommendation

Fig. 7 Designations of the employees
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5 Experimental Results

The system successfully selected the team of potential employees who are the best
fit for taking up the project.

In module 1, 1000 employees’ dataset is created and preprocessed. In module
2 K-means clustering algorithm is applied which is forming 3 clusters, Fig. 8 and
unwanted clusters are rejected as they do not meet the threshold value after rules
applying. And finally, we are selecting the best cluster based on feature importance
scoring.

Module 3 gives the name of the top 100 employees who best to be chosen and this
is based on the recommendation given by nearest neighbor algorithm (collaborative
filtering).

In module 4, top 100 employee details will be provided and based on specific
attributes weightage, top 20 employees will be selected. This selection is based on
content-based recommendation.

Module 6 will perform designation matching and result display.
Figure 9 shows the clustering result. Also Fig. 9 shows the final recommendation

of the work. The overall summary is shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

Case Study

We have tried experimenting the model on recommending people for taking up the
project which requires the candidates to know back-end technologies. At first, the
data is segregated into five clusters, and we have selected cluster No. 3 because it
has the high mean value for the features Java Script Project Count, Dot net Project
count, and rating. Now for doing the collaborative filtering, we have considered the

Fig. 8 Clustering result
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Fig. 9 Final recommendation

Fig. 10 Summary-1
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Fig. 11 Summary-2

skills such as c#, Asp.net, Ado.net, Java script, Angular, and node as ideal skills that
the candidate should know. Now for doing the content-based recommendation, we
considered the features area of interest 1-Java Script, area of interest 2-Dotnet, and
Java Script project count. So, after the getting the final recommendation, we had
done some experimentation on it. The results of the case study are shown in Figs. 12
and 13.

6 Conclusion

In this proposed paper, we demonstrated how unsupervised learning and hybrid
recommendation can be used to select the best fit employees from the given set of
employees data for the particular project. The objective of the project is to select the
team members for the project with particular technical domain and is implemented
using K-mean clustering, nearest neighbor algorithm for getting best 100 candidates
and then sigmoid kernel function is used to get top 20 most potential candidates to
work in particular project domain. The system has worked well and its performance
is up to themark. The user interface of project is being developed in Tkinter graphical
user interface library which is Python-based, and machine learning is implemented
using Scikit learn library.

In future work, we will search for other clustering algorithms whose performance
is better than K-mean clustering, and we will develop a fully fledged employee
selection framework, which can be easily used by the company people to get team
recommendation for their project.
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Fig. 12 Skills statistical description of selected employees

Fig. 13 Designation details of finally selected employees
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A Comparative Analysis on Web
Personalization Techniques

Nipun Bansal, Shipra Choudhary, and Utkarsh Patiyal

Abstract The Internet has a large amount of data and is expanding continuously;
therefore, it is very important to organize this information in order to provide the users
with the best recommendation based on their interests. This is where personalization
comes into play. In terms of web pages, personalization refers to the customization
of web pages with information that is relevant to a specific user which is determined
by tracking the user’s surfing history. This paper aims at discussing the various
personalization approaches used inweb page personalization and concludes the paper
with our findings in this domain.

Keywords Recommendation · Personalization ·Web page · Domains

1 Introduction

The Internet is full of every type of information, that is why, it is not possible to
define a particular type of information to any user. The web itself is up to date with
new technology. Since the Internet uses a free style that accepts a formal, informal,
ordered, unadorned style to give information on the Internet, not only finding useful
data but also organizing it on the basis of customer’s interest is also the major chal-
lenge nowadays and is called web personalization. The term personalization refers
to the act of changing a product to meet someone’s individual requirement. When
any user puts any query in a search engine, their ways can be divided into two broad
sets: searching and browsing. The concept of personalization is purely commer-
cial, and with the growing number of online companies, organizations are becoming
personalization oriented to expand customer interaction.
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2 Related Work

A. Effective web personalization system based on time and semantic relatedness
[1].

This approach aims to employ attributes like semantic information and
timing information in addition to navigational patterns for personalization is
better at analysing user’s interest and activities on the web as compared to only
using navigational patterns. The experiments conducted on the model prove
that the user profiles generated are better than the traditional approach. Profile
accuracy is also improved. Thus, personalized systems’ performance can be
improved by including semantic and timing attributes.

B. Improving web page access prediction using web usage mining and web
content mining [2].

The authors explore three-session discarding strategies to replace old
sessions by new ones. In the first strategy, called “first come first leave”, the
new sessions are given priority over the older ones, so the oldest sessions are
first to be discarded. In the second approach, called “least frequent ones leave
strategy”, the frequency of each session is taken into account, and the one with
the least frequency is discarded first. The last one, “older than some time frame
leave strategy”, a certain amount of days are used as the time frame. In the event
of stored sessions exceeding the capacity, those sessions are discarded which
are older than the decided time frame. Both the URLs and the web page content
are used.

C. Web search personalization using machine learning techniques [3].
This study presents a concept-based approach for personalization. A frame-

work is proposed which uses results from a search engine to rank them on the
basis of user’s interest. The approach uses user’s click-through data and past
queries to identify user interests. These are then used to predict documents
for a user. The obtained data is used for preference mining and for making
a profile database. Preferences are stored in user profiles as relations with
various concepts. This method gives re-ranked results which are adapted to
various users.

D. Extraction of behavioural patterns from preprocessed web usage data for
web personalization [4].

This paper processes user’s behavioural patterns for personalization. Web
logs have been used for identifying user’s interests. This research employs
various mining algorithms of frequent sequential patterns (FSP), namely
SPADE, WAP-Mine, PrefixSpan for FSP removal from a site. The quality of
FSPs is analysed, and then they are used for personalization. At first, a session
database is generated, which comprises a pair of tuples.

E. Ontology-based web usage mining model [5].
In this, the authors aimed to incorporate web usage mining with domain

ontology. For this, sequential pattern mining algorithm (CloSpan) has been
used. It works on web log file’s ontological space to find frequent sequential
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patterns. Web pages are recommended to the user by feeding the session data
and sequential rules to the recommendation engine. Content-based recommen-
dation fails to match the engine presented by this research. The model makes
predictions matching the interest of the user.

F. Cluster optimization for enhanced web usage mining using fuzzy logic [6].
In this, cluster optimizing method proposed and done by using fuzzy C-

means (FCM). Web usage mining consists of the following steps: Data collec-
tion followedby logfile preprocessingof logfile, fuzzy clustering-basedpattern
discovery, fuzzy cluster-chase algorithm is used for optimizing the cluster,
followed by pattern analysis. Web log is used to obtain the input for the mining
process. During a user session, the web server records the activity on the site
in this log file. This data collected from the navigation activity and then goes
through data preprocessing, and using fuzzy C-means algorithm, clusters of
similar data are formed. Then pattern analysis is done to create user profiles as
pairs of URLs from the clusters secured and find the finest web page used by
a good number of the customers.

G. An effective technique for personalization recommendation based on access
sequential patterns [7].

Certain primitive techniques based on filtering, for example kNN, require
comparison in real time between the current user session and the patterns
obtained from user’s usage data history. In order to counter this, the research
gives out a more scalable approach for personalization drawn on the basis
of certain rules of association. The method devised presents a tree-like struc-
ture to store frequent access sequences efficiently and can be merged with
an algorithm of recommendation which helps to come up with recommen-
dations without producing each and every association rules first. Since cross
beaming of some sub-paths mentions an active window, without contrasting
the present customer sessions with each located patterns, this algorithm of
recommendation is quicker than several traditional approaches.

H. Web page personalization and link prediction using generalized inverted
index and FLAME clustering [8].

The proposed system consists of some pre-decided parameters which form
the basis of personalization. Feedback from new users and an event link access
approach is used by the side with domain ontology. The method proposes an
inverted index for better estimation of user’s needs for which the parameters
used are event monitoring and click behaviour along with FLAME clustering.

I. Time-driven adaptive web personalization system for dynamic users [9].
In this, customer’s surfing history is classified and based on that predicts the

customer’s area of interest. This is done by using an effective personalization
method in which the dynamic interests of the user is captured. The proposed
model is broadly classified into two parts: online and offline. The offline stage
is the static phase, and it processes web logs and represents them in a structured
form. A prediction model is devised in the online phase which classifies user
request into clusters based on the offline phase. These clusters are then used to
provide recommendations using the SVM classifier model.
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J. Collaborative methodologies for pattern evaluation for web personalization
using semantic web mining [10].

This paper focuses on the problem of cold start and lack of information
in personalization which is overcome by using a hybrid method based on
combining information rating system and the content feature selection by using
a sample movie dataset which is also applicable to all the other fields.

K. Efficient periodic web content recommendation based on web usage mining
[11].

In this, prolonged algorithm for personalization which considers customer-
specific tasks as well as also considers certain other elements connected to
the web site uploaded by the visitors to give a better result. This proposed
model discovers the customer’s surfing action to build a base for an idea along
with pre-existing information which are used to forecast the specific customer
content.

L. A conceptual model for personalized information systems [12].
This method covers features such as the levels of personalization, imple-

mentation levels, personalization variants and dimensions and costs for inte-
gration. Information from different origins was prepared and presented in a
consolidated way. The outcome was more of a conceptual framework that
would help managers of ICT in defining the best dimension plan to help in the
personalization of information systems.

M. Web personalization model using modified S3VM algorithm for developing
recommendation process [13].

It pointed at improving the recommendation services by making use of
the data fusion level (S3VM) semi-supervised support vector machine. The
MapReduce prototype formed a basis for this approach. The proposed model
shows considerable improvement in the performance and precision for extrac-
tion of web usage data. The MapReducer model based on data fusion uses
S3VM to improve the data classification memory, to reduce memory classifi-
cation and inaccuracy rate and to boost the implementation performance and
lessen the consumption of time.

N. An improvised filtering-based intelligent recommendation technique for web
personalization [14].

It consists of a different technique based on collaborative filtering of boosted
item and association rule mining. There are two predictors in boosted item
collaborative filtering. These objects give out as an input for the association
rule mining. The rulemanager assists to choose the right rule from the rule base
which results in a personalization which is better than collaborative filtering
based on items and filtering based on content as well.

3 Summary of Numerous Approaches

See Table 1.
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Table 1 Summary of different methods for personalization

Authors Focus Advantages

Vinupriya and Gomathi [11] Recommendation based on
web usage mining

Recommends the best URL
present globally

Vinupriya and Gomathi [8] User behaviour Better user behaviour analysis

Web personalization using
web session for web usage
mining

User web sessions Better recommendation and
organization of data

Das and Sajeev [9] Generating navigational
patterns

Effective recommendations for
dynamic users

Vivek Arvind et al. [14] Recommend personalized
items

Overcomes the problems of
data sparsity and shilling effect

Bharti and Raval [2] Web content, URL Reduced prediction time with
improved predictions

Doddegowda et al. [4] Extract behavioural patterns Recommendations based on
user’s behaviour and pattern

Ramesh et al. [5] Ontology with web usage
mining

Improvement in the discovered
usage patterns

Varghese and John [6] Similarity of usage patterns Less prediction time and
memory requirement

Tan et al. [7] Sequential pattern matching Improves pattern matching
speed and supports real-time
recommendation

4 Challenges and Issues

The personalization has moved through abounding progressive phases. At first,
personalization started as a medium to attract customers by giving them the oppor-
tunity to get additional information out of any website and continue their interest.
Now, personalization means speeding up the delivery of useful data to the customer
in order to achieve the perfect personalization including his or her interests [15]. The
five crucial issues faced by personalization are mentioned below:

A. Privacy and security
Customer’s safety as well as confidentiality of data is a fundamental problem

for personalization because it is formed from customers’ personal data. Here,
security is an ability of customers and websites to shield their information from
illicit access to use and change the data while privacy is a quality of being
confidential in the eyes of others.

B. Fair dealing and integrity
Fair dealing and integrity are major repercussions in handling customers

on e-commerce sites. Every customer wants to be served fairly when it comes
to web site services but when personalization comes in frame, customers act
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differently in many ways like interest, time, loyalty and money invested by
clients.

C. Sense of worth and self-esteem
Personalization gives a unique opportunity to its customers to maintain and

better their sense of worth and self-esteem by providing a customer-friendly
policy where customers feel valued, controlling changes and comfortable while
having enough variety.

D. Usability
Personalization should be deliberated to be helpful and usable. This is done

by providing overall disclosure and other understandable options, so that users
can easily select, which best suits their interests at themoment, within a suitable
data space.

E. Cost
Actually, personalizing online offers is considered less expensive than

converting tangible assets because of the digital type of information sources.
Therefore, there should always be an equilibrium between the money spent and
the potential gain that can be generated by a decent economy and address the
basic trading strategies.

5 Comparative Analysis

See Table 2.

Table 2 Comparative analysis of the various approaches for personalization

Authors Technique used Relevance

Khatri and Gupta [11] Knowledge base model High

Vinupriya and Gomathi [8] FLAME clustering Medium

Web personalization using web session for
web usage mining

Data mining technique Medium

Das and Sajeev [9] K-means approach High

Vivek Arvind et al. [14] Collaborative filtering,
association rule mining

Medium

Bharti and Raval [2] Session discarding algorithm High

Doddegowda et al. [4] Sequential pattern mining
algorithm-based approach

Medium

Ramesh et al. [5] CloSpan algorithm Medium

Varghese and John [6] Fuzzy C-means algorithm High

Tan et al. [7] Tree-based approach High
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6 Conclusion

We have talked about some methods to personalize the web based on distinct areas.
Each paper has some edges and flaws, but the purpose of all papers is to make
precise recommendations and to provide relevant data and services to each customer
at distinct times through these personalization platforms. This is a comparative survey
drawn on some specific parameters, and short contrast is given amid all the touched
on methods. Henceforth, there should be changes in personalized systems to develop
it into a toolkit, which is compatible with a web browser. Therefore, affected domains
and service recommendations can be provided to the customer when surfing online.
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AMachine Learning Technique
to Predict the Breast Cancer at Early
Stage to Improve the Survivability

K. Sai Vijaya Lakshmi, K. Little Flower, and G. G. Krishna Kanth

Abstract In medical research, identification and diagnosing the disease at an early
stage is a challenging task. If we identify the disease at an early stage, we can increase
the probability of survival of human life. Nowadays, most of the women are suffering
from breast cancer. To predict this breast cancer, we have proposed a supervised
machine learning algorithm, i.e., logistic regression. This algorithm categorizes the
given data into either cancerous (malignant) or non-cancerous (benign) data. In this
paper, the logistic regression results are compared with the results of this logistic
regression with random forest and decision tree—the results showed that logistic
regression performed better in terms of accuracy.

Keywords Machine learning · Logistic regression · Benign ·Malignant · Random
forest · Decision tree

1 Introduction

The functionality of the human body depends on the functionality of cells. If any
of the cells are malfunctioning, then it creates a problem. In recent trends, women
are seriously affected by breast cancer. As per WHO records, breast cancer is the
leading cancer, especially in middle-aged women worldwide. 2,68,600 cases were
registered with breast cancer in the year 2019. The main challenge is to identify and
diagnose breast cancer at an early stage with minimum side effects. Headache, pain,
neurological problems are the side effects of this breast cancer.

Predicting this breast cancer is a challenging task. Generally, by using breast
ultrasound, diagnostic mammogram, MRI, we identify breast cancer. Early-stage
identification of breast cancer is very crucial [1]. If we predict breast cancer at an
early stage, then there is more chance of surveillance.
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One in eight women diagnosed with breast cancer, but only 80% can expect to
receive the specialist’s proper treatment and diagnosis. Machine learning is perfect
for predicting whether the breast cancer tumor is benign or malignant just by looking
at the measurements. Here, we have proposed logistic regression and compared three
ML algorithms, i.e., random forest, decision tree, and logistic regression [3].

A random forest classifier is the one that can able to predict the breast cancer, but
it is suitable for high-dimensional data. The decision classifier is slightly different;
this can output a categorical prediction based on different branches that have been
constructed. It is good to determine what class numerical prediction, such as decision
categories, by recursively evaluating how well it is able to split the data that comes
into its separate category. To predict the breast cancer, we are proposing logistic
regression on categorical data [4].

Logistic regression is a type of model used to predict the probability of occurrence
of a particular event. This type of regression relies on predicting parameter values
based on the prediction equation constructed using training data. However, linear
regression predicts the value of the continuous dependent variable.

The novelty of this paper is:

1. Proposed model takes two different class input datasets: +ve class and −ve
class.

2. Logistic regression techniques are used to detect cancerous (malignant) data.
3. Our model is used to detect breast cancer at low cost and at high accurate rate.

2 Literature Survey

Most of the breast cancers are identified by the patients by a lump in their breasts.
There are different ways to identify their lumps or any abnormalities (Fig. 1).

Typical methods to examine are as follows:

(i) Self-observation method: Examining the breast for any abnormal tumors or
lumps by themselves [5].

(ii) Mammography: Here, the examination of breasts can be done through low-
level X-rays. It is the initial stage of the investigation to identify breast cancer
[6].

(iii) MRI: This examination is done on people who are more toward malignant
tumors [7].

Another way to examine breast cancer is by using machine learning techniques.
Machine learning techniques are used to predict abnormal tumors, and these tumors
are categorized into two types.

(i) Benign tumor: These are not cancer tumors, and they will not do any harm,
and these tumors are removable [8].

(ii) Malignant tumors: It is a cancerous tumor that can spread rapidly and harm
the human body [9].
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Fig. 1 Typical methods to examine breast cancer

Earlier researchers used random forest classification and decision trees to predict
breast cancer. Random forest is a supervised classification algorithm [10] to handle
themissing values by itself. Random forest algorithm is suitable for high-dimensional
data because accuracy is high for massive data. The decision tree is the most popular
machine learning technique to predict the cancerous tumors in the breast. The deci-
sion tree can be used after preprocessing the data. It is used to find the data is malig-
nant or benign. This algorithm is used for hierarchical data. Here, we are proposing
a logistic regression algorithm to predict the tumor is benign or malignant because
logistic regression is best suitable for categorical data.

3 Proposed System

The main motto of this paper is to predict the tumor is benign or malignant.
Machine learning techniques have the potential to deal with complex, vast, and
high-dimensional data. For this, first, collect the dataset and then apply data prepro-
cessing. After preprocessing the data, divide the given data into two parts, i.e., 70%
of data for training and 30% of data is for testing. After division, apply the feature
selection method then go for a suitable prediction algorithm [11].

Step 1: Data preprocessing:

Data preprocessing is a data mining technique where we can transform the raw
data into an understandable format. Because, in real time, the data are incomplete,
inconsistent, andwith anomalies. So, the data preprocessing step is applied to resolve
these issues.
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Fig. 2 Filter method workflow

Step 2: Feature selection:

Feature selection means choosing the features that provide accurate results with less
data, identifying and removing anomalies, and using the feature selection method.

Step 3: Filter method:

The filter method uses univariate statistics instead of cross-validation methods to
measure the features. It is computationally faster and less expensive when dealing
with high-dimensional data. Here, we start with the variable whose performance is
best against the target and then select another variable whose performance is best
against the previous value.We repeat the process untilwe achieve the present criterion
(Fig. 2).

Step 4: Prediction model:

The prediction model is the main phase to identify breast cancer signs and symptoms
early to save human lives. To predict this, we are going to use supervised machine
learning technique such as logistic regression model to identify the lump is benign
or malignant [12].

Logistic regression comes under the classification of the techniques of regression
analysis. But, logistic regression can be applied on categorical data, which means
it can accept only binary values, i.e., either 0 or 1. So, 0 means it is benign, and
1 means it is malignant. Regression analysis indicates prediction and estimates the
relationship between the target and predictor variable [13].

D = 1/(1+ e−i )

The sigmoid function is used to convert the independent variable into an expression
of probability with respect to dependent variable. Always the probability is between
0 and 1 (Fig. 3).

We pass the input to this logistic regression function, and then, it will convert
the given input into a binary classification, i.e., in between 0 and 1. Here, will fix a
threshold value which is in the range of 0 and 1. Based on this threshold value, will
identify the given input as cancerous (malignant) or non-cancerous (benign) data
[14] (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3 Sigmoid function

Fig. 4 General logistic
regression function

Flowchart for logistic regression:
See Fig. 5.

Pseudo-code for logistic regression:

Input:

Logistic regression model.
Sample input data i.
Labels are from S [1..n].

Function:
for i = 1 to n do
Consider a binary vector array Si for each label Si = 1 if it belongs to malignant

and Si = 0 if it belongs to benign.
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Fig. 5 Flowchart for
predicting breast cancer

4 Experimental Results and Performance Analysis

Performance can be measured by using the following parameters. Here, we represent
data given categorical classes, i.e., either +ve class or −ve class. In these classes,
the possible parameters are as follows:

a. True +ve (tp): Here, the input is +ve, and output is +ve, i.e., correct
classification.

b. True −ve (tn): Here, the input is −ve, and output is −ve, i.e., correct
classification.

c. False +ve (fp): Here, the input is −ve, and output is +ve, i.e., wrong
classification.

d. False −ve (fn): Here, the input is +ve, and output is −ve, i.e., correct
classification.
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Fig. 6 Measuring the
accuracy

e. True+ve Rate (tpr): This is measured based on true+ve and all+ves, i.e., tp
tp+fn

f. False + ve Rate (fpr): This is measured based on true −ve and all −ves, i.e.,
fp

fp+tn .

g. Accuracy: tp+tn
tp+fp+tn+fn .

h. Sensitivity: tpr
i. Specificity: 1 − fpr
j. Precision = No. of tp

No. of tp+fp
k. Recall = sensitivity.

We have calculated all these parameters for three algorithms, i.e., decision tree,
random forest, and logistic regression, respectively, to find the accuracy of predicting
the breast cancer effectively to improve the survivability.

Performance measure:

The performance can bemeasured on accuracy. This accuracy can be evaluated based
on tpr, fpr, precision, recall, etc. parameters, and it is shown in Fig. 6.

If we observe the above table true positivity, accuracy is high, and false positivity
is low in logistic regression compared with random forest and decision tree. So, the
above table proven that logistic regression can predict the breast cancer effectively
(Fig. 7).

5 Conclusion and Future Scope

This papermainly focused on the breast cancer predictionmodels. Here, we proposed
a supervised machine learning algorithm, i.e., logistic regression model, to predict
the tumor as benign or malignant. We compared the logistic regression results with
random forest and decision tree algorithms. The results shown that logistic regression
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Fig. 7 Graphical representation of accuracy

gives high accuracy (where it depends true and false positivity rate) compared with
the decision tree and random forest.

In general, the diagnosis of breast cancer in the medical field is expensive and
time-consuming. Using the ML technique, we can predict breast cancer at an early
stage and save lives. This prediction acts like a clinical assistant to diagnose breast
cancer. In the future, we may apply unsupervised machine algorithms to predict
breast cancer.
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Convex Hull: Applications and Dynamic
Convex Hull

Vinod Kumar, Mahima, Sahil Verma, and Nishant Nijhawan

Abstract Computational geometry is, basically, the study of algorithms for prob-
lems related to geometry. The classical study of geometric objects and geometry
is not sufficient for optimal algorithms techniques. Therefore, it becomes impor-
tant to figure out properties or concepts that provide efficient computation for these
geometric problems. Themain focus of this paper will be on the convex hull problem,
which is one of these geometric problems. We gathered information about convex
hulls and its applications along with different algorithms to implement them. The
purpose of this paper was to explore the existing applications and come up with new
applications of the use of convex hulls. In our research work, the major objective
has been to study dynamic convex hull, and propose an algorithm to implement
the same. The results of our proposed approach were able to outperform existing
implementations of dynamic convex hull.

Keywords Convex · Concave · Polygon · Hull · Convex hull · Geometry ·
Dynamic convex hull · Wireless sensor networks · Fingertips detection

1 Introduction

The convex hull is an extensively researched structure in the field of computational
geometry, having a wide variety of applications like engineering sciences, wireless
sensor networks, collision avoidance, and many others. Computation of the convex
hull has been widely studied. Several implementations exist for computing a convex
hull such as the Graham scan algorithm, Jarvis March algorithm, and Kirkpatrick–
Seidel algorithm [1].

Dynamic convex hulls find applications in various areas where points need to be
inserted or deleted from the set. The most efficient existing algorithm is the OvL81
with a worst case time complexity ofO(log 2n) for every insertion or deletion. Unlike
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some other algorithms, the Preparata algorithm only deals with insertions, and can
insert a point into the convex hull in a time complexity of O(log n) [2].

Definition of “Convex”

A set P ⊆ Rd is convex if pq ⊆ P for any p, q ∈ P.
The unique property that makes a polygon convex is that it is possible to walk

between any two of the vertices straight without leaving the polygon. It refers not
only to vertices but to any two points within the polygon. In short, any polygon
that has no reflex angles, i.e., angles greater than 180°, is convex. A set having this
property is generally referred to as “convex” [3].

A. Convex Hull

Suppose there is a set of points S = {a, b, c, d, e, f , g, h, i, j} in the Euclidean plane
as shown in Fig. 1. The highlighted polygon abcdef is a polygon such that a segment
that connects two points in S lies completely inside the polygon abcdef. The set S’=
{p|p lies in the region bounded by abcdef} represents a convex set and also represents
a convex hull of S [4].

The convex hull for a given set of points can be described as the smallest achievable
convex polygon which completely encases all the points belonging to a set. Convex
implies that the structure does not have a vertex which is inclined inwards [5].

One helpful way to understand the convex hull is using the rubber band analogy.
Assume that the points given in the set are nails and are protruding from a flat surface.
Now, think what might occur if we take an elastic rubber band and stretch it around
these nails. The elastic rubber bandwill try to contract itself back to its original length
and while this happens, the elastic rubber band will encase the nails, contacting those
nails that stick out the farthest from the middle [6].

Fig. 1 Convex hull of a set
of given points
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B. Dynamic Convex Hull

The dynamic convex hull problem is a part of dynamic problems in the subject
of computational geometry. This problem basically comprises maintenance, i.e.,
tracking the convex hull for a set of points going through a sequence of changes
[7]. These changes comprise points being inserted, deleted, or modified in the set of
points belonging to the convex hull.

2 Related Work

A. Graham Scan Algorithm

Just by looking at a set of points, we can instinctively make out those points that are
possibly going to make contact with the convex hull, and those points which will be
enclosed within the hull, and hence be closer to the center [8]. The challenge here is
to write code that can allow the machine to do the same, without human intuition of
course.

To enable themachines to solve the convex hull problem, we often use theGraham
scan algorithm,which is a prime algorithmof computational geometry. This approach
gives us the edge-points of the convex hull in the order of where they lie on the graph.

In the beginning of the algorithm, such a point is selected which is sure to lie on
the edge of the convex hull that would be generated. Let’s call this the starting point.
As an example, the point with the smallest ordinate would always be a safe choice.
In case multiple points have the same ordinate, the point having the largest abscissa
shall be selected. In general, this idea can be used to find other corner points too, not
specifically the one with the smallest ordinate or largest abscissa [9].

The next step is to sort the remaining points by the angles that they create at the
starting point. If multiple points create an identical angle, the point which is closest to
our starting point would be placed sooner in the sorting cycle. This sorting is shown
in Fig. 2.

After this, we traverse the sorted array and determine for every point whether or
not it happens to be an edge-point on the convex hull. Furthermore, for each set of
three points selected, it is to be decided whether they make a concave or a convex
corner. In case it is a concave corner, the middle point of the three cannot be an
edge-point of the convex hull that would be generated.

Here, “concave” and “convex” corners are described in relation to the whole
polygon. These terms alone would have no meaning because there wouldn’t be any
reference direction.

The edge-points are then stored in a stack so that we can add points into the stack
as we encounter themwhile traversing through the sorted array of points, and remove
them whenever we find a concave corner. Technically, the top two positions of the
stack need to be accessible so in place of a stack, we make use of a vector, but it can
be visualized as a stack because we merely need to focus on the top two elements
[5].
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Fig. 2 Graham scan
algorithm: sorting the points
by angle [10]

Traversing through the points in the sorted array, we add points into the stack.
As we keep finding out that certain points aren’t edge-points, we pop them from
the stack. We can check if a corner is concave or convex by calculating the cross
product and checking its sign (negative or positive). As discussed earlier, if a corner
is concave, it is to be popped from the stack. If it is convex, it doesn’t have to be
popped and can remain in the stack for the time being [11].

Like this, we move to the next point and repeat the process: check if a corner is
concave or not and make a decision on removing the point accordingly, and so on.

The time complexity of the above implementation is O(n log n).

B. Jarvis March Algorithm

In the Jarvis March algorithm, we pick the point with the smallest abscissa as the
starting point, and we go on to enclose points in the anticlockwise direction. Now,
if we are at a point p, we use orientation () to find the next point. To find the next
point, we set p as the starting point for a cycle. For the next point (say, q), we need
the triplet (p, q, r) to be anticlockwise, where r is any other point. Now, we can store
q as the point next to p and repeat the cycle by setting q as the starting point of the
cycle until we reach the original starting point [12].

C. The Kirkpatrick–Seidel algorithm

TheKirkpatrick–Seidel algorithmworks on the self-dubbed idea of marriage-before-
conquest, which follows the reverse of the steps of divide-and-conquer. In a divide-
and-conquer algorithm, the input is first divided into parts, and then, operations
are performed on each part after which the parts are merged. The marriage-before-
conquest algorithm works in the opposite fashion. The input is first split into parts,
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and then, the order of merging is decided, and afterward the subsets are recurred
upon. This approach finds the upper portion of the convex hull. The corresponding
lower portion can be computed by rotation of the points. The two portions are then
merged to find the final convex hull [13].

3 Applications of Convex Hull

Convex hulls have wide applications in numerous fields. Inside arithmetic, convex
hulls are utilized to examine polynomials, the eigenvalues in a matrix, and unitary
elements, and a few hypotheses in discrete calculation include convex hulls. Convex
hulls of pointer vectors of answers for combinatorial issues are vital to combinatorial
advancement and polyhedral combinatorics [14]. In financial matters, convex hulls
can be utilized to apply techniques for convexity in financial aspects to non-convex
areas. In geometry, convex hulls are important for the estimation of boat structures.
Certain other applications of convex hull include:

A. Finding Evacuation perimeter in case of Chemical or Nuclear Leak
Consider a city having sensors placed in a uniform manner throughout. In

case of a chemical or nuclear leak, we can find the perimeter of the city that
requires instant evacuation by constructing the convex hulls of the areas with
radiation levels more than a certain threshold value [15].

B. Building blocks for some problems
Another application of the convex hull is in calculating the diameter of a

set of given points which means, the distance between the two most distant or
farthest points. To find, the convex hull is the preprocessing step here. The next
step includes finding the pair of points which is the farthest.

C. Wireless Sensor Networks
The most important utility of wireless sensor networks (WSN) is in event

detection. Numerous sensor nodes are to be used in an area to transmit data
regarding anomalies in the physical situations to the sink node. Figure 3, these
data transmissions can be quite sporadic should a gas leak or wildfire occur. The
navigation of moving targets, route reconstruction, and evaluation of the event
are all affected by the uneven shape of the event boundary. A convex hull of the
occasion can be made in case of navigation. In the instance of a wildfire, people
in the woods can be guided out of the area safely just by crossing the convex
hull polygon [16]. Obliterated routes in a WSN can be registered effectively by
using the convex hull of the event region by updating the lost routes directly
by parts of the convex hull. This money on the expense for communication to
remake routes and furthermore recuperates the network traffic rapidly.

D. Building Containment Zones for COVID-19 prevention
This is one of the most captivating applications, given the state of the world,

and the impact COVID has had on us, keeping track of the spatial reach out of
a corona-infection episode should be possible utilizing the curved structure.
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Fig. 3 Convex hull in WSN: convex hull estimate of forest fire

E. Engineering Sciences: Life-Cycle Modeling of Remotely Sensed Defects
One of the methods used for structural condition assessment is remote

sensing. Huge amounts of data are being collected by engineers throughout the
life cycle of the system. This helps them to calculate the structure’s remaining
life by interpreting the data to find the defects in the system. The problem with
remote sensing is that the defects found are not very useful in calculating the
life-cycle dynamics of the system. Using convex hulls for the same can help us
overcome this limitation. This reduces the complexity and expressing a defect
using its parameterized convex hull allows regular monitoring for the purpose
of estimation [17].

F. Collision Avoidance
To check whether a car avoids collision with the obstacles or other cars, we

can simply check if the convex hull of that very car avoids collision with those
obstacles [18]. Also, Fig. 4, with a convex car, the calculation of paths that
avoid collision is way easier.

4 Proposed Approach

We propose to implement dynamic convex hull implementation with insertion opera-
tions in a time complexity ofO(log k) and returning the convex hull which consists of
k points inO(k) time. We could have done the insertions inO(log n) and returned the
hull in time O(n), but here the key observation is that in most cases n� k. Therefore:
O(log k) < O(log n), which optimizes our solution significantly.
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Fig. 4 Applications of
convex hull: convex hull in
collision avoidance [7]

The following is an elaboration on how to handle insertion of a new point to the
convex hull:

If the point to be inserted lies completely inside the existing convex hull, then no
change in the convex hull will be required. The following approach is proposed for
the insertion of a point that lies outside the convex hull. The structure of the convex
hull is proposed as a circular linked list, i.e., the subsequent nodes are connected
to each other using pointers, and the last node is connected to the first node. The
approach is to find the left and the right tangent from P to the existing convex hull
and eliminate all the points which were present in the initial convex hull and will not
be present in the new one. In Fig. 5, the points marked with a cross are the points
which shall be removed from the hull on the insertion of this new point P. The new

Fig. 5 Implementing dynamic convex hull: finding the left and the right tangents
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convex hull will contain P, and the cross-marked points will be removed. The naming
convention of left and right is relative to the bottommost point of the convex hull.

5 Implementation

A. The Data Structure

The structure of the convex hull is proposed as a circular linked list, i.e., the subse-
quent nodes are connected to each other using pointers, and the last node is connected
to the first node.

B. Finding the Tangents

First, we will deal with the left tangent and mark the intersecting point. We select
the points with the angle greater than the inserted point P with the X-axis. We apply
binary search to find the point with the smallest angle with the X-axis for which P
lies in the clockwise direction if we consider the hull as anticlockwise moving. It is
done using cross product of two vectors made by two adjacent points on the convex
hull, and the vector made by joining the bottommost point with the point P. Since
the hull is stored in a circular fashion data structure, we can binary search from the
first point to the last point and find the desired point with the minimum angle. That
will be the point through which the left tangent will be drawn. The time complexity
for this job would be O(log k). Likewise, the right tangent can be computed too.

C. Deleting the unnecessary points

After finding both the points, we can just delete the points occurring in between these
2 points and add the new point in our data structure. In the given Fig. 6, points {4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9} would be deleted by de-linking from both the end-points (i.e., intersection
of tangent points). The time complexity for this job would be O(1).

D. Returning the Resultant Hull

After we delete the points, we just need to link our new point with both the end-points
of our tangent intersections to get our final convex hull.

6 Results and Discussion

Time Complexity Analysis: Let n be the total number of points in the set, and k be
the number of points included in the convex hull,

Step-1: Applying binary search for the left tangent would take O(log k) time.
Similarly, for finding the right tangent. So, the total time required for both tangents,

T 1 = 2 ∗ O(log k) (1)
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Fig. 6 Implementing dynamic convex hull: deletion of points from left tangent

Step-2: Time required for unlinking the unnecessary points from the hull,

T 2 = O(1) (2)

Step-3: Time required for adding the new point to the convex hull,

T 3 = O(1) (3)

Therefore, the total time taken to insert a new point in the convex hull,

T = T 1 + T 2 + T 3

= 2 ∗ (log k) + O(1) + O(1)

� O(log k)

Also, returning the complete convex hull will cost us O(k) since we have k nodes
in our hull data structure, and it is in a form of a circular linked list implementation
with set like functionality for making binary searches possible.

We have proposed to implement dynamic convex hull with insertion operations in
a time complexity ofO(log k) and return the convex hull which consists of k points in
O(k) time. The existing approaches perform the insertions inO(log n) and return the
hull in timeO(n), but here the key observation is that in most cases n� k. Therefore,
O(log k) < O(log n), which optimizes our solution significantly.
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7 Our Contribution

We have studied the existing implementations of convex hull and dynamic convex
hull. We have worked on optimizing the time complexity of insertion of points in
a dynamic convex hull. We have identified some areas of application where our
approach can be utilized.

8 Conclusion

In the field of computational geometry, convex hulls are very important, and they
find various uses in the fields of image processing, pattern recognition, and several
others. When we need to add a new point to a preexisting convex hull, the traditional
methods to compute a convex hull treat it like a new set of points instead of adding
one point to the existing convex hull, resulting in a high computation time. We
have proposed an optimized implementation of dynamic convex hull which reduces
the time taken to insert a new point to an already existing convex hull. We have
researched some existing applications of the convex hull, and we have discovered
some new applications of the same.
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Typical MANET Design for 5G
Communication Network
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Abstract Versatile ad-hoc networks have being broke down for a more extended
time, and these are the associations outlined only from compact user equipment
(UE) which work together for interchange of data into a framework-less climate.
It is mainly suited for certain applications including the essential edge exercises,
lamentable zones, and in the obstructed conditions like grounds and fields, where
various clients can trade data clearly with each other or by using different gadgets
like switches or switches. Fifth era (5G) of remote interchanges is proposed to give
a lot higher information rate. The antenna is designed to operate under sub-6 GHz
band. The parameters of this antenna are used as an input in MATLAB 5G toolbox
to simulate the modulation/demodulation, waveform generation, uplink/downlink
waveforms, and prevention of noise interference.

Keywords 5G ·MANET Antenna ·MIMO · HFSS ·MATLAB

1 Introduction

Wireless fifth-generation technology is proposed for delivering higher data speeds,
super-less delay, greater dependability, huge organization limit, and a more uniform
client experience to more customers. In communications media, 5G technology is
the fifth-age advancement standard for broadband cell organizations, which the cell
network affiliations started passing on worldwide in 2019 and is the masterminded
substitution to the 4G associations which offer accessibility to most current phones.
All the fifth-generation applications in a device are associated with the Web service
and the mobile network with the help of radio waves through a nearby receiving
antenna in the device. The main benefit of the upcoming organizations is that it
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will possess incredible rates of data transmission, providing increased amount of
download speeds, maximum of 10 Gb each second (Gbit/s) [1]. Due to this, the all-
encompassing data transmission, it is evident that the affiliations won’t simply serve
cells like existing cell affiliations, yet similarly, it can be utilized as wide range of
Web access providers for workstations and PCs.

2 Existing Methods

The existing methods deal with mobile communication for 5G networks using the
millimeter-wave concept. The information transmission need experienced by distant
correspondence has been energized for the utilization of the under-used millimeter-
wave (mm-wave) range for future 5G broadband consumable versatile correspon-
dence networks. This paper looks at about the attributes of the mm-wave inciting
channel, and features the guideline troubles, plans and advantages related with the
utilization of mm-waves. The current receiving wire configuration presents the plan
of a twofold band PIFA radio wire for 5G applications on a simplicity substrate with
littlest structure factor andmost stretched out data transfer capacity in the two groups
(28 and 39 GHz). The proposed twofold band PIFA radio wire comprises of a shorted
fix and a changed U-molded space in the fix. The radio wire shows great coordinating
at and around both focus frequencies. A CPW line and a taking care of through are
utilized on the base side of the substrate to energize the PIFA radio wire designed
on the top side of the substrate which additionally work with the estimations of the
receiving wire at mm-wave frequencies. The receiving wire was planned on minimal
expense Isola FR406 substrate [2]. Another design deals with the design of a patch
array antenna design using HFSS. Because of expansion in the advanced cell clients,
the limit request additionally expands, the fifth era (5G) portable innovation would
have the option to incredibly build correspondence limit by utilizing the enormous
measure of range in the millimeter-wave (mm-wave) groups. This design shows the
inspiration for future receiving wire for 5G portable specialized, approach, and offers
an assortment of recreation results that show 28.5 GHz recurrence that can be utilized
while utilizing steerable directional radio wire. The proposed thought is carried out
by utilizing HFSS software tool. The multicarrier transmission strategies have been
the most dumbfounding one for the progression of far-off correspondence systems
like 4G, long-term improvement and now the substitution 5G [3]. Existing MANET
configurationmanages the utilization ofMANETs for 5G correspondence [4]. Versa-
tile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are getting noticed for a long time, and there are the
organizations framed exclusively from versatile user equipment (EU) that are coordi-
nating in trade information to an infrastructure-less climate; MANET can be utilized
for some applications which incorporate the strategic edge activities, heart-breaking
regions, and in the blocked conditions like grounds and areas where numerous clients
will trade data straightforwardly with one another or utilizing different gadgets like
switches.
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3 MANET Antenna

AMANET contains different mobile phones that get together to shape an association
dependent upon the situation,with no assistance from any currentWeb systemor base
stations. A MANET can be described as a self-overseeing plan of center points or
MSs (moreover filling in as switches) related by far-off associations, the relationship
of which outlines a correspondence network exhibited as an abstract correspondence
diagram. This is instead of the remarkable single bob cell network model that main-
tains the necessities of distant correspondence between two portable hubs depends
on the spine-leaf architecture and stationary base stations. In the MANETs, there is
no framework for this exists, and organization geography might increase progres-
sively in an eccentric way because hubs permitted to be mobile and every other hub
restricts sending power, confining admittance to the hub just in the adjoining limits.
So, MANETs are essentially shared, multi-bounce remote organizations in which
data bundles are communicated to the intermediate station starting from the source
node to a discretionary objective.

Some particular uses of specially appointed organizations incorporate modern
and business applications including helpful versatile information trade. There are
so many extant and upcoming military systems administration prerequisites for
hearty, IP-consistent information administrations inside portable remote correspon-
dence organizations, with a considerable lot of these organizations comprise of
profoundly unique self-governing geography fragments. Progressed highlights of
mobile impromptu organizations, incorporating information rates viable with media
applications worldwide wandering ability, and cooperation with more organization
structures are empowering new applications [5].

4 Simulation Results

Figure 1 shows the antenna as a 3D model with x, y, and z axes. The outer box is
called the radiation box. 3D view of proposed rectangular antenna is shown [6]. This
shape of the MANET antenna has been chosen for easy integration into MIC’s or
MMIC’s. As the patch antennas are taken care of along centerline to balance, it limits
excitation of other undesired modes.

The simulation of return loss between 1 to 10 GHz is shown in Fig. 2. The graph’s
x-axis represents the frequency in gigahertz, and the y-axis represents the return loss
in decibel. The simulation plot shows three frequencies crossing the −10 dB point.
The frequency points are 3.55, 5.55, and 9.1 GHz. This shows the MIMO nature of
the antenna.

Figure 3 shows the f-OFDM spectrum of the proposed MANET antenna. The
bandwidth of this spectrum is 100MHz,which is the ideal bandwidth for 5GMANET
antenna. The millimeter wave is to be propagated through this 100 MHz spectrum
[7].
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Fig. 1 Antenna as a 3D model

Fig. 2 Simulation of return loss

Shows the polar plot of the MANET gain as shown in Fig. 4. Versatile ad-hoc
network gain was found to be 2.626 dB by using polar plot. This gain shows the low
power low gain antenna can be used for 5G communication.

The pattern of directivity in 3D is shown in Fig. 5. The maximum value of direc-
tivity for this MANET antenna is found to be 14.8 dB. The central red region in
this 3D plot shows high directivity followed by yellow region which has a moderate
directivity. The blue region shows the less directivity region. The minimum value is
−42.4 dB. With the higher directivity, the higher is the power gain in the antenna.

Figure 6 gives the input RF signal. It shows the 3.5 GHz RF signal. This radio
frequency signal is proposed to be the input for the MANET antenna. 5G frequency
bands are in the range of 3–3.6 GHz; 5–6 GHz, and 8–9.2 GHz. The first two
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Fig. 3 f-OFDM spectrum of the proposed MANET antenna

Fig. 4 3D polar plot of MANET antenna gain

frequency bands are officially licensed by TRAI [8]. The third band, however, is
reserved for experiment purposes. With the upcoming technologies, the 3rd band
from8 to 9.2GHzcanbe utilized to achieve higher data rateswith a little improvement
in the proposed antenna design.

Figure 7 is the transmitted data from the MANET antenna. This data are discrete
in nature as this is a digital data transmission. The analog signal is converted into
digital signals for transmission purpose.

Figure 8 shows the filtered OFDM (f-OFDM) modulation technique. The trans-
mitted signal is converted into analog signal for propagation into the channel. f-
OFDM modulation is best suited for 5G communications in India as the frequency
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Fig. 5 Pattern of directivity in 3D

Fig. 6 Input RF signal

bands are under sub-6 GHz band. Conventional OFDM is most suited for 4G, 4G+,
and LTE

The received data from the other antenna are shown in Fig. 9. After the signal
exits from the channel, the MANET antenna receives the signal in digital form. This
signal is then converted to analog signal and used for other purposes.
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Fig. 7 Transmitted data from the MANET antenna

Fig. 8 Filtered OFDM (f-OFDM) modulation technique

5 Conclusion

The proposed strategy examines about the possibility of some notable directing
shows for convenient of the cuff associations with millimeter-wave repeat gatherings
and advises the most ideal approach to utilize mm-wave repeat to assemble the
association efficiency. A couple of limits of the associations are changed to improve
execution of this design compared to its previous version wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi).
This design of versatile MANET in 5G possess a radio frequency (RF) structure
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Fig. 9 The received data

zeroed in on extraordinarily enormous data rate, less idleness, reduced energy, and
cost. To achieve this, controlling shows in the MANET ought to be versatile, energy-
capable, and incredibly execution practical. The antenna is capable of operating
under three different bands which enables the perspective of achieving higher data
rates with the improvement in design shape.
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Classification Rule Diagram to Diagnosis
the Tuberculosis Based on Symptoms

T. Baskar and M. Kannan

Abstract Data mining is a vast area in research and applications where it is appli-
cable for many real-time problems hence it proves to be beneficial for large data
handling. Especially, when it comes to medical diagnosis, using data mining algo-
rithms always proves to be exemplary where it helps to quickly diagnose diseases
using available data based on classification algorithms. For example, diagnosing
tuberculosis can be done using knowledge discovery patterns on uncovering various
symptoms and associated patterns of behavior which is cost-efficient instead of
diagnosing using various medical tests. In this paper, we are employing a classi-
fication diagram which is a key element of a much more elaborative process called
knowledge discovery, to provide some indicators that are mainly responsible for the
occurrence of special disease—tuberculosis and symptoms that are highly correlated
with the positive examination test based on various rule-based conditions. Classifi-
cation rules can be used to infer the defining characteristics based on information
relevance of different test components and hence discover hidden knowledge, unex-
pected patterns, and new rules from the database by using the classification rule
diagram to diagnose tuberculosis.
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1 Introduction

Data mining has involved an excessive deal of consideration in the info about health
care and in society as a whole in recent years, due to the extensive accessibility of
vast amounts of data and the forthcoming essential for spinning such data into useful
information and knowledge. The data you collect about your patients is one of the best
assets. Hidden inside the data are all sorts of precious information that could make
an important dissimilarity to the way you diagnose and interrelate with your patients
[1]. According to the RNTCP annual report 2019, the estimated TB incidence in
India is about 27 lakhs. Also, RNTCP was capable to accomplish an announcement
of 21.5 lakhs in 2018. The uniqueness of the affected citizens essentially balances
related to the bulk of the precious persons are all in the similar age of 15–69 years
and two third of persons are males. TB diseases to stop by 2025, it possibly will be
planning of Indian Government. This article is an extension of our previous work [2],
the current research article applies classification methods to improve the diagnosis
of TB diseases. The classification rule diagrammatic methodology allows easy to
classify TB diseases based on symptoms.

2 Objectives

Knowledge discovery and data mining plays a vital role in healthcare industry for
clinical diagnostics of medical reports like X-ray where it is based on a predefined
pattern of trained model, This can be done with traditional statistical approaches and
algorithms like classification algorithms and random forest algorithms but they are
prone to time-consumingwhen processing on large set of data and costly in preparing
rules and models for training the mining conditions. In order to simply the process,
objectives are set and presented below.

Main objectives of the research articles are:

1. To classify the TB symptoms.
2. To easily diagnosis the TB disease based on the symptoms.
3. To find a piece of hidden information from clinical research using the

classification rule diagram.
4. To properly find the clinical patients based on the classification rule diagram to

forward for TB testing.
5. To diagnosis using PTB test results, all the patients will be conformed in order

to continue with an anti-TB treatment.
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3 Literature Review

Alfadhli et al. [3] identify TB diseases through the special method called SURF. The
SVM classifier achieved an AUC score of 89% of 64 pixels. Finally results in a small
size of detection are minor than at the superior scale. In X-ray, at an upper grid size,
the SURF detected the high-level quality.

Imianvan and Obi [4] revised through FCM based on TB symptoms. The signif-
icant results of FCM methods, classification, and matching of cluster groups to set
of TB symptoms to diagnosing the TB diseases achieved through this method.

Jaegar et al. [5]. Regular transmission for tuberculosis diseases detection in chest
X-rays. TB screening is a challenging task and new approaches using computer-aided
exposure. Survey of TB infection detection in chest X-rays using various data mining
techniques to solve the research problem. Hooda et al. [6]. Conducted the survey of
TB detection used in dissimilar stages of CAD system.

Lopes andValiati [7] presented the investigation of pretrainedCNNas extracted in
tuberculosis exposure. Results, the three CNN architectures are collectively to form
a particular international descriptor with the intention of used in SVM. Through deep
learning, medical image classification is achieved.

Shukla and Agarwal [8] analyzed a new approach in favor of tuberculosis record
scategorization usingOCSBclusteringmethods.Hencewith the aimof exact arrange-
ment possibly will be performed. The results show improvement with the existing
algorithm.

Skoura et al. [9] examined imaging of tuberculosis. Diseases diagnosis through
CT, PET, FDG, and MRI. Pulmonary tuberculosis, Extra-PTB, and HIV into co-
infected TB diseaseswere diagnosed less time and cost-effective results are achieved.

Vajda, et al. [10] authors analyze the automatic TB screening in chest radiographs
for a better diagnosis method to TB diseases compared with other methods like
culture and sputum.

Melendez et al. [11] diagnosed TB diseases through automatic recognition on
chest X-ray in high-risk transmission. The total data was collected of 38,961 patient’s
chest X-ray from 2005 to 2010, out of 87 patients were diagnosed with TB. Result,
specificity was 55% and negative predictive value was 99%, at a sensitivity of 95%.

Santosh and Antani [12] reveal that chest X-ray selection technique to identify
a tuberculosis disease. Accuracy analyzed in dissimilar classifiers: 1 BN, 2 MLP,
and 3 random forest algorithms. The data collected from U.S. National Library and
National Institute of Tuberculosis in India. Results show that 91% of the ROC curve.
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Rakhmetulayeva et al. [13] formative the success of cure about TB based on test
drug with the help of classification algorithm using support vector machine. The
initial data was 1261 lines of data, collected from the health department. Medicine
test is significant used for arithmetical process to forecast an achievable enhancement
for the patient health.

Asha et al. [14], three significant algorithms were analyzed such as CBA, CMAR,
and CPAR. CPAR be improved better results compared to other algorithms.

Iqbal et al. [15], diagnostic for electronic health records (EHRs) to collect the data
for tuberculosis along with insurance claim for the person. Final results, TB affected
patient’s codes, and insurance claims codes are unmatched. Hence, to improve the
coding system is required.

4 Methodology

This research work combines the traditional classification algorithm with modern
data mining techniques like parallel clustering to accelerate the speed in processing
large set of data.

In this work, we have classified TB suspects based on different symptoms. Such
as primary and secondary and it is depicted in Fig. 1.

The diagram Fig. 2 shows the classification rule diagram to suspects TB diseases
based on pulmonary and extra-pulmonary symptoms. Through this classification rule
diagram, the patients have more than two or three symptoms with dry cough, they
can give an advice to take a TB testing.

Figure 3 shows the secondary symptoms of TB diseases. The clusters such as bad
habits, contemporary diseases, BCG vaccine, nature of work, nature of spreading
and attributes are involved in classifying the secondary TB symptoms.

Figure 4 diagram demonstrations the testing methods of pulmonary TB. This is
the input analytical tool used for case finding in RNTCP. The organize testing process
is effortless to execute at the peripheral laboratories and not as expensive.

Fig. 1 Classification of TB
symptoms
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Fig. 2 Classification rule diagram of primary TB symptoms
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Secondary TB Symptoms
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Fig. 3 Classification rule diagram for secondary TB symptoms
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1 DRY COUGH MORE THAN 3 WEEKS

1.1 3 Sputum Samples

1.2 2 or 3 + VE 1.3 3 - VE

1.4 COLD TABLETS 10-
14 days

1.5 Cough Continue

1.6 Sputum Sample + VE          
1.7 TB 
1.8 (TB Treatment)

Do Again 3 Sputum 
Examinations1 + VE

Sputum Sample – VE
TB 

(TB Treatment)

Sputum + VE TB     (TB 
Treatment)Indicativeof TB

X-Ray
- VE 1.9 2 or 3 +

VE

X-Ray

- VE for TB

- VE for TB Indicative of TB

No- TB

Fig. 4 Classification algorithm for pulmonary TB testing
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4.1 Classification Rule Algorithm for PTB Testing

If Sputum >=2 Positives Then  
Treatment =A
Else if Sputum == 3 Negatives Then 
 If X-ray == Positives Then 
  Treatment=B
Else 
  Treatment=S
Else if Sputum==1 Positives Then 
 If X-ray==Positives Then 
  Treatment =A
 Else 
  Treatment=S
Treatment 
A = Sputum Sample +VE TB
(TB Treatment). 
B = Sputum Sample - VE TB
(TB Treatment). 
S = Safe(No - TB) 

5 Results

The above classification rule diagram, Figs. 1, 2, and 3 shows the symptoms based on
the classification of tuberculosis diseases. The classification rule diagram, concen-
trating on patient symptoms. This is categorized as primary and secondary symp-
toms. In the primary, diagnosis the pulmonary and extra-pulmonary TB suspects
based on symptoms. Next one secondary, the main risk factors for people suspected
of developing TB are poor habits, nature of work, existing diseases, such as HIV,
BCG vaccine, and spread by others. The benefits of this outcome are that, it will
direct patients to make the right decision to think whether TB testing is needed or
not. Also, it helps the concerned department employees to find out who needs TB
testing. Based on the classification diagram, we can easily filter patient’s dataset and
give the direction for the patients to take anti-TB treatments.

In this work, researchers have proposed classification rule diagram to diag-
nose tuberculosis symptoms, through this work, strong association attributes can
be filtered, extracted and interpreted.
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6 Conclusion

Throughout this paper, researchers have focused on how datamining concepts help to
classify TB symptoms based on the classification diagram. The Crux of this result is
that anybody can easily identify TB suspects, interpret, and classify the TB symptoms
andgive the direction for the patientswhoneed the immediate attention and treatment.
The limitation of this work is that it is a diagrammatic representation to classify the
TB symptoms, scope for further work is that will convert this work into an algorithm
with proper dataset.
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Ensuring the Security and Load
Balancing in the Cloud Environment
by BPA-SAB Method

Abin T. Abraham and E. J. Thomson Fredrik

Abstract Cloud storage is the latest standard, with the benefits of pay-per-use and
on-demand applications in the future. The load balance in a distributed setting for
the cloud is difficult due to factors such as stability, portability, security, and inter-
operability. To achieve this the proposed research aims for intrusion detection with a
higher data protection quality and load balancing performance by developing a novel
hybrid-based Binomial Protection-based Authentication with a Stochastic Agent-
based Load Balancing (BPA-SAB) technique. The proposed BPA-SAB technique
only permits users with proper licenses. The intruders have been discovered through
the user behavior. The load balancing mechanism is handled by the SAB technique.
The performance metrics of intrusion detection, computational time are better when
compared with the existing work Secure and Energy-Aware Load Balancing.

Keywords Cloud storage · Load balancing · Security · Binomial

1 Introduction

Cloud technology has been an evolving mechanism for quite decades [1]. Cloud
storage offers cost savings by boosting volume or competitiveness with a small
number of users, and ensuring quick access to knowledge at minimum upfront costs
[2]. Simplifying procedures results in projects involving fewer representatives being
completed and the cost of resources is being reduced [3]. Cloud computing often
reduces the level of emerging software licenses to a minimum, such as stretching
and developing [4].
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2 Related Works

In Manasrah and Ali [5], suggested a new technique named Genetic algorithm (GA)
with Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to reduce expense and time to fulfillment.
In Jena andMohanty [6], use similar technology such as computing, encoding, repli-
cation, convergence, and replication methods to improve the schedule of the tasks
and executing mostly with aim of reducing time for executing the task. In Phan and
Park [7], suggested a strategy for dealing with DDoS threats in a Software Defined
Network (SDN). InNguyen et al. [8], usedAES, DES, and some other securitymech-
anisms for encrypting the file header information in SFCmessages. In KumarMishra
et al. [9], analyzed the performance of heuristic-based algorithms for load balancing
and carried out the simulation using CloudSim simulator. Comparing with existing
works of load balancing algorithms, our proposed BPA-SAB technique performs
load balancing efficiently in Cloud Computing.

3 Proposed Model

In the proposed BPA-SAB technique, the intruder attack detection process is carried
out with the help of BPA. In the proposedBPA-SAB technique, the BPA is introduced
for enhancing data privacy preservation by performing intruder attack detection in an
effective manner. In BPA, the Regression Coefficient (RC) is utilized for detecting
anomalies on the cloud environment. The RC is the method based on a prediction
that determines the occurrence probabilities by the action based on the features it
has been observed. Since the users who are unauthorized will not permit for data
accessing in cloud storage. Thereby, the confidentiality level of data is improved.

Algorithm 1: BPA for Privacy Preservation

Input: User RequestsURi = UR1, UR2, …, URn

Outcome: Improvised rate in detecting intrusion with a higher level of privacy
Stage-i: Start
Stage-ii: For: In cloud considering requests from every user
Stage-iii: According to Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) the RC needs to be computed
Stage-iv: If condition (Y = = 1) then
Stage-v: The particular user was considered an authorized one
Stage-vi: Else
Stage-vii: The particular user was considered an unauthorized one probable to
create a threat
Stage-viii: End-If
Stage-ix: Permitting users who are authorized to receiving a cloud data access
Stage-x: End-For
Stage-xi: Stop
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As shown in Algorithm 1, the BPA is deployed in the proposed BPA-SAB tech-
nique to identify the intrusion attack and to enhance the privacy preservation of data
in the cloud environment.

3.1 Stochastic Agent Balancing (SAB) for Effective Load
Balancing

In the proposedBPA-SAB technique, the SABmodel is introduced for load balancing
among a number of servers dynamically in an effectivemanner. In the proposed BPA-
SAB technique, the time taken for cloud data accessing is also significantly reduced
through achieving effective load balancing through the SAB Model.

Algorithm 2: SAB for Balancing the Loads Dynamically

Process Input: Total UserRequestURi = UR1, UR2,…URnthat are Authorized
Number of Cloud Server CSi = CS1, CS2,….CSn
Process Outcome: Enhancing the efficiency for balancing the loads
Stage-i: Start
Stage-ii: For: Considering requests from every authorized user
Stage-ii: Calculate server’s weight in the cloud depending on the number of tasks
completed by Eq. (6)
Stage-iv: SLS was accomplished by the Centralized Agent
Stage-v: Based on the objectives feature, choose the best server in the cloud
Stage-vi: Allocate the specified tasks for the servers in the cloudwhich can deliver
the required resources
Stage-vii: End-For
Stage-viii: Stop
The SAB-based searching is performed for providing higher load balancing effi-
ciency. The main aim of SAB is to find out the optimal cloud server for providing
needed services to the users. Through the Stochastic Agent, the weight of cloud
servers is computed for each authorized user request according to the executed
tasks by using Eq. (6).

4 Performance Comparison of Models

An experimental evaluation for the proposed BPA-SAB hybrid technique is imple-
mented in Java Environment utilizing Cloudsim simulator. For experiment setup, the
number of cloud users and the number of cloud user data is considered to range from
100 to 500 and 200 to 1000 within 20 iterations.

Table 1 and Fig. 1 illustrate that the experimental results of LBE concerning
the number of cloud users. For simulation purposes, the number of cloud users is
considered the range from 100 to 500 which is taken as input IDR is measured in
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Table 1 Numerical
comparison of LBE

Cloud users SEA-LB BPA-SAB

100 71 88

200 74 90

300 77 92

400 81 94

500 86 96

Fig. 1 Graphical comparison of LBE

terms of percentage (%). When the performance of IDR is high then the technique
provides improved results for secured data communication in the cloud.

Table 2 and Fig. 2 illustrate that the experimental results of IDR concerning
the number of cloud users. For simulation purposes, the number of cloud users is
considered the range from 100 to 500 which is taken as input. The performance
analysis of IDR of the proposed BPA-SAB technique is compared with the existing
method SEA-LB. The IDR is gradually improved in both methods based on the
different number of cloud users. As a result, the BPA-SAB technique significantly
improves the LBE when compared to SEA-LB. The DAT is determined as the total
taken time in the cloud for data accessing.

Table 2 Numerical
comparison of IDR

Cloud users SEA-LB BPA-SAB

100 63 85

200 69 88

300 75 91

400 80 93

500 86 96
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Fig. 2 Graphical comparison of IDR

Table 3 Numerical
comparison of DAT

User data SEA-LB BPA-SAB

200 25 20

400 50 35

600 75 50

800 100 65

1000 125 80

Fig. 3 Graphical comparison of DAT

Table 3 andFig. 3 illustrate the experimental results ofDATconcerning the number
of user data. For simulation purposes, the number of user data is considered as the
range from 200 to 1000 which is taken as input. The performance analysis of DAT of
the proposed BPA-SAB technique is compared with the existing method SEA-LB.
The DAT is gradually reduced in both methods based on the different numbers of
user data. The BPA-SAB technique significantly reduces the data accessing time
when compared to SEA-LB. It is proved from the above results that the performance
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metrics of Intrusion Detection, Computational Time are better when compared with
the existing work Secure and Energy-Aware Load Balancing (SEA-LB).

5 Conclusion

In the cloud environment, the BPA-SAB technique is introduced for achieving
secured data communication by attaining better improvement on privacy level to the
data and load balancing efficiency. At first, the user transmits a request to the cloud
server. The BPA-SAB technique determines the RE coefficient for each user with
the help of BLog it Authentication. The BPA-SAB technique effectively balances
the load among the number of servers in the cloud through the deployment of SLS
during the data accessing in the cloud. The BPA-SAB technique enhances the LBE
also minimizes DAT in a significant manner.
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Further Analysis on Internet of Things
(IOT) Applications in Emerging Markets
and Vietnam

Nguyen Thi Hang, Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy, Trung-Hieu Le,
Sylwia Gwoździewicz, Nguyen Thi Phuong Thanh, Nguyen Thuy Dung,
and Dinh Tran Ngoc Hien

Abstract In many industries such as manufacturing, construction and hospitals in
recent years, there are many uses and applications of Internet of things (IoT) in many
developing countries. Authors mainly use qualitative analysis, including analytical,
synthesis and explanatory methods regarding to Internet of things issues and appli-
cations and design. Hence, the purpose of this study is to explore issues of Internet
of things (IoTs) applications and give out suggestions for IoTs design principles in
emerging markets and Vietnam. For example, authors presented current uses such
as: applications for smart hospitals and medical equipment with IoTs, as well as
suggested further principles to set up IoT design.
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1 Introduction

IoTs, Internet of things which is technology helping to cut costs and with better
qualified resources and improving planning, has various uses in our work and life,
at home and in office or warehouse or manufacturing place, enhanced with proto-
cols such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and others, even in healthcare services or hospitals,
healthcare workers can change the way they detect the patient’s disease and innovate
treatment as well.

In our smart houses, IoTs system with sensors can help us to easily recognize
strangers to enter our houses, hot water system can be automatically controlled, or
smart cameras system, etc.

Internet of things (IoTs) can be considered as a interrelated and wireless system,
with digital devices connected which can enable to receive, store and send infor-
mation via a network without requiring interaction of human-to-human or human-
to-computer. He and Li [1] conducted research in internet of things in industries
and also by [2–5]. Faquir et al. [6] said there is cybersecurity solutions attached also
confirmed by Jaccar and Nepal [7]. Nga and Huy [8] said internet supported banking
sector. From wikipedia, internet has been useful in industry (source: [9])

This study will presents some principles of IoTs design system and organized
with introduction, research questions, literature review, main results, discussion and
conclusion.

Among the paper’s contribution is the solutions presented for preventing security
risk, as well as stated IoTs has wide range of applications in our industries and life.

2 Literature Review

We summarize previous studies in Table 1.
Besides, He and Li [1] state that it is an emerging technology, the Internet of things

(IoT) is expected to offer promising solutions to transform the operation and role of
many existing industrial systems such as transportation systems and manufacturing
systems.

And Gnoni et al [10] found out a we can design a system with IOT applications
in order to manage risks or hazards such as safety of plants as well as workers.

Last but not least, Malik et al. [11] specified that IOTs can help to link any device
to Internet, and help decreasing cost and develop more advanced system—Internet in
many industries including such as health care, construction, automotive industries,
embedded devices, environment monitoring, agriculture, etc.

Then, Thanh et al. [12] stated that not only IoTs but AI applications such as
infrared applications are also very useful in industries.

Compared to previous researches, our studywill showalso security risk prevention
solutions in conclusion.
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Table 1 Summary of relating studies

Authors Year Content, result

Mary and Malaisamy 2019 IoTs allow us to share data and information
without much human intervention. Also,
less manpower involving in using sensors
by automation with various features

Uslu et al. 2020 IoTs allows us to develop so-called smart
hospitals by setting tech infrastructure and
environment with combination of cloud
tech, sensors, protocols, databases, etc. We
need to consider components such as
challenges, optimized factors, technologies
and opportunities

Khanna and Kaur 2020 IoTs has been considered in a few years ago
and it is considered under many aspects
including challengers, applications and tech

Ghost et al. 2020 Concentrates on applications and uses of
IoTs for construction and building (smart
objects)

Kelly et al. 2020 IoTs can help a lot for health care services
and improve public health, in which it
enables to improve coordinated system and
accessibility of preventative public health
services

Ahmad et al. 2021 As IoT is in fast-growing stage and demand
of smart devices also increasing so the
manufactures oversight the security aspects
and delivering the vulnerable devices in the
market attackers easily targeting the devices
using these vulnerabilities and performing a
large number of DDoS and other types of
Attacks to steal user personal information
and data from IoT devices

Trung-Hieu Le, Nguyen Thuy Dung, Dinh
Tran Ngoc Huy, Nguyen ThiPhuong
THanh, Dinh Tran Ngoc Hien, Nguyen Thi
Hang

2021 IoTs have wide applications in industrial
uses, esp. In Vietnam and emerging markets

3 Methodology

This paper mainly use qualitative analysis with technical issues relating to IoTs and
security and network solutions.

We also propose to build a security system design principles in order to contribute
to reduce IoTs and their consequences.
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4 Main Results

4.1 Further Suggestion on Principles of IOT Application
System Design

First, we propose IoTs application system based on the following principles:

• Monitoring from remote locations: Applying IoTs, combined with cloud tech-
nology and AI can help to improve better management information system and
help managers of manufacturing firms, factories and hospitals can manage data
and process patients data from remote areas.

• Network security: we need to ensure data privacy protection and protect clients
data, for example, bank clients and credit card data seriously to avoid hackers to
steal information and big money.

• Smart applications: Applying IoTs with sensors and AI can help much for smart
house, smart building and construction and smart hospitals, etc.

Next, we recognize groups of IoTs applications needed.

4.2 Hand Gestures Recognition and Other IOTs Solution
System Design

Hand Gesture Recognition

Figure 1 shows us that data collection process as follows.

Describedata collection step: researchers has uses a data sample andobserve gesture
of hands involving twelve prior define gestures with thirteen labels. So researchers
also recognize difference between mean and variations of gestures.

Moreover, time length of each gesture is changing and different depending on
person.

We describe the set of data, with the support of ELAN Multimedia Annotator
Tool.

There are hand gestures, total 12 pre-defined gestures, and annotate 13 class labels
which is total the gestures are not the same as the twelve gestures.

There are set of data consisting of total 13 class labels, and 21,420 instance. Our
figure describes noted data that accelerate and gyroscope in the sense of magnitude
accordingly.
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Fig. 1 Collecting data and results

Other Applications of Internet of Things (IOT)

Smart House Application System

Nowadays, with IoTs and sensors, our smart home can be controlled with automatic
light system and automatic recognition when strangers enter our house.

Multi-purpose intelligent sensors: gas sensor, smoke sensor, water leak sensor,
motion sensor, light sensor, door sensor help control every element of the house
from light, temperature, humidity, … From there, adjust and ensure the health and
safety of family members. IoT technology will connect all devices such as curtains,
lighting, air conditioners, etc. through the central controller. Thanks to that, just a
smartphone/tablet with a network connection (3G, 4G/Wi-Fi), you can quickly turn
on and off the lights, air conditioning or open the curtains with just one touch. This
is the benefit of smart home technology that not all solutions have.
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When we mention “house” we consider Internet of things (IoTs) application
for the house as a physical structure in which we can take advantage of IoTs
applications. Roles of internet with AI and technology showed many applications
[13, 14].

Hospital Solution System

This is the solution in which we can apply IoT into monitoring health care of people
and patients, or we even can combine IoT with cloud technology and Big Data to
process data of patient effectively.

Inmedical or healthcare sector, there isBreakthrough in SmartMedicinewith IoTs
and technology that has considerably changed the healthcare services and innovating
the way devices and applications in which users interact or connect with.

Nowadays we can recognize the values and uses of Blockchain tech and cloud
computing which function as a future development that can bring unprecedented
breakthroughs in medical services.

It will benefits both from patient side: he or she could control and proactively
monitor his or her health condition, and form doctors side: they can better monitor
patient health data with technology help.

Recently, a number of studies have demonstrated that it is possible to remotely
monitor the health of patients using advanced biotechnological technologies
combined with an embedded IoT device. Non-invasive biosensors promise real-time
patient treatment, ensuring timeliness in care, enhancing adherence to treatment, and
improving health outcomes.

Researchers also can develop medical equipment to support to recognize or check
patients blood clots, which can support patients for their staying in a range of
treatment and also help to reduce the stroke risk or bleeding.

Kelly et al. mentioned hospitals at time being can be supported with IoTs benefits
that enhance health care delivery, as well as to support predicting, health matters,
diagnosing and treating and monitoring patients inside and outside the hospital.

Other industry applications with IoTs

Production and factories

IoTs, together with cloud technology and sensors and AI has played major roles
in contributing to connect data for production optimization and better inventory
management.

Specifically, in the factory, the digitization of production/intelligent produc-
tion helps the equipment—equipment system communicate easily and continuously
without the supervision and permission of children people in the process. The device-
device communication enables sensor systems, actuators and control systems to
instantly interact with each other. The devices will be smarter, the data from the
device will be brought to the center more. The application of AI technology, Bigdata
allows the center to use that large amount of data to make reasonable maintenance
decisions to help the system operate in a more durable and reasonable way, avoiding
the loss caused by the system shutdown production system to repair.
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Fig. 2 IoT and real and
unreal world linkages.
Source wikipedia.com

5 Discussion

As we can see in Fig. 2.
We can realize there are some popular applications of IoTs such as: nowadays,

there are range of applications and uses of IoTs in hospitals.
For instance,with real-time status tracking using a smartmedical device connected

to a smartphone application, medical data and other health requests can be collected
and data connection available of the smartphone to transmit the collected information
to the doctor.

Data of health are collected and transmitted with The IoT device including but
not limit to: blood pressure, oxygen and blood sugar, weight and electrocardiogram
(ECG).

Thendoctors, patient’s insurers, can connect to data and also, participatingmedical
companies or consultants, to allow them to view the data. Data is collected regardless
of time, location or device.

6 Conclusion

In summary, we analyzed that Internet of things (IoTs) have many applications and
uses in monitoring data from remote locations, in smart hospitals, in banking, etc. In
health care sector, doctors and nurses can take advantage of internet of things and
internet data in order to store big data of clients, whereas in banking sector analysts
can analyze risk data from internet technology. Also in any industries, people start
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to apply and use robot or robotic, high-end robot and new materials in the industrial
revolution. Ghosh et al. [15] said there are future trends of IoTs in construction
industry. While Hang et al. [16] stated it is good for labor force training in industry
4.0.

However, we also have to consider solutions to prevent risks from IoTs:
For instance, Virus, warms and Spywares: Attackers are trying to send some

malicious files as an email attachment when the recipient receives the email and
download the attachment or download other files from Internet so it will affect the
system. Then, Phishing attack: This type of attack usually uses to strip the user’s
important information such as credit card details, email passwords, etc. in this type
of attack the emails or website is used.

Therefore, we need to make sure our security and administration applications are
always up to date and this is a necessary action to always do first because older
software often has a lot of vulnerabilities that hackers are so familiar with and will
definitely use them to attack thoroughly and that is a concern that any administrator
should be concerned about.

Cyber security risk prevention:

With the development of Industry 4.0, cyber attacks on innovative ICT technologies
can be a fundamental problem, which is why networks and information systems of
the combined economy, society or critical infrastructure in the era of digitization
require ever stronger and efficient security.

Determining the basic safety recommendations for Industry 4.0 components,
services and processes based on risk analysis is the first step to resolve difficult
technical constraints in this field. Therefore, several basic recommendations should
be made regarding the improvement of cyber security risk management standards
in the development of new ICT technologies. These recommendations are only the
basis for undertaking further analyzes of the subject taken.

Implementing solutions related to the security interoperability of Industry 4.0

ENISA (The European Union Agency for Cyber security) in the “Industry 4.0 Cyber
security …” 2019 report, justifies that with the introduction and integration of
Industry 4.0 devices with existing systems, there is a question of interoperability.
In industrial environments, ensuring interconnection between different devices is
often difficult, especially for devices that are no longer supported. That is why it
is important to promote secure solutions ensuring smooth integration of Industry
4.0 devices with older systems and among themselves. When devices and plat-
forms from different suppliers are used, interoperability may not always be possible.
Ensuring interoperability between devices/platforms is not only smooth operation
but also security. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure and support the interoperability
of devices, Industry 4.0 platforms, as well as security practices. The concept of
interoperability refers not only to communication protocols and various application
frameworks. The concept of security interoperability appears in the complex supply
chains of Industry 4.0, which means that it is very difficult to ensure a common
basic level of security across platforms, devices, protocols and frameworks. The
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weakest link in the chain can have harmful effects on the entire chain, which is why
providing a single common layer of cybersecurity in all these elements is a very
difficult problem.

Limitation of Research

Authors need to make deeper analysis on IoTs applications in areas such as Big Data,
cloud tech, AI combined, etc.

Also, we can expand to analyze further researches for other emerging markets.
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A Novel Hybrid Approach Based
on Filters to Ensure Cloud Storage Data
Security

Libin M. Joseph and E. J. Thomson Fredrik

Abstract The next-generation architecture of IT organization has been planned
for cloud storage. We have proposed a new Hybrid-Secure Cloud Storage (HSCS)
approach to ensure data protection during auditing in the cloud. The hybrid approach
consists of integrating the Schnorr Elliptical Curve (SEC) framework with the
Bloom Filter (BF). Finally, the BF is added to delete redundant keys in table
entries to avoid duplication. The performance metrics for SCS and HSCS compared,
in this HSCS would provide greater security than SCS, including Auditing-Time,
Encryption-Time, Decryption Time, and Storage-Overhead.

Keywords Cloud storage · Trusted party auditor · Schnorr Elliptical Curve ·
Bloom filter

1 Introduction

As cloud technology develops rapidly, the benefits of cloud such as connectivity, cost-
effective including on spot service fulfillment are universally embraced by consumers
and organizations [1]. In an attempt to lessen their computing load, users might
subordinate complicated calculations mostly to cloud data center [2]. Consumers
should still consider outsourcing to the cloud for their massive data to relieve their
entire computing burden [3]. The cloud will check whether the file that the user
uploads is repeated or not using the file indexes [4].
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2 Related Works

In Shen et al. [5], kept track of its issue of sharing data with contextual knowledge
and developed a specific cloud services auditing system that is identity-based. In Li
et al. [6], suggested a cloud services control method for authenticating protocol dedu-
plication. In Ding et al. [7] created a compact information security cloud-controlled
information security audit system. In Joseph and Thomson Fredrik [8], surveyed
various security protocols for secure data storage in the cloud.

3 Methodologies

This SCS-related protocol uses vector variables to only produce the data tags, based
on the Ring-Learning with Error-Problem (RLWE). The module for entity initializa-
tion is the preliminary step in the proposed HSCS algorithm. There are threemodules
in the proposed model. In the entity module, there are three cloud security models as
“DO” for Data Owners, “CS” for Cloud Server, and “TPA” for Third-Party Auditor.
In the Security Module, the initialization of the entity module is based on the fact
that perhaps the TPA is real or obscure.

3.1 HSCS Operating Principles

The auditing process is enhanced by using the proposed HSCSwith the integration of
the SEC framework with the BF. The pseudo-code to perform the HSCS is described
as follows:

Step 1: Initialize the domain parameters for the SEC algorithm
Step 2: Select the point on the elliptic curve
Step 3: Consider the pseudorandom number as the secret key
Step 4: Construct the public key using the secret key and base point
Step 5: Create hash value for the message
Step 6: Create the signature set and the block tag for each hash value
Step 7: Create the IndexHash Table (IHT) by using the server-oriented parameters
Step 8: Derive the unique hash value from the entries in the hash table
Step 9: Compute the variations among the fresh entrance and the stored entrants

in the IHT
Step 10: While the difference is zero, then the existing hash entry is replaced with

the new unique hash entry. Otherwise do, derive the unique hash entry.
Step 11: Compute the new base point and signature for the unique hash entry

through proof generation
Step 12: Verify the proof through the octet series and the string to an integer.
Step 13: If the proof is true, then the BF is initiated to remove the duplicate entries.
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The process to predict the coefficients of the filters as follows:
Parameters as Input: “H(mi)” as Function of hashing, “n” as Integer, “F” as

Field for Message
Expected Outcome: Response from the TPA

(i) Assign bits of “n” by “0”
(ii) Within “M” for every “(mi)”
(iii) “hi” value of hashing needs to be calculated
(iv) Repeat this for every “hi”
(v) “f (hi(mi))” need to be computed
(vi) "IF f hi(mi)) �= 1”
(vii) False will be the TPA outcome, “ELSE”
(viii) True will be the TPA outcome.

4 Results and Discussion

These protocols have been deployed using the Open-Stack cloud environment and it
has measured the time required to encrypt, decrypt, and audit the user authentication
data access service, storing data service for secure object storage. The system was
implemented through the eclipse android simulator which is operating on the Intel-
core I5 processor in Windows 7 on desktop at 260 GHz and a RAM of 8 GB.

(i) Audit-Time

The audit-time denotes the time required to audit the file for verifying the data
integrity. The delay for computation concerning the number of auditing requests is
lesser for the proposed system compared to the existing system.

Table 1 shows the auditing-time analysis concerning the number of auditing
requests. The proposed method achieves a lower computational delay of about 30%
than the existing system.

Figure 1 shows the time to audit concerning a total request for audit. The X-
axis of the graph represents the total request for audit and Y-axis represents the
computational delay. From the graph, it is observed that the proposed system achieves
a lower computational delay than the existing system.

Table 1 Audit-time
performance

Auditing request SCS IISCS

10 600 450

30 700 500

50 850 550

70 950 650

90 1100 750
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Fig. 1 Audit-time performance graph

Table 2 Encryption-time
performance

No. of attributes SCS HSCS

10 1 0.7

30 1.9 1.1

50 2.9 1.6

70 3.8 2.1

90 4.8 2.7

(ii) Encryption-Time

The time for encryption is termed as the time took for the method to encrypt the file
utilizing a secret key. The Input/Output (IO) file time is not included.

Table 2 presents the comparative analysis of the encryption-time on data owner
for the proposed scheme and existing scheme. The variation in the encryption-time is
analyzed concerning total attributes. The attributes total varies from 10 to 90 (Fig. 2).

(iii) Decryption Time

The time for decryption is termed as the time took for the method to decrypt the file
utilizing a secret key. There is a linear increase in the encryption and decryption time
with the increase in the length of the primes. Lower encryption and decryption time
shows the efficiency of the proposed security schemes.

Table 3 presents the comparative analysis of the decryption time on data owner
for the proposed scheme and existing scheme. Attributes total varies from 10 to 90.
Figure 3 shows the decryption time on the user for the proposed HSCS scheme and
existing SCS scheme. The HSCS scheme uses a single key for decrypting multiple
files.
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Fig. 2 Encryption-Time Performance Graph

Table 3 Decryption time
performance

No. of attributes SCS HSCS

10 0.8 0.5

30 1.4 0.7

50 2.1 0.9

70 2.8 1.3

90 3.6 1.7

Fig. 3 Encryption-time performance graph

(iv) Storage-Overhead

The storage-overhead is the additional storage space required for storing the neces-
sary information other than the file. Reduction in the storage-overhead at the CSP
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Table 4 Storage-overhead
performance

Server density SCS HSCS

10 2100 1600

15 2400 1700

20 2700 1800

25 3000 2100

30 3300 2400

side is a key feature to reduce the service charge paid by the customer the proposed
system is highly efficient than the existing techniques with less storage-overhead.

Table 4 illustrates the storage-overhead analysis concerning server total. Server
total ranges from 10 to 30. For 10 servers, the storage-overhead for the proposed
system is 1 600 KB/sand the existing system is 2100 KB/s.

5 Conclusion

The proposed HSCS aims to resolve issues in cloud-based security system modeling
that are accessible. The effective elimination of non-related material and replication
increases device performance thus lowering space burden. By using the proposed
integrated evolution model, the detection and avoidance of fraudulent behavior are
strengthened. The proposed HSCS effectively minimized the period for auditing,
encryption, decryption, and storage-overhead by the total amount of servers and
requests for audit due to the optimization in the computational phases by SEC
signatures and the deduction of duplicate by BF.
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Grading of Red Chilli, Cardamom
and Coriander Using Image Processing

P. Renupriya, H. B. Anita, and Smrithy R. Sunil

Abstract Indian cuisine is known for its wide range of spices. Spices are known
as the heart and soul of Indian food. Traditionally, categories are identified based
on certain chemical technology or with the help of senses gifted to mankind. In this
paper, an image processing technique used to extract multiple features is presented
to determine the various categories of spices consumed. This proposed work uses
different varieties of common Indian spices such as Capsicum annuum (dry red
chilli), Elettaria cardamomum (cardamom) and Coriandrum Sativum (coriander).
While creating the image dataset, different categories of all spices were taken from
southern region of India. Features are extracted from the manually created image
dataset, which forms the base for classification. The result obtained using Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP), Naive Bayes and Random Forest classifier is found to be optimal.

Keywords Image processing · Chilli · Cardamom · Coriander ·Multilayer
perceptron · Naïve Bayes · Random forest · Fast Fourier transform · Discrete
cosine transform

1 Introduction

Food is an important component of daily life. The type of food intake determines the
well-being of human body. It is important to intake right amount of nutrients to stay
healthy. Nowadays, the methods followed by farmers to cultivate crops have been
posing a threat to the food industry.
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In this era, numerous chemicals or toxins are added to food supplements for
preserving and to increase their shelf life. It is necessary to check the quality of raw
ingredients that goes into making food. If there is no quality control, then it gets
difficult to track down the amount of chemicals present on them.

The grading of spice helps the farmers, industry and consumers to identify the
quality of the products being used. In this paper, image processing techniques are
used to study and analyse spices and in turn classify them in accordance with their
category. This study focuses on three commonly used variety of spices such as red
dry chilli, cardamom and coriander. Bulk samples of coriander and cardamom is
captured for this purpose, whereas individual samples of red dry chilli are used. The
environment for this work is kept constant and the images were recorded, and further
ample number of features were extracted to categorize the samples.

The proposed work uses various features obtained from the images of the sample
to identify the class each belongs to. Image processing techniques are used inmultiple
disciplinary such as classification, image retrieval, image compression, restoration
and object detection to name a few. It is highly used to classify images into various
categories. It is a simple yet efficient approach to make use of image processing
technique for analysis of each sample.

2 Literature Survey

From the findings, it is observed that limited work has been performed that concerns
classification of Indian spices. Very few researchers haveworked on chilli dataset and
hardly any with coriander or cardamom. It is recognized that most of the techniques
are either automated or chemical analysis of the species. A brief survey is conducted
to study the various techniques to increase the scope of the proposed model.

To classify spices such as dry red chilli, a rule-based approach is presented in
[1]. This algorithm uses 9 colour features such as RGB, HIS and L * A * B from
bulk chilli samples. The accuracy obtained for chilli without stalk was found to be
90% and as for chilli with stalk it was 82.5%. To check the authenticity of black
pepper, diffuse reflectance mid-infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS)
combined with chemometrics was used. This study was used to identify pure or
impure black pepper samples. The result obtained showed that DRIFTS combined
GA-SVM, and PLS-DA approach gave 100% accurate result for pure samples and for
fake pepper samples it was 98% accuracy for train data and 96% for predicted set [2].
A curvature-based approach was used to classify anthurium flower images. B-spline
algorithmwas used to detect the curve of the flower. Several algorithms such as SVM,
KNN, Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes was used to classify the flowers based on their
cultivar. SVM and Naïve Bayes classifier gave a resultant classification accuracy of
more than 98% [3]. Vanilla species before flowering were compared and classified
using image analysis of their leaf patterns. An image processing model was built
using OpenCV Java alongside SVM classifier was used to obtain the classification
result. It was observed that when four features were used as a feature vector the rate
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of accuracy ranged from 80 to 90%. But when two features were considered, the
accuracy varied from 66 to 80% [4]. A three step approach was used to check the
purity and authenticity of saffron. It involved ISO3632,microscopic examination and
DNA barcoding. A total of 36 samples of commercially available saffron samples
were used for this study. Using this method, an overall accuracy of 66.66% was
detected to identify true saffron species.Around 27%of the samples contained certain
formof adulterants, whereas 5%of the samples could not be classified [5]. A software
programme was designed using image processing techniques to recognize the colour
and shape of chilli leaf image, in order to identify the plant disease. The recognition
accuracy of this model was about 93.3% [6]. A low-angle X-ray scattering (LAXS)
was used for spices such as anise, coriander, cumin, fennel and black cumin, to detect
over-irradiation. The fullwidth at halfmaximum(FWHM)of the peaks obtained from
LAXS are investigated for each of the category. The experimental results suggest
that the maximum amount of irradiation should be 30 kGy to avoid damaging the
molecular structure of these spices [7]. A 2-D local discriminant-based algorithmwas
used to detect multispectral data of hazelnut kernels and red chilli peppers to detect
aflatoxin and fungal contamination. An accuracy of 92.3% and 90% were obtained
for aflatoxin contamination in hazelnut kernels and red chilli peppers and 95.6% in
detecting fungal contamination [8]. Similarly classification of rice pulse has been
offered in [9]. Commercially available south Indian rice seeds were collected, and
flatbed scanning technique was used to capture the images and create dataset. Fast
Fourier transformwas also used to extract featurewhich represents the inner details of
the rice seeds.Anaccuracyof 95.78%wasobtainedusingNaïveBayesTree in thefirst
stage. Whereas SMO classifier resulted with 87.07% accuracy for the second stage
classification. A thin layer chromatography combined with image analysis (TLC-
IA) and chemometrics technique was used for validating authenticity of saffron and
identify the adulterants. This study was carried using PCA, K-means, PLS-DA and
LDA techniques [10]. To check the authenticity of black pepper, DRIFTS combined
with chemo metrics was used. The result obtained showed that DRIFTS combined
GA-SVM, and PLS-DA approach gave 100% accurate result for pure samples and
for fake pepper samples it was 98% accuracy for train data and 96% for predicted
set [11].

3 Implementation

3.1 Data Collection

The dataset for various categories of dry red chilli, cardamom and coriander were
not readily available. Hence this dataset is manually created for the proposed work.
The spices were collected from various vendors across South Indian region.

Red dry chilli: It is a commonly used Indian spice which adds pungent taste and
colour to the food. They are used in various forms such as whole, coarse or ground.
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Table 1 Sample dataset for Chilli
Varieties of red dry chilli

Kashmiri chilli Byadagi chilli

Normal chilli Hot chilli

Guntur chilli

They act as antibiotics and pain killers. It can help provide relief from lung disease in
certain cases. For the proposed researchwork a sample of 300 images of the following
varieties of dry red chilli is used. The sample dataset contains5 chilli varieties that
belong to types such as Kashmiri, Byadagi, Normal, Guntur and Hot chilli, they are
shown in Table 1.

Cardamom: This spice is used in both savoury and sweet dishes. The imageswere
captured of the whole green pod as a bulk sample. To help aid this research a total of
50 images of bulk samples of different variety of cardamom based on quality. They
are Bold 6, Bold 7 and Bold 8. The weight of each sample captured is maintained
constant throughout, the samples are displayed in Table 2.

Coriander: The coriander seeds are used as a spice and is widely used in many
savoury dishes. Coriander has been used in traditional to get relief from constipa-
tion. It comes packed with varied amounts of calcium, magnesium, potassium and
phosphorus. The dataset of 110 images of bulk samples of different types of coriander
that are shown in Table 3.

The images were taken under a standard environment setup. The environment
is built such that the following constraints are kept stationery throughout the data
collection procedure:

• A normal webcam mounted on a tripod stand to get standard images
• A white background for optimization purpose
• Light intensity should be balanced using a LED camera panel

Table 2 Sample dataset for Cardamom
Varieties of cardamom

Bold 6 Bold 7

Bold 8
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Table 3 Sample dataset for Coriander
Varieties of coriander 

TYPE 1 TYPE 2

TYPE 3 TYPE 4

TYPE 5 

• External disturbance is kept minimal
• The base height for placing the item is kept constant

3.2 Feature Extraction

Features are basically used to describe an image and to identify the differen-
tiable factor between non-related sample images. The chosen feature set should
be able to enhance the differential factor by a manifold. In this proposed work,
boundary descriptor, regional descriptor, statistical and frequency-based features are
being used. MATLAB is used for the purpose of feature extraction. The following
algorithms elaborate more on this:

Algorithm 1 Input: Colour image of red dry chilli

Output: Feature vector.

Method:

1. The following is extracted for each colour image:

a. The mean value of red and blue channel (2 features)
b. Standard deviation of red and blue channel (2 features)
c. Entropy of green channel
d. The mean value of saturation and intensity (2 features)

2. Converted the colour image into grayscale and calculated the below mentioned
features from the grayscale image:

a. Mean value
b. Standard deviation
c. Total area of the image is calculated
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d. Apply Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the grayscale image and compute
the standard deviation of FFT image.

e. Apply Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to the image and compute the
standard deviation of the DCT image.

f. Apply DCT to the image and consider the DC component of the DCT
image.

3. Binarize the input image to compute the following:

a. Calculated on pixel density
b. The total number of pixels in an edge detected image
c. The mean value

This accumulates to a feature vector of length 16.

Algorithm 2 Input: Colour image of cardamom.

Output: Feature vector.

Method:

1. Taking colour image of each sample, the following features are computed:

a. The mean value for green channel
b. Standard deviation of green channel
c. Entropy of green channel

2. Converting the image into its grayscale, the following features are extracted:

a. Grey scale mean value
b. Grey scale standard deviation
c. Entropy of the image

3. Convert the image into black and white and calculate the mean value.

This totals to a feature vector of size 7.

Algorithm 3 Input: Colour image of coriander.

Output: Feature vector.

Method:

1. Calculate the following for each colour image sample as a feature:

a. The mean value of red and green channel (2 features)
b. Standard deviation for red and green channel (2 features)
c. Entropy of red and green channel (2 features)
d. The mean value of hue, saturation and intensity (3 features)

2. Convert the image into grayscale and compute the following:

a. The mean value
b. Standard deviation
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c. Entropy of the image
d. Compactness of the image
e. Apply Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the grayscale image and compute

the standard deviation of FFT image.
f. Apply Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to the image and compute the

standard deviation of the DCT image.
g. Apply DCT to the image and extract DC component of the DCT image.

3. Binarize the image and calculate the following:

a. Total number of 0’s and 1’s (2 features)
b. Mean value

This algorithm gives feature vector of size 19.
Total feature vector of length42 is obtainedby all the above-mentioned algorithms.
The system work of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 System model
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3.3 Classifiers

To classify, WEKA software is used, which has built-in machine learning algorithm
which makes this process efficient. The proposed work experimented with Random
Forest,MLP andNaïve Bayes classifier. The RandomForest classifier creates several
decision trees based on a dataset. The average estimate value of the trees is calculated
to choose the best fit model which decides the class of an object. Similarly, MLP is a
supervised artificial neural network model. The input and output layer are analysed
to obtain the correlation between the pairs. In contemplating the best model, the error
needs to be minimized by performing backward and forward propagation. Whereas
a Naïve Bayes classifier works on the principle concept of the Bayes theorem. It is
a probabilistic algorithm that considers that each feature is completely independent
from the other. It is a simple yet powerful algorithm that is highly used for the purpose
of classification.

In this work, the input dataset is partitioned into training and testing module. The
train dataset is used to train the model while the testing dataset is used to evaluate
the trained model.

4 Experimental Results

The algorithms for classification of spices are evaluated on the dataset collected. A
total of 460 image samples of spices are collected. This entire dataset is refined to
evaluate the proposed system model. The dataset is divided into 6:4 ratio denoting
training set and testing set, respectively. Features which distinguish the class of
red dry chilli, cardamom and coriander are stored for processing. The respective
algorithms are explained in Sect. 3.2. The data is normalized before it is used to train
the model. The model is then trained to classify each of the subcategories of each
spice variety. This type of classification result helps to classify each variety of spice.
The performance of the extracted features is examined using various classifiers.

In terms of the classification results for red dry chilli, it has been identified that
MLP gave a better accuracy of 83.33% whereas Naïve Bayes and Random Forest
classifier produced an accuracy rate of 75.33% and 80.67%, respectively. This result
can be seen in Table 4.

Similarly, for cardamom, Random Forest and MLP produced better result of 95%
each when compared to Naïve Bayes with accuracy of 80%.

Table 4 Result for red dry
chilli, cardamom and
coriander using classifiers
mentioned in Sect. 3.3

Random Forest
(%)

MLP (%) Naïve Bayes
(%)

Red Dry Chilli 80.67 83.33 75.33

Cardamom 95 95 80

Coriander 76.36 83.63 69.09
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The accuracy for classification of coriander obtained through MLP classifier is
83.63% which is more prominent when compared to the accuracy of 69.09% and
76.36% obtained using Naïve Bayes and Random Forest classifiers.

5 Conclusion

In the proposed work, classification of spices using image processing algorithms
are observed. The data collection procedure was conducted manually for the spices
belonging to various types such as red dry chilli, cardamom and coriander. As per the
findings, it is observed that there is minimal research work related to classification
of these variety of Indian spices. In the anticipated work, the data set is created
using commercially available red dry chilli, cardamom and coriander from different
vendors of south India. A total of 460 image samples were collected which includes
all varieties of these spices. MATLAB and WEKA tool was used to extract features
and classification. An overall average accuracy of 87.32% was obtained using MLP
classifier. In future the dataset size can be increased, and deep learning technique
can also be applied. The proposed method can be applied to other variety of spices.
Subsequently a digital camera with higher resolution can be used to collect images
of better picture quality.
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Smart Mirror: A Magical Gadget
for Diverse IOT Services

R. H. Aswathy, R. Saravanan, B. S. Sudhan, and D. Sasikiran

Abstract The Internet of Things (IoT) is a popular technology in today’s world. It
influences every human life and extends its path to many applications like education,
healthcare, agriculture, logistics, business intelligence, and wearable devices. The
smart mirror is an innovative application in home automation that looks like a stan-
dard mirror acting as a smart mirror. In the future, “smart mirror” will be used for
many purposes because the mirror is a common sight for everyone. The smart mirror
is designed in our proposed work, showing the time, temperature, news updates, and
weather report to display on the mirror. The IoT-based smart mirror designed using a
Raspberry Pi microprocessor with sensors for perceiving the external environment,
and a mirror act as an actuator to show the information. This intelligent screen will
have the ability to display real-time information and connect to the user’s smartphone
who uses the Android application. This mirror enables the features like display live
news updates, managing events through google calendar, and shows meteorolog-
ical information and biological information. Besides this, the user can update the
additional functionalities and features themselves by specific agreements.

Keywords Raspberry Pi · Python · Internet of Things (IoT) ·Mirror · Application
programming interface (API) · Display

1 Introduction

In today’s world, most people are connected to the Internet. Everything is online with
the Internet’s help, such as bank transactions, information sharing, and education—
the drastic changes in people’s lifestyle due to the active computer and embedded
system. Various devices and products based on this communication technology have
introduced around the world. Internet of Things (IoT) plays a significant role in
automation. An “object” in IoT can be anything that can collect, correlate, and
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transmit data over a network without human intervention. Devices connected techni-
cally can be controlled and monitored using the remote monitoring technique. With
the great use of automation, the data are exploded through the Internet and make
people updated. Our work intends to develop an intelligent mirror similar to various
options such as smartphones, tablets, and smart television. This smart mirror looks
like an ordinary mirror, but the mirror works as a smartphone that contains a screen
display that can show time, weather, and date. Mirrors are part of everyday use
because people interact more with mirrors. The combination of mirror and ingenuity
with technology proves that access information and communication from smart-
phones, smartwatches, and even we can allow technology into any of the things we
use in everyday life. Smart mirror contains camera and mic which uses for face and
voice recognition. It will be wise enough to recognize a person’s face and voice
and thus see the users. People will be able to retrieve data from the Internet by
contacting the screen directly. A user might get the weather conditions like temper-
ature, humidity, and rainfall in the following day to plan the trip or work. The main
intention of the proposed work to provide a summary of the important data to plan
the work like user location, weather updates, news feeds, and today’s program only
by knowing the user’s face. The focus is to develop an intelligent mirror that identify
the user and tailor the experience.

2 Discussion of Related Works

Technology is an integral part of everyone life. “Smart mirror” is an application that
brings technology to the traditional home screen and makes them more intelligent.
The smart mirror helps the users to organize the daily activities and find the essen-
tial information such as meteorological data, news updates, and calendar events.
IoT is an interconnection of portable devices with embedded devices connected to
exchange data. IoT communicates between people and objects and between objects.
Intelligent home automation screen is another domain with IoT applications. IoT
applications vary. Instead, this project paper helps to use IoT to make life smooth.
The mirror displays the news, time, date, weather conditions, checklist, reminders,
and the screen is upgraded to function as browsers. We can gain access to the news
or watch YouTube videos. In 2003, Phillip sunk mirror TV developed based on the
principles of smart mirrors. The standard TV mounted behind a two-way screen and
TV changed as a mirror when turned on. There is an option of making the screen
more prominent than the TV performance testing. The author, James Law, devel-
oped a cyber-mirror that shows rudimentary information like weather, date, time,
and system that integers social communication. So, the user can view their informa-
tion anywhere. That cyber-secured, the mirror controlled through remote-controlled
methods. The mirror can display the patient biological information such as blood
pressure, glucose level, weight, height, and heart rate [1]. In an intelligent home [2],
the smart mirror shows the daily data and coordinates household items. This applica-
tion’s fundamental concepts are to remind the user’s daily activities like a scheduler
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and remainder [3]. The face recognition and biometric-based authentication models
discussed to customize the mirror according to user needs. The user wants to select
the location of the mirror. In the article [4], interaction added with the model recog-
nizes the user command, gesture, and product inculcate all the qualities of personal
digital assistance (PDA) such as mobile phones, tablet, and laptop. The author [5]
builds Raspberry Pi to build the smart mirror with interconnection with real-time
Web sites. In article [3], the Philips home lab acts as the best bed for developing
an interactive home environment. The author [6] discussed the LED mirror, which
mimics the functionalities of the standard mirror. It shows the personalized informa-
tion and gives updates of our interest like home automation, sports, refreshment, and
hobbies carried out in the article [7]. The mirror works like a widgets work based on
command [8–10]. The mirror has designed for updating date and time touch screen
information.

3 Methods and Materials

3.1 One-Way Mirror

A one-way mirror gives the mirror users true identity. It is truly a magical mirror
as it has a bright spot on one side and is also visible with great power. The screen
rests on the front, where the user can view the screen at parallel timing. It gives the
monitoring light access to travel through and ensures that the interface is available
[UI]. It is the front-end object of the system. The user could physically view the
things through the one-way mirror.

3.2 Monitor

The monitor module is integrated with Raspberry Pi via an HDMI module
that offering display and speech output. The touch infrared receiver [IR] is a
self-monitoring monitoring device which displays the information in the mirror.

3.3 Infrared Frames

Infrared receiver frames provide a touch screen on a magic mirror. Infrared receiver
frames have the IR sensors on own place and is connected to the Pi via USB interface.
That made the mirror more visible.
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3.4 Raspberry Pi 3-Model B

The Pi plays a major in a smart mirror, forming a mirror processing unit. Pi is like
a motherboard with all the necessary components that make up a good CPU. Its
credit-card size can also work as a complete computer- Raspberry Pi editing with
Python programming language. Programs are initially embedded, then upgraded and
integrated into the platform like windows, macOS, Linux, and work on Pi. Pi has
its built-in integrated development environment (IDE) for editing in programming
languages such as Java, Python, C++, C. Installing the OS on the Raspberry Pi is a
straightforward process. Raspbian is just a flavor ofDebianOS. PyCharm community
serving is an excellent IDE to develop our proposed system. Qt Designer is a fantastic
tool for customizing the Python UI. It has built up Wi-Fi and Bluetooth to connect
and allows four USB devices to connect to it.

3.5 Channel Relay

The eight-channel transmission is connected to the GPIO high power input power
source and power supply on the Raspberry Pi. GPIO pins lack to control household
appliances. They have a meager output power of almost 5 V, a circuit board that
transmits eight-channel that closes the homeappliance circuitwhengiven amaximum
of 5 V.

3.6 Camera

The critical part of the smart mirror is the camera; this device is used for face recog-
nition. A method called virtual-based products or service implemented with the help
of an image processing technique. For example, people walk around the mall looking
for different clothing’s.We cannotwear the clotheswe like. Virtual technology solves
this complication by adding or uploading a picture of those dresses collected in the
memory of the mirror. The user has to stand in front of the mirror and selects the
garments; the mirror display shows the users image with an opted garment.

3.7 Microphone

The microphone is installed to get the user voice input on the screen. It converts
sound into an electrical signal. It can sense voice input and makes the mechanism
(system) more accurate with a more robust operation. This microphone observes
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voice input from the user and perform the correct action. It must be noiseless and
identify the user voice even if interruption of other sound occurs.

4 Design Description of Proposed Work

The smart mirror designed as a real-world display device that features on model
view controller (MVC) pattern. The plugin used for displaying the data incorporated
in the model pattern. This plugin retrieves information from the cloud database and
acts as an application programming interface (API). The view pattern is the display
screen showing real-time information to the user, and the controller pattern controls
each plugin which drives the other two patterns. A proposed screen intended to
display the user image as and provide customized source information. Using a one-
way mirror wall, this proposed model can display relevant user details like updated
and present weather conditions, local time and date, news, user health, and personal
circumstances appointment updates from google calendar. The proposed architecture
diagram of the smart mirror is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Architecture diagram of smart mirror
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4.1 Control Unit

The control unit works based on two taxonomies. The first one is the detection of
human presence with authentication, and the second is the mirror triggered by on/off
units. The system detects the human presence in front of themirror through the PIR, a
motion detection sensor. The PIRmotion detection sensor is attached toRaspberry Pi,
and the resisters are placed to receive the static voltages. The PIR sensor is connected
to the Raspberry Pi by getting the voltage during motion detection.

4.2 Network Connectivity

The network connectivity collects information like news updates, meteorological
conditions from the Internet, and smart mirror shows. The Raspberry Pi microcon-
troller is correlated with Wi-Fi modules and an Ethernet port, which retrieves the
information to the LCD mirror screen. The Raspberry Pi has many in build module
microprocessor, and it has a flexible way to parse the information.

4.3 User Interface

This user interface module permits the user to perform the updates in the mirror
settings. The domestic Ethernet connection/Wi-Fi displays their geographical loca-
tion. The Raspberry Pi microprocessor configured to run as an access server to
display the data and edit the mirror settings. The microprocessor acts as an access
point with many inbuilt functionalities likeWi-Fi, card reader, and Ethernet port. The
live user location and meteorological information displayed by fetching the zip code,
which forwarded by the network system. During the login, the UI system checks the
authenticated login credentials. The display mirror is stationary, and information is
displayed.

4.4 Display Unit

The display unit collects information from the Raspberry Pi through the network
unit and displays the textual form’s output. This information is passed to the LCD
through the SPI module, and the data display depends on the last input to the user’s
interface unit. The network system continuously updates and exchange real-time data
to update the information in the smart mirror. The overall display unit is shown in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Flow diagram of display unit

There is five display screen such as date and time, methodological informa-
tion, news update, google calendar update, and patient biological information. The
Adafruit LCD is finalized for flexibility and bright display. D1, D2, D3, D4, and D5
are the display, and Display 1 uses the float value to display the current time from
the network system in 12 or 24 h format depending on the user choice. Display 2
is the meteorological information data which each numerical represents an updated
weather condition. The meteorological condition suc as raining, cloudy, overcast,
storming, and snowing is displayed in the left corner of the screen. The display units
are shown in Fig. 3.

Display 3 shows the Google calendar as text information to give remainder about
the upcoming task. User can easily manage their time and schedule the work accord-
ingly. Display 4 shows the news data in the form of text-the news updates received
from the Internet subsystem displayed to the smart mirror. The left lower corner in
the smart mirror shows the news updates. Display 5 shows the patient biological
information. The biological data such as weight, heart rate are display in the mirror.

Fig. 3 Display units (D1, D2, D3, D4, D5) of proposed work
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The user wears the health band. The health band’s data updated to Raspberry Pi
microprocessor shows the data through the smart mirror.

4.5 Speaker

The speaker system allows the user to trigger the music button and play music via
Bluetooth connection. Once the Bluetooth device is triggered, it seamlessly receives
data, and music will play according to the user’s wish.

5 Flow Process of Proposed Work

User weight and personal health status are viewed live, whenever a user stands in an
integrated stock exchange.

This information performed to lift and encourage the user to lose weight if neces-
sary. Replacement tools can also control the blinds of window and light conditions.
The status is forwarded to the screen app which includes a communication module.
The excellent quality mirror works with reflexing mirrors. The lower quality mirror
makes the GUI a clear one. The mirror acts as a screen, and LCD monitors lighting
up, and black pixels start to glow. The magic screen is the Raspberry Pi, the display
based on the Internet, which takes over again, indicates the required information.
Three models used in the proposed work with 512 MB RAM, Linux base with
700 mA. The monitor acts as a mirror for our work. The user is present in front of the
mirror. It authenticates the user, and the information is displayed, which indicates
this helpful information using the standard GUI Python library module. The flow
diagram is shown in Fig. 4 described. At the initial phase, the system identifies the
user’s image. If the user is authorized, it process to the next step or else terminated.
If the user is confirmed, it asks for options such as date and time, daily updates,
biological information, meteorological information, and google calendar. The user
can choose one or multiple choices. It helps the user to make his day very productive.
The system will shut down if there is no movement.

6 Results and Discussions

The magic screen is the Raspberry Pi, the display based on the Internet, which takes
over again, indicates the required information before the user. Table 1 shows the
various testing phase of smart mirror. The control units are ON/OFF, room tempera-
ture, music, meteorological data, Google calendar, and biological information. The
steps describe the input given to the smart mirror and tested with outputs. The system
works exactly in all given inputs.
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Fig. 4 Flow diagram of proposed work

Figure 5 shows the authentication during first phase. Figure 6 shows the output
of the smart mirror; left upper corner is meteorological information. The left lower
corner shows the news updates; the right upper corner is time, date, and google
calendar, and the right lower corner shows the patient biological information.
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Table 1 Testing with input

Control unit Steps Output

On/Off The user moves in from of the
smart gadget (mirror)

The mirror keeps active for
5 min if there is no movement

Room temperature The temperature sensor senses
the room temperature and
forward data to the
microprocessor

The minor displays the room
temperature continuously based
on the current temperature until
the mirror off

Music The user can operate the minor
to play the music in two ways
(1) Through mobile device
(2) Through voice commands

The user triggers the music; it
plays severing until the user stop
instructs to stop

Meteorological information The meteorological information
such as weather, humidity
raining, and fog is displayed
depending on the real-time
observations

The real-time meteorological
information is sensed
continuously and display in the
smart gadget

Google calendar The remainder and schedulers
are displayed when the gadget
is turn-on

The remainder and schedulers in
the google calendar will alert the
user at the particular time given
by the user

Biological information The patient biological
information like heart rate,
weight, and walk rate is
displayed

The biological information is
displayed whenever the user
basic information through voice
commands

Fig. 5 User authentication during initial phase
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Fig. 6 Output screen of smart mirror

7 Conclusion

This smart mirror is an innovative technology for intelligent life. This reduces job
management and increased productivity with brand new technologies. This tech-
nology provides instant access to information flexibly and conveniently. It has the
significant potential to improve the user experience for viewing the social data,
managing daily routine, and monitoring biological parameters. The project makes
our everyday life easier. The user has control over the smart mirror to choose their
needed information. The user need not bother about to switch off the system because
it will detect the motion and work accordingly. The future enhancement of this work
is to control the smart mirror with hand gestures.
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Smart Sustainable Agriculture Using
Machine Learning and AI: A Review

A. Menaga and S. Vasantha

Abstract Artificial intelligence and machine learning are all about using data for
efficient inferences and predicting the future and decisions. These decisions aremade
human-like, by machines; machine learning and big data are having a greater impact
on the way we live. Scholars and scientists are looking at machine learning as a
pioneer opportunity to create a positive impact in our day-to-day life, especially in
the field of agriculture domains. The research reviews and project popular machine
learning models used in the field of agriculture such as (a) crop management (crop
yielding, fruit picking weed, and diseases detection), (b) soil management, (c) water
management; the paper aims to introduce different types ofmachine learningmethods
and algorithms used in machine learning, and how machine learning reaches the
agriculture, by implementing the machine learning into farmers by a remote sensor.
The farmers will get benefited in decision-making such as risk reduction, quality
seed selection, and easy monitoring with software. At the same time, the present
study also focuses on the way artificial intelligence and IoT, if introduced in the
agricultural sector, can boost the productivity of the sector sustainably.

Keywords Artificial intelligence · Internet of Things (IoT) · Big data ·Machine
learning · Smart sustainable agriculture

1 Introduction

Agriculture plays a vital role mainly in developing countries for economy wellbeing;
this is the main source of income, employment, and also, it plays a significant role in
international trade because the most developed country is not engaging much in the
agricultural activities; it provides the large source of revenue to the government by
transportation (majority of trains and trucks carries the agriculture products; finally,
a very main point is food security.
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Machine learning technology is an area of AI computer and is automatic data
learning without human intervention; it has a greater impact on the global economy,
especiallymachine learningmade a huge difference inworld trademainly in commu-
nication barrier by making the availability of three hundred languages, banking and
FinTech, (by making automatic communication with client and reduces the risk
of abuse) and agriculture sector (crop management, soil management, livestock
management, etc.).

The research aims to project and review different machine learning models used
in the field of agriculture; the paper also introduces different terminologies and
abbreviations used in machine learning such as BM Bayesian models, DL deep
learning. The paper will be helpful to get an outline of how machine learning can be
used in agriculture, and what methods are available in machine learning, especially
for the same field.

The research explains the concept of machine learning and reviewed various
machine learning techniques used in the agriculture field, to gain knowledge of AI
techniques, and also, the paper aims to unfold the usage of IoT in agriculture to make
a sustainable agriculture model.

1.1 Objective

1. To review various machine learning technology used in the agriculture field
2. To examine the application of the AI model for sustainable agriculture.

2 Literature Review

The article is divided into two levels one—the explanation of algorithm limited to
the field of agriculture, level two is segregated into three general categories; namely,
crop management, water management, and soil management. Crop management
is categorized into crop yield, crop quality, and weed and diseases detection; the
research is searched in Scopus, Web of science also in pub med, article considered
the period from 2000 to the current year.

The article is structured as follows: part one explains the literature review of
various machine learning models followed by reviews of crop management, water
management, and soil management; part two applications of artificial intelligence
and IoT in Sustainable Agricultural Practices are explained, part three discussion
and conclusion.
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3 Machine Learning

In simple term, machine learning is a data which teach the computer human-like,
and these data are known as training data, which makes human work accurate and
easy and improves the experiences; data in machine learning will be in four cate-
gories, numerical data, categorical data, time-series data, text [1]; to measure the
performances of ML, various statistical tools are used to predict the result (Fig. 1).

Machine learning is widely classified into supervised and unsupervised data,
supervised data is manually trained data whereas unsupervised data is the machines
interpretation. Refer Table 1.

3.1 Machine Learning Algorithm Models

Themachine learning algorithm is a code that runs on data and produces the decision-
making output. The output or a result in a prediction made using the past experiences
[2], e.g., in agriculture, weather prediction is made when the temperature is less than
17 degrees soil will get moist, and hence, it is not a good time to crop or yield, the
research limit to unfold the explanation which is relevant to agriculture.

Fig. 1 Machine learning approach

Table 1 Authors model

Types of machine learning method

Task learning Explanation Types

Supervised Data are labeled and trained (1) Regression-True/false

Unsupervised Data are not labeled machine will make
inferences of data with close similarity
and association

(1) Association-rule-based approach
(2) Cluster-similar object
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3.2 Supervised Learning Models—Regression

Regression help tofindout the relationship between twovariable, and it ismainly used
to predict the causal effect; regression is classified into typo types 1-single regression
2-multiple regression under which (i) linear regression (ii) non-linear regression
is subcategorized in single the features, or variable will be one in case multiple
variables; there will be more than one feature;, in machine learning regression has
linear regression, polynomial, support vector, decision tree, random.

3.3 Classification-Bayesian Models (BM)

In Bayesian models (BM), probability is used for the output result; the Bayesian
model can be used both in classification and regression; some of the Bayesian
model algorithms are Naive Bayes, Gaussian Naïve Bayes, the mixture of Gaussian,
Bayesian network [3] (Pearl, Duda & Hart).

3.4 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNS)

ANN is adopted and design similar to human brain neurons networks, which has
an interconnection analyzing system or processing unit; the number of layers are
arranged into (i) input layers (ii) hidden layers (iii) output layer [4].

A deep artificial neural network is also termed deep learning [5]. DL has multiple
layers of processing data refer to Fig. 2; DL is a new algorithm in ML where data
extraction is done by itself; this type of data is processed both in supervised, and
unsupervised comprehensive deep learning is found in learning [6] research literature.

4 Machine Learning and Agriculture

4.1 Crop Management

The method of training the machine and producing the decision is widely used for
predicting the future;machine learning is simplified human thinkingwith break down
the complexity of the problem with easy future decision-making result; in that way,
agriculture plays a very important role in the global economy; global crop yielding is
an important part to address for global food security, predict and reduce the climate
changes [7].

Crop yielding forecast is a significant agricultural hitch. The yield depends on
weather settings (rainfall, high temperature, etc.), pesticide. Precise information
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Fig. 2 Applications of artificial intelligence and IoT in sustainable agricultural practices. Authors
model

regarding the past crop yield is significantly in decisions-making related tomanaging
agricultural risk Ali et al. [8]. According to [7] he classified the crop management
into (i) Fruit picking and forecasting (ii) Automatic fruit picking model green citrus
detecting the ingrown citrus; in this circumstances, machine learning will provided
information for growth and help the farmer for maximum yield [9].

4.2 Disease Detection

The common treatment for disease plant is spraying chemical in the farm; the major
advantage of ML is that in traditional method chemical pesticide is sprayed in the
enter farm land in order to prevent the diseases, but in ML, the trackers are attached
with camera and computer will detect the diseased crop and spray only in that area
instead of spraying chemicals exactly. Another technique under disease detection is
detection of parasites in strawberry and spray chemicals in the field. The method of
screening the bakanae diseases in crops the is to detect the disease and optimize the
maximum yield, in wheat crop, wheat is prominent source used worldwide found
the health wheat canopies based on genetically super nature imaginary data; another
study. Lastly [10] found the disease detectionmethod using the algorithmwith image
sensory. Found the method in CNN-based algorithm with image sensors.
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4.3 Weed Detection

Weed is unwanted leaves grown, and it will take all the nutrients from the crops and
plant; removing the weed is a major problem in agriculture; the first study of weed
deduction in machine learning is found by Pantazi et al. [11] based on counter-based
image sensor captured with drones (UAS) identify the Carduus marianus, and those
were removed another study by Pantazi et al. [12] he categorized weed and main
crop perfectly to be accurate in weed detection; lastly, the research reviews [13]
weed detection by SVN in the plain crop.

4.4 Water Management

Water plays a vital role in agriculture management; it is difficult by a traditional
methoddue to accuracy in prediction in climatic changes also balance in agronomical;
the paper explores in evaporate transpiration (it is a period between the absorption of
water by land to atmosphere and by evaporating it other surface plants) of the daily
and monthly forecast; this system will help farmers to manage and store the water
and plant the field accordingly, Mehdizadeh et al. [14] in his research he found that
dried and semi dried land evaporates faster and causes a climactic changes ,to read
the data of those climactic change he set up the weather forecast station and collected
the data.

4.5 Soil Management

The soil is an important source for the continued existence on earth; the layer of
the soil is used for planting, and other layers are used in soil fertility, microbes,
etc., to predict climate change; soil temperature alone will play a major role in
prediction. Firstly [15], the aim of the study is to find the soil dryness with data and
evapotranspiration; the purpose of this study is to provide information for remote
decision-making; another study done by Morellos et al. [16], he developed a self-
evolution method which is called as SAE_ELM where the soil is tested with six
different depth from 5 to 100 cm; the aim of the study is accuracy in soil management.

In agriculture AI, there are different model developed for managing farms (i)
crops, (ii) water, (iii) soil management. Tables 2, 3, and 4 explain various models of
AI in agriculture.
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Table 2 Machine learning method for crop management

References Crops Type Functionality Method used Algorithm

Crop management

Amatya
et al. [7]

Fruit picking
and yield
management

coffee Categorized
coffee fruit
into ready for
harvest, not fit
for harvest
lastly fruits
which are
matured by
overseen for
harvesting

Colored digital
imagine

SVM

Sengupta
and Lee [9]

Tomatoes Segregated
between green
red and yellow
tomatoes and
picked which
is ready for
harvest

RGB image Clustering/EM

Senthilnath citrus fruit Identify the
number of
ingrown in
outside
condition and
grown in green
gas

Digital image ENG

[7] cherry identify fruit
with foliage

RGB image SVM

Pantazi Crop Wheat yield
predication

Soil parameter
and satellite
imagine sensor

ANN

zDiseases detection

Pantazi Crops Wheat Detecting
yellow rust
and nitrogen
stressed

hyper Spectral
reflectance and
imaginary data

ANN

Moshou Rice Detecting
fungus
diseases like
bakanae in rice
seedling

Morphing and
colure traits

SVM

Moshou
et al.

Wheat Detecting
yellow rust
and water
stressed

Spectral
reflectance

SVM/LS

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

References Crops Type Functionality Method used Algorithm

Ebrahimi et
l. [17]

Fruit Strawberry Detecting
patricides and
thrips

Reign index SVM

Weed detection

Pantazi
et al. [11]

weed Weed Detection of
Silybum
marianum

Spectral
reflectance

ANN/CP

Pantazi
et al. [12]

Weed Diffracting
weed 56%
accurate and
maize 100%
accuracy rate

Hyper-spectral
reflectance and
imaginary data

ANN/SOG/MOG

Binch and
Fox [13]

Weed Grass versus
weed

imaginary data SVN

Table 3 Machine learning method for water management

References Type Functionality Algorithm

Mehdizadeh et al. [14] Evapotranspiration Done with monthly mean with the
arid and semi-arid region.

MARS

Feng et al. [18] Evapotranspiration Done daily, weekly, and monthly
interconnected to weather forecast
station (6) and trained and tested with
trained data

ANN/GRN

Patil and Dika Evapotranspiration The same test was conducted with
connecting with two weather
forecasting stations, and data were
tested

ANN/ELM

Table 4 Explains the machine learning method for soil management

References Type Functionality Algorithm

Coopersmith et al. [15] Soil drying The study is to find the soil
dryness with data and
evapotranspiration; the
purpose of this study is to
provide information for
remote decision

IBM/KNN

Morellos et al. [16] Soil conditioning Testing soil organic carbon,
nitrogen, and moisture
content

SVM/LS-SVM

Nahvi et al. [19] Temperature Where soil is tested with six
different depth from 5 to
100 cm

ANN/SAE
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4.6 Applicability of IoT and AI/ML in SSA practice

Smart sustainable agriculture [SSA] is becoming a need of the hour. The present-day
pollution due to the chemical-based production of crops is spoiling the environment.
Not only the environment but also the health of human beings and the formal commu-
nity is at risk. If this scenario continues in the existing period, the chances of the
slowdown of the economy will upsurge. This is because to satisfy the need of the
ever-increasing population; the government needs to import the food product from
other countries of the world.

Fortunately, the solution to this intense problem is known to the scientist. The
applicability of modern technology to the field of agriculture can reduce the issue of
pollution due to cultivation practice and will also lead to the availability of abundant
food crops for the consumption of people. Artificial intelligence [AI] and machine
learning [ML] along with the Internet of Things [IOT] can prove beneficial in
reducing the adverse agriculture impact on the environment and people. Figure 2
explains the model for sustainable agriculture by using AI, adopting the AI IOT
model and implementing in the field of agriculture will increase the yield; Usage of
IoT in agricultural field will reduce the labor work and labor cost requirement in the
field.

The above presentation of systematic layers is the essential component of SSA.
The layers are described as follows:

1. Physical hardware and storage layer: This layer compromises of strong hardware
required to store the virtual technology

2. AI and data management layer [DM]: This layer deals with various processes
including in the segment of collection, from the SSA clouds.

3. Network layer: Networking between various components serves to fulfill the
actual demand of the architecture. The networking panel uses the recent tech-
nologies to establish the connection of the flow of data from one aspect of the
SSA model to other include Wi-Fi, Internet, and GSM/CDMA.

4. Security layers: AL algorithms are hindered in many cases by the security of
the data inputs. The presentation layer will enable its functional capabilities in
managing the dangers arising from malware, viruses, data theft related to all
the SSA layers. In case of the absence of this layer, the entire process can give
either defective conclusions or may altogether be unable to generate one.

5. Application layer: This comprises full or partial monitoring of the data flow
and the implication of all the layers to the ultimate SSA layer. The data flow
here is monitored using the integrated mechanism in agriculture applications
including monitoring of cropping culture using a drone, disaster management,
geographical area spread, potential acquaintance of area under cropping, and
many more.

6. Internet of Things [IOT] and sensing layers: This is the most crucial layer
applicable to the collection of data related to agricultural practices. It is using
the sensor required to track the element directly or indirectly controlling the
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agriculture parameters such as sensor sensing humidity, moisture, temperature,
and biological elements.

7. Domain SSA layer: The base layer around which all the layers are rotating.
Various agriculture domains are included in this layer which has to be modified
with the help of other layers.

The growth of agriculture products in a sustainable manner is the need of the hour.
Today all the possible experiments are carried out to come up with smart sustainable
agricultural practices so that with putting pressure on existing natural resources and
degrading the environment the cultivation period can be reduced along with the
improvement in quantity, quality, volume, and variety of crops available for mass
consumption. This can be achieved only with an integrated approach where IOT and
AL/ML and be combined with SSA practices.

5 Discussion

General discussion—total number of the article involved in the study is 40, the
search thread covered the partial crop management and water management and soil
management in the popular method used between period 2015–2021; all the methods
are briefly discussed in tabulation format; it is slightly unlike to cover the entire paper;
the review research is value to threat and validity [20].

Specific discussion—search strategy is thin downed with the relevant scope of
the research; a manual search is done with using the word-like machine learning and
yield prediction with Google scholar engine, Scopus, and Web of sciences exclusion
categorywasmade like publication in another language, article which is not available
open-source, publication before the period 2014; all those which comes before 2014
used for common algorithm terms for machine learning.

The study discussed the sustainable agriculturemodel by introducing IoT (Internet
of Things) whichmakes the study novel in nature, besides the study, reviewsmachine
learning models until 2021 which fill the review gap of past literature.

6 Conclusion

There are many algorithm models are used; the paper summarizes eight models in
which crop management has SVM, EM, least square regression, cluster, SOG/MOG,
SVN for soil management models like IBM/KNN, SVM/LS-SVM, and ANN/SAE
are used; finally, for water management,MARS, ANN/GRNANN/ELM is reviewed.

Machine learning is used in agriculture sector mostly in crop management pred-
ication in which majority study on crop yield prediction and diseases detections.
Machine learning has shown a vast development in the field of agriculture sector like
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fruit picking, crop analysis from drones, and satellites with ninety-five percent accu-
racy weed eradication with digital imaginary camera and spraying the pesticides
in the weed alone, real-time weather forecasting like seeing temperature, rainfall,
and humidity with solar radiation; the prominent work ML can do to agriculture is
autonomous tractors intelligent machines, decision-making with algorithms remote
monitoring; the study shows that there is frequent usage of ANN, SVM for crop
management as well as soil and water management, using machine learning in agri-
culture can develop the country as a whole for future study; the government scholar
and experts should spread the usage of machine learning to real-time farmers and
normalizing the machine learning like traditional study will save the farmers as well
the impact of lands.
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Analyzing Data in Decision Making
for Educational Universities Using
Machine Learning
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Abstract In an educational field, the application of machine learning algorithms
is currently the main focus for researchers and scientists. This document focuses
on describing the usability and advancement of machine learning for increasing the
accuracy of decision making for educational universities; popular machine learning
methods are analyzed. The concert of each machine learning algorithms is assessed
in requisites of prediction of time, accuracy, and the same has been documented.
The various machine learning algorithms used in educational universities have been
developed and tested in many regions of developed countries. Such tools are an
immense boon for developing countries which can be leveraged even across high
school level since assimilation of data is difficult due to the availability of limited
resources. The rationale of this study is to establish the prediction of the rate of grad-
uation of undergraduate programs in the university. The management of educational
universities plays a vital role in making most pronouncements that have collision
on the strategic level and the student, professors, graduates, and the whole institu-
tion’s academic society. In the process of decision making, the directors depend on
educative tools to support their various missions and many barriers including rigid
government structure changes in rules, technological conditions. This may hinder
the support required by university directors and managers. Therefore, this docu-
ment seeks an outline of the popular usability of the machine learning algorithms
in the educational university with the focus on techniques used for graduation rate
prediction.
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Fig. 1 Machine learning
environment

1 Introduction

The decision-making process in education universities long has been based on tradi-
tional ways. Manually stored data does not suffice decision making for managers.
The usage of a machine learning algorithm is crucial to improvise this development.
The goals of machine learning algorithms are to program machines to analyze given
information or experience to resolve a precise problem.Machine learning techniques
are used in some areas such as natural language processing, pattern detection, educa-
tional field, compute visualization, bioinformatics, etc. Daily education is changing;
the application of machine learning is worn to make the process easy.

The specific use by machine learning in the educational university is to support
management by predicting student learning performance, student dropout, test
student, course allocation, faculty allocation for a student, and choice ofmajor student
outcomes, etc. The learning process of students in education software is required
to be very precise. Educational software is necessary to suffer a testing procedure
previous to implementation. The program is validated with attributes of the system
and to meet the goals. Metrics and some of the specifications of the program orga-
nize flow graphs, execution data graphs, failure reports, and elements of learning
which are crucial requirements of the software. The intelligent learning environment
(Fig. 1) uses collectively supervised learning and unsupervised learning.

This paper describes how the most suitable learning algorithm shall be chosen
with an objective and investigation of past data.

2 Literature Review

This paper [1] exploits academic decisions for the rate of graduation from five
undergraduate engineering programs, using two algorithms fit for academic decision
making, viz. SVM and ANN through the confusion matrix.
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Categorization detain has been proposed for envisage student’s performance in
blended learning based on machine learning. The SVM and RF classification algo-
rithms through tenfold cross-validation are designed for categorization purposes, and
LMS modules are used to observe student’s performance and classify their status as
pass or fail [2].

This paper [3] refers to the prediction of the rate of graduation to facilitate that
will help decision essentials at the strategic level by use of Machine Learning algo-
rithms. The student’s academic performance is calculated with the help of analysis
of numeral of graduated students and not graduated students. Learning methods are
worn to procedure the examination such as Logistic Regression, Random Forests,
and Decision Trees.

Ankita Kanojiyaand Dr. Viral Nagori: This paper [4] explains the literature
survey helps in result the benefits of Decision Support Systems (DSS) in different
features of edification. The comparative learning of selective four papers taken has
consideration for the following research work to address.

Huma Samin and Tayyaba Azim: This paper [5] provides university through
suitable course allocation and supervisor assignment. The two popular probabilistic
topic models used in this paper are Latent Dirichlet Allocation and Author Topic
Model. The perplexity (standard evaluation metric) is used to measure the generative
performance of LDA and ATM.

Wen Cao et al. [6] suggests a CJDE algorithm hazard toward solve (JDE) harms.
These dynamic problems use the RCJDE algorithm. The MJDE is a kind of dynamic
problem and a modified recursive CJDE risk.

J. Stimpson et al. [7] discussed the usage of Logistic Regression and Linear
Regression algorithms for small course datasets; this had an analogous performance
with intricate algorithms (SVM, ANN). Regression and classification algorithms are
useful to the records set to envisage the final course score.

Kiel F. Harell: In this paper [8] seeks the study of Foxfire (professional devel-
opment retreat) for classes for teachers educational for researchers and practitioners
dedicated to speculative democracy in teacher edification. The decision-making
process is to support democratic learning and administering participants’ awareness
of problems. The Foxfire courses for teachers with chronicles of numerous iterations
of the course.

Ioanna [9] predicted a quitter in e-learning programs. The accepted machine
learning methods are feed-forward neural networks (FFNN), probabilistic ensemble
simplified fuzzy ARTMAP (PESFAM), and SVM using three diverse decision
schemes (overall accuracy, sensitivity, and precision).

Asil Oztekin [10] discussed an assessment method for e-learning systems
using the machine learning method. Machine learning methods are SVM, Deci-
sion Trees, and neural networks along with various linear regressions that are used
for assessment.

Jae Young Chung and Sunbok Lee: In this paper [11], the Random Forest
model is used to envisage students’ dropouts by Decision Trees. Machine learning
is applied to patterns extracted from data as part of predictive modeling importance
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on the conclusion of a model. The Fandom Forest model is used to predict students’
dropout (Table 1).

Table 1 Literature survey of distinct papers

Paper Method used Result Advantage Future work

[1] The two algorithms
fit for the academic
decision making are
SVM and ANN
using the confusion
matrix

The evaluation
among the
algorithms is
detained via the
confusion matrix
and the ROC curve

Graduation rates Development of
relevance software
that makes easy the
search, correlation,
repossession of data,
and visualization
essential to craft
educational
decisions for
university higher
officials

[2] RFs, SVMs used The projected
system uses RF and
SVM via tenfold
cross-validation

Monitor students
learning recital

Estimate the period
by following the
time stamp of the
customer and logout
data for every
occasion to calculate
the event period in
all the Moodle
events

[3] Decision Trees,
Logistic
Regressions and
Random Forests
wherever RF
achieves the best
outcomes

The 70% training
and 30% validation
and to process the
test machine
learning algorithms
were used

Graduation rates Various
characteristics used
and its record that
are normalized can
be added

[4] None None Literature survey of
DSS

The scope of
learning can be
measured as an
assessment of study
work that has been
tackled in different
areas of the
edification domain
such as admission,
class arrangement,
choosing, suitable
pedagogy,
administration, and
others

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Paper Method used Result Advantage Future work

[5] The two popular
probabilistic topic
models worn in this
paper are Latent
Dirichlet allocation
and Author Topic
Model

By evaluating the
confusion of LDA
and ATM with a
sample data. The
innovative control of
LDA is greatly
enhanced than ATM

Course and faculty
allocation for a
student in the
specific department

The paper aims to
extrapolate this
system for the staff
of other programs
based on the current
concept registered
for computer
science staff

[6] RCJDE algorithm RCJDE does better
than the two-level
approaches toward
requisites of JPM
and becomes an
extremely easier
calculation than
RJDE

To solve JDE
problems

Dynamic
regularities, an
enhanced algorithm
should envisage this
prospect strength
enhanced in terms of
various distance
dimensions

[7] Linear regression
algorithm and the
Logistic Regression
algorithm are used
in support of the
diminutive classes
database had an
analogous
performance with
more intricate
algorithms (SVMs
and ANNs)

Linear regression
used in support of
regression scrutiny
and Logistic
Regression used in
support of class
recommended
results

Prediction of final
course score

Further research of
this could
investigate the
mentioned details of
transforming
prediction and
features support
toward bigger about
additional
complicated datasets
effects under
specific attack
progresses in the
understanding of
domain specialists
should be additional
exploration

[8] The chronicle of
multiple iterations
of the teacher
education classes

In general
democratic teacher
education, the
scrutiny of three
case revises
(3 weeks) of Foxfire
course for teachers
is too inadequate to
achieve saturation
level

The
decision-making
process is to support
democratic learning
and directing
member’s notice to
problems

Chronicle on
supplementary
recursive of the
classes would give
to a superior
perceptive of the
Foxfire course for
teachers

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Paper Method used Result Advantage Future work

[9] FFNN, PESFAM,
and SVM

Achieved 75% to
85% in general
student
categorization rate
from the initial
segment of the two
programs

Student’s dropout in
e-learning courses

The planned dropout
prognostication
technique on
additional kinds of
studies further
distance learning,
e-learning,
compounded
learning, and
classical education
is all investigated.
Performing more
reliable outcomes
utilizing various
learners’ attributes,
also methods for
dropout prediction,
and to investigate
retention strategies
of educational
institutions

[10] Three machine
learning techniques
SVM, all along with
various linear
regressions are
worn

The tentative
consequences
showed that the
overall usability
based on the metric
severity index

Assessment for
e-learning systems

The application of
partial least squares
or structural
equation modeling
techniques can be
incorporated to
endow with a learner
cause-and-effect
association among
load and return
variables

[11] The Random Forest
(RF) model used to
predict Students’
dropout. Dataset of
3–10-fold
cross-validation and
confusion matrix

Dataset of high
school (165, 715) is
separated keen on
80% training (data
= 132572)
And 20% testing
(data = 33143)
dataset to evolve the
dropout. The
receiver operating
characteristic curve
is used for trained
RF

To predict high
school student’s
dropout

By using machine
learning it continues
to develop an early
dropout warning
system. The
predictive model
aids classroom
teachers to take
away the risks
through suitable
interventions and
held to enhance the
protecting factors
around the students
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3 Results and Discussions

The prevalent algorithms used in the educational areas from the facts percentage are
SVMs 21%, ANNs 26%, DT (Decision Tree) 16%, Logistic Regression 16%, RF
(Random Forest) 16% and linear regression 5% on related works. Also, it is experi-
ential that current studies are not paying attention to higher officials as the majority
of the chronicle was inadequate to the learner’s career and teacher’s profession. The
administrator from universities which contain scrupulous vision outcomes require-
ments and comprise no done addressed earlier than. Important pronouncements are
sustainedwhen the correct data is specified to the higher authorities of the universities
would be exposed.

4 Conclusion

The effectiveness to analyze data at educational universities usingmachine learning is
still materializing. Themachine learning algorithm of various sets of data and various
sets of prediction is used. In academic decision making, different algorithms SVMs,
RFs, Decision Trees, regressions, neural networks are used. In this research, these
techniques are extremely helpful to predict the rate of graduation, student learning
performance, faculty allocation, student dropouts, and choice of a major subject in
educational universities.
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Mediating Effect of Impulsive Buying
Tendency Between Shopping Enjoyment
and Online Impulsive Buying Behavior

M. Ruby Evangelin and S. Vasantha

Abstract Online impulsive buying has drawn greater attention among consumers
during this electronic era.The current study aims to showcase the shopping enjoyment
that would drive the consumers’ stimulus in impulsive buying behavior, and this
study proves that the mediating factor (impulsive buying tendency) influences the
consumer in online impulsive buying. The theory of social capital theory was taken
for the conceptual model. The tenacity of this research is to deliver comprehensive
knowledge of online impulsive buying. The research content was examined from
various research articles and used for writing this research article, to find the various
factors influencing online impulsive buying. This research paper will be of great help
to the nurturing marketing professionals and researchers toward the vast dimensions
of purchaser’s impulsive buying behavior.

Keywords Buyer’s behavior · Buying tendency · Online impulsive buying ·
Shopping enjoyment

1 Introduction

Themarketers have found a newway to attract the customer. They have tried to under-
stand the customer taste and perceptions of varied products, brands, colors, etc.…
and to what extent do these factors influence them to buy the products. Nowadays,
the Internet plays a vital role among the customers who does online shopping. The
reason for the exploration is to clarify the relationship among the shopping enjoyment
which encourages the clients to make impulsive buying. Online impulsive buying is
challenging for the shopping websites which stirs up the emotions and moods of the
customer to make an immediate purchase [1]. Due to the surge, the retailers attempt
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to increase such purchases to all the customers. Therefore, the shopping enjoyment
of the customers is imperative for this study.

Verhagen and Dolen [2] exposed that 60% of the customer does online shopping,
whereas 40% of the customers with their enjoyment for shopping are intended to do
online shopping. Due to this change in the scenario, online shopping has given more
importance to impulsive buying behavior. This shopping enjoyment acts as a trigger
for the customer to go for a repeated impulsive buying [3].

The impact of the study is to apply the concept of flow and social capital theory
for the study on online impulse buying, including the craving to buy, shopping enjoy-
ment, and impulsive buying.According to Li-TingHuang (2015), the author explored
about the flow and social capital theory uses the urge of buying as an independent
variable, impulsive buying tendency as the control variable. Among these factors that
urge buying are shopping enjoyment and impulsive buying tendency as themediating
factor.

The concept of flowand social capital theory gives the insight of social interactions
among the consumers which stimulates them to make a purchase using the social
media. The concept has helped the other researchers to analyze the buying behavior
of the consumers and enable them to make a unplanned purchase depending upon
their positive mood; in return, the consumers are emotionally stimulated to make an
unplanned purchase (Song 2015). The research discussed here attempts to fill the gap
in this area of impulsive buying; there are enormous literature of offline impulsive
buying, but however there are only few facts on online impulsive buying which are
remained unexplored.

To abridge, our study explores the effects of shopping enjoyment that leads to
online impulsive buying and also finds the contribution of impulsive buying tendency
as the mediating factor for the study.

2 Research Framework and Hypothesis Development

See Fig. 1.
The study’s main focus is to probe into the cognition reaction that leads to impul-

sive buying and the mediating factors (shopping enjoyment) which enhances the
relationship between the cognitive reaction and online impulsive buying.

Fig. 1 Conceptual framework
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Shopping enjoyment is the most vital concept in the research toward customer
perception and marketing research. Shopping enjoyment speaks the person’s char-
acter, quality, connecting the shopping behavior with the incredible delight and
charming viewpoints. Shoppingmotivationwhich is associatedwith shopping enjoy-
ment has a vital role in consumer behavior for the past decades (Zanna and Rempel
1988).

3 Shopping Enjoyment and Online Impulsive Buying

Shopping enjoyment kindles the tendencyof impulsive buying tendencywhich in turn
will influence the customer to adapt to online impulsive buying. Shopping enjoyment
also influences the customer’s attitude, beliefs, and behavioral motives for online
shopping. Moreover, shopping enjoyment also acts as shopping motives.

As indicated by Goyal (2007), the concept of shopping enjoyment toward online
shopping is been considered as a buyer’s willingness to buy the product that
addresses the inclination to discover shopping’s more awesome to experience more
unmistakable shopping delight than others.

Shopping enjoyment is the factor instigating the particular differences, where
customers believe procuring to be a creator of fun, where the customers do not
follow a particular routine in their own purchasing list, and likewise, it will also
instigate the customers buying behavior to make a second purchase (Sharma and
Sivakumaran 2004).

One full of feeling reaction attached to store ascribes is shopping enjoyment.
Shopping enjoyment is the degree to which a shopping involvement in an online
portal is seen to give protection in its own right (Childers et al. 2001).

Shopping enjoyment has gained importance in retail studies and is an important
motivation in explaining several consumer attitudes, such as cognitive attitude and
channel usage intentions (Martos-Partal and Gonzàlez-Benito 2013; Frasquet et al.
2015).

During online shopping, customers would scroll for the wants and needs, and the
customer would greatly experience shopping enjoyment during the search for the
desired product due to the motivation which would raise the customer’s enjoyment
factor to dominate and end up in doing an online impulsive buying (Holbrook and
Corfman 1985).

The previous study emphasizes that shopping enjoyment influences the impact of
the customer’s behavior (Nicholls et al. 2000). Due to this factor, the customer will
be induced to make a repurchase or repatronage intention. This shopping enjoyment
will increase the customer’s urge to frequently visit the online shopping portals and
create a positive impact on the online shopping portals and lead to online impulsive
buying. (Saad and Metawie 2015).

Shopping enjoyment plays a vital role in consumer behavior, so it is vital to find
antecedent factors for shopping enjoyment. The antecedents of shopping behavior
are numerous. Due to a lack of researchers toward the shopping enjoyments, further
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study can be made over the factors that induce the customers to enable shopping
enjoyment with themselves.

It has been proved from the previous research work that the person who spends
more time shopping using the online shopping portals will tend to spendmoremoney
on doing online impulsive buying [4].

The shopping enjoyment’s characteristics are related to the engagement of the
online portals through the customer’s behavior such as the exposure of the advertise-
ment, which would lead the customers to have shopping enjoyment which indeed
will lead to online impulsive buying.

Shopping enjoyment is a factor whichwould kindle to start themotivation conduct
of customer’s buying behavior. The joy of shopping on the web is a kind of delight for
the clientswho just do not cling to an equivalent routine shopping list, however impact
the client to continue to the online indiscreet purchasing (Sharma and Sivakumaran
2004).

Shopping happiness is characterized as the delight one gets in the shopping
process. The customers who get engaged in shopping enjoyment get the tendency to
shop unplanned products and get great excitement psychological rewards for their
shopping behavior process [5].

Notwithstanding the effect of character characteristics and culture, the connection
between shopping satisfaction and online imprudent purchasing merits due thought.
Goyal and Mittal [6] checked shopping experience impacts the joy as the buyer’s
benchmark practice to discover shopping seriously satisfying and to encounter more
striking shopping fulfillment than others.

Therefore, the characterization features to some extent that shopping enjoyment
might have alluded as a particular inward suffering propensity of the person to appre-
ciate the shopping cycle. The path that for specific individuals enjoyment begins from
shopping estimates characteristically inside themselves because of their shopping
behavior (Jung and Lim 2006; Bong Soeseno 2010); it would be beneficial to think
of it as a significant factor.

Buyers also companion shopping with enjoyment and enthusiasm which they
would experience as a pleasurable action to them nevertheless of online or offline
shopping. Shopping enjoyment is portrayed as how much web shopping is in a little
while flawless and entertaining [7].

According Broekhuizen and Huizingh [8], the online shopping causes enjoyment
in shopping which would be fun-filled and lively in its place of shopping task fulfill-
ment; consumers prefer buying their merchandise through online shopping portals
as perceived enjoyment, and the outward diversion will be viewed as enjoyment to
them.

Thong et al. (2006) suggested that shopping enjoyment has a significant conse-
quence of online shopping by using online shopping portals. If considered offline
shopping, online shopping creates an entertaining moment for the customers to
shop through online shopping portals; these intentions will influence the customer
to purchase their desired products by their unplanned buying behavior. The main
purpose of the study is to understand the concept of shopping enjoyment and its
relationship on the online impulsive buying. The shopping enjoyment results in the
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positive mood to make an online purchase, which brings a greater happiness and
satisfaction among the consumers.

4 Impulsive Buying Tendency Toward Online Impulsive
Buying

The occurrences of impulsive buying tendencies were considered as unreasonable
behavior among the consumers in 1940. Online impulsive buying behavior can be
picturized as the behavior of the customer who tends to have the impulsive buying
tendency nature to buy the products regardless of differences of culture, region, and
other factors.

On the whole, online impulsive buying happens from the two key perspectives:
state of mind by the shopping enjoyment or the individual behavior that influences
the consumer to adapt to the online impulsive buying.

Chich et al. (2012) examined that impulsive buying tendency is entirely different
among the individual’s buying perception toward online shopping, and the researcher
concluded that impulsiveness can be used as the substitute for the impulsive buying
tendency that is influenced by the shopping enjoyment leading toward the online
impulsive buying.

Impulsiveness is the attitude of the customer who is probably going to make unin-
tended, spontaneous, and unreflective buys (Kim and Lennon 2000). The previous
study illustrates that the impulsive buying tendency is consistent across the different
product categories. Psychologists believe that individuals vary in their tendency to
act impulsively while shopping using online portals (Beatley and Ferell 1998).

Impulsive buying tendency will impact the purchaser’s rash conduct to be gener-
ally steady and liable for the easygoing impact on the hasty purchasing utilizing the
online portals [9].

Online impulsive buying and purchasing incautiously are used alternately. It is
misleading for a couple of researchers to use the extent of indiscreet purchasing
propensity as a substitute for imprudent purchasing conduct. Rash purchasing
propensity is not equivalent to hasty purchasing conduct, since this indiscreet
purchasing inclination impacts purchaser conductwhichwill encourage the customer
to do the imprudent shopping toward the end (Zhang et al. 2007).

As indicated by Gottwald andWeinberg [10], impulsive buying tendency happens
with the passionate clash between planned and unplanned purchases. According to
Rook [11] referenced that there are different emotional inspirations for impulse
buying that individuals may insight into shopping. A visual experience with an item
or a special stimulus can persuade the unexpected liking to purchase. In any case,
impulse buying conduct does not generally come from direct visual support. Once
in a while, with no reason or stimulation, individuals are abruptly propelled to shop.

Impulse buying tendency has been conceptualized as an individual attribute
(Dholakia 2000) which is been highly influenced by environmental factors. On
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the other hand, Stern (1962) then again recognized categories of impulse buying
tendency: unadulterated impulsive buying tendency thoroughly breakdowns the
typical purchasing behavior. It occurs right when the customer has no purchase
objective aside from the thing moves sentiments that in the end lead to the exhibition
of buying; update rash purchasing inclination happens when the purchaser sees a
thing and keeps in mind that the stock at home is depleted, or audits a business or
other information about the thing and a previous wish to get it; recommended indis-
creet purchasing propensity happens when the buyer sees a thing out of the blue and
perceives a need that it can satisfy; and arranged hasty purchasing inclination happens
when the buyer enters the store with the assumption to get some specific things yet
furthermore desires to make diverse purchases dependent upon the unprecedented
offers and progressions that the individual being referred to finds at the store.

Greenfield (1999) and LaRose et al. [12] contend that the Internet shopping gate-
ways can ask the buyer to make more drive purchasing than the offline shopping
experience: the more prominent item range, the simplicity of making buys every
minute of every day from any area, and the utilization of advanced showcasing
methods, for example, personalization of the items as indicated by the craving of
the clients, these components can urge the client to make impulsive buying through
the web-based shopping entrances. However, not many factors, for example, late
conveyance or the transportation costs would dishearten the clients to pull out them-
selves from doing web-based shopping. This study of impulsive buying tendency
affects the behavior of the consumer and helps the consumer to make an unplanned
purchase. The literatures states that the impulsive buying tendency is high compared
during the online purchase than the offline purchase.

5 Conclusions

The research paper elucidates the result that the authors have expanded the collec-
tion of information as for seeing how and why shoppers with fluctuating levels of
impulsive buying tendency toward the online unplanned purchase. In conclusion,
unplanned buying behavior plays a vital role to increase the profit of the sellers and
gives shopping enjoyment while shopping through the online portals. Psychological
factors, for example, character attributes, full of feeling states, interest, item contri-
bution, observation, standardizing assessment, and other intellectual components,
assume pivotal and direct functions in influencing indiscreet purchasing conduct.
The impulsive buying tendency of individuals is unreflective so they buy cannot be
made without deciding on the item. Individuals have a propensity for zeroing in on
moment fulfillment as opposed to settling previous inconveniences which prompt
moment buys.
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COVID-19 Disease Forecasting Using
Machine Learning Approach

Sangram Sanjayrao Dandge and Pon Harshavardhanan

Abstract In terms of peri-operational performance, the estimation systems based
on AI (ML) have shown their centrality for improving dynamics in the future opera-
tion. For some time, ML models have been used in several fields of implementation
involving identifiable evidence and priority for antagonistic objects. Some methods
of anticipation are well used for working with prediction problems. This study indi-
cates that ML models are capable of conjecturing the quantity of imminent COVID-
19 patients that is by and by seen as potential threat to humanity. As COVID-19 has
now had a tremendous effect on the planet, and in excess of 8 million individuals in
excess of 100 nations are tainted. To contain its spread, various nations distributed
control measures. Nonetheless, it is not known when the plague will end in world-
wide and different nations. Anticipating the pattern of COVID-19 is a critical test. By
and large, there are distinctive gaging models accessible, yet specific, four standard
estimating models, for example, concentrated in speculation of undermining factors
of the COVID-19 are the most un-total shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO),
support vector machine (SVM), exponential sweep (ES), and linear regression (LR).
In the paper report, the use of these methods to cope with the COVID-19 pandemic
flow situation is a promising aspect, just as the prevention of COVID-19 infection
model is proposed.

Keywords ML · COVID-19 · Modeling · Forecasting

1 Introduction

In the last decade, AI (ML) has proved itself as an unequivocal area of analysis by
overcoming several highly difficult and complicated certifiable problems. Virtually,
all of these present rooms, e.g., medical care; an AV, business applications; daily
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language practice (NLP), clever robots; sports, show of the atmosphere; speech and
photo-handlings, were included in the program territories. The learning ofML calcu-
lations is typically based on very inverse experimental methods in standard calcu-
lations, which conform to programming directions depending on choices, such as
if [1]. Perhaps, most of the ML regions are estimated [2]; multiple standard ML
estimates have been used to handle the potential work needed within a wide variety
of fields including climatic expectancy, outbreak determination, currency exchange,
and visualization of disease. In later expectation of patients’ situation with a specific
disease, various relapse and neural organization models are very important [3]. A
number of experiments have been conducted to foresee different AI diseases, such as
coronary tract sickness [4], estimation of cardiovascular infections [5], and predicted
development of the bosom malignant [6].

The investigation [7] focuses in particular on live figures of the confirmedCOVID-
19 cases, and study [8] also focuses on the flare-up and early reaction statistic of
COVID-19.This statisticalmechanismcanbehelpful in order for early intercession to
be effective in copingwith these circumstances.Coronaviruses constitute an immense
community of pathogens that can cause illness in creatures and humans. Some people
know that coronaviruses cause respiratory diseases from the regular virus to more
extreme diseases.

The coronavirus 2 respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV-2). The case that was previ-
ously reported was followed up on November 17, 2019. Starting from June 18, 2020,
188 countries and territories had over 8.36 million cases, resulting in more than
449,000 cases. There has been regeneration of over 4.09 million residents. Basic
incidents cause fever, hacking, fatigue, windiness, and scent and taste loss. While
several cases cause mild incidents, some progress to intense respiratory disorders
(ARDS) can be fostered by cytokine storm, [9] multi-organ deception, sepsis, and
clumps of blood. The time span from transparency to the start of indication is typically
roughly five days, but may be between two and 14 days [10].

The infection spreads primarily by tiny beads that are produced by hacking,
whirling, and chatting, between people during close contact. The beads most of
the time go to the ground or to objects rather than into the air. Worse people may
get tangled by touching a defiled surface and contacting their face later. It is usually
contagious within the three initial days after the start of the signs, but dissemination
may be conceived before any side effects arise. The standard research technology is
the reverse transcription chain reaction of a nasopharyngeal swab in real time (rRT-
PCR). CT imagery can be also helpful to determine in peoplewho have high concerns
that they are contaminated by side effects and risk factors; however, guidelines do
not advocate using CT imagery for regular screening.

1.1 Mode of Spreading

Groups of people will get the contamination by approaching a person with hack
and wheezing that is caused by the infections. Coronavirus was mainly transmitted
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Fig. 1 Transmission of coronavirus via airborne droplets

by airborne zoonotic beads. The ciliated epithelium that induced cell damage and
disease was regularly contaminated at the site of the contamination. A giotensin that
changes over catalyst 2, a film exopeptidase used by coronavirus in the receptor for
human cells, is recorded by a study distributed in 2019 (Fig. 1).

1.2 Types Coronaviruses

Coronaviruses are in the Coronaviridae family with the subfamily. The extreme
and the nature of the resulting disease are different among various forms of human
coronaviruses. Experts are actually experiencing seven kinds of coronavirus, which
can taint individuals.

1.3 Signs and Symptoms

Fever is the most-known side effect of COVID-19, but it is an especially serious and
introductory consideration for certain seasonal, disabled, or fundamentally ill people
who do not have fever. When attending an emergency room, only 44% of people had
fever, while 89% had fever sooner or later after their hospitalization. A lack of fever
does not confirm that anyone is without illness.

Hack, lack of appetite, fatigue, windiness, and development of sputum as well as
muscle and joint torment are all fundamental consequences. For example, signs of
queasiness, heaviness, and loose bowels in changing rates have been found. More
irregular symptoms include wheat, flushing the nose, sore throat, and damage to the
scalp. In a few cases, chest snugness and palpitations were initially issued in China.
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A reduced scent or disturbing taste influences may occur. In 30% of affirmed cases
in South Korea, lack of scent was an introductive side effect [11].

1.4 Protection from Covid-19

Keep track of the new COVID-19 statistics available on the WHO Web site as well
as on the general public and local welfare department. In most countries around
the world, COVID-19 is occurring, and many are witnessing outbreaks. Experts are
abundant in China and other countries to alleviate their episodes. In any event, the
conditions are capricious, so review the current news regularly.

By avoiding potential harm, you could decrease the chance of becoming infected
or spreading COVID-19:

• Clean your hands frequently and totally by rubbing or cleaning them with water.
What is the reason? Washing your hands with cleanser and water by using a
liquor-based rubber hand that performs infections on your hands.

• Hold the distance between you and others at any rate 1 m. What is the reason?
They spill tiny fluid beads from their mouths or nose that can hold bacteria as
someone pulls them, wheezes, and speaks. If you are so close, you can take the
beads, including the COVID-19 virus, if you have the disease.

• Stop swarming in areas. What is the reason? When people gather in groups, you
are forced to come into touch with someone with COVID-19, and it is tougher to
keep 1 m away.

• Face, nose, andmouth should not be contacted.What is the reason?Many surfaces
are contacted, and infections can occur. Hands will transfer your eyes, nose, or
mouth from defiled infection. The infection will invade your body from that point
on and twist you.

• Ensure that you and those around you obey great cleanliness in your breath. This
means that as you cough or wheeze, the mouth and nose are filled with the twisted
elbow or tissue. Dispose of your tissue and wash your hands quickly at that
point. What is the reason? Beads infection spread. You protect those around you
from illness, such as chill, influenza, and COVID-19 by practicing high breathing
cleanliness.

• Stay home and confine yourself except to small symptoms like hacking, brain
pain, moderate fever, before you heal. Get someone to deliver equipment to you.
Carry a mask and ensure not to contaminate anyone if you find yourself off of
your building. What is the reason? Communication with others can defend them
from conceivable infections such as COVID-19 and other [12].

• If you suffer from fever and coughing and respiratory problems, look for health
treatment, but dial early if possible and meet the nearest well-being authority
leading. What is the reason? Public and close experts in your vicinity have the
latest knowledge on the circumstances. Bringing your doctor in advance would
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encourage your physician to lead you easily to the appropriate welfare office. It
will also help you avoid pathogens and multiple diseases from spreading [10].

• Stay up to date on the new trustworthy info, such as the WHO and the local and
public wellness experts.What is the reason? Nearby and public experts are ideally
qualified to urge residents in their general region to protect themselves.

1.5 Use of Machine Learning in COVID-19

Every ounce of mechanical growth and inventiveness, as the planet wrestles with
COVID-19, takes humanity one step closer to defeating this pandemic. Essential
activities for improved communication and emergency response in COVID-19 are
man-made conscience (AI) and IC. AI creativity allows PCs to copy human intelli-
gence to easily recognize examples and interactions by gathering vast quantities of
information.

The war against COVID-19 was waged rapidly by alliances in a few aspects with
their AI capabilities: scaling the exchange of customers, looking at how COVID-19
is expanding, discovery, and therapy accelerating.

Any organization seeks new ways to function adequately and to tackle the prob-
lems with its clients and leaders, regardless of whether small or enormous or public
or private, as social isolation and isolated steps remain. AI engineering plays on
an essential role in empowering the machines by providing them with far-reaching
connectivity, empowering telemedicine, and providing food security [11].

The chatbots are funded by AI for contactless screening of COVID-19 side effects
and to address questions from population as a whole in medical care and government
agencies. One model is Clevy.io, a starting French and AWS client, who sent a
chat to ease the exploration of official government interchanges over COVID-19 by
individuals.

2 Problem Definition

The COVID-19 spreading all over the planet endangered mankind. This kind of
disease spreads mostly through intimate contact, usually by minute droplets caused
by coughing and sneezing. The drops are frequently slumped to the floor and on
objects instead of traveling via air. Unusually, individuals could be sick but instead
contact the faces by contacting a contaminated object. The very first three days
following the beginning of symptoms that is most infectious, however, dissemination
prior to symptoms and from persons who exhibit no indications is conceivable. Most
people who have had COVID-19 virus get an autonomous and recovered infection.
Researchers understand, though, that even a fraction continues to suffer from more
serious illness with an intensive care unit in 10% of instances. Unfortunately, certain
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victims are going to die. The management and medical authorities are stressing a lot
to accommodate people with probable COVID-19 symptoms.

Depends on the resources provided by health care, a quick decision system can
assist physicians analyze individual data and estimate the risk of developing a certain
disease effectively. This calls for a quick and personalized health care system, but
mostly people who are quite precise though with a significant cost for time and
resources rely on the present pneumonia detection system.

3 Proposed Work

This research is intended to develop the early model from now on, coronavirus is an
intense challenge of human life worldwide. By 2019, the infection first emerged in a
city namedWuhan, China, where innumerable citizens produced proof of pneumonia
[11]. It effects the human physique in a wide range of different ways, including
extreme acute respiratory disease and multi-order deceit. A large amount of people
globally, including multiple activities the next day, are affected by this pandemic.
Many new individuals from nations around the world are consistently optimistic.
The infection mainly spreads through close connections, via breathing beads or
through contact with defiled surfaces. The most testing aspect is that a person can
get an infection for a long time without showing symptoms. Almost all nations
have proclamated either halfway or requesting lockdowns through the affected local
and urban populations as the reasons for its extension and thought about its risk.
Research scientists worldwide are currently obligated to locate an effective antibody
and medication for the disorder. Since no drug has been proven to date for the death
by infection, the parliamentarians of all nations have taken measures to discourage
the spread. There is no medication. Of all promises, the ‘be educated’ is regarded as
crucial in nearly all facets ofCOVID-19. In addition to this aspect of the data, different
scientists analyze the different components of the pandemic and yield findings for
the human race [10].

The following schematic view of the designed framework is shown in Fig. 2 and
trying to work on automated framework to recognize harmful disease by considering
some images dataset to avoid the side effects of those disease. The framework is
capable of acquiring histological and current datasets by using the various methods,
and those datasets are useful for acquiring and predicating the harmful disease in
human being [9]. Also, the framework consists of different phases of traditional anal-
ysis, such as data acquisition, data analysis, classification of data, training selected
data, and measuring the performance to predict the disease by using ML algorithm.
This traditional diseases predication processing framework consists of different tasks,
such as:

Framework consists of different tasks, such as:

• Data gathering
• Noise removal
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Fig. 2 Proposed diseases predication processing framework using ML

• Data preprocessing
• Data extraction
• Use of learning algorithm (like SVM, KNN, DTwith proposed machine learning-

based hybrid approach, i.e., combination any two classification approaches like
SVM, KNN, DT to improve the accuracy)

• Training the data
• Predication of diseases.

3.1 Four Regression Models Have Been Studied
of COVID-19 Future Forecasting

(1) Linear Regression

In relapse demonstrating, an objective class is predicated on the autonomous high-
lights [9]. This strategy can be consequently used to discover the connection among
autonomous and subordinate factors and furthermore for estimating. Straight relapse,
a sort of relapse displaying, is the most usable factual procedure for prescient exam-
ination in AI. Every perception in direct relapse relies upon two qualities, one is the
needy variable, and the second is the free factor. Direct relapse decides a straight
connection between these needy and free factors. There are two elements (x, y) that
are associated with straight relapse investigation. The condition underneath shows
how y is identified with x known as relapse.

E(y) = β0 + β1x (1)

The mistake term here utilizations to account the changeability between both x
and y, β0 speaks to y-block, β1 speaks to incline. To place the idea of direct relapse
in the AI setting, to prepare the model, x is spoken to as information preparing
dataset and y speaks to the class marks present in the info dataset. The objective
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of the AI calculation at that point is to locate the best qualities for β0 (capture)
and β1 (coefficient) to get the best-fit relapse line. To get the best-fit suggests, the
distinction between the real qualities and anticipated qualities ought to be least, so
this minimization issue can be spoken to as:

minimize
1

n

n∑

i=1

(
predi − yi

)2

g = 1

n

n∑

i=1

(
predi − yi

)2
(2)

Here, g is known as cost work, the average root square are of y(predi) and y(yi)
figures, and n is the entire number of centered details.

(2) LASSO

Rope is a model of recurrence with a position with a direct recurrence technique
using retrenchment [13]. Shrinkage here relates to the procurement of exceptional
data test figures for the focal standard. Consequently, the shrinking cycle increases
the stability of LASSO and eliminates the mistake [14]. For multi-country scenarios,
rope is known as a more realistic model. Since the model conducts L1 regularization,
the penalty included is proportional to the size of the coefficients. LASSOmakes the
repeat smoother in comparison to the number of highlights it uses. It uses a method
of regularization to punish the other highlights. In other words, the effects of the
recession cannot be as large as possible and should be assumed to be zero.

A traditional multivariate relapse uses all the highlights and assigns each of them
a relapse coefficient. Furthermore, if the current part would not boost its health by
adding this highlight, it will not be added as zero. LASSO attempts to add these two in
turn, and it will no longer increase in value. Then, the power of regularization is that
it will of course assess us by using the penalty word for the extra highlights. So, the
models are limited to a few coefficients because the loop eliminates the coefficients,
when their qualities are equal to zero.

n∑

i=1

⎛

⎝yi −
∑

j

xi jβ j

⎞

⎠
2

+ λ

p∑

j=1

∣∣β j

∣∣ (3)

It sets the coefficient that can be decrypted in a minute, where µ|slope | is penalty
word (amount of square residual + μ|slope|).

(3) Support Vector Machine

ASVM is the managedML calculation used both as retrograde and as a solution [15]
. This is a kind of managed ML calculation. SVM reciprocity is a non-parametric
method based on a variety of computational capabilities. The configuration of the
capability named component shifts the contribution of knowledge to the ideal struc-
ture. SVM manages relapse problems with straight power such that the info vector
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(x) is translated to n-dimensional space, called part space, while handling non-direct
relapse issues (z). After this direct relapse, the planning is completed with non-direct
planning techniques for space. In ML, put the concept with a multivariate dataset
preparation (xn) with N number of impressions, with yn as a category of noticed
reactions. The straight potential can be seen as:

f (x) = x ′β + b (4)

In this way, the aim is to make the evaluation of f (x) with (β ′β) as pointless
standard properties as possible as imaginable. The dilemma then fits into reducing
work as:

J (β) = 1

2
β ′β (5)

For a single status of figures not exceeding p, as in the following case, with all
the residuals:

∀ : ∣∣yn − (
x ′
nβ + b

)∣∣ ≤ ε (6)

(4) Exponential Smoothing

Gaging is performed based on details from the past time in drastic smoothing tech-
niques in the household. The effect of the previous data expectations is dramatically
rotating as they become more knowledgeable. The weight of different slack qual-
ities in these lines is declined mathematically. ES is an unbelievable time scheme
that specifically estimates univarious intelligence technique [7]. The current time
measurement (Ft) in ES is:

Ft = αAt−1 + (1 − α)Ft−1 (7)

Here, α smoothing cost where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, At − 1 is the genuine estimation of the
past period in time arrangement, and Ft−1 is the figure estimation of the past gage.

Above study has some key findings like:

• Different ML calculations that appear to perform better in various class expecta-
tions above are some essential models identified with gaging.

• Most ML equations require a sufficient measure of knowledge in order to forecast
the future, since the scale of the dataset increases, the model indicates.

• ML model-based guessing will help leaders’ control COVID-19 pandemics.

4 Methodology

The objectives of this task are twofold.
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(1) To investigate advancement of an AI calculation to recognize chest X-ray
of people with respiratory disease testing positive for COVID-19 from other
X-ray.

(2) To advance revelation of examples in such X-ray through AI interpretability
calculations.

A model can been prepared on a dataset made out of X-ray named positive for
COVID-19 disease, typical X-ray, and X-ray portraying proof of different pneumo-
nias. As of now, we are utilizing machine learning as the interpretability technique
being applied to the model. This work needs more aptitude and more information.
The promptness of this work could not possibly be more significant, as any experi-
ences got from this workmight be helpful for medical care professionals and analysts
as the COVID-19 pandemic keeps on advancing.

5 Conclusion

The current COVID-19 pandemic is obviously an overall general ailment. There
have been quick advances in our opinion on the microorganism, how it corrupts
cells and causes infection, and clinical characteristics of disease. In view of speedy
transmission, countries all throughout the planet ought to grow thought into disorder
surveillance structures and scale up country status and response exercises including
setting up quick response gatherings and improving the constraint of the public
laboratory system.

In this investigation, a ML-based forecast framework has been read for antic-
ipating the danger of COVID-19 episode around the world. Generally speaking,
the investigation gages in this way can likewise be of extraordinary assistance for
the specialists to make ideal moves and settle on choices to contain the COVID-19
emergency.

This investigation will be improved persistently later on course, and next, we
are intending to investigate the expectation approach utilizing the refreshed dataset
and utilize the most precise and fitting ML strategies for determining. Ongoing live
estimating will be one of the primary centers in our future work.
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Face Mask Monitoring for Educational
Institutions and Organizations

Angelina Geetha, S. V. Shri Bharathi, Sai Laasya Vabilisetty,
Naga Chakradhar Rao Rayasam, and Yuva Teja Aagollu

Abstract In the year 2020, we had seen a disastrous effect on the society by the
outbreak of coronavirus which has demanded the world to mandatorily wear a mask.
Therefore, one major protection for people is to wear mask in public areas. Thus, we
proposed a face mask monitoring system, which uses convolution neural networks to
train the model, Caffe-based DL detector with MobileNetV2 architecture to extract
the facial features for mask detection and allowing our monitoring application to
be deployed on any embedded system easily. The main objective of this paper is to
automate facemaskmonitoring so that it reduces time and human effort administered
in this process and, thus, helps in controlling the spread of virus.

Keywords Face mask · Neural network · Caffe-based DL detector ·MobileNetV2

1 Introduction

1.1 Pandemic and Need for Face Mask

The outbreak of coronavirus in 2019 has developed into an uncontrollable situation
and lead us to a pandemic in 2020 by affecting millions of lives every single day. All
types of businesses irrespective of size and reach had to face a significant amount of
loss, and all educational institutions had to be shut for an indefinite period of time.
This pandemic situation has transformed the lifestyle of all the individuals. It has
also affected all the business sectors irrespective of the size and reach.

This has forced countries all over theworld to initiate new rules forwearing amask.
Studies had shown that virus spread is more in busy and populous areas like schools,
market, offices. Therefore, wearing a face mask was made mandatory throughout the
world. So, face mask has become a day-to-day essential in the present-day world.
Facemasks, when worn properly by everyone, can reduce viral transmission by 70%.
So, wearing a facemask is an easyway of reducing the risk of spreading any infection
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or virus unknowingly. Thus, there is a great need for everyone to wear a face mask
in the present-day world.

This becomes the motivation for the main objective of this project which is
proposing a model that detects whether a person is wearing a face mask even when
the person is in motion. This proposed model uses Caffe-based DL algorithm which
works well for static images as well as live video. This paper focuses on deploying
this model to any embedded systems like surveillance network. To achieve this, we
have used MobileNetV2 architecture which makes this model easier to be deployed
onto any embedded systems.

2 Related Works

Facial recognition using Viola Jones algorithm [1–3] and semantic segmentation [4,
5] is performed previously. This model works fine with unmasked faces showing
85–90% accuracy, but it drops to less than 70% accuracy when masked faces come
into action. This way, we cannot detect a person whether masked or not accurately.

Qin and Li [6] proposed a method which uses a one-stage detector. This consists
of feature pyramid network with multiple feature maps which helps this model to
get decent accuracy. This face mask detector succeeded in removing objects from
imageswhich have lowconfidence.However, thismodel cannot differentiate between
mask and other objects which cover face. This leads to misinterpretation as person
is wearing a mask.

Another facemaskmodelwas proposed byMohammed,Gunasekaran andKhalifa
[7, 8] which consists of two components. First component is ResNet-50 which is
used for feature extraction and the second component is YOLO v2 which is used for
detecting medical face mask. This face mask detector model detects only medical
face masks in static images.

Facial recognition using principal component analysis was performed by Ejaz
[9]. The model works fine with unmasked faces showing 85–90% accuracy, but it
drops to less than 70% accuracy when masked faces come into action. This way, we
cannot detect a person whether masked or not accurately. Also, facial recognition
using deep residual learning was proposed by Zhang, Sun and Ren [10]. Face mask
detection was also done using OpenCV, Keras and Tensor Flow [11].

To summarize all the above studied works, we can say that all the above studies
were successful in detecting masks from faces in static images and frontal faces but
lacked the accuracy in detecting faces from video streams, noisy images, and images
with non-frontal faces.
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3 Detection Methodology

3.1 Facial Detection

Facial identification or detection is the approach of detecting people in an image or a
videowith the help of their facial features. It can be referred as an advanced computer
technology which is used to identify facial structures in static images. With these
continuous enhancements in technology, face detection has also been extended to
videos which involves people movement.

In comparison with other features, facial features provide good amount of
accuracy.

3.2 Need for Face Detection

Facial feature detection or identification plays a crucial role in this digital world. It
is mainly used for security and verification purpose. It can also aid forensic inves-
tigations by automatically recognizing individuals in security footages or any other
videos.

As mentioned above, the need for face detection in the field of security has
increased a lot. The application of face detection may vary from an individual to
a corporate company. Several corporate companies, nowadays, use face detection
for monitoring employee presence, and almost all the individuals, nowadays, use
face detection as security for their electronic gadgets like mobiles, laptops.

3.3 Proposed System and Novelty

We propose this paper with an objective of getting an automated face monitoring
system which identifies whether a person has mask or not, by using facial detection
algorithms to extract the features from an image or video and convolution neural
networks to train the model. The face detection algorithm used in this model is
Caffe-based DL detector. This model detects even the non-frontal faces and predicts
asmasked or non-masked.We have usedMobileNetV2 architecturewhich allows our
application to get deployed onto any embedded system easily. Our model is capable
of taking static images as well as live or recorded video as input to detect faces and
predict mask or no mask.

Our model uses Caffe framework for feature extraction during image processing.
This framework makes our model unique and novel compared to existing models.
Caffe is a brand new deep learning framework which is developed to especially
increase speed and modularity and decrease time taken in the process of image
processing. So, our model is very fast and accurate when compared to all the existing
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models. And, the MobileNetV2 architecture, which we have used, also makes our
model novel, as it helps in deploying our model onto embedded systems and mobile
devices very easily.

3.4 Caffe-based DL Algorithm

In our project, we use this Caffe-based DL algorithm to extract the features of a face
during the process of face mask detection.

Caffe is a deep learning framework made with speed and modularity in mind and
used for image processing and feed forward networks. It is suitable for fine-tuning
the existing deep neural networks. Caffe supports multiple types of deep learning
architectures. These can range from image classification to image segmentation.
Caffe-based DL detector gives high accuracy and detects the faces even in motion.

3.5 MobileNetV2

MobileNetV2 [12] is known for its performance on mobile devices. It is based on
the inverted residual structure in which the residual attachments are between the
layers. As a whole, the architecture of MobileNetV2 consists of the initial complete
convolution layerwith 32 filters and 19 residual bottleneck layers. The basic structure
of MobileNetV2 is shown in Fig. 2.

3.6 Dataset Characteristics

This paper conducted its experiments based on the dataset which is created by the
images which are collected from, Kaggle, RMFD [13], and as well as Bing API. This
dataset consists of 4095 images. Thus, the dataset we used is divided into two parts:

Masked images—2165.
Unmasked images—1930.
Our model is also capable of detecting faces with and without masks from live or

recorded videos. Figure 1 shows the examples of images present in the dataset.
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Fig. 1 Examples of images in face mask dataset

3.7 Data Preprocessing

All the raw input images are preprocessed before they are used for training in a
five-staged process. First, the raw image is resized (256× 256). Then, color filtering
(RGB) is applied over the channel. As we have used MobileNetV2 architecture, our
model supports 2D 3-channel image. Then, the image is cropped with the pixel value
of 224 × 224 × 3. Finally, the images are converted into tensors (similar to NumPy
arrays).
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Fig. 2 MobileNetV2 architecture

3.8 Architecture

Figure 3 presents the architecture diagram of the proposed detector model. The intro-
ducedmodel consists of two importantmodules: trainingmodule and the deployment
module.

In the training module, dataset is loaded from the disk, and it is trained using the
Caffe-based DL algorithm with the help of MobileNetV2 architecture. We split the
train and test data into 80% and 20%, respectively, to obtain more accuracy. Once
face mask model is trained, it is serialized and stored on the disk.

Now in the deployment module, the model which we have trained previously is
loaded from the disk, and the faces from static images or a video stream are loaded as
input. These images are preprocessed using OpenCV and PyTorch andmade ready to
apply the model. Now, the trained model which is loaded from the disk is applied on
these images to determine whether the images are masked or unmasked. The result
indicating mask or no_mask is displayed finally as result.
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Fig. 3 Architecture diagram

4 Results and Analysis

Figures 4 and 5 depict the output of this paper. As shown in these figures, when we
give the raw images or video streams as input, the model will detect all the faces with
mask and indicates them with the help of a green box around the face, and it will
detect all the faces without mask, and red box is used to indicate them. The model
also presents the percentage of accuracy of the detection above these colored boxes.

The dataset is split into 75–25% training images and testing images, respectively.
Our model is trained for 30 epochs, and as shown in Table 1, we have achieved an
accuracy of 99% for bothmasked and unmasked imageswith the precision, recall, and
F1-score being 99%. This proves that Caffe-based DL algorithm with MobileNetV2
is computationally efficient in face mask detection.

Fig. 4 Example of output
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Fig. 5 Input and output images

Table 1 Accuracy table

Precision Recall F1-score Support

With_mask 0.99 0.99 0.99 388

Without_mask 0.99 0.99 0.99 386

Accuracy – – 0.99 774

Macro-avg. 0.99 0.99 0.99 774

Weighted avg. 0.99 0.99 0.99 774

5 Conclusion

To reduce the transmission of coronavirus, certain measures like wearing a facial
mask, washing hands must be ensured. We have modeled a face mask monitoring
system using Caffe-based DL algorithm with MobileNetV2 architecture to extract
the face features and train the model. Our model can be easily deployed onto any
embedded system like CCTV cameras, as we have used MobileNetV2 architecture.
We have used a dataset which is created by the images which are collected from
Kaggle and RMFD datasets. This model works effectively for both static images
and live video streams. This face mask monitoring system can be implemented in
all workspaces and educational institutions. The scope of our project can be further
expanded to the public areas like airports, bus stations, railway stations, which are
usually very crowded.

As our model uses Caffe framework and MobileNetV2 architecture, the accuracy
of the model is observed to be 99 percent which is very high in the context of facial
recognition models. Thus, this model sets a new benchmarking in the automated
monitoring systems when administered in colleges and workspaces. This way, our
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model ensures the reduction in time consumption and human efforts in the process of
face mask monitoring and also helps in controlling the spread of coronavirus which
is very essential for the society at present times.

6 Image Sources

Figure 2—https://analyticsindiamag.com/why-googles-mobilenetv2-is-a-revolutio
nary-next-gen-on-device-computer-vision-network/?hcb=1

Figure 3—Self-designed architecture diagram of our model
Figures 1, 4, and 5—These images are taken from the RMFD dataset and given

as inputs to our model which resulted in the output as shown in the figures.
RMFD dataset—[1] https://paperswithcode.com/dataset/rmfd.
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Deep Learning-based Traffic
Identification and Accident Detection
in Remote Environment

S. Sathya Priya, Vikram Kumar, Pavan Teja, Samanthapudi Anil,
and S. Revathy

Abstract Events like traffic jam, road accident, vehicle fire, robbery, vehicle break-
down are the most common events that occur on the roadside. In cities, traffic control
department, fire brigade, and other agencies are available to handle such events.
However, their work fully depends on the information, faster the information, faster
will be the action, and the intensity of damagewill be reduced accordingly. But unfor-
tunately, currently used method for surveillance, like camera, police and highway
patrol, traffic signal, manual traffic signal, control rooms is not sufficient to tackle
such situation. The demand for an intelligent and a fast system that would be capable
to detect the multi-class events immediately and alert the same to the concerned
authority arises. The proposed system uses deep learning algorithm, specifically
convolutional neural network, to process the real-time video and to detect and alert
the authority. The proposed system can be used in the city to regulate the traffic and
also to detect accidents or mobs like situation real time. Also, in remote highways
and roadways, it is capable of detecting accidents, vehicle breakdown, out of gas,
and other suspicious activity.

Keywords Convolution neural network · Deep learning · Internet of Things ·
Monitoring system

1 Introduction

Deep learning is a sub-genre of AI and is being used in number of domains as per the
requirement, few areas where deep learning is used most extensively are automation,
robotics, image processing, etc. Concept of deep learning can also be used in trans-
portation system for observing the non-rural road and freeway, for checking amount
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of traffic jam using videos and images. Surveillance cameras are used everywhere for
monitoring congestion. Cameras are used, but it cannot detect congestion automati-
cally [1]. Manual congestion detection needs lot of man power. It is very difficult to
find congestion through all the surveillance cameras by watching it continuously [2]
all the day. It is almost impossible to cover all the cameras manually all the time.
Therefore, prompt detection of congestion is important for large-scale areas. This
systemwill help in detecting dense or sparse vehicle on fire and road accidents. Once
the accidents are identified, then it can be notified to the road safety team and then
corrective measures can be taken by the road safety.

Hence, this system is capable of providing four types output, dense, sparse conges-
tion, and fire or road accidents. Domain used is deep learning [3, 4], and it is subset
of machine learning in AI. Algorithm used is convolution neural network, which
is highly capable in identifying visual imagery that makes it more suitable for the
proposed work as this work is more focused on identifying the traffic and accidents
from the images taken by surveillance cameras [5].

2 Related Works

2.1 An Intelligent Monitoring System of Vehicles
on Highway Traffic

The intelligent highway traffic monitoring system [6] is simple, efficient, and
economically cheaper than the other monitoring systems available at that moment of
time. This system was capable of predicting direction and speed of moving vehicle.
The technologies used in this work are digital image processing, pattern recogni-
tion, and mathematical calculations. The main component of this system is a high-
definition camera which is placed in a traffic pole in highway. The proposed system
takes video of vehicles [7] which are moving on highway, then converts it into
frames of resolution 480 * 640 pixels, then background elimination operation is
being performed to focus on vehicles, and this is done using Gaussian distribution.
Then vehicle extraction and noise filtering are done using preceding subtraction
method and median filtering. Gaussian mixture model and rich feature hierarchies
are used to detect vehicle, and step gradient is used to detect the front of vehicle
to find moving direction. Finally, the speed of moving vehicle is calculated using
simple mathematical formula S = V × T, where time ‘T ’ value depends upon video
frame rate.
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2.2 IoT-based Smart Traffic Monitoring System Using
Vehicles Count

This system gives an IoT-based solution [8] to solve the problem of traffic jam. This
work is suggested keeping in mind the situations, in which there is a huge traffic
in one lane, while at the other lane, there may be less or no traffic. But still, each
lane gets equal time, i.e., of 60 s. This system was made to give more priority and
time to the lane with higher or denser traffic. The major component of this traffic
monitoring system is an IR sensor which will be placed on both sides of the road, and
these sensors are responsible to keep an account on the number of vehicle currently
waiting in queue and also monitors the rate at which vehicles are adding in the lane.
Then, these data are being transferred to the centralized server where KNN algorithm
is implemented over the recorded data to prioritize and allocate signal open time on
each side. Finally, the priority and open time are send to a traffic control system
which switch red and green lights accordingly.

2.3 Modern Traffic Control System Using Concept of Fuzzy
Logic

This system uses the concept of fuzzy logic [9] to increase and decrease the signal
open and close timings. This system keeps an accounts on two factors: first, number
of vehicles in the queue and second, the rate of vehicle coming to the traffic signal
pole. Acoustic detector, Doppler radar, and microwave sensors are used to detect the
sound generated by the vehicles as it passes the sensor and reports to the centralized
system wirelessly. The input is being provided into the Mamdani fuzzy inference
system. The fuzzy logic toolbox in MATLAB which has a graphical user interface
is used to proficiently design and implement the control system.

The existing systems focus on monitoring and predicting the traffic patterns [10].
A system for multi-class detection is proposed in this paper.

3 Proposed System

The proposed system is focused on identifying dense or sparse traffic based on the
input image provided by surveillance cameras. This system does multi-class detec-
tion, i.e., fire, accident or any accident detection and prediction of dense, and sparse
traffic. The proposedwork system uses convolution neural network (CNN) algorithm
that classifies the input images very efficiently. Images after getting detected are sent
to the centralized server for further processing, and an alert is being sent to either
the traffic police or the concerned department.

Figure 1 shows the architecture diagram of the proposed system. CNN is used to
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Fig. 1 Architecture diagram

train the dataset to detect accidents and to predict the traffic pattern.

4 Module Description

The proposed system is being designed and developed as the following stages:

• Collection of dataset
• Image preprocessing
• Training using convolution neural network
• Recognition
• SMS alert.

4.1 Collection of Dataset

Different types of input images of traffic are collected from online, and the folders
contain input images of dense traffic, sparse traffic, accident, fire. These collected
images are used for training and validation process.
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4.2 Image Preprocessing

Much of preprocessing for these input datasets is not required before implementa-
tion. Training and test datasets are accessed from folders and are given as input to
function from Keras ‘flow_from_directory,’ which provides required preprocessing
like reduction of dimensions. Input image for test input is turned to NumPy array
and dimension reduction.

4.3 Training Using Convolution Neural Network

Convolution 2D neural network from Keras is used for training and testing models
[11]. Conv2D architecture is given below (Fig. 2).

4.3.1 Sequential Model

The model type that is being used in the proposed system is the sequential model.
Sequential is an easy way to create a model in Keras. In this, layer-by-layer model
is built. ‘Add method’ is used to add layers to the model. Sequential model allows
to simply stack sequential layers and even recurrent layers from network as input to
output. First line is used to declare model type as sequential function.

Fig. 2 Training using CNN
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4.3.2 Training Neural Network

After declaring sequential model, multiple Conv2D layers [11] are being added
with multiple parameters like number of nodes kernal size, activation function, and
finally, a dense layer is used for output layer. Now, the model is compiled which will
take three parameters, namely optimizer, loss function, and matrices. The optimizer
controls the learning rate, and the optimizer used for the proposed system is ‘Adam.’
The loss function that is being used is ‘categorical cross entropy,’ and a lower score
of loss indicates that model is performing better. Also, ‘accuracy’ matrix is used to
see the accuracy score on the validate set when the model is being trained.

Now, the model is trained by using ‘fit()’ function on the model, and it includes
parameters like training data and label, which are being split in preprocessing stage.
For validating, test data and corresponding label are used. The model will cycle
number of times as given epoch value; the more the number of epochs, the more effi-
cient will be themodel. But, after a certain point of epoch, it needs to be stopped since
further epochswill not contribute inmodel improvement. After training is completed,
themodel is tested; good accuracy is achieved, and the same is demonstrated in graph
using Matplotlib library.

4.4 Recognition

In this module, validated or test data are passed to the fit function, and the input
image passed is being converted to an array using NumPy [4] and is compared with
the trained model and finally predicts whether the traffic condition in frame or image
is dense traffic, sparse traffic, fire, or accident.

4.5 SMS Alert

When heavy traffic is detected by traffic detection system, it sends an alert message
to the controller. SMS gateway connection is used to dispatch SMS alert, which gives
timely alerts to the system.

5 Results and Discussion

If the traffic recognition encounters massive traffic jam, an alert is sent to the
controller. Here, SMS gateway connection is used to dispatch the SMS alert through
fastsms.com,whichprovidesmessageofmassive traffic jamwith time.Hence, system
will be getting alerted on time (Fig. 3).

The following figure shows the model loss in our experimental method (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3 Model accuracy

Fig. 4 Model loss

The sample output image showing the condition of heavy traffic is shown in Fig. 5.

6 Conclusion

The system is implemented and tested by giving different input images and videos.
The performance of the proposed system is satisfactory, and also the performance
and accuracy of the proposed system are better than the other algorithms and other
existing systems. The feature of multi-class detection is incorporated in the proposed
model that takes care of accident and fire prediction coupled with monitoring and
classifying the traffic as sparse and dense traffic. Issues like longer response time are
observed when the image of video of large size is passed and accuracy of test data
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Fig. 5 output

is bit lower than expected in such conditions. These issues have to be addressed in
the future. An effective, efficient, and fully working system with additional features
like detecting no vehicles on one lane of the traffic signals, traffic density in signals
could be proposed in the future.

Image Source: Free images available online in google images are collected
randomly, and the database is created manually. Any other standard image database
is not incorporated in the proposed system.
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Detection of Active Attacks Using
Ensemble Machine Learning Approach

S. Revathy, S. Sathya Priya, Shaik Rafi, P. Pranideep, and D. Rajesh

Abstract Cyber attackers entrap online users and companies by stealing their sensi-
tive informationwithout their knowledge. Sensitive information such as login creden-
tials, bank card details, and centralized servers of organizations are hacked by the
attackers. Some of the cyber attacks are phishing attack where attackers make the
online users to trust their websites as a legitimate website and retrieve their personal
information bymaking themas a prey for cyber attacks.Malware attack is a onewhere
attacker will inject a malicious software into the company server or any online user’s
device, without their knowledge and steal all the data in their devices and servers.
Intrusion is an invasion, where attacker will attack the network and theft all the
network resources. But, there aremany types of cyber attacks solutions such as visual
similarity-based approaches, intrusion detection system, signature-based, heuristic-
based, specification-based, anomaly-based methods that are proposed, but they have
some disadvantages. Because of few unsecured HTTP websites and lack of cyber
knowledge, cyber attacks are increasing day by day. In our proposed system, a unified
ensemble approach (UEA) is proposed by combining different machine learning
algorithms using ensemble approach that gives better accuracy and detection rate.
This model aims to detect the intrusion, phishing attack and prevent the malwares
thereby mitigating the cyber attacks encountered by individual and organization.

Keywords Ensemble approach · Feature selection · Intrusion detection ·Machine
learning · Phishing detection
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1 Introduction

The new technologies are evolving day by day, and most of the people are using
digital devices for communication. The users for online services are increasing day
by day, and the attackers are taking this as a free-hit and stealing the sensitive data.

1.1 Phishing Attack

Phishing attack is a way to steal sensitive information from the users, which means
attacker will create a duplicate, trustworthy, legitimate site, and directing online user
into providing personal and sensitive data. The attacker creates a copy of website
and sends it to the victim and waits till he receives victim sensitive or personal
information.

The reasons for trapping victims using phishing attack are as follows:

1. Lack of computer knowledge.
2. Limited knowledge on cyber security.
3. Not cautious toward warnings and proceeding further undermining existing

system tools strength. Phishing attacks can occur in various forms such as
websites, email. In email, phishing attackers design fake email in such a way
that it looks trustworthy and send the mail to many people assuming few of
them will fall for it.

Some Types of Phishing Attacks Are

1.1.1 Website Phishing

In this phishing attack, the attacker will create a copy of the legitimate website and
collect the information from victims by advertising this website in social networking
sites, and they alsomanage to give security to thewebsite such asHTTPS connection.

1.1.2 Spear Phishing

In this phishing attack, they target a specific community in an organization and send
a [1] mail in such a way that the mails are sent by their colleagues and pretending
them to provide sensitive information of the organization.
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1.1.3 Whitelist and Blacklist

All the legitimate URLs are present in whitelist. The browser downloads the website
after checking whether the URL is present in the whitelist. There is a drawback in
the URL that if a legitimate website is not registered in whitelist, the browser will
block the website. All the phishing URLs are present in blacklist. The drawback of
the blacklist is that if any phishing URL is not registered in blacklist [2], the browser
downloads the website thinking it as a legitimate website.

1.2 Malware

This is a type of cyber attack where attacker tries to install a malicious software
into the personal system or a company sever to gain access to them and steal the
information present in them; usually, this is done for money gain.

The reasons for trapping victims using malware attack are as follows:

1. Clicking on the unwanted links sent to their mails and messages
2. Opening unsecured HTTP websites
3. Allowing unknown persons to access laptop or PCs.

Some Types of Malware attacks are

1.2.1 Worms

Computer worm is a malware program, when injected in a computer system, it will
make it as a host, and without the help of host, the worm will scan the computer and
replicate itself into many and injects them into other computer systems connected to
host system The biggest disadvantage with a worm is that it can replicate many of
its type [3], i.e., a single worm can generate thousands of its copies.

1.2.2 Adware

Adware is a malicious program which will generate pop-up advertisements in the
system. This advertisement contains a harmful code, which on clicking the adver-
tisement link will download and install the software, and our system will get
compromised.
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1.3 Intrusion

It attempts to attack the computer network, destroy the security of the network, gain
access to the network, and download all the network resourceswithout the knowledge
of the user.

1.3.1 Common Gateway Interface Script

CGI is used in the network for communication between the client and server; it
also provides easy opening called backtracking through which attacker will enter the
network and access the secured files in that network.

2 Existing System

2.1 Heuristic-based Techniques

This approach extracts features from the URL and compares them with phishing
attack features for the detection, but the accuracy of the algorithm is very low as
some phishing URLs are designed with non-phishing attack features [4]. List-based
comparison is not used in this approach. Hence, the system detects zero-day phishing
attacks which are not detected by list-based techniques.

2.2 Visual Similarity-based Technique

Here, the attacker makes an exact copy of legitimate site to cheat the online users by
making them believe that it is a legitimate site without any doubt. This anti-phishing
technique will compare the phishing and legitimate website database. Based on the
similarity ratio, this technique will detect whether the given website is phishing or
legitimate. In such a way that if there is a less similarity ratio, it will detect that it is a
phishing website, and if there is high similarity ratio, it will detect it as a legitimate
website.

2.3 Machine Learning Techniques

Irfan [5] In this, features are extracted from the website and then compared with the
trained machine learning algorithm. Based on the comparison, it will detect whether
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the given website is legitimate or not. It is a combination of heuristic feature and
machine learning algorithms.

2.4 Signature-based Detection

A signature database is maintained which is used to detect themalware by comparing
the malware; the signature is generated by examining the disassemble code of
malware binary. After analyzing the disassemble code, its features are extracted.
Signature is generated using those features.

2.5 Anomaly-based Method

It is used to detect the unknown malware attack as new malwares are created day by
day. It is based onmachine learning. A trustful machine learningmodel is developed;
when any one tries to inject malware into the system, then it will compare them with
that system; if it is not found in that model, then it is declared as the suspicious.

The existing heuristic-based approach [6] cannot detect a website when it is
designed with new feature that was not included in the training. Signature-based
detection can deal only with known attacks. In visual similarity-based approach,
false negative classification rate is higher, and their accuracy is very low and users
have to use different systems to detect each cyber attack; hence, the UEA model is
designed to address the challenges as a combined model.

3 Proposed System

As technology is increasing, people are relying on the newest features for relaxed
life. In the same way, cyber attacks are increasing for the sake of money and data.
This system is going to detect some of those cyber attacks such as phishing attack,
malware, and intrusion with their respective datasets using five supervised classifi-
cation machine learning algorithms, feature selection, feature scaling, and ensemble
methods. After execution of each algorithm, they produce test metric values and
accuracy for each cyber attack. Predicted accuracies are extracted and processed in
such a way that it predicts the algorithm with best accuracy for each cyber attack
dataset.

The uniqueness in the system is it is built using ensemble approach to find the
accuracy of the system using different machine learning algorithms.

The system follows the following steps for execution:

Step-1: Select any of the cyber attacks, and the system starts the process.
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Step-2: If the selected cyber attack is phishing, then users have to specify how
many features to be selected.
Step-3: The system will train and test different types of machine learning
algorithms using the dataset for the selected cyber attack and extracts accuracy.
Step-4: The extracted accuracy is processed, and the system gives the name of the
algorithm which has the highest accuracy.

4 Module Description

The modules included in our project are as follows:

• Dataset preprocessing
• Phishing detection
• Intrusion and malware detections
• Voting classifier.

4.1 Dataset Preprocessing

There are many features available in the given dataset, and we are going to select
only the top most features in the given dataset by using feature selection for phishing
dataset. Malware detection and intrusion detection are huge datasets; hence, data
processing will be slow. So, feature scaling [7] is applied here to covert the values
in dataset in such a way that the values are in between 0 and 1.

4.2 Phishing Detection

After data processing, using feature selection process, the selected top most features
are now tested and trained using five different types of algorithms in such a way that
75% of dataset is used for training and 25% is used for testing. Accuracy and the
metric values for the algorithms are generated and stored.

4.3 Intrusion and Malware Detections

Intrusion and malware detection datasets are huge, so the dataset is converted in such
a way that the values will come in the range of 0–1. This is done by using feature
scaling process. Once the values are converted, then testing and training processes
will start where 75% is used for training and 25% is used for testing the system using
dataset. Accuracy and metric values are generated and stored (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Flow diagram for phishing, malware, and intrusion detections

4.4 Voting Classifier

In this module, the dataset is trained and then tested using five different models and
then compared using the hard and soft voting classifiers in such away that hard voting
works are based on the majority and soft voting works are based on the probability
(Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Voting classifier

5 Workflow

See Fig. 3.

6 Results and Discussion

TheproposedUEA is implemented usingTkinter as a front end andAnaconda Jupyter
Notebooks. The dataset used for the intrusion detection is KDD CUP 99 dataset, [8]
phishing dataset for phishing detection, and malware dataset for malware detection.
The accuracy of phishing website detection using machine learning (ML) is more
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Fig. 3 Workflow

than 90%, andwe cannot predictwhich algorithm shows the highest accuracy because
we are using feature selection process, and accuracy changes for every execution;
the highest accuracy of malware and intrusion is more than 90% which is given by
random forest [9] without using the ensemble approach. The UEA voting classifier
is combining all the five algorithms and compares them based on training and testing
using hard and soft voting, and it is giving more accuracy than the single learning
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Fig. 4 User interface

Fig. 5 Phishing accuracy
values

algorithms. The metric values are generated and visualized for all the three cyber
attacks (Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10).

7 Conclusion

The proposed machine learning model combines phishing, malware, and intrusion
detections into a unified model using ensemble approach which is not present in
the existing approaches. The individual or the organization who needs to prevent
the above cyber attacks can use the proposed unified model. This model detects
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Fig. 6 Intrusion accuracy
values

Fig. 7 Malware accuracy
value

the phishing, intrusion, and malware attacks which primarily utilize online services
to grab individual sensitive data and prevents the user from the cyber attacks. The
accuracy of the proposed unified model is comparatively higher than the individual
approachwhich is cost-effective for the userswho are searching for a different system
to prevent from each cyber attacks.
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Fig. 8 Phishing voting
classifier accuracy

Fig. 9 Intrusion voting
classifier accuracy
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Fig. 10 Malware voting
classifier accuracy
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Abstract The purpose of this study is to present the concept of cyber attack and
cyber security risk, and security systemdesign inVietnam.The 2nd purpose is to prin-
ciples of security system design solutions, as well as some solutions for preventing
and detecting cyber attacks such as multi-story firewalls, and system solutions for a
specific case study of FPT group in Vietnam. There are network and cyber attacks
rising in recent years which put threats on security system in many companies and
many developing countries. Authors mainly use qualitative analysis regarding to
cyber security risks, cyber attacks and security system design for emerging markets
including Vietnam. Therefore, this papers aims to analyzes it and proposes some
recommendations for security system design solutions in emerging markets and
Vietnam. For instance, authors propose multi-story firewall system, IDS/IPS intru-
sion detection and prevention system, as well as principles to set up security system
design.
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Fig. 1 Network and cyber-attacks. (source internet)

1 Introduction

Eian et al. [1] mentioned in below figure that:
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks (executed by teardrop or smurf attack): put threats

on a system by blocking clients service requests and taking place during COVID-19
with effects of slowing down responses to corona viruses (Fig. 1).

Currently, cyber attacks are prone to growing quickly, both in terms of quantity as
well as the sophisticated in each attack. The safety of the systems of enterprises
requiring early detection and warning of abnormal changes, hazards are threat-
ening the system. It is therefore necessary to have several solutions that improve
cybersecurity security issues.

This study organizedwith introduction, research questions, literature review,main
results, discussion and conclusion. We can conclude that: under Internet of things
(IoTs) and network effects, there is threats from cyber attacks as well as hazards for
the system in corporations.

2 Literature Review

We summarize previous studies in Table 1.
And Huy et al. [2] said that enhancing IT skills are needed for enhancing quality

of laborers for EVFTA in Vietnam. Nam, Duong Thi Tinh, Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy,
Trung-Hieu Le, Le Thi Thanh Huong (20210 stated that Internet of things (IoTs) has
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Table 1 Summary of relating studies

Authors Year Content, result

Singh 2014 Proposed a 5 stage model to reduce effects from cyber risks or
crime. This model applied for stages of cloud computing
It helps to reduce cyber attacks through phases: cleaning
computers, data storage and security during transmission

Nepal and Jaccard 2014 Presented an overview on software, network and hardware
vulnerabilities and the need of developing malware defense
mechanisms

Abomhara and Koien 2015 While Internet of things (IoT) becoming popular, the number of
cyber attacks in IoT devices also increasing
Hence, there is a need for cyber defense

Parikh and Patel 2017 Proposed cyber attacks solutions and recommended that we can
use technology to reduce effects of cyber attacks

Eian et al. 2020 Describe their main components of cyber attacks including
vulnerability, fear of attacks and spectacularity factor

Williams et al. 2020 Projected that expenses for cyber attacks in 2021 can be up to 6
trillion USD, and number of attacks increase 5 times more after
COVID-19

various effects onVietnam industries. This content also very good for enhance quality
of IT trainers and teachers in Vietnam (Huy et al. [3]). And many job opportunities
will come to laborer during EVFTA if they have IT skills (Hang et al. [4]). Moreover,
in electrical and engineering fields, we need solutions preventing for cyber security
risk (Huy et al. [3]). Also Thao et al. [5] stated e-government online public services
will go with IT risk solutions to ensure quality. This topic is necessary in the context
of many schools apply IT in history and geographic teaching (Huong et al. [6]).

We can compare our study to precious related studies that: Our study aims to
analyze general issues of cyber attacks and cyber security risk and propose solutions
of system design for a specific company in Vietnam, FPT. As we have seen above,
not many previous studies has been done on this scope for Vietnam market.

3 Methodology

This paper mainly use qualitative analysis with technical issues relating to cyber
attacks and security and network solutions.

We also propose to build a security system design principles in order to contribute
to reduce cyber attacks and their consequences.
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4 Main Results

4.1 The Principles of Security System Design

Cybersecurity must be set up based on the following guidelines:

• Deepening defense: it would be better to divide into some floors and various
layers in the system in which each floor and class will be implemented with
different security or containment policies. Moreover, we might note that, there is
a precaution to prevent when a layer or a class is compromised, and it cannot be
affected by other floors or classes.

• Different technologies can be used: company might recognize they might not
rely on only one technology product for network security of the firm. It is more
meaningful to apply defense policy with layered as the same products in the
network will be easily passed and the stratigraphy. Hence, people might consider
to use various technological products of various carriers to limit the down side
when conducting stratigraphy. At the same time using a variety of technology
and security solutions combined to strengthen the power of the defense system as
a coordinated Firewall as the direct prevention tool, proactive defense reactions,
antivirus to filter viruses…, etc.

• International standards: Today there are some international standard certifications
ISO/IEC 18405:2005 EAL4, etc.

Basedon the following criteria andguidelines, there are several groups of solutions
needed.

4.2 Group Solution System for Preventing and Detecting
Attacks

Planning and Design Solutions Team

SOA- Service—Oriented architecture is standard model applied to system of
advanced network which became base for large network design.

• Designing infrastructure according to the SOA model
• Classification design method—Hierarchical
• Service deployment models and user management
• Partitioning virtual LAN (VLAN)
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System Solutions for Preventing and Detecting Attacks

Multi-story Firewall System

This is the solution in which we can divide VLAN (i.e., a logical network of devices
set up based on functional elements and applications) into various systems that can
help to get the highest results, performance, security, management.

The firewall system is an access control system between the Internet and the
local network. The firewall has both hardware element and software component.
The hardware has a stable performance, does not depend on the operating system,
virus, malicious code, blocking good protocols at the network layer in the TCP/IP
Reference Model.

IDS/IPS Intrusion Detection and Prevention System

Currently, the attack forms of people with bad intentions are increasingly more and
sophisticated. For example, in units that can manually install tools on the working
PC or laptop to proceed to eavesdrop or scanning directly on the server, from which
can retrieve email accounts, changing work planning, school fees, exercise scores….

IDS/IPS, functioning as an effective way, is an extremely important security
system, it can detect attacks based on preset signs or malicious, unusual snippets
on network traffic; at the same time, it is possible to remove them before they can
harm the system.

We can conclude this section that: there are several solutions includingmulti-story
firewall system or IDS/IPS system, etc. That follow certain principles in designing
an effective solution.

5 Discussion

We can realize there are some popular security design models in past years, for
instance: in below client server model, there are clients and server components
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Client server design model. (source internet)
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Other Solution Groups

• System building updates, centralized fixes.

The first stage of hackers when conducting an attack is to survey the target system
to find out the fault of the operating system, of the services, of the applications when
they have not been updated on the vendor’s website.

There are evidence hosing us that in many cases of enterprises and agencies,
the use of software products is almost less updated with patches, which are also
individually on personal computers, which is the opportunity for hackers to use the
public to exploit security vulnerabilities. To update patches for all clients in the entire
system over the Internet takes time and consumes a lot of bandwidth and consistency.

• Logging, monitoring, system monitoring
• Data encryption and transmission solutions
• User training
• Antivirus System.

We can conclude this section that: there are other groups of solutions that compa-
nies might consider to use to prevent cyber security risks and cyber attacks, such as
data encryption, password and tokens, antivirus system, etc. This solution aims to
create safety for system between clients and server.

6 Conclusion

In above section, we also suggest principles of security system design solutions, as
well as some solutions for preventing and detecting cyber attacks such as multi-story
firewalls, and IDS/IPS intrusion detection and prevention system.

Pivarnikova et al. [7] said that cyber attacks take place and increase in the world
today and they can use Bayesian math to estimate cyber attacks, how they take place
and recognize by dividing into stages to discover attacks earlier.

Beside, we also could consider other group solutions, for instance, in an example
case of FPT group in Vietnam

Big Data technology that solves security algorithms

• Information security monitoring and FPT Incident Response service. Eagle Eye
MDR (short for MDR is Managed Detection and Response) is capable of moni-
toring the system, analyzing unusual behaviors based on Big Data, collected from
major customer episodes on Data Lake. The core technology used is Endpoint
Detection and Response (EDR), sensors collects activity on endpoints to respond.

• Namely, FPT. Eagle Eye MDR can record the entire behavior that takes place on
every server, the employee’s workstation on a report screen; Monitor and control
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the degree of compliance of personal equipment; Control the overall level of secu-
rity across the entire system; Quickly detect the unsafe behavior, quickly perform
analysis steps, process remove malicious code completely from the computer.

• FPT services. Eagle Eye supports effective monitoring of information safety and
automatic security incident response. This is also a service offered in the first
SaaS model in Vietnam, helping businesses quickly detect the network attacks
and calculate the costs to be spent.

• Soon after, the experts experienced security and troubleshooting of FPTwill make
a warning, recommendation and quickly be present to accompany with the 24/7
troubleshooting business. Information will be continuously exchanged between
FPT’s team of cybersecurity experts and enterprises through the customer portal.

Solution designing or architecture

First, data will be collected regarding to structure of client and diagram of network.
Second, in case of FPT, applications such as antivirus, firewalls, such devices used

to install for the agent to collect log. Then, center of FPT (cybersecurity) will receive
data through an encrypted transmission channel (which guarantees the confidentiality
of the information).

Here, we clean the data and transfer/transport to 2 parts:

• Log Storage: The log storage unit, which serves for several purposes such as
Forensic investigation when there is a problem, machine learning…

• SIEM: Conducts data correlation analysis (Correlation) for unusual detec-
tion based on predefined laws (Security Rules) and displays warnings on the
Dashboard.

Hence, we can go to conclude that: taking advantage of system design principles
such as create many layer or multi floors for deepening defense, and other groups
of solutions (Eagle Eye, Log storage, etc.) big corporations such as FPT in Vietnam
can protect Big Data for clients and for itself. Last but not least, our study has tried to
propose some principles and recommendations for security system design solutions
in emerging markets and Vietnam.
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Alzheimer’s Disease Detection Using
Deep Learning-CNN

Aditya Singh, Nishad Kharkar, Patel Priyanka, and Suhasani Parvartikar

Abstract Alzheimer’s disease is a stage-progressive brain disorder and also an
incurable disease that causes the brain cells to shrink and die. One of the most
common cause of dementia is Alzheimer’s disease. Treatment for this disease has not
been found yet. Early detection of Alzheimer’s disease may help doctors to conducts
trials which may temporarily improve or slow progression of symptoms and prevent
brain to tissue damage. The proposed system predicts Alzheimer’s disease using a
deep convolutional neural network with the help of brain MRI scans. This model
can deliver superior performance for early-stage diagnosis thus helping the doctor to
diagnose the Alzheimer’s disease accurately and lower the number of false negative
results in those critical cases.

Keywords Alzheimer’s disease · Deep learning ·MRI data · Old age

1 Introduction

The human brain is the central organ of the human nervous system. It controls
the activities of the body, stores the information into the memory, processes it, inte-
grates, and coordinates the information it receives from the sensory organs andmakes
decisions.

Alzheimer’s diseases also called as senile dementia is a progressive form of
dementia or neurological brain disorder that causes the brain to shrink (atrophy)
and brain cells to die. For most people, first symptoms appear in their mid 60s, but
there are people whose first symptoms appear during their mid 30s called early onset
Alzheimer’s. It is not known that what exactly causes it and when does it starts, but
how the process takes place [1], how it starts spreading, and slowly, how it dete-
riorates the brain is known. It takes lot of time for this process to happen before
showing its first symptoms. As earlier mentioned, this disease is incurable, and it
gets worsen over the time. Patients with this disease slowly lose their memory then
unable to recognize the language, people, or anything. A patient may suffer from
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cognitive impairment such as problem in understanding things and unable to make
judgments, difficulty in recognizing language, or speaking or reading. They also
suffer from behavioral changes and mood swings such as anger, hallucination, and
lose track while walking, and lastly, patients get paralyzed. To diagnose it, patient
goes through CT and MRI scans and also some test such as mental status test, blood,
and urine test. Doctors also check for patient’s family history [2].

Our system proposes the early detection of the Alzheimer’s diseases based on
the given X-ray images of the brain with the help of deep learning-CNN-ResNet
architecture at early.

2 Literature Survey

We are going to analyze and assess different methodologies that have been imple-
mented earlier. This helps us to draw a better picture of the advantages and short-
comings, also other theories, so as to develop a good understanding for our work in
this field of deep learning. This does not classify as research, but a rediscovery and
acknowledgment of work done previously in this field.

Moradi et al. [3] proposed the paper on how the authors have done their research
on recognizing mild cognitive impairment (MCI) as an alteration stage between
Alzheimer’s and age-dependent cognitive decline. The authors also suggest MRI-
based biomaker usingML techniques onAlzheimer’s disease neuroimaging initiative
ADNI database. Paper claims that their algorithm has achieved the score of 0.9020
under the curve (AUC) in distinguishing between (pMCI) and (sMCI).

Several different techniques of image processing and then feeding those back into
machine learning algorithms were the workflow adopted by the authors. Monitoring
the MCI patients and their age to see if they turn out to have Alzheimer’s was one of
the main focus as well.

Chetan Patil et al. [4] put forth an approach for ahead of time detection of
Alzheimer’s disease with the help of image processing technique on MRI images.
The authors have used k-means clustering, watershed algorithm, wavelet transform,
and a tailored algorithm for their analysis. In their proposition, the T1-weighted
MRIs, boundary detection algorithm with k-means clustering were used for image
processing for evaluating hippocampal atrophy, to draw out the region of interest,
segmentation, respectively. Authors are confident about their proposition and how it
can be useful to the community.

Having delved thoroughly the discoveries of the given research paper, we found
out that the said paper in question focused more on the hippocampus of the brain.
That being said, it took into account not only the medical history of the patient, but
also the hippocampal volume of the patient where a direct link between the volume
being less and the patient having AD was found.

Mahmood and Ghimire [5] proposed an automated functioning system relying on
mathematical aswell as imageprocessing techniques for classificationofAlzheimer’s
disease. They have used principal component analysis to decrease high dimensional
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vector space into 150. They have completed the training and testing of the classifier
using the OASIS database. According to authors, their proposed approach gathers
approximately 90% of accuracy.

Exploring the research paper, we got to know that they have focused on dimen-
sionality reduction of the image using PCA and then applied it to generic feedforward
model for classification.

Acknowledging the mentioned authors and their commendable work in the said
field, we got to know that hippocampus part of the brain can help us to detect AD; so,
the dataset we used are the MRI scans of hippocampal part. Also, applying different
technologies on images and then passing it to ML algorithms, we adopted the idea to
feed the MRI data to our deep learning algorithm, to have a reliable result to detect
AD in early stages. And for dimensionality reduction of images, instead of going
for PCA and then a generic feedforward model, we went for ResNet 18 architecture.
This simplifies the process since ResNet does it for us in every pooling layer of the
architecture [6].

We shall emphasize on the validation losses along with the accuracy. This will
lead to eventual lower number of false negative results, which our team focused on
greatly. We shall work on achieving this by taking the simplest routes, helping the
general populous to understand the whole process without much confusion.

3 CNN

ConvolutionalNeuralNetwork (CNN) is one of the deep learning algorithmswhich
gives quite good results then other classification algorithm because it doesn’t require
much preprocessing. Also, coming to complicated images, it gives good accuracy
than other methods which have strong pixel dependencies throughout network in
fully connected layer which is not the case in CNN making it easier to train [7].

A CovNet architecture is better in lowering the number of parameters used and
the reuse of weights; also, using the application of relevant filters, it successfully
captures, spatial and temporal dependencies inside an image. Training the network
can help understand the image preferably.

There are four layers of CNN:

1. Convolutional layer: This layer uses matrix filter and executing convolution
operation to reveal patterns within the image by moving the filter all over the
image and multiplying input pixel and filter pixel corresponding to each other.
Then, add them up and divide it with total no. of pixel.

2. ReLU layer: ReLU activation function is added to the convolution layer to
gather a correct feature map of an image. It replaces every negative input values
with 0.

3. Pooling layer: Pooling is a compression operation that decreases the dimen-
sionality of a feature map by moving the window across the image and picking
the max value from each window.
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4. A fully connected layer: The final layer where actual classification of the image
is done.

4 Proposed System

CNN has various architectures like VGG Net, ResNet, Dense Net, Inception Net,
AlexNET, and many more. For this particular project, we are using ResNet archi-
tecture. Figure 1, the proposed system uses CNN to classify the Alzheimer disease
[8].

A. Data Collection: OASIS dataset consists of 6.4 K brain images of both
Alzheimer’s and non-Alzheimer’s patients considering the three scan angles
as individual truth thus expanding the dataset by 3x.

B. Data Preprocessing: Data preprocessing of images generally involves data
augmentation. Data augmentation of an image is a technique where we enlarge
the size of our training dataset synthetically by creating modified or altered
versions of images. Training neural network models with more data yield more
accuratemodels, and this also helps in creating diverse imageswhichwill refine
the ability of the fit models as it got new images to learn and generalize. In our
project, we are augmenting dataset also flipping it horizontally and vertically.

C. Dividing Dataset: The dataset is separated into training and testing set.
Training dataset is applied to train themodel. Here, themodelwe use is ResNet.
Testing dataset is applied to test our trained model.

D. Choosing Model: CNN model which we are using to classify the Alzheimer’s
diseases is ResNet 18 architecture (Fig. 2).

(1) Creating a deep network that is filled with numerous hidden layers doesn’t
necessarily mean that it will help make the network perform better, rather
it creates a problem that we refer to as the vanishing or exploding gradient
problem. This is where ResNet comes into effect.

Fig. 1 Flow diagram of proposed methodology
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(2) With the support of residual blocks, ResNet enabled us to increase the number
of hidden layers that are enough without dwelling upon the vanishing or
exploding gradient problem. Residual blocks permit the network to keep a
track of things learned before by possessing an identity mapping weight func-
tion where the output is equal to the input, irrespective, if the layer got skipped
or dropped during propagating the network.

Model Details:
Resnet18 architecture contains 17 convolutional layers and 1 fully connected layer.
Figure 3 below shows the architecture of ResNet 18.

Fig. 2 Residual block

Fig. 3 Resnet18 Architecture
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1. First convolutional layer contains 64 filters of 7 × 7 size followed by normal
ReLU and pooling layer. Convolution layer basically serves neural network
filters also called as feature maps used to capture the features from the input
image so to gain some understanding of what features our CNN detects. The
purpose of applying the rectifier function (ReLU) is to increase the non-linearity
in our images.

2. Remaining convolutional layers are of 3 × 3 size but contain different no. of
filters. After first convolutional layer, next four convolutional layers have 64
filters; then, next four have 128 filters; then, next four have 256 filters; then,
next four have 512 filters.

3. Between each convolutional layers, a normal ReLU layer and a ReLU summed
with the input of the previous convolution layer are placed alternately forming
a residual block. And at the end, we have fully connected layer with softmax.
Pooling layers help decrease dimensions of the feature maps (Fig. 3).

A. Evaluation: After the model is trained, evaluation is done. It enables testing
the model with data that is unseen and unused.

B. Prediction: We are now ready to use our model inferring results in real-life
scenarios.

5 Implementation

The project is designed and tested on Jupyter platform. As the project name suggest,
we are using deep learning, and so, we have used PyTorch library to implement
CNN. The project is divided into two parts first model building and second predict
the outcome using the build model.

Firstly, for building model, OASIS database is used. Initially, dataset was divided
into training and testing. We have 6.4 K images; out of which, 2560 images are
used for training, and 640 are for validation. PyTorch vision transforms are used for
image processing such as resizing, horizontal flip, apply tensors, normalizing and
converting images into RGB. For testing data, we don’t apply horizontal flip. Next,
data loaders are prepared in which we pass datasets and above mention transforms.
This way a custom dataset is made.

After this, batches were created as we can’t use whole training dataset at every
training step. Keeping batch size of six, we get total training batches 844 and number
of test batches 214. Shuffling is done, so we don’t get same batches at every epochs
making the model robust.

WehaveusedpretrainedResNet18 architecture. Trainingprocess starts herewhere
training dataset is passed through ResNet model, and training is done. We calculate
lose function, do back propagation and then optimizers are to reduce losses. After
every 10 steps, evaluation is done and validate on test dataset. Validation loss and
prediction accuracy are calculated. Same is done for every epochs. Training stops
when we get accuracy between 85 and 90% with minimal validation loss, and model
is saved for further use.
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Fig. 4 Training process

For second part of the project, we take the image from user. For creating user,
interface Tkinter is used.

After getting image, we apply above mentioned transforms for image processing.
ResNet18model is called, and our savedmodel is loaded into it (newResNet model).
The preprocessed image is passed through this new ResNet model. Figures 4, 5, 6
prediction is made then which says if patient is suffering from Alzheimer’s or not.

6 Result

7 Conclusion

We believe that the use of ReLU activation function was not tried but was necessary
to eliminate vanishing gradient problem, also not using too many layers to avoid
overfitting and slowing the system as well as the application. Creating this program
with this methodology, fine tuning the system, we were successful in a cognizant and
time-bound approach.

This program can act as a very solid stepping stone and a framework in all
directions of further research into this disease.

In this application, we are trying to emphasis on the premature detection of the
Alzheimer’s disease as it is the best possible scenario. We aim for our project to
aid the doctors in their final verdict and early detection for a particular patient so
that he/she has a good, and a reliable source of information regarding the patient’s
condition, helping the patient to have an early diagnosis and help the doctor to further
improve the patient’s quality of life.
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Fig. 5 GUI showing Alzheimer’s detected

Fig. 6 GUI showing Alzheimer’s not detected
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Automatic Detection of Leukemia
from Blood Cells Using Soft Computing
Methods

K. Aldrin Karunharan and X. Anitha Mary

Abstract Hematologists have benefited greatly from medical image processing
techniques for the diagnosis and investigation of various illnesses such as leukemia.
Soft computing algorithms can be used to effectively treat chronic granulocyte
leukemia. Proliferation of white blood cells results in leukemia, a lethal disease
with an unknown cause that generates fear of death. Leukemia can be detected in
white blood cells. However, these diseases can be minimized and controlled by the
early diagnosis and treatment. In this paper, we have discussed about clustering
and histogram based techniques to detect leukemia blast cells and evaluated their
performance based on error rate and computation time.

Keywords Gradient · Immunophenotyping · Etiology · Primitive · Eccentricity ·
Obscuring ·Manifestation and contingent

1 Introduction

Flow cytometry, fluorescent in situ hybridization [FISH], and immunophenotyping
were employed in the early days to diagnose leukemia and hematological neoplasms.
Diagnosis of chronic lymphoproliferative disorders, ALL [Acute lymphoblastic
leukemia] and AML [Acute myeloid leukemia] can be furthered as of the recent
developments of these smart algorithms.

Soft computing techniques can be used to diagnose chronic lymphoproliferative
diseases, ALL [acute lymphoblastic leukemia], and chronic granulocyte leukemia.
Proliferation of white blood cells results in leukemia, a lethal disease with an
unknown cause that generates fear of death. Early detection and treatment, on the
other hand, can help to limit and control these disorders.

The general steps involved in the detection of leukemia are given in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 General steps
involved in detection of
leukemia

The distinction between chronic and acute leukemia is that the former is caused
by an increase in the number of slow-progressing cells, while the latter is caused by
an increase in the number of immature blast cells. As indicated in Fig. 2, the standard
identification procedure consists of the following five steps.

The membrane must first be recognized in order to successfully separate and
accurately identify following neighboring cells. When it came to eliminating noise,
the median filter performed admirably. For segmentation, the most crucial step is
to transform the image’s Red Green Blue model [red, green, and blue] to HIS [Hue
saturation and intensity].

The performance can be assessed by comparing the thresholded image to the orig-
inal gray image. The opening technique also removes undesired pixels and artifacts.
Only the finally segmented nucleus and its extracted features can be used to identify
lymphoblast cells. The SVM approach outperformed the traditional FISH approach.

Fig. 2 Steps involved in
classification of leukemia
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2 Literature Survey

Somasz Mickiewicz and Stanislaw Osowski classified myelogenous leukemia using
Support Sector machines for their paper for recognition myelogenous blood cancer
using support vector machine algorithm in the year 2005 [1] and have addressed the
issues such as unequal distribution of species and closely parallel life stage along
with improved species and life stage recognition which was proved by comparing
the sensitivity [SE] and positive prediction values [PPV]. It can be concluded that
the species recognition technique can be extrapolated to further similar sets of corre-
sponding features. Patil Tejashri G. & V. B. Raskar were very successful in finding
the radius and center coordinate form each lymphoid cell affected with blood cancer
even if the cells are connected on different points. The ground fact that leukemia is a
cruel disease which affects the blood, bone marrow, and the lymph nodes [2]. They
achieved this by polynomial approximation and curve segmentation which consisted
of three major steps namely circle modeling, circle adapting, and circle merging.

We propose and implement a fully automated system based on image processing
to assist in the diagnosis of acute lymphoblastic leukemia in human blood samples
by recognizing and counting contaminated white blood cells. For early illness detec-
tion, the approach delivers excellent speed, accuracy, and scope. The algorithm is
developed in MATLAB, and it achieves an average accuracy of more than 90%.

3 Segmentation of Leukocytes

A gradient primarily based eolotropic diffusion model with an accommodative elec-
trical phenomenon perform is utilized and analyzed for the segmentation purpose.
Eolotropic diffusion is Associate in Nursing unvaried procedure [3]. In eolotropic
diffusion, the most common strategy is to smooth the consistent parts of the image,
while increasing the sides, resulting in a piecewise constant image from which
segmentation boundaries can be easily derived. Perona and leader were the ones who
first predicted eolotropic diffusion. The Perona-Malik flow is frequently created with
u as the initial image. Is the sting stopping perform that permits edges below sure
strength to be ironed and stronger edges to be sharpened? The divergence operator
is denoted by div, and the gradient operator is denoted by g.

This study employs continuous partial differential equations as geodesic active
contours, but instead of developing a single curve, the level set of each image is
evolved. In edge-based curve evolution, a geodesic active contour may be a standard
methodology. Wherever, the GAC formulation is given, and u is the Gaussian ironed
image. This definition of g introduces a nonlinear scaling to b.

This evolution arises from the native decrease in the complete curve length
weighted by g, excluding the constant enlargement term. GAC has a problem with
concavities inside the boundary 1. Because moving within the concavity might
increase the weighted curve length, once the curve hits a small gap within the
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boundary, this can be an area minimum. Going into this concavity, on the other
hand, results in a better response in the end. The vector fields are only visible in the
concavity’s immediate vicinity. Smoothing occurs in the tangential direction of the
image’s amount sets, whereas sharpening occurs in the orthogonal direction.

The median filter’s output could be a smudged replica of the first image. Several
details in the image have been eliminated, most likely because they were just one
component wide and height. There is no distinction made here between edges and
flat sections (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6).

The results of two alternative segmentation methodologies are compared to a
typical district developing portioned strategy, with the purpose of identifying new
ways for object-based classification and data fusion. The key operation in an auto-
matic differential blood cell counting method is nucleus segmentation. The objective
here is to have the capacity to consequently recognize the core of the WBC, having
an expert portrayal of what can be distinguished in the picture. Both the fuzzy clus-
tering method and the suggested nonlinear diffusion model are iterative procedures
with promising outcomes.

Fig. 3 Leukocyte image

Fig. 4 Segmented image
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Fig. 5 Cluster labeled
segmented image

Fig. 6 Final segmented
image

Because this extension gives higher differentiation using pattern dimensional
space, easier classification is achievable. FLANN allows for a faster pace of training
convergence. The following paragraph goes over the step-by-step approach for
segmenting lymphocytes in a two-dimensional feature space using this suggested
supervised FLANN (Fig. 7).

Due to the uneven shape of each cell, separating clustered cells is a significant chal-
lenge. Functional link model can be used to separate the groups. However, applying
the FLAAN segmentation algorithm to the gradient image rather than the original
image allows for more accurate image segmentation. The “nearest” minimum is the
one found at the end of the sharpest decline path. In terms of topography, this occurs
if the point is within that minimum’s catchment basin. The dissociation of clustered
cells is seen in Fig. 6. Our segmentation is observed to follow the nucleus of each
cell’s border, resulting in a non-circular appearance (Table 1).
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Fig. 7 FLAAN structure for pixel classification

Table 1 Training pattern
corresponding to assigned
pixel class label

a* b* Index

0.02609 0.4235 D1

0.2488 0.4356 D1

0.8538 0.2345 D2

0.8514 0.9342 D2

0.1287 0.8567 D3

0.2312 0.9234 D3

4 “Kernel Induced Rough Fuzzy C–means Algorithm
[KIRFCM]”

The following steps are given and explored for removing the nucleus and cytoplasm
regions from the background and segmentation of each WBC sub image kernel
induced rough C means algorithm. The conversion of the original color image into
RGB format is the first step. The L * a * b image must then be created using the
L * a * b color space conversion. After that a feature vector for the input must be
created. Afterwards input feature will be transformed onto higher dimension feature
space by means of a nonsynchronous charting role.

As a matter of fact, a kernel nonlinear function is then used to do prelimi-
nary C clustering in this feature space. After that the labeled image is extracted
after the huddled outcome. The red–blue–green color image is then segmented and
reassembled for each class, which represents a distinct morphological region. Light
microscopy is a quantitative microscopy detecting process that is qualitative (Table
2; Fig. 8).

This theory proposes a creative picture preparation andmachine knowledge-based
framework for quantified depiction of lymphocyte images and recognition of ALL
in PBS images. Every lymphocyte image is separated into a developing lymphocyte
or a lymphoblast using the predicted method (Table 3).
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Table 2 Comparison of
algorithms based on error rate

Sample FLANN KIRFCM

1 0.3456 0.2345

2 0.4213 0.2465

3 0.3567 0.2678

4 0.2987 0.2652

5 0.3198 0.3100

Fig. 8 Error rate of FLAAN
and KIRFCM
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Table 3 Image information
for each segmentation scheme

Segmentation scheme Underlying issue Appearance data

FLA neural network Cataloging Color concentration

KIR fuzzy C means Bundling Contextual

Falling division can be used to create PC-supported differentiating proof frame-
works, which contain deliberation and order subsystems.

In this endeavor, the morphological, textural, and shading highlights are separated
from the lymphocyte division presented in this part.

Table 10.4 summarizes the current visual benchmarks for detecting lymphoblasts
in blood tests, which are used by many hematopathologists around the world. The
morphology contrasts in this table are easily discernible. Affording to expert reflec-
tion, which is universally stared as a few examples, the cell size of large lymphocytes
is comparable to that of small-scale bearings. Other morphological confinements,
such as nucleus–cytoplasmic (N:C) proportion and core chromatin development, are
considered crucial critical variables for the appearing in these examples.

A thorough explanation of each registered highlight’s clinical notoriety may be
found in Table 4. The following morphological, textural, and shading highlights can
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Table 4 Comparison of
features of lymphoblast

Feature Lymphocyte Lymphoblast

Cytoplasm nucleus ratio Low High

Cell size Small Large

Nucleus size Less Large

Nucleus shape Oval Intended

Nucleus perimeter Suave Bumpy

Cytoplasm density Abundant Light

Nucleus color elaborate Red florid

Cytoplasm perimeter Smooth Rough

be easily retrieved from the core and cytoplasm image parts of each lymphocyte
picture’s parallel, dim, and shading image variations, respectively.

FLAAN and KIRFCM use features that are distinct from those used by other
classifiers. Thedarkblue andviolet regionsweremeasured for diameter, outlinewidth
and height, area, fullness, blood sample image, center coordinates, color standard
deviation, color mean, and count of occurrences, as mentioned in the background
context. The average area was calculated in cases where more than one area was
present.

Using the FLAAN and KIRFCM to automatically detect and count lymphoblasts
intends to provide further support to medical practitioners when diagnosing acute
lymphoblastic leukemia. Self-learning methods could be added to the algorithm to
improve accuracy and enable better separation of clustered lymphocytes.

5 Conclusion

The project’s assessments will be utilized to see how good the above classifiers are
at detecting leukemia in the PBS image. Presentation measures such as specificity,
accuracy, and compassion are determined using the matrix misperception, which
illustrates the differences in opinion between the classifier and the hematopatholo-
gists. In the binary classification, the positives and negatives are evaluated rejected
and recognized accordingly. KIRFCM outperformed FLAAN in the statistical terms
and parameters. The system provided 92.76% accuracy on the image data set that
was examined.When compared to parallel computing approaches, the computational
speed of KIRFCM and FLAAN is significantly faster. With the use of advanced
classifiers, the accuracy level is expected to increase to 98% in our further research.
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Survey on Edge Intelligence in IoT-Based
Computing Platform

R. Ramya and S. Ramamoorthy

Abstract The enormous development of Internet of things (IoT) and the estab-
lishment over Internet services with cloud have moved to another form computing
environment, i.e. edge computing; it can process the information towards the end of
the organization named as edge nodes on the cloud-based network environment. The
issues related to the network response time requirement, transmission capacity, data
security and privacy on cloud infrastructure are effectively addressed by the edge
computing technique. The proposed research paper listed out various challenges in
clouds computing, the definition and layered architecture of edge computing. The
model enhances the edge layers for computing operations by adopting different
algorithms in machine learning. The introduction of machine learning-based edge
computing hybrid model lead into several advantages of edge-based intelligence on
IoT platforms. Finally, the paper also listed out various challenges and future research
implementationworks involved in the edge computing environment. The objective of
this survey paper is to open new avenues of research problems by adopting machine
learning-based algorithm in the implementation of edge computing.

Keywords Internet of things (IoT) · Cloud computing · Edge computing ·
Machine learning · AI

1 Introduction

The implementation and applications of the “Internet of things (IoT)” [1] have come
to a significant part in our everyday lives. A huge number of interconnected devices
produce information every minute of every day. Investigation uncovers new, fasci-
nating examples with limitless applications for buyers and organizations. There
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is a remarkable development in worldwide information traffic, quickened by the
expanding prevalence of end user devices, e.g. smart phones. As per “The Inter-
sectional Data Corporation (IDC)”, worldwide information shows up that the 70%
information can be created by end user devices of IoT by 2025. The IDC expresses
there may be higher than 150 billion user devices may associated worldwide by
2025 [2]. For these circumstance, the centralized model of cloud computing is not
sufficiently gainful to manage the data made by the edge.

1.1 Challenges of Cloud Computing

The cloud servers are works like a centralized processing model in the cloud
computing, and it takes care of the figuring and capacity issues, which empowers the
cloud administrations to make monetary advantages. However, with regards to IoT,
there are some limitations; they are listed below [3].

(1) Latency: With in the conventional cloud computing model, applications
transfer information to a server and then acquire a reaction, which expands
the framework latency.

(2) Bandwidth: An edge device creates a lot of information and sending it to
the cloud in an ongoing way will cause extraordinary pressure on framework
bandwidth.

(3) Availability: The availability of cloud services is one of the challenging issues
for an increasing Internet services requirements of day by day lives. Hence, it is
a major test for cloud specialist to provide services for 24× 7 with guarantee.

(4) Energy: Lot of energy consumed by servers to provide cloud services such as
calculations and transmissions; it makes difficult in the development of cloud
computing services.

(5) Security and Privacy: Large number of devices is connected to Internet with
more personal and all other information. There must be security and privacy
assurance required for all users, but it is verybig challenge in everydayupdating
of Internet and cloud services organizations.

To get the solutions for these difficulties, there is a technique of edge computing,
which will work with information at the edge of organization or network. With this,
there is a possibility to lessen latency, bandwidth and increase of accessibility and to
ensure information protection and security.

1.2 Edge Computing

In general, the cloud computing in the IoT works like provider to the end users; it
provides data computing and storage virtually through Internet. The new technology
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Table 1 Cloud versus edge
computing platform

Functionalities Cloud Edge

Deployment centralized Distributed

components Virtual resources Edge nodes

computational unlimited Limited

storage unlimited Limited

Response time slow Fast

edge computingmakes these services near to the end users to get better performances
in IoT services.

When comparing the parameters of both cloud and edge computing results clear
understanding about concepts that is tabulated in Table 1.

Cloud is centralized virtual resourcewith unlimited storage and computation, with
slow response time, but the edge is distributed edge node with limited storage and
computation, with fast response time. So the implementation of the edge concept is
to get a fast response in the cloud environment of IoT.

1.3 Functional Difference Between Cloud and Edge

The following Table 2 is to compare and differentiate both cloud and edge in terms
of various important factors.

2 IoT Integration with Edge Computing

This section includes the details about architecture of integration with both IoT and
the edge computing, advantages of this integration process, functional architecture of
this technique and finally the challenges of this integration. These will explain over
all benefits and the challenges of this technique indication for the future updating
requirements.

2.1 Overall View of Integrated Architecture

Edge computing integration will help to the improvements of performance of IoT
services. The edge computing devices get placed as a middle layer between top layer
and bottom layer of the end user IoT components that shown in Fig. 1 [1]. This will
make less latency and better computation services by providing all requirements near
to the end devices.
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Table 2 Functional difference between cloud and edge computing

Factors Cloud Edge

Network delay Latency in data exchanges between
cloud services across the Internet
can be much in higher. This delay
can result in higher costs to users of
multiple cloud services, which may
mean that an organization is
effectively locked into single
provider’s solutions

Edge computing decentralizes
processing power to ensure
real-time processing without
latency while reducing bandwidth
and storage requirements on the
network

Computing power Cloud computing is more suitable
for the organizations which deal
with massive data storage

We can use edge computing to
save financial resources

QoS parameters Availability and robustness,
flexibility, maintainability and
readability

Scalability, usability and
accessibility, platform
compatibility, load balancing and
scheduling

Load balancing Cloud loading balancing holding
the circulation of workload traffic
and demands that exist over the
Internet

Edge load balancing is achieved
by the method of task assignment
and estimating the task completion
time based on the transmission
rate between edge nodes, the
computation speed, and the
current tasks calculation time

Task scheduling Task scheduling is the main
problem in cloud computing which
reduces the system performance. To
improve system performance, there
is need of an efficient task
scheduling algorithms. Existing
task scheduling algorithms focus on
task-resource requirements, CPU
memory, execution time and
execution cost

An on-demand computing
resource allocation can be
achieved by adjusting the task
schedule of the edge gateway via
the lightweight virtualization
technology

Edge node clustering Cloud technology is moving
towards more circulation across
multi-clouds and the consideration
of different devices, as evident
through IoT and network
integration with regards to edge
cloud and fog computing

Edge is a feature of cluster
manager that permits
organizations to deploy and
centrally manage computing
resources in distributed areas as a
single clustered framework, from
a single interface

The end user’s devices of bottom layer can get the advantages of good computation
capacity and the required level of storage from the top layers of the above architecture
that is from cloud or from edge supporting devices. So these processing can frame the
ability to fulfil IoT application requirements of tolerable computation limit, storage
and quick reactions, even the middle layer has restricted computational capacity and
storage.
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Fig. 1 Layered
representation of cloud and
edge computing-based IoT

2.2 Benefits of Edge Computing with the Integration of IoT

This segment includes the evaluation in benefits of integration of edge computing
with the IoT [4].

1. Transmission: Edge computing can provide a significant advantage of quick
transmission with quality of services for time-based transactions and bandwidth
requirements.

2. Storage: Cloud computing has provided the centralized storage services,
which is complex in multilayer systems. But the edge computing makes this
storage services as distributed by load balancing technology to fulfil the QoS
requirements in IoT.

3. Computation: Compared to the cloud computing, the edge nodes has less
computation power. The computation requirements can be fulfilled in edge-
based IoT by using the concept of offloading and task scheduling schemes
based on various objectives.

2.3 Functional Architecture of Edge Computing

To achieve the ultimate goal of above all mentioned benefits, the middle layer of
edge computing has three stages of processes. They are the data sensing process at
the end user of IoT requirements, the data collection in the middle of processing and
the real-time data analytics at the cloud computing server side. The data sensing can
provide quick reaction for the end user requirements with the help of data collection
and real-time data analytics of edge computing. The data collection can get required
information’s from the cloud servers with the help of real-time data analytics to
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Fig. 2 Edge computing process between cloud computing and customer

provide the short time services for the end user’s. The real-time data analytics can
do the analysis for the required data and provide support to overall real-time services
of IoT.

Figure 2 [3] provides the edge computing process between cloud and customer
premises, which can explain the step by step works with in edge computing by
using the artificial algorithms mentioned. The given model represents general way
to implement any kind of algorithms to get better solutions for IoT environments.

2.4 Challenges in the Integration of Edge Computing
with IoT

Here, the detailed explanation is about the difficulties in the edge computing
integration with IoT.

1. System integration: As all known the IoT includes different kind of devices and
different service requirements. It makes difficult to build a program or tool to
manage resources and information to provide services [1].

2. Resourcemanagement: There are some difficulties to understand the integration
of edge computingwith IoT tomake the resourcemanagement services. Because
the resources are different types and they require different services.

3. Security and privacy: In any perspective these are challenging issues to manage.
In this integrated edge computing and IoT also difficult. Because it includes
different kind cloud Internet storage for large number of users, it makes
difficulties to provide security and privacy.

4. Advanced communication: With communication advances in correspondence
advances, edge computing will additionally advance as integration of these
innovations gets inevitable.

5. Smart system support: The coordination with the sensor devices makes
difficulties to manage and control in real-time application.
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3 Edge Computing and Artificial Intelligence

This section consists the details of how artificial intelligence (AI) can supports to
the implementations of edge computing to provide the better communication and
quality of services in the IoT, rather than the cloud alone services. The combination
of two technologies artificial intelligence and the edge computing is becoming the
new name of edge intelligence in the IoT implementations. These supports as a
key to get solutions for above section mentioned challenges of integration of edge
computing with the Internet of things.

3.1 Edge Intelligence—Overview

The AI is practically fundamental for all kind of fast analysis of huge amount of
information and processing on those information. The edge intelligence can make
use of this intelligence for the IoT data-based communications [5]. The intelligence
is available in different types according to the type of network processing; some
important network processing are “deep neural network (DNN), conventional neural
network (CNN), generative adversarial network (GAN) and recurrent neural network
(RNN)” [6]. In the last few years, these are very important thing in the network
processing. Based on the type of processing, the required technology can be used
for implementation work. Here also, these intelligence can support to improve the
overall quality of Internet services in the integration of edge with IoT. The overall
main subdivisions of AI are explained in the next section.

3.2 Machine Learning Introduction

An artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the more important things in every branch of
science and technology. In the artificial intelligence, the machine learning (ML) is a
subset with depth algorithms for autolearning of machines. The deep learning (DL)
is inner subset of machine learning for neurons level process handling. The relation
reference of AI, ML and DL [2] is shown in Fig. 3.

3.3 Types of Machine Learning-Based
Algorithms—Overview

In Table 3, machine learning algorithms types list out the main and subtypes of
machine learning. It shows there are four types, but the top two types of machine
learning are more familiar and important to study and implement. The first and
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Fig. 3 Relation reference of
AI, ML and DL

Table 3 Machine learning algorithms types

Machine learning
(including deep learning
using conventional
neutral networks and
recurrent neural
networks)

I. Classical learning 1. Supervised
learning

i. Classification

ii. Regression

2. Unsupervised
learning

i. Clustering

ii. Dimensionality
reduction
(generalization)

3. Semi-supervised
Learning

iii. Pattern search
medical predictions
(where tests and expert
diagnoses are
expensive, and only part
of the population
receives them)

II. Reinforcement learning

III. Ensemble methods
IV. Neural nets and deep learning

main type of machine learning is named as classical learning which includes the
major and main concepts three subtypes; they are “supervised, unsupervised and
semi-supervised learning” [7].

Table 4: Supervised learning algorithm types and applications mention all of the
specific types of supervised learning algorithms by name and the current applications
of those algorithms.

In Table 5, unsupervised and semi-supervised learning algorithm types and appli-
cations list out the types of unsupervised and semi-supervised algorithms with
those current specific applications. The subtypes of unsupervised learning are clus-
tering, dimensionality reduction and pattern search; those all are having different
specific algorithms for different applications as mentioned in Table 5. Similarly,
semi-supervised learning algorithm application is also mentioned in the same table.

In Table 6, reinforcement, ensemble and neural nets and deep learning algo-
rithm types and applications list the remaining algorithm types and real-time appli-
cations. These all are the new and updated types of artificial intelligence concepts
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Table 4 Supervised learning algorithm types and applications

1. Supervised learning Type Algorithm Applications

i. Classification K-nearest neighbours
(K-NN)

Prediction for classification
is taken with the
consideration of similarities.
This method mainly used
for analytics in retail for
finding customer buying
similar products

Naïve Bayes This method used in spam
channels, report order,
forecast and conclusion
investigation ventures

Support vector machine
(SVM)

This method provides more
accuracy and efficiency of
data mainly for medical
field in image processing

Decision trees Used in pattern recognition,
data exploration, option
pricing in finances and
identifying disease and risk
trends

Logistic regression 1. To identifying risk factors
for diseases and planning
preventive measures
2. Classifying words as
nouns, pronouns, and verbs
3. Weather forecasting
applications for predicting
rainfall and weather
conditions
4. In voting applications to
find out whether voters will
vote for a particular
candidate or not

ii. Regression Linear regression Deals estimating, chance
evaluation examination in
medical coverage
organizations and requires
negligible tuning

Polynomial regression Used in many experimental
procedures to produce the
outcome using equation

Polynomial regression Technique for analysing
multiple regression data
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Table 5 Unsupervised and semi-supervised learning algorithm types and applications

2. Unsupervised
learning

Type Algorithm Applications

i. Clustering K-means Gathering pictures into
various classes, identifying
diverse action types in
movement sensors and for
checking whether followed
information focuses change
between various gatherings
after some time

Agglomerative Used at any stage as in
indicator of natural or forced
cluster formation

Density-based spatial
clustering of
applications with
noise (DBSCAN)

Used in data mining

Mean shift Used in image processing and
computer vision

Fuzzy C-means
(FCM)

Used in medical image
segmentations

ii. Dimensionality
reduction

t-SNE Used for visualization in a
wide range of applications,
including computer security
research, music analysis,
cancer research,
bioinformatics and
biomedical signal processing

Principal component
analysis (PCA)

Used when there are multiple
independent variables or in
combining the features having
a correlation in them. It is
mainly used to reduce the
number of features

Latent semantic
analysis (LSA)

Compare the document in low
dimensional space, find
relationship between the
terms, analysis word
association in text corpus

Singular value
decomposition
(SVD)

Used to represent large
matrix. This is helpful in large
computation

Linear discriminant
analysis (LDA)

Providing a projection of a
training dataset that best
separates the examples by
their assigned class

(continued)
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Table 5 (continued)

iii. Pattern search Euclat Used in mining frequent item
sets vertically

Apriori Used to determine association
rules which highlight general
trends in the database

FP-Growth Used in market basket
analysis

in machine learning; they are used in many different types of research works for
different application updating and implementation [8–13].

Through this, overall analysis study may help to solve any real-time problems in
any type of applications by considering and choosing the right algorithm to update
and implement. There are many possible algorithms to solve and update the IoT and
relevant area problems.

3.4 Future Implementation Directions

This is a review on the writing encompassing edge intelligence. There is examina-
tion of some unmistakable challenges in integration of edge computing with IoT
devices [4]. For further research work, there are some intelligent implementation
types through artificial intelligence and machine learning. Researchers can have
various missions, e.g. information assortment, information handling and informa-
tion investigation, which have distinctive asset utilizations. Future endeavours could
zero in on tending to these difficulties.

4 Conclusion

The advancement in the field of cloud services in the IoT makes the invention of
edge computing a supporting tool for Internet-based processing. This paper reviews
the challenges of cloud computing-based services for IoT end user devices; the edge
computing integration with the Internet of Things (IoT) explains the benefits and
challenges; the artificial intelligence concepts supported and types of edge computing
implementations in the Internet services are explained; and finally, the listed future
implementation directions of all concepts are mentioned. There is a hope this paper
will bring the attention of the learners as well as researchers community to learn and
research in the field of edge computing with machine learning concepts.
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Table 6 Reinforcement, ensemble and neural nets and deep learning algorithm types and
applications

Type Algorithm Applications

II. Reinforcement
learning

Genetic algorithm Used to optimize a wide range of different fit
functions

Q-Learning Used to learn quality of actions telling an agent
what action to take under what circumstances

Asynchronous
advantage Actor critic
(A3C)

Used in the implementation of policy gradient

State action reward
state action (SARSA)

Used for learning a Markov decision process
policy

Deep Q-Network
(DQN)

Used for stock market portfolio management

III. Ensemble
methods

Stacking Used for expression evaluation and pattern
checking

Bagging Random forest Used in industrial
applications such as
finding out whether a
loan applicant is low risk
or high risk, predicting
the failure of mechanical
parts in automobile
engines and predicting
social media share scores
and performance scores

Boosting AdaBoosting Detect fraudulent activity
in banking transactions

Cat Boost Used for gradient
boosting on decision
trees

Light GBM Used in cross entropy,
multi classification

XGBoost Used to solve regression,
classification and ranking

IV. Neural nets and
deep learning

Conventional neural
networks (CNN)

DCNN Used to classify images

Recurrent neural
networks (RNN)

LSM Used in time serious
analysis

LSTM Used in language
modelling

GRU Used in smaller and less
frequent datasets

Generative adversarial
networks (GAN)

Used in photograph editing, blending,
inpainting and translating

(continued)
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Table 6 (continued)

Type Algorithm Applications

Autoencoders Seq2seq Used for language
processing

Artificial neural
networks (ANN)

Perceptions (MLP) Used in research to solve
problems stochastically
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Enhanced Data Privacy Preservation
Model for Mobile Crowdsensing System
Using Blockchain Technology

M. Arulprakash and R. Jebakumar

Abstract With the recent advancement in computing and sensing capabilities of
smart terminals, mobile crowdsensing systems built on smart and ubiquitous mobile
terminals have become one of the rising applications allowing better sensing and
scalable systems. However, the prior mobile crowdsensing system mostly employs
centralized architecture, which is subject to low reliability and is vulnerable to mali-
cious attacks. Furthermore, it is difficult to guarantee the privacy with the trans-
parency of MCS systems. These factors have been a major hindrance to the growth
of MCS applications. Hence, it is imperative to ensure security and privacy of such
systems in order to meet the wide spectrum of its applications. So we propose a
decentralized blockchain crowdsensing system to harness the benefits of this sensing
paradigm. Our objective is to develop a decentralized crowdsensing system and
meet the security and privacy requirements without affecting data sensing quality,
achieving a trade-off between data quality and privacy preserving. We plan to inte-
grate blockchain technology into the crowdsensing system. Meanwhile, we also
focus on how to protect data privacy in blockchains to develop an accountable MCS
system. By leveraging these technologies, we believe that MCS system will have a
good performance in privacy protection and security enhancement.

Keywords Mobile crowdsensing (MCS) · Blockchain · Ethereum · Smart
contracts · Security

1 Introduction

Data sensing technology has evolved significantly in recent times as prominence
of the data has been realized. As a part of that, fixed-location sensing approaches
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have become a trend for data collection. Fixed-location sensing approaches include
web-based devices which make use of systems like sensors, processors and other
hardware devices in order to gather the data from the surroundings analyse the data
collected and transmit the processed data. Though these are helpful in reducing
and/or eliminating human intervention, these data sensing approaches do not meet
the requirements of practical applications as they are constrained due to the less
geographical coverage, mobility, high deployment cost and high maintenance cost
[1]. Mobile crowdsensing has emerged as a novel data sensing approach to over-
come the disadvantages of the above mentioned approach. Mobile terminals are
becoming increasingly ubiquitous, and crowdsensing has drawn the attention as the
next generation sensing technology attributing to its merits that suits the happening
informatization era.

Mobile crowdsensing is a sensing paradigm in which anyone possessing mobile
terminals equipped with the robust sensors is capable of sensing the data of common
interest [2, 3]. This can also be implied as crowdsourcing of sensory data frommobile
devices about anything, at any time and from anywhere. In this technique, intelli-
gent mobile terminals equipped with high sensing and computing capabilities are
leveraged to gain knowledge and deliver high quality data. Typically, crowdsensing
is comprised of three main parties: requesters, workers and a crowdsensing system.
The requesters are sensing task publishers. They issue a sensing task to the system
and acquire the sensing data by recruiting the workers. The workers are sensing data
contributors.

With the crowdsensing gaining popularity, it has unfolded opportunities for several
applications and provided a proper way of assessing the environment (e.g. weather
monitoring, noise, air quality), infrastructure (e.g. road condition, traffic analysis)
[4], social (e.g. healthcare, travel) andmanymore. Several technology companies are
leveraging this technology to provide the services based on the collected data, someof
the famous examples beingGoogle andUber. The priormobile crowdsensing systems
mostly employs centralized architecture where the system is controlled by a central
serverwhile such systems are subject to low reliability and are vulnerable tomalicious
attacks. With centralized architecture, there is also a need to expend on the central
platform. MCS has high concern about the privacy too as the sensitive information
of the participant may be leaked to the platform for service processing, and it is not
easy to guarantee the privacy of the users [5, 6]. Furthermore, it is imperative to
ensure the privacy in order to gratify the participants for their contribution.

Recent advances in sensing, computing and networking have paved theway for the
emerging paradigm of mobile crowdsensing (MCS). However, the existing mobile
crowdsensing models are mostly based on a centralized platform, which is not fully
trusted in reality and results in the existence of fraud and other security problems.
The goal of the project is to implement a mobile crowdsensing (MCS) systems
which address security threats such as jamming, spoofing and faked sensing attacks
during both sensing and information exchange processes in large-scale dynamic and
heterogeneous networks. This is what motivated us to go through with the project
idea and implement a decentralized architecture to create a model that enhances data
privacy in the MCS—blockchain.
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2 Related Work

Security of crowdsensing applications has become a major concern of the research
association and is highly demanded. While it is crucial to understand and adapt to
the new sensing technology, it is equally important to embed trust in a potentially
untrusted environment because of the high degree of modularity. Also it is hard to
set restrictions on the users and data contributors in the crowdsensing applications.
Significant works have been carried out to develop the secure applications based on
crowdsensing. We briefly explain the related existing work in MCS in this subsec-
tion. In [7], the authors propose a multiblockchain-based smart parking system with
mobile crowdsensing technology in which the public blockchain is used by data
contributors, and private blockchain is used by the service providers. The bridge
node acts as an interface between the two blockchains. The intuition behind the
proposed idea is that a huge number of participants can be accommodated while
mitigating the risk of personal exposure. But the proposed schemes have not taken
into account the potential security threats of the bridge nodes. CrowdBC [8] is a
decentralized framework developed based on blockchain for crowdsensing. It is an
Ethereum public test network-based tangible framework which eliminates the need
of the conventional centralized system. The proposed framework was successful in
mitigating the malicious security attacks like single point of failure by extracting the
benefits of blockchains and Ethereum smart contracts. Nonetheless, CrowdBC is not
capable of handling the complex situations and hence considered to be impractical in
the real time spaces. CrowdBLPS [9] is a location privacy preserving crowdsensing
systemwhich integrated the concept of blockchain into crowdsensing, understanding
the need of decentralization to get rid of security issues. Leveraging the concept of
smart contract, the proposed scheme has also achieved its’ purpose in preserving the
privacy of the location and in controlling the data quality by following a two-stage
approach. The authors have planned to enhance the reliability of the system to ensure
that the system meet the requirements of the real-world.

In [10], the authors realized the importance of secure, privacy preserving and
incentive crowdsensing services. So they proposed a reliable incentive mechanism
for motivating and encouraging the sensing participants to participate in the crowd-
sensing tasks. They also implemented a privacy preserving scheme by leveraging
differential privacy technique through adding the noise data assuming the partici-
pants as not totally credible. Then they used homomorphic encryption for securing
the sensing data. In future they plan to concentrate on the trade-off between accu-
racy and privacy. In [11], the authors propose mobile crowdsensing by leveraging
the algorithms of deep learning to enhance the security. To thwart security attacks of
the crowdsensing systems, the authors investigated the authentication and protection
of privacy based on deep learning. The security approaches based on DL are found
to be propitious for providing the quality of experience-based multimedia services.
Nonetheless, it was realized that the authentication based on deep neural networks
needs high training times, and the hardware devices used for DL-based computation
are not compatible to the MCS devices thus found to be complicated for the practical
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implementation of mobile crowdsensing systems. In [12], the authors analysed the
challenges and the case studies of mobile crowdsensing systems. They have anal-
ysed the fact that the illegitimate task requesters are engaged in keeping the servers
busy while needlessly expending energy of servers. The proposed scheme focused
on the need to differentiate legitimate and illegitimate tasks and leverages the AI-
based machine learning techniques in order to provide a solution to the security
vulnerabilities of crowdsensing. However, the proposed work is conducted solely on
a location-based and energy-based DoS attacks and plan to consider more practical
scenario in future.

SenseCrypt [13] is a secure framework that encrypts the sensitive information
of the participants of mobile crowdsensing. The proposed framework leveraged the
K-means algorithm for the clustering of data into sensitive and non-sensitive data. In
this, the encryption techniques are leveraged in order to secure the sensitive location
data of the crowdsensing users. The novelty of the proposed framework is that it
has alleviated the cost of computation and communication overhead by leveraging
the efficient data compression techniques. However, the paper solely considered the
location information as the sensitive data of interest. In [14], the authors proposed a
custom-defined location sharing strategy for protecting the privacy of the participant
in mobile social networks. They considered the vicinity area as a small bounding
rectangle for the proposed schemewhere the accuracy of the results is affected by the
vicinity area [15]. In [16], the authors focuses on providing the incentives in a privacy
preserving manner and they aimed for achieving security and privacy protection
in MCS. Ethereum enables extending the functionality of blockchain using smart
contracts. Ethereum uses ‘proof of work’ which enables the network of Ethereum to
accept on the state of information recorded on the Ethereum.

2.1 Research Findings

• The survey papers aim at the three open issues inmobile crowdsensing: reliability,
security and incentive mechanisms.

• These papersmajorly integrate the idea of blockchain into crowdsensing, realizing
the decentralization of crowdsensing to avoid the security problems.

• It can also be inferred that there exists a trade-off between data quality and privacy
preserving.

• Incentive mechanisms motivate people to contribute to MCS efforts while
common challenge is providing incentives in a privacy preserving manner; users
should be gratified without associating themselves with the data they contribute.
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3 Proposed System

We propose a secure blockchain-based crowdsensing framework. The proposed
system replaces the conventional triangular architecture by an efficient decentralized
framework. The single point of failure attack can be avoided by using the decentral-
ized framework.We leverage the smart contracts deployed on blockchain technology.
The task requesters are initially required to deposit certain amount of money through
which the enthusiasmofminers andworkers can be raised.By this, certain attacks like
sybil attack, false-reporting attacks can be prevented efficiently. Thus, the proposed
system provides an advantage of alleviating the malicious attacks and mitigating the
charge of the central platform. The privacy can also be guaranteed by allowing the
participants to participate without true identity.

4 Working Procedure

In a traditional or conventional centralized system, all users or nodes are connected
to a central server or network. However, we propose an approach that makes up
for the lack of security in the former system. Instead of connecting directly to a
server, we will access our application via a web browser, and we will correlate to
the client-side app that we will build, a simple app on a web server. This client-side
app would not talk to a web backend and database; instead, it will directly speak
to a blockchain. We will have code written with Ethereum smart contract that will
contain our pre-conditions and logic for our use case on the blockchain. That is
how a blockchain works fundamentally and how it is different from a traditional
web chain application. A blockchain is a separate peer-to-peer network of nodes
that talk to one another, a distributed network and so different computers talking
to one another. We can connect to an individual node on the network; our web app
is doing it here. All nodes participate in running the network; each node contains
all code and data on the blockchain. The data on the blockchain has bundles of
records. A blockchain is secure and unchangeable, making it robust. All code on the
blockchain is on smart contracts, which are the building blocks of blockchain apps.
We will write a smart contract that will contain all the tasks as set by the requester.
Smart contracts are written in a programming language called solidity. Blockchain
is trustless, we know no one can change it, and thus, the app will behave in the same
way every time. Blockchains are like a microservice that executes business logic.
We will build a client-side application that will talk directly to the blockchain and be
deployed on it. The process has been illustrated clearly in Fig. 1 given. Figure 2 shows
that decentralized application is essentially a frontend and a smart contract backend
combined in one package. It is also very popularly known as the backbone of Web
3.0. The frontend and backend together work as an integrated utility for the entire
smart contract. Each user is connected to the decentralized app and is able to obtain
and utilize all its features by operating through the frontend for easier accessibility.
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Fig. 1 Working procedure
of a DApp using blockchain
based crowdsensing system

Fig. 2 DApp using
blockchain with Ethereum
smart contracts

The backend is connected to the Ethereum smart contract in the form of local storage
that incorporates into the blockchain.

4.1 Working Procedure of Smart Contracts

The working of a blockchain maybe split up into the following three categories:

a. Initiating an innovative smart contract
b. Writing a smart contract message to a blockchain
c. Public key cryptography.
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4.1.1 Initiating an Innovative Smart Contract

Primarily, a public key encryption infrastructure is used in blockchain. An initiator
coveting to participate in a smart contract hosted on an unauthorized blockchain can
use the position to produce a key and write it on the system.

4.1.2 Writing a Smart Contract Message to a Blockchain

In a conventional blockchain implementation, when an adequate number of other
members or connections arrives at the same outcome, the relevant consent rules deter-
mine that the smart contract’s information is appended to the blockchain. Another
way is a blockchain’s administrator may conclude with it.

4.1.3 Public Key Cryptography

Decentralized applications or ‘DApps’ are trustless or peer to peer with the differ-
entiating feature that there is no individual server. A DApp uses the blockchain
at the core of its data storage, computation and processing, implemented by smart
contracts. A traditional website model creates the user interface for the decentralized
application. After the user accesses the Dapp via a web browser, it will connect to
the client-side application built on the server. However, the application does not use
a traditional web-based database. Instead, the database is the blockchain on which
the users connected to the crowdsensing network perform various tasks, including
WiFi sensing tasks.

Inside a DApp, a user’s account is a digital blockchain key stored on the mobile
device’s memory. Popular tool that helps users manage the accounts and interact with
the DApp is MetaMask, an extension for web browsers. These are used primarily by
the end-users. A suite of software tools used by developers during the construction
of a DApp includes integrated development environments (IDEs) such as Remix
IDE and the dominant programming language for Ethereum smart contracts called
solidity, as used in this use case.

4.2 Proposed Framework

We introduce smart contracts applications to reward users in our aimed framework,
which sensing task requesters should first launch with particular reserve deposit.
There is no centralized stage in the crowdsensing process in the decentralized system,
which we recommend anymore. Alternatively, by implementing blockchain algo-
rithms, the crowdsensing process is managed by a decentralized system. As proposed
in our framework, the blockchain-based crowdsensing process has been explained
below in the form of a flowchart as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Blockchain based crowdsensing process

4.3 Implementation of Proposed Model

The use case chosen for the project is roadsensing. Requesters create the intelligent
contract ‘roadsensing’, initiate it, and encrypt sensitive data by private keys. Various
parameters and features incorporated into the contract include rewards assigned to
each task, the required count of data points, the obtained points, the source and
destination of the data point collected and the task’s requester. Several states of the
requester’s assigned tasks are uncreated, created and inactive. Additionally, the smart
contract denotes multiple conditions for the road sensing task that includes—worst,
poor, average, good and excellent. To better depict the crowdsensing process by the
use of smart contracts and blockchain, we have split into three phases as follows—
abbreviations used in algorithms for the sake of simplicity are R—Requester, W—
Worker.

The first algorithm, Algorithm 1, in the implementation deals with creating our
smart contract and posting the requester’s required sensory tasks. The inputs taken
in by the algorithm include rewards assigned for the task, the required data for the
task, the source as well as the destination for the task. The output will be the status
of the completion of the task. The precondition set for the algorithm is if the state
is uncreated and if the assigned task’s message value is either greater than or equal
to the entire product of the reward allocated. Moreover, the required count and the
details specified as per the smart contract will be assigned, and the state of the
contract becomes ‘created’. Lastly, the status of the contract is returned along with
the TaskInitiated() function and log.

Algorithm 1—Smart Contract Creation and Posting of Tasks by Requester
Input: Rwd- Rwd- reward designated for the task, ReqC- required data points for

the task, Src- the source of data collection of the task, Dest- destination location
Output: Status- status of the task

1: Setting of Task
2: if State = Uncreated and Msgvalue > = Rwd * ReqC then
3: R =MsgSender
4: reward = Rwd
5: requiredCount = ReqC
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6: source = Src
7: destination = Dest
8: state = Created
9: return Status
10: end if
11: return TaskInitiated
In Algorithm 2, the TaskState and the ObtainedCount are parameters of input.

The task status, source, destination and rewards assigned on the road sensing task’s
registered count are considered output. If the contract’s state is ‘created’, the worker
can only review the task details. When aborting the task, the requester will again
check for the contract state’s conditions if the amount of obtained count is less than
equal to the required count of the data.

Points assigned to the task. If these pre-requisites are met, the contract’s state
will become ‘inactive’. Finally, the transaction’s remaining balance will go to the
requester and the AbortTask() function is returned.

Algorithm 2—Worker Receiving Task Details
Input: TaskState, ObtC - obtained count
Output: Status- status of the task, Src, Dest, Rwd, ReqC
1: Getting of Task
2: if State = Created then
3: return ViewTask
4: end if
5: Aborting of Task
6: if State = Created and 7: if ObtC < = ReqC then 8: State = Inactive
9: Transfer balance to R 10: return AbortedTask
11: end if
The project’s final algorithm,Algorithm 3, administers the task’s committing and

designates awards to the workers after data is uploaded and registers successfully in
the blockchain. The source, destination and road condition is taken in as the input,
whereas the average road speed, the obtained data count and the task status are the
outputs. The following conditions need to be checked to commit the task—if the
contract’s state is ‘created’, if the obtained count is less than the required count of
the source as well as the destination of the worker’s submitted data matches the
criteria set by the requester. Finally an additional condition need to check that road’s
average speed is greater than 10. When all the above-stated conditions are satisfied,
the obtained count is incremented by 1. Lastly, when the required count becomes
equal to the obtained count, the state is finally changed to ‘Inactive’, indicating the
smart contract process’s end. The balance of the transaction is transferred back to
the requester and the status is returned. The rewards allocated for the task go to the
worker, and the DataCommited() function is executed.

Algorithm 3—Committing of Task and Designating Rewards
Input: Src- the source of data collection of the task, Dest- destination
location, RoC- Road condition, AvgS- the average speed of the road, ObtC -

obtained count
Output: Status- status of the task
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1: Committing of Task
2: if State = Created and
3: if ObtC < ReqC and
4: if LengthCheck(source, Src) = true and
5: if LengthCheck(destination, Dest) = true and
6: if AvgS > 10 then
7: ObtC + = 1
8: end if
9: if ObtC = ReqC then
10: State = Inactive
11: Transfer balance to R 12: return Status
13: end if
14: Transfer rewards to W
15: return DataCommited

5 Results and Discussion

Themain aim is to develop a decentralized crowdsensing system for the road sensing
application. We outlined the process of mobile crowdsensing by implementing
Ethereum smart contracts on blockchain.

Purpose Tool used

Programming languages Solidity, JavaScript

Frontend HTML, CSS

Backend JS

Blockchain Ethereum blockchain

Framework Web3.js

Our proposed Road sensing decentralized application was implemented by lever-
aging Ethereum smart contracts.We used solidity and JavaScript as the programming
languages andHTML as themarkup language. Solidity is a contract-oriented, object-
oriented high-level programming language designed for executing smart contracts on
blockchain platform. Solidity is native to Ethereum virtual machine. In addition, we
leverage web3.js which allows in designing the decentralized application that inter-
acts with the Ethereum blockchain. Web3.js is an Ethereum API based on JavaScript
which provides a way to interact with the Ethereum node.

The usage of smart contracts enhances, intensifies and refurbishes the security
aspect of the project because of the following grounds-

1. Smart contracts refer to the immutable computer protocols that digitally aid
an agreement’s execution. They are a speedier, more economical, more agile
and more secure way of administering and operating agreements. Hence, the
security of the mobile crowdsensing blockchain system enhances.
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2. The setting of pre-conditions using smart contracts also heightens security.
Various modifiers and requirements created and emphasized in the intelligent
contract demand the worker’s authentication before a task commits and rewards
distributed.

3. Cryptography is used to secure transactions in smart contracts to prevent attacks
like double spending.

Investigation of the Secure Mobile Crowdsensing System using Blockchain

In this section, we briefly examine and investigate our crowdsensing-based road
sensing system from the security aspect.

1. Before participating in the sensing task, participants making the deposits can
help in inhibiting several attacks efficiently.

2. By executing smart contracts, only the ETH accounts of the participants
(workers and requesters) are known and thus guarantee the anonymity of the
participants.

3. A fundamental defect exists in the execution of the project that arises from
the loophole of its execution. Intelligent intruders and attackers may use front-
run attacking to seize or withdraw partially the rewards meant to provide the
workers. For instance, attackers monitoring the network may fetch the workers’
committed data and proffer them instantly. The designated worker might not get
the expected reward in its entirety if the data’s uniqueness has been considered.

4. However, there have been several solutions that may be successful in avoiding
the attack—one of those is proclaiming hoaxes.

The implementation of the project as executed successfully on theRemix IDEplat-
form is presented as follows—Requesters create the road sensing task by specifying
the input parameters like rewards, number of data required, source and destination
and then call setTask() function. The execution of task publishing (setTask) phase
is being depicted in Fig. 4. Requesters have the option to view the amount of data
received so far by calling getDataCnt() function. The data count is incremented every
time the worker submits the appropriate data. Figure 5 depicts the execution of the
function getDataCnt() function. For submitting the collected data, workers make a
call to commitTask() function.Once the preset conditions aremet, theworker submits
the data and the data count will be incremented by one on successful submission.

Transaction costs deal with the expense of transmitting data, and a total of
three components account for the transaction cost of the blockchain’s function. They
include-

• transaction’s base charge
• the smart contract’s disposition charge
• the expense of the contract’s zero and nonzero bytes of data

Execution costs include the value of calculation processes, which are performed
as a completion of the transaction.As illustrated in Fig. 6, the comprehensive report of
the transaction expenses for each task function used in the project has been portrayed.
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Fig. 4 Execution of setTask() function

Fig. 5 Execution of getDataCnt() function
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Fig. 6 Graph analysis of transaction costs for each task function

The various task functions used were setTask, getDataCnt(), getTask(), abort() and
commitTask(). An average for all the costs taken into account is provided for a better
estimate of our project’s prospects. The transaction costs have been given in terms
of the gas being spent on each function.

Thus, the total cost incurred for the data calculations is sustained, and hence,
the proposed system’s efficiency is enhanced. However, the transaction costs may be
enhanced further by reducing the base cost of the transactions of each of the task func-
tions. The objective of this project is to develop a decentralized crowdsensing system
that replaces the conventional triangular architecture. We also aimed at leveraging
the Ethereum smart contracts by which a successful trade-off between data quality
and security preservation can occur. Hence, both these objectives are satisfied by the
execution of our project and proposed model.

6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we proposed an architecture for a decentralized application of the
mobile participatory crowdsensing paradigm-based road sensing system. We real-
ized that the conventional crowdsensing architecture suffers from single point of
failure threat. We leveraged Ethereum smart contract deployed on blockchain tech-
nology. The proposed architecture exercises smart contracts that enable crowdsensing
providers to proffer their requests and run an action to ascertain the most fitting
mobile users engaged in administering the crowdsensing tasks. The framework also
employs a reward system for workers and deals with accessing the crowdsensing
provider by successfully regulating blockchain. The proposed architecture imple-
ments an incentive-based optimal option for users who handle each crowdsensing
task. Hence, we achieve the objectives of the project and enhance the focused param-
eters of the problem. As a future study, we focus on fully protecting the privacy for
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the application to meet the real-world requirements. We also consider authenticating
the data contributors to avoid data fallacies for getting the reliable data.
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A Comparative Analysis of Event
Detection and Video Summarization

G. Balamurugan and J. Jayabharathy

Abstract In advancement of computer vision, intelligent video surveillance has led
to rapid growth of video processing and providing effective requirement of advanced
techniques for analysis of events in the video. Event detection plays phenomenon
role in the smart and intelligent surveillance. Events such as traffic rule violations and
misbehaving in common places are used detect automatically in time and must be
reported as abnormal events. Abnormal event detection is a critical task in the video
surveillance with challenging facts. Detecting the abnormal events and summarizing
the key essential frames from surveillance video frommultimedia repositories is very
essential problem in video surveillance. Therefore, video summarization techniques
are used for quick browsing for high quantity of video data for indexing. In these
fact stockholders needs the video summarization of the abnormal event video as an
abstract of the original video. In this paper, various video summarization techniques
and methods are analyzed which can produce static or dynamic summaries. This
analysis presents different methodologies and techniques in video summarization
and also discussed some important datasets used in video summaries.

Keywords Computer vision · Intelligent video surveillance · Abnormal events ·
Video summarization · Event detection

1 Introduction

Video surveillance is termed as the incessant monitoring of various events and
behaviour of objects in the surrounding area covered for monitoring. Intelligent
video surveillance also involves monitoring the changing behaviour observed across
objects prevailing in the monitoring area. Surveillance frameworks are conveyed for
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observing different premises like homes, banks, workplaces and across open social
occasion places, for example, air terminals, railroad stations and theatres to forestall
the event of any accidents. Abnormal event detection refers to a deviation from the
normal habitual [1]. They may be any abnormal events or activities identified during
surveillance. This is due to the requirements of the humans, as they are not inter-
ested to watch the entire video stream which consumes more time [2]. Nowadays,
lots of videos regarding sports, news, movies, surveillance, etc., are available online
through various websites that requires lots of storage space and consumes more time
to search, retrieve, download and watch [3]. Likewise, video summarization process
includes the detection of the object or the event, extraction of the frames and the
selection of high-quality key frames. It is mainly categorized into static and dynamic
summarization [4, 5].

Static summarization also said to be frame based summarization, process on the
frames and produce a set of frames as output. In this, the input video is registered as
frames or images, and then each and every frame is processed to produce a sequenceof
frames as the output. The sequences of frames are selected randomly based on quality
and accuracy. Dynamic summarization also said to be video based summarization,
process on the frames and produce a video clip as output. In this, the input video is
processed to produce a sequence of frames in a video clip as output [6]. This video clip
consists of highlights or important events from the entire video stream in a sequential
order as a precise summary. In this section, the event detection and its techniques
are discussed [7]. Then, we outline the contributions for various summarization
techniques and analyses of various datasets used in the video summarization are
organized.

In this context, the techniques and methods which are employed for abnormal
event detection and summarization produces an outline for the researchers for utiliza-
tion of appropriate methods on desired applications. The essential summarization
methods have to satisfy the higher rate of precise summarization.

2 Event Detection and Extraction

Object detection or event detection plays an important role in the video summa-
rization process. They are processed based on feature, cluster, event and trajectory.
Figure 1 states the functionalities for classification of object detection [6, 7].

In this, event detection and extraction provide and it process the important features
based on their shot selection and its characteristics of same cluster.

2.1 Feature Based Detection

The objects are detected based on certain characteristics that are involved in the
frames. Based on the defined characteristics, the objects are detected, and then the
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Fig. 1 Classification of object detection

frame that involves those characteristics is extracted. The digital videowhich is given
as the input consists of many features in it. These features are classified into colour,
motion, dynamic content, gesture, audio–video and object.

2.2 Motion-Based Extraction

In this, the foreground of the frame is detected based on the movements or change in
the action of the objects involved in it. The frequency score is derived by taking differ-
ence between two frames. This difference is used to extract the required set of key
frames. This is mainly used on sports, traffic, surveillance, movie and documentary
videos.

2.3 Colour-Based Extraction

In this, the foregroundobject is detected based on the colours involved in the frames. It
mainly concentrates on RGB (red, green, blue) model, which is said to be the primary
colours. Based on the colour, histogram value required key frames are derived. This
is mainly used on sports and surveillance videos.

2.4 Audio–video Based Extraction

Input video is separated into the visual sequence, and the audio sequence and is
processed separately. Speech is recognized and classified from the audio sequence to
generate the audio summary.On combining the visual frames and the audio summary,
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the required video clip is produced. This is mainly used on music, movie, phone calls
and news videos.

3 Cluster based detection

Clustering is the process of combining the similar data points or values or activities
into a single data. Here, it is used to cluster the similarities that are found in the
frames and make it as a single point which is used to detect the required objects from
the frames. It is classified into similarity, k-means, partitioning and spectral based
clustering.

4 Event based detection

In this, the frames are extracted based on an event or incident that occurred in the
given input video. Pixel intensities and absolute values are calculated between the
present frame and with the reference frame. It used to determine with set of frames
which consists of the events that are to be summarized. This is mainly used on sports,
traffic and surveillance videos.

5 Video summarization methodology

Several techniques and methods used or proposed for the video summarization.
They are processed with the help of different algorithms as per the requirement of the
method define. These algorithms are used for detecting the objects, object extraction,
retrieval and summarization. The main objective is to produce a precise video from
the entire video stream which is given as the input. Some of the methodologies are
discussed below.

5.1 Face Quality Assessment Using CNN

This method detects the face in the frame from the input and derives the frames
with high face quality in video [2–4]. It consists of three main parts—face detection,
quality score and key frame selection (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Face quality assessment

Fig. 3 CNN and Bi-LSTM

5.2 Multi-View Summarization Using CNN and Bi-LSTM

Multi-view video summarization is the process of working on different frames from
multi-view videos such as from different camera for a single scenario [1, 8, 9].
This method integrates deep neural networks such as CNN (Convolution Neural
Network) and Bi-LSTM (Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory) to produce an
accurate video summarization (Fig. 3).

5.3 Perceptual Video Summarization

In this, the given input video is registered as frames or images. This method process
on the single frames or images and produce the final summarized video clip [10, 11].
GMM uses estimation of background and detection of object in the frames (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Perceptual video summarization
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Fig. 5 LPQ-TOP based summarization

Fig. 6 Video summarization based on scene boundary detection

5.4 Dynamic Summarization of Videos Based on LPQ-TOP

The given input video is segmented into video shots. These video shots consist of
subset of frames which includes a set of similar frames from the given input video
[5]. Each shot will include a set of similar sequential frames, where first and the last
frame defines the change of the event in the frames (Fig. 5).

5.5 Video Summarization Based on Scene Boundary

It uses summarization of videos on the scene in the frames from the given input
video. The input video is divided based on the scenes involved in it. This scene
detection is done with the help of motion-based feature extraction. Intensity value is
produced between two successive frames based on which the changes in the scenes
are determined. It is used to provide the scene-based boundary to the frames [12]
(Fig. 6).

5.6 SalSum Methodology

It summarizes the key frames based on important features using SalGAN (Saliency
Generative Adversarial Network) model. In this, each and every frame in the input
video are processed based on the colour and the saliency features. The colour analysis
is done with the help of hue histogram, and the saliency analysis is by SalGAN
(Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7 Saliency generative adversarial network

Fig. 8 Deep learning-based video summarization [1, 8, 9]

5.7 A Deep Learning-Based Video Summarization

This method is mainly divided into four parts—data acquisition, coarse refining, fine
refining and summary generation. In the data acquisition, the input data is taken from
the source and are registered into continues set of frames. Then, in coarse refining
low-level feature extraction and comparison is made with each frame to select the
required frames. This is done with the help of oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF
(ORB) algorithm which compares two consecutive frames and produce the required
frames (Fig. 8).

5.8 Character-Oriented Video Summarization

This method is mainly divided into three parts—detection module, re-identification
module and aggregation module [3]. In this, the input video stream is processed as
frames. Detection module is used to detect the frames that have the potential RoIs
(Region of Interest) with any characters. This is done based on R-CNN (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9 Video summarization based on character-oriented [2, 4, 11]

Fig. 10 Hierarchical self-attention for video summarization

Fig. 11 Key frame video summarization

5.9 Hierarchical Self-Attention for Video Summarization

The method Hierarchical Multi-Attention Network is a 2-stage hierarchical structure
which consists of shot-level reconstruction model and multi-head attention model.
In shot-level reconstruction model, VAE-GAN model is used on the original video
frames to combine similar frames into a video shot (Fig. 10).

5.10 A Key Frame Based Video Summarization

It is processedwith the colour-based features. The colour histogram,HOG, saturation
and contrast, are the features that are used to extract from frames from the given input
video frames (Fig. 11).

6 Analysis of dataset and techniques of Video
Summarization

It deals various analysis of video summarization techniques used for various appli-
cations. The methods like face quality assessment using CNN is used for detect the
faces in the frame from input video and to extract the frames with high face quality.
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MVS using CNN and Bi-LSTM is used to extract accurate video summarization.
Hierarchical self-attention for video summarization method uses a two-stage hier-
archical structure that consists of shot-level reconstruction model and multi-head
attention model. Key frame based video summarization is processed with the colour-
based features. The datasets used for abnormal event detection and localization of
video anomalies are UCSD Pedestrian, UMN, CHUCK Avenue, Subway, PETS
2009, Anomalous Behaviour/York, QMUL Junction,MITTraffic, Violent flows [16].
The most commonly used datasets for the video summarization are Own dataset
and PETS2001, Open video project (OVP), VSUMM, Youtube database. SumMe
dataset, Berkeley Segmentation dataset. UT Egocentric (UTE), ADL, Open video
storyboard. In this context, various algorithms and techniques which are employed
for video summarization processed for finding essential frame with accuracy. The
datasets which are employed are processed in standard algorithms based on the
algorithm functions.

7 Conclusion

Abnormal event detection like road accident and their surveillance video summariza-
tion in the field of computer vision used in intelligent transportation and secure video
surveillance applications. The comparative analysis of various techniques and algo-
rithms are used for abnormal event detection deals with advantages on higher accu-
racy with robust function. Video summarization has extreme functionalities based
environments with optimal quality of services and parameters like F1 score. The
main challenges that have to be considered in the surveillance systems are automatic
detection of abnormal events in part of difficulties like occlusion, video quality, etc. In
the part of video summarization, selection of the particular key frames for summa-
rization of abnormal events will be difficult. Hence, this comparative analysis on
abnormal event detection techniques with merits will provide essential ideas on the
functional contribution on each algorithm with proper datasets and technical view of
summarization techniques.
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Meanings of Machine Learning
and Deepening Researches on Methods
of Classifying and Recognizing Users
Gender on Internet
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Nguyen Thi Hang, Le Thi Thanh Huong, and Nguyen Thuy Dung

Abstract In various firms from technology, manufacturing till digital, ICT firms,
etc., they have to deal with big data of clients and if we can classify users based on
gender, age, and other criteria, and it will help to facilitate our businesses. SVM is
representing (short abrreviation) for Support Vector Machine that used as method for
classification and regression analysis, and used in fields of statistics and computer
science. Standard SVM will take advantage of data (input) and classifies it into two
different classes. The study will perform Research and learn about gender prediction
problem, present some gender prediction methods that have been studied before.
Through learning and applying input data preprocessing tools, and researching and
studying about the Support VectorMachine algorithm on two layers andmany layers,
it builds a program to get content from users’ posts on the social network Facebook.

Keywords SVM Support Vector Machine · Computer science · Internet users ·
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1 Introduction

Currently, advertisers are offering their entire information to all customers they have.
That is why people users often face large amounts of inappropriate information such
as age, occupation, culture and gender mismatch.

This information overload that does not reach the destination leads to a drop
significant in online marketing. Since then, the classification of user’s internet to
provide statistics, advertising plans to help the system approach to provide relevant
and useful information for each relative audience important. Starting from the current
situation, the thesis will present about the sex determination method to classify
internet users is implemented and performed using machine learning techniques,
using user information of known gender and information about their web browsing
history to train the receiver know the gender of other users when we only know the
access history of the site and directory data that the person is interested in.

The scope of this study includes:
Issue: What are the methods to recognize user’s gender on internet? What are

research results?

2 Literature review

Wecan see that two-class classification algorithms such as SVMall have the common
feature of requiring data to be represented in the form of feature vectors, but other
algorithms must use parameter estimation and the optimal threshold, while the SVM
algorithm can find these optimal parameters by itself. Among the methods, SVM is
the method that uses the largest feature vector space (more than 10,000 dimensions)
while other methods have much smaller dimensions (such as Naïve Bayes 2000,
k-Nearest Neighbors is 2415…). According to Hieu et al. [1], automated learning
behavior analysis of learners is becoming an essential topic in the field of education,
where effective systems are needed to monitor learning progress and provide neces-
sary feedback to instructor activities. Human activity recognition is to identify the
type of human activity from the received signal stream (image, accelerometer, etc.).
This is a topic that has received a lot of attention from researchers and has opened
up a new trend in robotics interaction in recent times [2] performed the recognition
of 20 natural gestures obtained from five body-mounted accelerometers. Features
such as mean value, energy, entropy onfrequency domain, correlation features calcu-
lated on a window of 512 samples size (corresponding to 6.7 s) are passed through
different classifiers such as: Bayes, decision tree. Also while female tend to join in
making friends topics and advertising and express emotions more frequently, male
will provide information for help and both of them express positive emotion in
technology communication communication. And this will affect their activities in
community. Le et al. [3] stated despite the fact of existing works on human hand
gestures using wearable sensors, each focuses on a specific application and difficult
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to be generalized. Experimental results show that with limited camera angles, the
postures are highly distinctive and easily discriminated with the highest performance
of 98.85% and 97.40% in terms of precision and recall, whichmotivates a wide range
of applications and new research directions for human–machine interaction, wear-
able’s, the Internet of Things (IoT) and so on. Huy et al. [4] mentioned computer
played vital roles and the need of computer skills [4] and Huy [5] mentioned gover-
nance best practices needed. Huy et al. [6] stated vital banks roles in supporting this
sector and confirmed by [7]. Hence, we make conclusive summary that we need to
make deepening research on recognizing internet user gender via their internet usage
especially with SVN method explanation and so, we propose this work should be
added.

3 Methodology

The purpose of the SVM method is to find the maximum boundary distance, which
is illustrated as follows (Fig. 1).

Theoretical basis

Authors use SVM method, in fact it is a math problem of optimization helping to
find a space F and the decision hyperplane f over F so that the classification error is
minimal.

The main steps of the SVM method need we express data under vectors of real
numbers. And we need to convert non-numeric input into SVM’s digital form. In
the training process, we will use the algorithm to optimize the distance between
hyperplanes in the classification process, determine the classification function in the
feature space by mapping data into the feature space by describing kernel, solving
for both data cases is separable and non-linearly separable in feature space.

Fig. 1 The hyperplane
divides the learning data into
2 classes + and – with the
largest boundary distance
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Table 1 Status list statistics by user and post

Users Status

Number Ratio (%) Number Ratio (%)

Male 659 57.8 109,170 49.7

Female 482 42.2 107,702 50.3

Total 1141 100 216,872 100

Table 2 Statistics of the
word count of the data set

Dictionary Total rest

Unigram dictionary 12,923

Bigram dictionary 370,663

Trigram dictionary 1,230,451

Average 538,012

4 Main results

4.1 Overall Results

Description of input data.
The file full_status_filter.csv contains a list of status of many different users.
Table 1 is the statistics of the input data set by user and by status:
With per-user statistics, we consider a user to have many statuses, the set of

statuses represents the gender of that user.
With statistics for each status, each status represents a user’s gender, the statuses

of the same user are separate when evaluated by articles.
Comment: From Table 3.8, I see that women write more status than men. On

average, a user writes about 190, of which a male has 163 status and a female has
226 status (Table 2).

After I have a dictionary, I will find the corresponding weight and create a file
in Liblinear format. With each dictionary will create 3 files with 3 corresponding
weights, the number of occurrences, TF-IDF and binary. There are a total of 9 files
as in Table 3.

Experimental results.
Run 9 files in turn on the computer with the following configuration:
Operating System: Desktop Windows 10.
Processor: Intel Core i5.
RAM memory: 16 GB.
Environment: Java 8.
Liblinear version 2.11.
The results in Table 4 show the accuracy of predicting the user’s gender on each
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Table 3 List of files in liblinear format

No File Description

1 Unigram_count.libsvm Bô. tù
, -diê

,
n unigram vó,i tro. ng số xuất hiê.n cu,a tù,

2 Unigram_tfidf.libsvm Bô. tù
, -diê

,
n unigram vó,i tro. ng số TF-IDF

3 Unigram_binary.libsvm Bô. tù
, -diê

,
n unigram vó,i tro. ng số Binary

4 Bigram_count.libsvm Bô. tù
, -diê

,
n bigram vó,i tro. ng số xuất hiê.n cu,a tù,

5 Bigram_tfidf.libsvm Bô. tù
, -diê

,
n bigram vó,i tro. ng số TF-IDF

6 Bigram_binary.libsvm Bô. tù
, -diê

,
n bigram vó,i tro. ng số Binary

7 Trigram_count.libsvm Bô. tù
, -diê

,
n trigram vó,i tro. ng số xuất hiê.n cu,a tù,

8 Trigram_tfidf.libsvm Bô. tù
, -diê

,
n trigram vó,i tro. ng số TF-IDF

9 Trigram_binary.libsvm Bô. tù
, -diê

,
n trigram vó,i tro. ng số Binary

Table 4 Accuracy results of data set per user

Count (%) Binary (%) Tf-Idf (%) Average (%)

Unigram 93.87 90.89 77.83 87.53

Bigram 93.08 91.32 76.42 86.94

Trigram 92.38 91.85 75.99 86.74

Trung bình 93.11 91.35 76.75 87.07

individual status. The prediction on the entire status of the userwill give the following
results.

Table 4 shows the highest accuracy of 93.87% with unigram dictionaries and
occurrence weights. The lowest accuracy result of 75.99% belongs to the trigram
dictionary with TF-IDF weights. The difference between the highest and lowest
accuracy is 17.88%. The average accuracy of 9 files is 87.07%.

According to tables above, we see that if we consider the weight, the average
difference is 4.87%, in which the weight of the occurrence of the word gives the
best result on average 93.11%, then the binary weight is 91.35%, and the lowest is
TF-IDF 76.75% (Fig. 2).

If looking at the dictionary, the difference is quite small, only 0.62%, in which
unigram gives the best results on average is 87.53%, then bigram is 86.94%, and
finally bigram dictionary is 86.74% as shown.

To evaluate how the number of data sets affects the accuracy of the prediction, I
will divide the original data set into small random sets with the number of Statuses
of a set being 10,000, 50,000, 100,000, 150,000, respectively. Follow the same steps
as the original data set, I obtained the results with tenfold cross validation method
as in Table 5.

According to Table 5, the highest accuracy is 64.45% of trigram dictionaries with
TF-IDF weights and the lowest is 61.57% of unigram dictionaries with weighted
word occurrences, and the difference of the two accuracy is 2.88%. The average
accuracy of the whole dataset is 62.73%.
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Fig. 2 The graph shows the results by dictionary of the data set for each user

Table 5 Accuracy results of data set with 10,000 Status

Count (%) Binary (%) Tf-Idf (%) Average (%)

Unigram 61.57 62.53 64.10 62.73

Bigram 61.66 61.96 64.15 62.59

Trigram 62.00 62.16 64.45 62.87

Trung bình 61.74 66.22 64.23 62.73

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Solving the problem of predicting the gender of social network users based on the
article content in general and experimentwith Facebook social network and the article
content are in Vietnamese based on features. The problem is the foundation for many
important applications to predict user gender in particular and other information in
general.

The main results achieved by the thesis:
Research and learn about gender prediction problem, present some gender predic-

tion methods that have been studied before; Analyze two characteristics of Viet-
namese article content for preprocessing; Learn and apply input data preprocessing
tools; Research and learn about the Support Vector Machine algorithm on two layers
and many layers; Build a program to get content from users’ posts on the social
network Facebook; build a training and testing program with the obtained data set.

The novel of study: we generate implications of our study in which after we
recognize gender of internet users, we can offer suitable services and products for
male or female, based on prediction of gender and data ofmale or female preferences.
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Limitation of research

Limit the quantity and quality of data that affect prediction results.
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Suggesting Hotels Through Reviews
Using Sentiment Analysis

S. Santhi, S. Thavasi, and N. Umakanth

Abstract Recommendation helps people in finding out the best choice based on the
preferences and options of their own. Starting from the e-commerce websites, these
recommendation systems play a major role in online advertisements that cannot be
avoided in the Internet era today. These recommendation systems are used in variety
of applications and services, and also, these systems have a remarkable place in the
recommendation of hotels. A majority of people who come from other places find it
difficult to find a hotel which suits their requirements in terms of money, hospitality,
quality, location, and others is tedious. Hotel recommendation is required for those
who come from other places and come in search for best hotels that suits their needs
and own interest. This recommendation system recommends the users on basis of
the comments given to the hotel previously by other customers who have visited the
hotels. The customers express all their feelings and other specialties, drawback and
features in comments that are helpful for the upcoming customers to judge the hotel.
This system is useful for those people who often visit new places. The information
extracted from the previous customers is a valuable resource that is used by the
system to analyze the hotel’s quality and standards and also help the new customers
who have no idea about the place and the hotel.
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1 Introduction

Recently, the Internet is globally wide and connects a lot of people via network,
and it is becoming more and more difficult for the companies to find which sites
are preferred by which group of users. As the number of customers buying products
online is rapidly growing, it is really a challenging task for the companies to predict
the user’s interest. Companies may also require the recommender systems to retain
the customers they currently have and also to attract other new users to their Web
portals through attractive online advertisements and other ideas. Nowadays, social
media platforms, especially Twitter [1] is themain source of recommendation system
by using sentiment analysis and opinion mining. Recommendation systems give
suggestions so that people nowadays depend on these services so often. It helps
in making better decisions among number of choices and suggestions. Recently, it
became a tedious task for the tourist and other people visiting new places. It comes
out with a solution to help the confused people to get a suggestion based on their
requirements. The main purpose of the recommendation systems is that the company
overcomes the fear of losing customers by suggesting the correct options.

This work aims to recommend the hotels based on the ratings and reviews given
by the previous users. The purpose of this work is recommending the name of top
five hotels based on certain aspects to users by analyzing the other user’s ratings
and reviews recorded previously to improve the prediction accuracy. This work will
include preprocessing of the raw dataset into a form suited for further processing like
text classification, sentimental analysis score calculation and then finally grouping
the hotels based on the aspects like the food, location, cleanliness and so on. The
user who is new to the place can find a suitable hotel and most importantly the hotel
that suits their needs and priorities. The aspect-based grouping helps the customers
to find a more customized hotel for them, and they are provided with the top 5 hotels
that are good at the given aspect, so the best suited hotel can be picked with assurance
than to choose a new unknown hotel.

2 Literature Survey

Most of the applications of recommendation system like movies, music, studies and
e-business services are basedon feedbackgivenby theuser, and it canbe implemented
using sentiment analysis, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), text classification etc.
The people’s feedback is considered as a valuable source for hotel recommendation
system because they are impartial to a particular hotel, and they may clearly explain
a hotel’s condition without hiding the demerits. So rather than advertising the hotel,
this is a good idea to help the other place tourists to predict and divide in a quick
manner and in no time.
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(A) Sentiment Analysis
One of the applications like visualizing the student’s opinions [2] was done
through text analysis.Once the text has been selected, preprocessed andfind the
aspects using LDA method, then, separate the student’s comments into ideas
and calculating the sentiments of each idea using AFFIN Lexicon. Finally,
find the satisfaction and sentiments score of each comment and idea by using
group sentiment and satisfaction method. In this method, graph was generated
for positive and negative sentiments against identified aspects and takes the
average satisfaction of all the comments present in the single aspect.

Sentiment analysis [3] is the method of mining the people’s views, feelings
and opinions from the online text which will be collected by various surveys
and reviews. These online reviews can have a great influence and promote
the business or a product using text analysis technique. Various sentiment
analysis techniques like supervised, unsupervised, cross domain and language
classification have been tested widely in all fields and used to classify the
positivity or negativity of movie reviews [4]. Many components of sentiments
present in the movie review are similar to students’ opinions about the courses
[2]. The methodology used in this work is distinguished by its sentiment and
visualization for ease of use by instructors.

Sentiment classification [5] was also used to classify documents rather
than topics as positive or negative by using various machine or data mining
technique such as support vector machine, naïve Bayes classification and
maximum entropy classification. Bag-of-features framework was used to
implement these machine learning algorithms for movie review corpus. The
hate speech from Twitter [6] was classified by using sentiment classifica-
tion with positive and negative by using different machine learning models
like logistic regression, K-nearest neighbor, naïve Bayes and support vector
machine.

(B) Latent Dirichlet Allocation
LDA is a recent topicmodeling technique to separate the semantic information
from the text data. LDA symbolizes each of the topics as a set of terms and
then maps the set of terms with the documents by using hidden topics [7, 8].
Using this LDAmethod, the student’s opinion [2] was analyzed and visualized
through corpus or set of text documents. Each of the documents comprises of
various words and comments given by a student. From this information, LDA
was used to infer topics for visualizing, and each topic is referred to as an
aspect of the students comment.

(C) Text Classification
Text classification is the method of analyzing the text automatically then
assigns a set of well-defined tags according to its content in the structured
and unstructured dataset. This text classification can be done in two ways,
either manual or automatic classification. Many approaches are handled in
automatic classification like rule-based, machine learning-based and hybrid
systems. Using this traditionalmethod for classifying the hotel based on online
review data [8]. This work was started with online review data as documents
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and processes the hotel classification by extracting features, weight calcula-
tion of extracted features and classifying the hotels based on hotel cluster.
The trending topic of the Twitter was classified and ranked by using similarity
measures and class-wise trend analysis [9]. The hotel recommendation system
[10] was done by using online review. In this work, the author used word2vec,
sen2vec, text2vec and doc2vec models for analyzing the online reviews and
then recommend the hotels.

3 Methodology

The proposed work recommends the hotels available in a particular location based
on user preferences, by considering the reviews for a particular hotel along with the
calculated AFINN score to improve the prediction accuracy. The system design of
hotel recommendation is shown in Fig. 1.

(A) Text preprocessing
Text preprocessing is a crucial step before doing any text mining task such
as punctuations removal, stop words removal and text normalization for the
reviews. It is done on the hotel reviews to convert the raw data into a useful
and an efficient format for processing. The collected reviews are first lower
cased and then white space and punctuation likes !,#,@,$,%,?. are removed,
also stop words like ‘to,’ ‘for,’ ‘is,’ ‘was,’ ‘are’ in the reviews are removed.
The reviews are stemmed and the prefixes and suffices like ‘ily,’ ‘ing,’ ‘es’
are removed and then lemmatized to get the root word. In lower casing, the

Fig. 1 Hotel recommendation system
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reviews are transformed into lower case and avoid multiple copies of the same
words. In punctuation removal, the punctuations in the reviews are removed,
as it does not include any additional information while handling the text data.

Stop words removal includes the removal of commonly occurring words
in the reviews. The NLTK package provides a list of stop words available
in English and used as a reference for stop words removal. Then tokeniza-
tion is performed to transform reviews into a blob and then converted them
into a series of words. Stemming is a technique which is used to remove the
common suffix from a word and reduce it to a single root word using Porter
Stemmer algorithm. Lemmatization is a technique to reduce a token to an
actual language root word using Word NetLemmatizer, and it is an effective
option than stemming.

(B) Score calculation
Calculating the scores for reviews is necessary to identify the sentiments of
the reviews. AFINN score is calculated using lexicon-based sentiment analysis
approach. Here, the AFINN-en-165 lexicon is used to find the scores. AFFIN
consists of above 3300 words and each word allied with a polarity score. It is a
list of words rated for valence along with an integer with various positive and
negative values. The score will be calculated by validating the string tokens
with the AFINN list. Thus, the score calculation for a review is the sum of
scores of each token. After calculatingAFFIN score for each review, the scores
are then normalized to range+5 to−5. Equation (1) is simply the comparative
score for each hotel.

Score =
sum of scores of each review

Total number of reviews
(1)

(C) Text classification
It is one of the methods of sentiment analysis which is a supervised learning
technique since it processes labeled dataset. It classifies the reviews as either
positive or negative. Three supervised classification algorithms are used such
as support vector machine (SVM), logistic regression and neural network like
long short-term memory (LSTM) which gives the highest accuracy. First, the
categorical text data into machine understandable numerical data using label
encoder which is an important preprocessing step in supervised learning.

Long short-term memory network is a kind of recurrent neural network
which can be accomplished by learning the sequence of long-term dependency
for the given problems. The foremost step is tokenization which is used to
convert words into tokens and map to an integer. The embedding layer will
be used to convert word tokens into specific size. The LSTM layer defines
the latent state dimensions and the number of latent layers. At last, the fully
connected layer uses the sigmoid function formapping the output of the LSTM
layer to a desired output size.
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Support vector machine is used to classify the data points for separating a
hyper plane in N-dimensional space. SVM will generate hyper planes itera-
tively that segregates the classes and from those hyper planes, it will choose
the hyper plane with maximum margin that separates the classes correctly as
positive and negative.

Logistic regression is also a classification technique that predicts a binary
outcome. The preprocessed reviews are label encoded and then passed as input.
Initially, the random number generator is initialized to zero. The solver is set
to handle only small dataset, and they also support a minimal loss with primal
formulation. The class fits across the entire probability distribution even when
the data is binary.

(D) Topic modeling
Topic modeling is the method of recognizing most commonly used words in
the reviews. This technique highlights the topics or aspect in the review. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation is one of the unsupervised learning algorithms that maps
the documents into bag of words. It works by the way of assigning unique ID
for each word and set of words mapped with each topic and then set of topics
mapped with document. Then converts the document (a list of words) into the
bag of words and identifies the most commonly used words and lists it along
with the probabilities.

(E) Recommendation of hotels
The hotels are recommended based on the text classification technique as well
as the topic modeling approach. The top N hotels are recommended based
on different aspects such as location, stay, staff, room, food and for general
category also.

4 Results and Discussion

The hotel recommendation system results are explained in detail below. The dataset
is taken from Trivago India which contains the hotels in Chennai along with the
reviews given by people. Table 1 shows the sample reviews of the hotels along with
the sentiment and rating.

The raw data cannot be used for recommending without cleaning it. This data is
preprocessed by converting to lowercase, punctuation removal, stop words removal,
tokenization, stemming and lemmatization. Consider one of the hotel reviews given
by user and apply all preprocessing steps:

Table 2 shows some sample reviews after applying all preprocessing steps for
Table 1.

This preprocessed data is used for further processing. The score for each hotel
review is calculated using AFFIN and normalized to the scale of 5 to each hotel.
Table 3 shows the normalized scores for each review.

Figure 2 shows the recommendation of top five hotels using AFFIN score.
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Table 1 Chennai reviews dataset

Hotel name Review Text Sentiment Rating(%)

Accord Metropolitan Wow !!! Its truly pleasant room to visit
expressly for commercial and visitor

3 100

Accord Metropolitan Its appearances hotel doesn’t check the
services and comfortless in the room,
before passing to the traveler

1 20

Park Hyatt Excellent value for quality and service.
Can’t go wrong. Breakfast is top notch
with Indian and continental options.
Decor is subdued but stylish

3 86

The Park Chennai Hotel staff are not coordinating well for
the room service and Billing payment

1 40

The Residency Towers Very clean!
Great Service!

3 100

Table 2 Preprocessed
reviews

Hotel name Review text

Accord Metropolitan Wow really nice place stay especibusi
tourist purpose

Accord Metropolitan Seem hotel check basic amen room
hand room travel

Park Hyatt Excel valuqualiti serviccant go wrong
decor subdu stylish

Table 3 Score calculation Review text Normalized score

Wow true pleasant room visit express
commerce visitor

0.83

Appearance hotel check service comfort
room pass travel

0

Excel value quality service can’t go wrong
decor subdu stylish

−0.67

Here, the recommendation is done in two ways. First method is text classification
and second method is topic modeling using LDA. In text classification, we use three
classifiers SVM, logistic regression and LSTM. Table 4 shows the confusion matrix
of SVM classifier, and the accuracy is 80.98%.

Table 5 shows the confusion matrix using Logistic regression classifier and the
accuracy is 89.04%.

LSTM classifier is also used to classify the sentiment. Table 6 shows the model
and parameters defined for LSTM classifier like 12,753,025 trainable parameters and
0 non-trainable parameters. 3171 training samples and 1563 validation samples are
used in LSTM along with 10 epochs and finally achieved accuracy as 96%.
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Fig. 2 Recommending top five hotels using AFFIN Score

Table 4 Confusion matrix
using SVM

Negative Positive

Negative 21 83

Positive 1 847

Table 5 Confusion matrix
using Logistic regression

Negative Positive

Negative 0 100

Positive 0 852

Table 6 LSTM Model
Construction

Layer (type) Output shape Param #

embedding_1 (Embedding) (None, 50, 128) 12,621,312

lstm_1 (LSTM) (None, 128) 131,584

dense_1 (Dense) (None, 1) 129

By comparing the three classifiers, LSTM is more efficient; hence, it is taken to
classify the sentiments as positive (1) and negative (0) for the reviews. Table 7 shows
the sentiment classified by LSTM.

By using LDA method, we will find different aspects from the reviews used
by people. By using LDA in our recommendation system, we have found four
aspects namely food, place/location, room, staff and service. Based on each topic,
the top 5 hotels are recommended with ratings for each hotel. Table 8 shows the
recommendation of the hotels based on food.

Similarly, Table 9 shows the top 5 hotels based on location along with the ratings
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Table 7 LSTM sentiment

Reviews LSTM_sentiment

seem hotel check basic amen room hand room travel 0

excel value quality service can’t go wrong decor subdu stylish 0

excel room exerc is facil around atmosphere calm comfort main dine room
offer excel food servic

1

Table 8 Recommendation
using Food

Hotel name Rating

Savera 5.0

Raddison, Chennai City Centre 5.0

Peace Inn 5.0

Park Hyatt 5.0

The Residency Towers 4.0

Table 9 Recommendation
using Location

Hotel name Rating

Fab Hotel Blossoms 5.0

Radisson Chennai City Centre 4.0

Accord Metropolitan 3.0

Peace Inn 3.0

The Park Chennai 3.0

on the scale of 0 as poor to 5 as best.
Table 10 shows the top five hotels based on the room and comfort in room.
The top five hotels based on staff and service are shown in Table 11.
Finally, the top 5 hotels from the reviews without considering the aspects are also

found and shown in the Fig. 3.

Table 10 Recommendation
using room

Hotel name Rating

Peace Inn 5.0

ITC Grand Chola 5.0

The Residency 5.0

Savera 4.0

Raj Park 4.0
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Table 11 Recommendation
using staff and service

Hotel name Rating

Radisson Chennai City Centre 5.0

Peace Inn 5.0

Park Hyatt 4.0

ITC Grand Chola 4.0

The Residency Towers 3.0

Fig. 3 Recommending Top five hotels using LDA

5 Conclusion

In this proposed system, aspect-based sentiment analysis approach is implemented by
analyzing the user’s behavior using hotel reviews. In this work, it mostly concentrates
on designing a recommendation system for hotel industry domain where users can
select the hotel according to their aspects preference and view the top hotels. The
performance of recommendation system could be increased by using various text-
based and sentiment classification techniques and analyzed the reviews based on
accuracy. In future, this work can be improved with the help of various deep learning
algorithms with sentiment analysis for suggesting the hotels, and we can recommend
the hotels in different cities. This work can be further compared with more deep
learning techniques for improving the accuracy and quality of hotel recommender
system.
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Evaluating Cost Contingency
for Construction Projects: A Fuzzy Risk
Analysis Approach

Pradeep K. Goyal and Savita Sharma

Abstract Controlling and managing project costs in infrastructure construction
projects within budget is a matter of prime importance since these projects require
a large amount of capital investment. The use of cost contingencies is found as an
effective tool for reducing the cost overrun. Traditionally, the contingency is esti-
mated using a fixed percentage of the estimated cost. Project costs’ sensitivity to risk
factors impacting the cost is not considered in this method resulting in underesti-
mated or overestimated values. Therefore, in this paper, an alternate methodology is
presented for developing a risk-induced model to predict the cost contingency after
identifying and quantifying the risks involved in the projects. To develop the model,
a rule-based fuzzy inference system has been used. The fuzzy theory can deal with
incomplete, imprecise and uncertain data intrinsic to complex construction projects.
This methodology provides a practical approach for estimating cost contingency by
considering the frequently occurring and important risk factors impacting the cost
of construction projects. Details about the development and validation of the model
are presented in this research study. Project managers and decision-makers will find
this model very useful for making decisions regarding various issues related to the
project such as contingency estimation, bid price calculation, mark-up estimation
and assessment of different projects.
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1 Introduction

The issue of cost overrun in the construction projects is a frequent and critical both
in developed and developing countries. Controlling and managing project costs in
infrastructure construction projects within budget is a matter of prime importance
because of the investment of a considerable capital cost. The use of cost contingencies
is found as an effective tool for reducing the cost overrun. The primary aim of
contingency planning is to avoid the cost overrun problem in construction projects
[5]. The contingency can be defined as the total quantity of budget, funds or time
required above the estimated amount to reduce the risk of overruns of project goals
to an acceptable level for the organisation [25]. Traditionally, the contingency is
estimated using a fixed per cent of estimated cost. This technique has also been
called as ‘across-the-board’ percentage addition [1] and ‘Crystal ball’ [23]. Using
thismethod, the contingency estimation usually varies from 1 to 5% and it rarely goes
beyond 10% [23]. The amounts are estimated on basis of the maximum cost, average
cost, expert judgement and experience which can result in the underestimated or
overestimated quantity [22]. This method is described as arbitrary and unscientific
by various researchers [1, 6]. Project costs’ sensitivity to risk factors impacting the
costs is not considered in this method. However, it is observed that on account of
the complexities involved with construction activities, risks and uncertainties are
increasing rapidly in construction projects. Effective risk management and adopting
contingency as a tool can be useful for construction project managers to control
and handle these risks and uncertainties [16, 25]. As stated by Ford [12] and Marco
et al. [21], contingency amount is a matter of prime importance for managing risks
associated with construction projects. Therefore, the contingency modelling using
knowledge-based risk assessment and incorporating integrating risk management
strategy is gaining importance. Various authors [8, 18, 23, 24] adopted a risk analysis
approach to estimate cost contingency in construction projects.

The risk can be analysed using quantitative and statistical methods such as Monte
Carlo simulation, fault tree analysis, sensitive analysis and failure mode analysis.
However, these methods require exact and accurate data. Acquiring these data for
complex situations such as those associated with construction projects is a chal-
lenging task as they contain too many variables with a high degree of uncertainty
and ambiguity. For dealing with the complex and subjective nature of the problems,
advanced techniques such as fuzzy logic have been gaining popularity. By comparing
the various techniques and theories which are employed for handling uncertainty in
the construction projects, Baloi and Price [2] proposed for FST as a robust tool for
analysing the uncertainties associated with construction-related activities. The fuzzy
set theory (FST) manages data that are partially defined, inexact and uncertain. It is
well-suited to deal with almost identical situations to those encountered in complex
and large infrastructure construction projects. Hence, this study attempts to provide
a framework for model development to predict project cost contingency by using the
fuzzy risk analysis approach.
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Section 2 of this research paper describes the relevant literature review. In Sect. 3,
the methodology is presented for developing the cost contingency model. The devel-
oped model is validated in Sect. 4 of this paper, and finally, the conclusion has been
drawn.

2 Literature Survey

Sections 2.1 and 2.2 present a brief literature review related to the development of a
model for estimating cost contingency in construction projects and fuzzy inference
systems, respectively.

2.1 Cost Contingency Models

Various methods such as the method of moments, factor rating, range estimating,
artificial neural network, Monte Carlo simulation, regression, analytical hierarchy
process, fuzzy set theory, CALM (computer-based), probabilistic model, PERT and
standard deviation have been used by the researchers for estimating cost contin-
gency. References [7, 23, 34] employed method of moments, whereas a proba-
bilistic model was suggested by Touran [31] to estimate the cost contingency of
a project by taking into consideration the expected number of variations and the
average cost of change orders. Barraza and Bueno’s [3] presented a method based
on Monte Carlo simulation. Activity costs in this model were assumed to be inde-
pendent and normally distributed [3]. Later on, Barraza [4] presented an empirical
methodology by employingMonte Carlo Simulation, and cost contingency was allo-
cated to project activities according to the detail of the work breakdown structure.
Lorance and Wendling [17] also proposed a Monte Carlo simulation for estimating
the cost contingency. Sonmez et al. [29] suggested a model based on regression anal-
ysis to forecast the cost contingencies for international projects after collecting the
data from Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle East. Thal et al. [30] also suggested
a regression model to forecast the amount of contingency for a new construction
project after examining 203 projects of the U.S. Air Force. Artificial neural network
and multiple linear regression methods were investigated by Chen and Hartman [6]
on the basis of data collected from an oil and gas company for the prediction of
contingency; it was concluded by them that the artificial neural network method
was more accurate than the multiple linear regression method for the estimation of
contingency. Moselhi et al. [4] also found, based on an extensive literature review,
that the artificial neural network model had the potential of identifying the pattern
knowledge and data prediction. Artificial neural network methods were used by Jin
and Zhang [15] and Williams [33] also. It is found that to learn the knowledge or
the pattern by artificial neural network (ANN) is somewhat difficult, but the Fuzzy
system can improve the qualitative aspect of human knowledge such as reasoning,
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inference and explicit knowledge. Therefore, fuzzy methods have been used for
predicting the cost contingency. The important studies have discussed here in this
section. The probabilistic cost estimate of a project was predicted by Hassanein
and Cherlopalle [13] using fuzzy theory by considering the risks and uncertainties.
Another model was recommended by Paek et al. [24] to present a methodology for
evaluating project risk and contingency for reducing the risks related to a project
based on fuzzy logic. Fuzzy sets were also used by Shaheen et al. [26] for calcu-
lating project cost estimates. Many authors have suggested extracting fuzzy numbers
from the expert group and analysing the data in the fuzzy range estimating analysis.
Idrus et al. [14] recently proposed cost contingency estimating by using risk analysis
and a fuzzy expert system. The method is flexible, rational, and it is based on fuzzy
expert system. A neuro-fuzzy hybrid model, designed by Dominic et al. [9], is used
to predict the final cost of infrastructure projects of water. Wang et al. [32] developed
a method using neuro-fuzzy and multi-factor evaluation for estimation the cost of
projects.

Based on the comprehensive literature survey, it can be concluded that a variety
of models have been developed by researchers using several techniques such as
Monte Carlo simulation, multiple regression, artificial neural network and proba-
bilistic model. However, these techniques necessitate complex mathematical calcu-
lations, and predicting any information by recognising the knowledge and patterns
is relatively difficult. In contrast, fuzzy systems are proven to be more effective
for forecasting information since they can improve the qualitative aspect of human
knowledge, such as reasoning, inference and explicit knowledge. Models based on
fuzzy and fuzzy hybrid approaches have also been suggested for estimating the cost
contingencies depending on the research question and problem under consideration.
Despite the efficacy of fuzzy theory, there are only a few studies in the literature
for evaluating cost contingency, which motivated the author to propose an alter-
nate methodology using a rule-based fuzzy inference system for estimating cost
contingency in a construction project.

2.2 Concept of Fuzzy Theory

The fundamentals and concepts of the fuzzy theory, which are used for designing
the model, have been explained here in this section. The fuzzy inference system is
also described briefly as the model is developed using a rule-based fuzzy inference
system.

Fuzzy set

The concept of fuzzy logic was originally established by Zadah [35]. A fuzzy set A
of a universe of discourse X can be defined through Eq. (1):

A = {(x, µA(x))/x ∈ A, µA(x) ∈ [0, 1]} (1)
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Here µA(x) = Degree of membership function which provides X a membership
value in the range from 0 to 1.

Membership functions

Membership functions (MF) are used for the fuzzification and defuzzification process
of fuzzy inference system (FIS), for transforming the non-fuzzy or crisp input values
to fuzzy values in the form of linguistic terms and vice versa. MF can be defined by
a curve that represents the degree of membership of an element x in a fuzzy set in the
range from 0 and 1. Triangular, Gaussian, trapezoidal, piecewise-linear, bell-shaped,
sigmoid membership function, etc. are generally used as membership function. In
this study, a trapezoidal membership function is taken for input and output variables
based on literature review.

Fuzzy inference system

Fuzzy inference system (FIS) can be described as a rule-based reasoning system for
mapping a given input to an output by applying fuzzy logic theory. Takagi–Sugeno
and Mamdani processes are very important approaches for fuzzy inference. In this
research, study the Mamdani type fuzzy inference process has been used as it is
intuitive, well suitable to human cognition, and widely used in literature [11, 19, 20].
In the Mamdani process of FIS input members of the system are transformed into
fuzzy numbers by fuzzification usingmembership function, bywhich crisp inputs are
converted into a set of linguistic variables. A set of fuzzy rules in the form of if–then
is then formed with the help of various fuzzy operators. The fuzzified input members
are summed together as per the constructed rules, and the output distribution in the
form of fuzzy sets are obtained Finally, after the defuzzification process, a crisp
quantity is obtained from a fuzzy set.

3 Methodology for Developing the Model for Evaluating
Cost Contingency

In this section, the methodology has been presented for developing the model for
evaluating the cost contingency of a project. For this purpose, a case study has been
taken from Indian construction projects.

3.1 Identification of Risk Factors Impacting the Cost
of Construction Projects

For identification of the risk factors impacting the cost of construction, an extensive
literature survey was carried out across the globe by Sharma and Goyal [27] for
the construction industry. Fifty-five important factors impacting the construction
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Table 1 Frequently Occurring Cost Escalation Factors in Construction Industry

S No. Factors impacting cost Category

1 Fluctuation in the prices of materials Finance

2 Lowest possible bid procurement policy Project and contract

3 Inflation Finance

4 Improper govt. policy management

5 Incorrect estimation of time and cost construction

6 Errors and discrepancy in contract document Project and contract

7 Quantity of Extra work done construction

8 Frequent modification in design construction

9 Impracticable contract duration Project and contract

10 High project charge of labour Finance

11 Financial difficulty experienced by contractor Finance

12 Improper planning and scheduling of project by contractor construction

13 Slow procedure in taking decisions Management

14 Poor coordination between construction rticipants Management

15 Exchange rate Finance

16 Material Cost Finance

17 High level of interest rate of bank loan Finance

18 Modification in the scope of the project Project and contract

19 Contract management Project and contract

20 Conflicts and disputes on site Management

cost were identified through systematic and intensive literature review (Journals,
Proceedings, Web). After conducting interviews and a questionnaire survey with 50
construction practitioners from the Indian construction industry, only 20 important
factors are selected for developing the cost contingency model. Table 1 indicates 20
main factors impacting the cost of the Indian construction projects. These factors are
divided into four groups: ‘Finance’, ‘Construction’, ‘Management’ and ‘Project and
Contract’.

3.2 Risk Quantification of the Identified Factors Using
the Risk Matrix

The risk is then quantified using fuzzy theory and risk matrix as presented by Sharma
and Goyal [28]. In this method, the magnitude of the risk factors impacting cost has
been calculated after considering the probability and severity level of a certain factor.
The probability and severity index were estimated based on an interview conducted
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Table 2 Magnitude of Risk factors Impacting Cost

Abbreviation Factors impacting cost Category Quantity

R.F. 1 Fluctuation in the prices of
materials

Finance related 0.694

R.F. 2 Inflation 0.687

R.F. 3 Financial difficulty experienced by
contractor

0.661

R.F. 4 Exchange rate 0.642

R.F. 5 Material Cost 0.635

R.F. 6 High level of interest rate of bank
loan

0.622

R.F. 7 High project charge of labour 0.664

R.F. 8 Improper planning and scheduling
of project by contractor

Construction related 0.658

R.F. 9 Incorrect estimation of time and
cost

0.68

R.F. 10 Frequent modification in design 0.673

R.F. 11 Quantity of Extra work done 0.675

R.F. 12 Poor coordination between
construction participants

Management related 0.648

R.F. 13 Conflicts and disputes on site 0.576

R.F. 14 Slow procedure in taking decisions 0.652

R.F. 15 Improper govt. policy 0.682

R.F. 16 Contract management Project and Contract related 0.591

R.F. 17 Impracticable contract duration 0.669

R.F. 18 Errors and discrepancy in contract
document

0.678

R.F. 19 Lowest possible bid procurement
policy

0.69

R.F. 20 Modification in the scope of the
project

0.618

with 50 experts in the construction industry of India. The calculated magnitude of
the risk factors impacting cost has been presented in Table 2.

3.3 Developing a Model for Evaluating Cost Contingency
by Using Fuzzy Inference Process

To develop the model for evaluating cost contingency, a fuzzy inference process has
been implemented in two phases. In the first phase of the fuzzy inference process, the
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impact of the various risk factors of a group is taken as ‘input variables’, and ‘output
variable cost contingency’ is determined for this group. For example, as shown in
Fig. 1, the cost contingency of the group ‘Finance’ (‘C.C. Finance’) is estimated by
considering the impact of risk factors (I.L.F. 1, I.L.F.2, I.L.F. 3, I.L.F. 4, I.L.F. 5, I.L.F.
6, I.L.F. 7) related to the group ‘Finance’ as input variables. Similarly, The output
variable ‘C.C. Construction’, ‘C.C. Management’ and ‘C.C. Project and Contract’ is
determined for ‘Construction’, ‘Management’and ‘Project and Contract’ group.

In the secondphase of the fuzzy inference process, ‘C.C. Finance’, ‘C.C.Construc-
tion’, ‘C.C. Management’ and ‘C.C. Project and Contract’ determined in the first

Fig.1 Two phase fuzzy inference process for model development
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phase of themodel are taken as ‘input variables’ and output variable ‘cost contingency
of the project’ is then estimated.

3.3.1 Steps of Fuzzy Inference Process for Designing the First Phase
of the Model

The process is performed using Fuzzy Logic Toolbox™ software of MATLAB
Program. It consists of five primary graphical user interfaces (GUI) tools such as
FIS Editor, MF Editor, Rule Editor, Rule Viewer, and Surface Viewer. The various
steps of fuzzy inference system to design the model are as follows.

Defining Input and Output

The first step of model designing using the fuzzy inference process is to define the
input and output variables. The impact level of the factors is taken as the input vari-
ables and cost contingency is taken as output. The various factors of group ‘Finance’
are Fluctuation in the prices of materials, Inflation, Financial difficulty experienced
by contractor, Exchange rate, Material Cost, High level of interest rate of bank loan
and High project charge of labour. These factors’ impact level is considered input
variables for determining the output cost contingency for the finance group (‘C.C.
Finance). During model design, the impact level of factors is abbreviated as I.L.F.1,
I.L.F.2, I.L.F.3, I.L.F.4, and I.L.F.5, I.L.F.6 and, I.L.F.7 and the output variable is
abbreviated as ‘C.C.F’.

In Fig. 2 the input variables I.L. F1- to I.L.F.7, and output variables Cost Contin-
gency Finance (C.C.F) are shown in the FIS Editor window of the Fuzzy Logic
toolbox.

Similarly, input variables for group ‘Construction’ are I.L.F8, I.L.F9, I.L.F10,
and I.L.F.11. I.L.F. 12., I.L.F.13 and I.L.F.14. I.L.F.15 are input variables for the
‘Management’ group. I.L.F.16, I.L.F.17, I.L.F.18, and I.L.F. 19., I.L.F.20 are consid-
ered input variables for ‘Project & Contract’. Output variables for the groups are
‘C.C. Construction’, ‘C.C. Management’, and ‘C.C. Project and Contract’.

Fuzzy Membership Functions

The membership function associated with all the input variables and output variables
of all the factors of group ‘Finance’ are shown in Fig. 3.

Fuzzy Rules

The formation of fuzzy rules is an essential component of the fuzzy inference system.
The rules for this study are formedwith the help of experienced practitioners in Indian
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Fig. 2 Input and output variables of the group ‘Finance’ in FIS editor window

construction projects. Considering 20 risk factors, a total of 100 rules are formed.
Samples of the fuzzy rules of group ‘Finance’ are presented in Table 3.

Since the cost contingency of group ‘Finance’ is directly related to the magnitude
of impact level of factors fluctuation in the prices ofmaterials, inflation, financial diffi-
culty experienced by contractor, exchange rate, material cost, high level of interest
rate of bank loan and high project charge of labour, therefore the cost contingency
will get affected by the impact level of the factors of the group ‘Finance’. The magni-
tude of the risk calculated in Sect. 3.2 will be taken as weighting for the rules. The
sample rules constructed for the fuzzy model are shown in Table 4.

Similarly, the fuzzy rules were constructed for group ‘Construction’, ‘Manage-
ment’and ‘Project and Contract’.

Defuzzification

Finally, the ‘cost contingencyC.C.F’ for group ‘Finance’ is estimated bydefuzzifying
the rules by ‘centroid of area’ method as shown in Fig. 4
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Fig. 3 Membership function for the input and output variables of the group ‘Finance’ in FIS editor
window

Table 3 Sample of fuzzy rules group ‘Finance’

Rule Antecedent Consequence Weighting

1 If the impact level of risk factor
‘Fluctuation in the prices of
materials’ is very less

Then the cost contingency of the
group ‘Finance’ will be very less

0.694

31 If the impact of risk factor ‘High
project charge of labour.’ is very
less

Then the cost contingency of the
group ‘Finance’ will be very less

0.664

Table 4 Sample of Fuzzy
Rules of Group ‘Finance’ for
Fuzzy Inference

Rule Antecedent Consequence Weighting

1 If I.L. F. 1 is Very
less

Then C.C.F is Very
less

0.694

2 If I.L. F. 2 is Very
less

Then C.C.F is Very
less

0.687
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Fig. 4 Defuzzification process for cost contingency for group ‘Finance’

3.3.2 Fuzzy Inference System for the Second Phase of Model Designing

For the second phase of the model designing the same steps for fuzzy inference are
performed. The input members for this phase are cost contingency of finance group
(‘C.C. Finance’), cost contingency of construction group (‘C.C. Construction’), cost
contingency of management group (‘C.C. Management’) and cost contingency of
project and contract group (‘C.C. Project and Contract’). The output of the model
is overall contingency of the project. It is abbreviated as O.C.P. The fuzzy inference
process has been performed using Fuzzy Logic toolbox of MATLAB.

4 Testing of the Model

To test the reliability of the designed fuzzy model an interview has been conducted
with a team of experts of a leading Indian construction company. The panel of the
experts included the top 25 executive engineers, project managers, and site engineers
of the company. The experts were requested to examine the risk factors considered
for this research and filled in the required information regarding risk factors to test
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the proposed model. The information provided by the group of experts is presented
as shown in Table 5.

The determined impact level of the group by themodel is given in Table 6. The cost
contingency of the project evaluated by the proposed model was 14.4%, as shown in

Table 5 Impact level of the various factors for the selected project

S No. Abbreviation Factors impacting cost Impact level in percentage

1 R.F. 1 Fluctuation in the prices of materials 20

2 R.F. 2 Inflation 10

3 R.F. 3 Financial difficulty experienced by
contractor

10

4 R.F. 4 Exchange rate 5

5 R.F. 5 Material Cost 15

6 R.F. 6 High level of interest rate of bank loan 5

7 R.F. 7 High project charge of labour 5

8 R.F. 8 Improper planning and scheduling of
project by contractor

10

9 R.F. 9 Incorrect estimation of time and cost 5

10 R.F. 10 Frequent modification in design 5

11 R.F. 11 Quantity of Extra work done 10

12 R.F. 12 Poor coordination between
construction participants

5

13 R.F. 13 Conflicts and disputes on site 5

14 R.F. 14 Slow procedure in taking decisions 10

15 R.F. 15 Improper govt. policy 15

16 R.F. 16 Contract management 2

17 R.F. 17 Impracticable contract duration 5

18 R.F. 18 Errors and discrepancy in contract
document

5

19 R.F. 19 Lowest possible bid procurement
policy

10

20 R.F. 20 Modification in the scope of the project 5

Table 6 Overall Cost Contingency of Project

S No. Group Name of group Impact of risk factor (%) Overall cost contingency
(%)

1 C.C.F Finance 17.2 14.4

2 C.C.C Construction 11.5

3 C.C.M Management 17.4

4 C.C.P Project and Contract 28.5
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Table 6, whereas the actual cost contingency was taken as 10% in this project, which
shows an error of only 4.4%.

5 Conclusion

This paper has presented an alternate methodology for developing a risk-induced
model to predict the cost contingency. The risk factors have been analysed using
fuzzy theory as the theory is capable of dealing with incomplete, imprecise, and
uncertain data Intrinsic to real-world complex problems such as those found in
construction projects. The application of the proposed methodology has been illus-
trated for developing a model, by considering a case study of the Indian construc-
tion industry. Through an extensive literature review, 20 frequently occurring and
important risk factors impacting the cost of construction projects were identified
and classified into four groups as ‘Finance’, ‘Construction’, ‘Management’, and
‘Project & Contract’. After taking into account the likelihood and severity index,
the risk magnitude of these factors was then calculated by interviewing 20 experts
involved in Indian construction projects and then using theMamdani type rule-based
fuzzy inference system a model was developed. Trapezoidal type membership func-
tion was defined for the input and output variables. The Fuzzy logic toolbox of
MATLAB software was used for the process of the fuzzy inference system. This
model was validated also for a construction project. The value obtained from the
model was 14.4% and the actual cost contingency in the project was taken as 10%,
which is very close to the results obtained from the model. Therefore, the proposed
model for predicting the cost contingency can be used by customising according to the
specific project. The methodology provides a practical approach for estimating cost
contingency by taking into consideration the frequently occurring and important risk
factors impacting the cost of construction projects. Project managers and decision-
makers will find this model very useful for making decisions regarding various issues
related to the project such as contingency estimation, bid price calculation, mark-up
estimation, and assessment of different projects.
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